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Distinctly Digita /J
Cleverly written and always favourably reviewed in the press,
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Digita produces a range of powerful, lowcost software for the home and business user
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DGCALC

MAILSHOT

FINAL ACCOUNTS

The fastest and most powerful spreadsheet available in this
price bracket, with 512 rows by 52 columns, giving you up to
26624cells. As with all Digitaproducts, the operation of the
program is clearly thought out. Being either menu, mouse or
command driven you'll be able to start using it withinminutes
- even if you've never used a spreadsheet before. Some of
the features which make it such good value are the exporting
of ASCII files for integration withother programs, adjustable
column width and text overflow, programmable function keys
(macros), and a unique windowing facility, so that you can

Ifyouever need to send out mailingsor printlabels,you
knowhowfiddly and time-consuming itcan be makingsure
allthe labelsare printed correctly. Well nowallthat'sa thing
of the past. Because fvtailshot actually shows you the labels

Theprogramwilltake information prepared byCashbook
Controller and producea completeset of accountsincluding:
' Trial Balance ' Tradingand Profitand Loss Account

on screen, you can type names and addresses in exactly the
correct place. But more than that, the labels are animated on
screen as a continuous sheet, allowing you to scroll

* Full Accounting ratios.
Allreports may be produced at any time, with
comparative/budget figures ifrequired. The facilityto

backwardsand forwards, to search forparticularkeywordsor

producethese documentsquickly, accurately,and regularly
is ofenormous help in runningany business, large or small,

searching, detection ofduplicate labels, sorting (even

look at different parts of a sheet at the same time.__ _

surname!) 9 labels across, 999 copies of any label. This has

_ _

£39.95

to edit entries with the minimum of fuss. Facilities include

E-TYPE
Doyou ever have to print names and addresses at awkward
places on envelopes, or do you ever need to fill in tricky
forms or invoices where the text has to be in exactly the right
place? Usually you have to do il by hand, or get your trusty
old typewriter out of the cupboard and dusl it off.Well not
anymore. The Emulated TYPEwriter transforms your
computer and printer into a fully fledged typewriter,
supporting bold, underline, italic and other type-styles.
Because itcan display and print text INSTANTLY you can line
up your form, press Return and Space a few times to move to
the correct place, and then start typing. Alternatively you can
switch to line-by-line mode, which offers word-wrap,
justification and proportional spacing, so that you can edit
-»—— *_
each line before its printed.

£39.95

PERSONAL TAX PLANNER
Are you absolutely sure your taxman is doing his job
correctly? Plan your own tax with ease, this menu<iriven
program willcalculate your income tax liability (4 tax years
included} and provide pertinent facts about your tax position.
Youcan perform what-if?' calculation to discover ways to
minimise your tax liability. Infact, the program willadvise
you on things such as, if you are a married man, whether it
would be advantageous to have your wife's income taxed
separately or not. Atthis price who knows, you will probably
find that PTP willpay for itself in tax savings the first time you
use it!
'• STOP PRESS "

' Balance Sheet * Notes to the Accounts

£29.95

—-.„ *»_

£24.95

MAILSHOT PLUS

I CLASSIC INVADERS
Escape from executive stress withthe classic space invader

Advanced version of Mailshot for the business user with the

followingextra facilities:
' integration with other software (using ASCII files)
' column/tabulated summary (ideal for telephone lists, etc)
' 4 extra memo lines per label (withdefaults) ' system for
coding, dating and adding messages to each label
" different layouts available for horizontal and vertical

ideation.

$Bta
"loiii

since one shows the true profitabilityachieved, and the other
the exact strength of the business in terms of assets and
liabilities.
-,-,-. -,_

to be the simplest and most effectivemethodofcreating a
mailshot available.
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£14.95

PHARAOH III

£49_g5

Basedon the classic gameplayofGalaxians,thisoriginaland
unique game recreates the mysticalatmosphere of ancient
Egyptand the Pharaohs.
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DAY-BY-DAY
Anexcellent way to get organised. Withit you'llbe reminded
ofbirthdaysand other anniversaries, meetingsand
appointments, phone calls to make and so on. As with all
Digitaproducts, inputtinginformationis simplicityitselfand,
once entered, you can search for keywords or for particular
events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.
Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a
glance. For less than £30 this is the ideal way to make sure

you never miss thatimportant occasion again!

—__ n _
£29.95

&

July '89 - PTP user receives tax refund of over £2,000!!

»

£39.95

DAY-BY-DAY
An excellent way lo get organised. Withit you'll be reminded
of birthdays and other anniversaries, meetings and
appointments, phone calls to make and so en. As with all

Digitaproducts, inputting information is simplicity itself and,

once ente'red,youcan search forkeywords or forparticular
events such as birthdays to see when one is coming up.
Includes month/week/day planner, automatic reminders for
overdue appointments, month and week summary at a
glance. For less than £30this is the ideal way to make sure

you never miss that important occasion again!

p,on nc
£29.95

HOME ACCOUNTS
Ideal for both home users and small business. Simple to use,
this package will keep track of all your finances and cater for
10 types of income (e.g. Bank, credit card) and 60 types of
expenditure (e.g. rates, mortgage, gas, food}, with optional
budgeting and forecasting. The program willhandle Standing
Orders and Direct Debits, and automatically warn iffor
example, Bank charges are likely,or ifyou have exceeds
your credit limit.Withthe comprehensive reporting and
graphics facilities you can even produce your own monthly
Bank/Credit card statements! Once you've used Home
Accounts, you'll wonder how you ever managed without it.

£24.95
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£49.95
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Available to the trade from:

Digita, GEM, Greyhound,
HB Marketing, Lazer,

*"" Fir,ai

£49.9S
f49.9s

Leisuresoft, R & R, SDL.

• HOW TO ORDER

DIGITA
INTERNATIONAL
'Serious software at a sensible price'

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
Post: Digita International Ltd
Black Horse House
Exmouth Devon

EX8 1JL England
Allsoftware written in the UK. Prices include VAT &P &P (add £2.00for export)

Fax: 0395 268893

The first Stereo Sample adaptor for the ATARI ST, STF & STFM
WHAT IS PLAYBACK?
PLAYBACK is a neat hardware cartridge which plugs into the ROM port of any 16 BIT ATARI computer
and provides 2 channel (Stereo) sample output from its twin RCA style phono connectors. These signals
can then be fed into any standard LINE or AUX input of a HI-FI amplifier for truly stunning stereo output
when running programs compatible with this cartridge. The cartridge avoids using the much slower
printer port and subsequent lower sound quality, the cartridge port places no practical limit on the top
band width of sound quality,
PLAYBACK enables the owner of a standard ST, STF or STFM computer to take advantage of the new
breed of Stereo software which is starting to appear for the ATARI 16 BIT computers. It remains a
commitment of MICRODEAL to maintain compatibility across their range of musical products wherever
possible. To this end, PLAYBACK offers a superb, low cost enhancement to QUARTET version 1.5, the
worlds first and best professional multi voice sample sequencer for the ST. PLAYBACK provides QUARTET
version 1.5 owners with the ultimate in high quality STEREO music for the first time. Obviously owners
of MONO samplers such as MASTER SOUND II, REPLAY 8 and REPLAY PROFESSIONAL can take advantage
of the two channel outputs to create even more stunning effects in their own programs or with
DRUMBEAT STEREO included with this package.
As well as the PLAYBACK cartridge, this package contains the following:

DRUMBEAT STEREO
PLAYBACK provides a sophisticated 2 channel DRUM sequencer which allows up to 15 samples to be
loaded into the KIT. DRUMBEAT provides up to 50 patterns in memory at once. The patterns may be
assembled into a list of up to 99 ordered entries to compose a SONG and up to 10 songs may be
held in memory at once. The TEMPO can be varied from 40 to 239 beats per minute either internally
or externally via an external MIDI system master control. Timing can be set at 1/8, 1/16 or 1/32 with
or without triplets.

QUARTET STEREO DEMO DRIVER
One of QUARTETS top mono music demo's has been adapted to give full STEREO output with two left
channels and two right channels, The graphics display is easily adaptable using a paint program to
customise your own graphics and the Scrolling message can be changed by simply editing the file using
an editor or word processor. The STEREO Quartet music played with the demo is one of our latest mixes
and if you have your own Quartet music you can replace our music very easily with your own.

INCORPORATE STEREO OUTPUT IN YOUR OWN PROGRAMS
We've thought of everything for the home programmer and have included sample STEREO routines for
Hi-Soft Basic, GFA Basic and machine code, and before long we are sure many commercial products
will support this high Quality STEREO cartridge which brings a regular ST owner STEREO output similar to
the STE.

FULL QUARTET VERSION 1.5 SUPPORT
If you are thinking of upgrading to Quartet version 1,5 or already have a copy then STEREO PLAYBACK
is fully supported with 2 channel output through each speaker and playback as clear as your regular
hi-fi output!

• 1 ~'~T U||
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(& COPYRIGHT MICRODEAL
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED

DRUMBEAT STEREO

ATARI ST

QUARTET DEMO DRIVER

PLAYBACK ORDER FORM

Please send me PLAYBACK the best stereo output cartridge for the Atari ST
Playback is £29.95 post & packaging £1 (all prices inc V.A.T.)
BY POST:with Cheque Postal Order or Credit Card

BY PHONE
WITH
CREDIT CARDS

Name

Address

(0726)68020
.7)

Postcode

Credit Card Type

Expiry Date.

Number

Please allow up to 28 days for delivery
Send to: Microdeal PO Box 68 St Austell Cornwall England PL25 4YB

COVER STORY
To coin a phrase - the best
things in life are free, and
that even includes software.

Isaac Davis looks at the pub
lic

domain

and

shareware

FEATURES:
PD: IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST?

19

Everything you ever wanted to know about the public domain scene - how
it all happened, how it works, and what's in it for you.

scenes
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63

We investigate computer crimes. Hacking into a bank account or copying
a friend's commercial disk - it's all illegal. Just how guilty are you?

REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS

103

In part two of Andrew Tyler's six part series you can begin to put things
together, on your way to creating animated solid 3D graphics.

MASTERCLASS: IN FOR A PENNY

93

Need some help with sorting out your finances? Phil Trory takes you
through a spreadsheet. You'll save time better spent on other things...

THREE FABULOUS COMPETITIONS

59,91,99

Take your pick from the Lucasfilm Games comp, the Shopper Show comp,
or perhaps Calligrapher... Then, just for fun, take a look at Closebox!
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PRINTER Q

69

Can't be bothered to wait for your printer

to finish before you can get back to work?
This could be the answer to your prayers!
BUBBLE JET PRINTER

75

Canon's recently released printer is taken
for a test run. For our opinion, and the full
story, take a look inside.

0625 859555
REPROGRAPHICS: Match Point

MORE MICE

85
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97

It's slim, black, sleek and powerful. It's

portable and you can take it just about
anywhere. But what exactly is it?
ADIMENS DATABASE

100

Kuma has finally let us have it! And we've
put it straight to the test. The latest of the
heavyweight databases is looking pretty
good from here

Exactly

what

is

I and what isn't in

computing world?
i to page 63 to

REGULARS:
NEWS

Once again, Nick Clarkson, the boy wonder brings it all
together in a spectacular games section. There's hot
news and reviews - but look carefully at those hints...

7

The most comprehensive ST news pages
around. Find out about it in here first -

STFM axed, STEs cheaper, and more...

'T.
WORLD NEWS

13

S

ART-WORK!

'$ -

'%}#

Reports from France, Germany, and the
US on the very latest ST developments

LTiMflTC PRIZE 1
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iD »
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66

So this is this how the world will look next

century. But where are the trees?
PUBLIC SECTOR

The Colonel's Bequest, Feudal Lords, Hard
Drivin' II, Curse of the Azure Bonds, Car-Vup,
MiG 29 Fulcrum, and The Conquests of
Camelot. Plus Trade Secrets, Tip Off, Lucasfilm
Games comp and Game Extra.

79

John Butters does it again with, among
other things, a bit of emulation, a spot of
Strabble and a weird Japanese game.

Desk
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Options
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Help
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Long
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INTERACTIVE RESCUE

76

Date

Description.! .18;;;;;;;;

With more flashes of brilliance from his

Connent

subs.rateJ.io:;:;;;;:

frantic pen, the Silicon Service Supremo
races to the rescue.
Rate.'is.'rioneij.'tspe

BEGINNERS.

.71

Not had the ST for long? Wondering what
to do with it next? Stop! Don't throw it out

•

Adimens. It's a

very serious

1t£U [

database indeed

the window - we can help, honest!
MAIL

.87

Tell us all about it. And you never know,
this could be your lucky month...
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Press any key to continue.

MIDI AND MUSIC

110

EDUCATION

113

COMMUNICATIONS

115

EMULATION

117

Tetris - toy building blocks

Typing Tutor - watch out

ADVENTURES

119

were never like this!

Mavis Beacon...

High score:
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DESKTOP PUBLISHING....121
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Desk File View Edit Clip Text
a

GASTEINER ,

ch

GOLDEN Image Scanner
400 DPI comes complete with
the acclaimed Touch Up software

The BEETLE Mouse
At 320 DPI and with its

ST Format Cold Award Winner

smooth palm hugging shape
the Beetle Mouse is the newest

and best mouse vet available

199n

for the ST.

G^e«

We also supply kits for the budding DIY'er

\9

GASTEINER Mega Drives
All drives are autobooting and parking.

GE Soft Host Adaptor
Includes SCSI lead & OMA lead

£69.95

MEGA KIT, as above but also Case,
Power Supply, LED'S, and Screws

£170

Professional
Monitors
NEC

Multisync

The TRACKBALL

£499

Switchable between Atari and Amaga
with the third button "Click and hold'
feature this must be the best value
Trackball at

!H

o**

Quadram 1480

Multisync £399
Switch box with
Audio out
£24.95

39-95

GASTEINER 2x2 Ram Upgrade
Easily upgrade your 520 or 1040 to 2.5 MB or
Mega 2 to 4MB
£149.95 inc high quality ram chips.

All these andmany otherproducts at:GOLDEN Image

Optical Mouse
Amazing accuracy and
reliability with the first

optical mouse for the ST.
only £39.95

GOLDEN Image Mouse
Sleek and smooth this

rodent is perfect for those
with a gentle touch

22 99

Prices maybe subject to P&P charges. Please telephone to confirm.

Unit 12A Mil/mead Business Centre
Mill Mead Road London N19 0QU

Tel: 081-3651151

Fax: 081-8851953

STFM AXED,I STE
m ICES TO FALL
i

i

Atari has confirmed that it plans
to axe the STFM, and industry

Peter Staddon announced that:
"As a custom-built venue which is

sources close to the firm have

internationally known it adds its

revealed that it intends to slash

own cachet to exhibitions, and is

the price of its STE by at least
£100 later this year.
Atari's
marketing
manager

synonymous with serious events
put on by major players."
The computer giant has con
firmed that it plans to show the
new Mega STE and Panther
games console.
There's also a strong possibility

Peter Staddon said that he was

quite perplexed about the claim
of a price reduction but that the
company intended to axe the
STFM by the middle of the year to
reduce the number of ST variants.

Taking the STE's price to below
£300 will increase the price war

that the stereo monitor which is

already on sale in North America
might be ready for its first UK

appearance. The show will also
be the first opportunity for many
to see the firm's new laser printer
which went on sale recently. The
SLM605

costs

£1,149

and

replaces the SLM804 which has
now been withdrawn.

The firm is continuing to
reduce the price of its Lynx hand
held games console. With imme
diate effect, the pack will cost
£99 and includes a Lynx and
power adaptor, but will not have
the California Games cartridge.

One of the UK's largest busi
ness computer shows, the
Which Computer? Show, is to
be held at Birmingham's
National

Exhibition

Centre

from April 23 to 26.
The organiser is Reed
Exhibition Companies (081
948 9800).

Although traditionally the
event has a strong PC pres
ence, last year the show saw
Atari exhibiting its ST range,
TT, PC, Portfolio and ATW

between the STE and the Com

computers.

modore Amiga, the ST's nearest
competitor, which has recently
faced a price reduction. This
brings the Amiga to £329 when

Atari says that it's aiming
to portray the ST increasing
ly as a business machine this
year, but despite this it has

the £70 trade-in is taken into con

decided to snub the Which

sideration.

Computer? Show following a
claimed lacklustre response
from last year's event.
However,
several third
party firms will be represent
ing the ST.
They
include
Prospero
Software, Sage, WordPerfect,
Logitech and several periph

At the time of going to press it
wasn't known if any other com
puters in the ST range were also
to see a lower price tag.
Owners of Atari computers
planning their summer holidays
should

note that Atari

UK now

hopes to hold its annual London
show during the second weekend
of August, and has announced
that it will be moved to Olympia.

eral manufacturers.
It's hoped that this year's Atari show will be held at Olympia in August

COMBINING THE ACCOUNTS
Two of Digita International's
(0395 268893) ST accounts
programs are poised for a

relaunch. Cashbook Controller

Desk

rile

actions •Ulil.-r.mrfra Heonrts

Sustcn

KNOW YOUR
WORLD

Cash Receipt For Ca;
Batch

Educating the young about the
world is the aim of Geography

Control

Batch Total

Honber Bf Transactions
Transaction Total

Tutor,

Transaction Date

and Final Accounts have been

an

electronic

atlas

with

Cashbook

maps and databases for every
country of the world. Newly-

GEM and are available in a sin

Combo

formed

gle package known as Cash-

package -

data to the new file format. An

responsible for UK distribution.
Updated yearly, it has facts on
each country's religions, lan
guages, capital city, population,
life expectancy, land area, crop

ASCII save facility gives the

land area and national debt.

completely

rewritten

,.nfll

'JUT Jntal

I

Digita's

Tota

under

book Combo.

now

The program Cashbook Con
troller replaces cash and petty
cash

books,

while

Final

Accounts is designed to pro
duce a trial balance, trading,
profit and loss account and a
balance sheet using information
supplied by its sister software.
The product is said to be
much faster. Disk swaps for sin
gle drive users have been
reduced

and

more

accurate

and sophisticated VAT calcula-

rewritten

ninrwi

J

under GEM

tions can be incorporated.
Additional features to be put
into Cashbook Combo version

2 include VAT figures being
automatically posted to nomi
nal/memo accounts and batch

posting becoming optional.
There is a comprehensive
report searching for specific

option of editing from within
word processors. In addition to

the

software

changes,

the

pack has a new manual.
Cashbook
£69.95.

Users

Combo

of earlier ver

International

is

Facts are compared graphic

ally on-screen and the database
can be modified by users and
saved

costs

Gralin

without

overwriting

the

original files. Priced at £29.99 it's
available for all STs and runs in

either high or medium resolution.

accounts and a file conversion

sions can upgrade for £15,
while those with Digita's Cash-

program

book can buy Combo for £25.

Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset

to

change

existing

Gralin International is at 11 Shilto
BH12 2BN.
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OF MICE AND
MUSIC...
Yet another upgrade for the ATonce emulator. This time the board has
been altered to make it run at 16MHz with a Norton rating of 8.1

FASTER EMULATOR

A sound sampling and sequenc
ing package is one of two new
products to have been released
from the Pandaal Marketing
(0234 855666) patch. DAATAsound includes sampling, editing
and sequencing software and a
sampling cartridge.
The cartridge accepts sound
input from a variety of sources,
including compact discs and
tape recorders, and once digi
tised the sound processing tools
provide control over the sound
sample.
Using the built-in sequencer,
up to 18 samples can be played
back

and

recorded

boasts 1.08, making it by far the
fastest emulator for the ST.
The first firm to announce UK

availability of the new version of

between

5

released.

the German product is PC M Sup
port Club (0622 677173), who will
market the product under the
name Concorde+ in a pack from

25kHz,

MIDI

ATonce

on

from

the

ST

Vortex

and

Compo Software's AT-Speed
give ST owners the opportunity to
use some of the professional soft

DAATAsound's

include
record

in

a

Following
several
software
upgrades to ATonce, the board
has undergone changes to make

Olivetti and Toshiba as well as
CGA colour emulation.

it run somewhat faster than the

Concorde+ will cost £225 with

tor

or

sockets,

original. ATonce+ has a Norton

out

ment mice will be available at the

work

CPU running at 16MHz.
This compares favourably to
an 8MHz IBM AT, although it is

cut-down price of £9.99 for those
buying the rodent at the same

£39.99.

rare for ATs to run much lower

At the same time, the price of

Logitech replace

time as the emulator.

STE

sound

bass and treble control. It will
on
a
colour
or
monochrome monitor and costs

The second product from the
Bedfordshire firm is a replace
ment mouse. DAATAmouse has

a resolution of 280 dots per inch
and can be linked to either an ST

while existing users will be able to
upgrade to the board for £99.

or Commodore Amiga, and is
adjusted between the two by a

HELPING HAND FOR THE PROGRAMMERS
A Z80 programmers' development system and a
program maintenance utility have been released

grams which contain more than one source code

by Buckinghamshire firm D & S Software (0908

Relying on batch files to define all the neces
sary steps to build an executable file, it uses the

615104).
Z80 Cross Assembler runs under GEM and is

module.

archive bit of the file attributes to detect which

made up of a text editor, macro cross assembler,

files have been altered.

linker and RS232 file transfer facilities to down

It will build the executable file automatically by
running assembler, compiler, linker and library
manager programs, along with the command
lines required for them based on the information
supplied in the batch file.
The assembler, compiler, linker and library
manager must be .TTP programs to ensure cor
rect operation of MakeST. Compatible with all STs
it's priced at £19.95.

load object code to the target machine.
The firm describes the product as fast and

user-friendly and says it will run on any ST. It will
cost £79.95, with a demonstration version avail

able for £5 which will be discounted later against
the full version.

MakeST is a program maintenance utility
aimed to cut down the development time of pro

package.

real-time

runs at 8MHz and a Norton factor
of 6.7 will be slashed to £149

ATonce+

The latest mouse

replacement from
Pandaal Marketing
has a resolution of

280 dots per inch

Do you know
something
we don't?
Although 'USER has scores of
contacts

in the ST world,

we

need you. If you have some hot
news ring John Butters on the
newsdesk now, on 0625 878888.

All information supplied will be
treated in the strictest of confi

dence. If it's really good your
wallet will be heavier.

Atari ST User

a

range,

the original ATonce board which

while

by

desktop publish-

features

Comparing
overall
perfor
mance figures of MIPS (Million
Instructions Per Second), ATonce
0.80

be used

processor or

than 12MHz.

reaches

can

oscilloscope
showing
input signal and volume,

factor of 8.1 and an Intel 80286

MSDOS.

normal text file which

two

playback
through TV, moni

Hercules,

a

compatibility

emulations are supported under
DOS from ATonce+, including
CGA,

been saved in a .IMG format into

for playback

machine.

VGA,

Syntex OCR will convert a
scanned page of text which has

and

octave

EGA,

DAATAscan OCR Solution.

playback and
speeds

the Continent. Six monochrome

ware available for the business

of
one
million
operations.
Microswitch buttons are lighter
on your fingers than popper-type
switches. It's priced at £39.99.
The company's DAATAscan
hardware, image capture soft
ware and Syntex OCR software
have been bundled into a single
pack at £299.99 and labelled

your own programs.

has

emulation

one

and two microswitched buttons
which are said to have a lifetime

sequence or saved for use in

moved very swiftly in the right
direction over the last year with
two
superb
new
products

PC

in

switch on its belly.
It has an ergonomic design

BIGGEST CLUBS

»:Mu<

GREATEST DEALS

BBI

DfPiSOCLCS
|

*& .- . «?-.- --

• 6§
,• _\

y

U

1

• \

70.59

7.99J|

5.99

ATARI ST Shockware
3D POOL

8.49

ADVANCED TACTICAL

•ESWAT

16.49

SUPER LEAGUE

15.99

EYBfpF HORUS I

5.49

FIGHTER2

17JS

J?49 F16RVLCON
\
10.99
JGA9 F16 FAE&pN MISSION DISK 1 12.99
F16 FALCON MISSION DISK 2 13.49

AWESOME

F19STEAUfdFIGHTER

19,99

r:».-! HI lAIJAIOH .

ir,,:<i

BAT (UBI SOFT)
[WITH SOUND CARf

FERRARIfiDRMLmi

6.99

B.S.S JANE SEYMOUR

FINAL BAT'ttE (PSSV

16.49

BrfT....

BAAL
3ACKGAMMON ROYALE

16.99

13.99
6.99

'FLIGHT SIMyfATOR 2

BALLYHOO (INFOCOM)
BATTLE COMMAND

16.49

FLOOD

;D/S DRIVE)

19>?9

BATTLE SQUADRON

-5 9£

BATTLEMASTER

'bM

^^

EXPANSION^

19.49

BEYOND ZC°K : 'JFOCOM.

.' -"-9

BILLYTHpKID

1699

3LACK CAULDRON

6,99

CADAVER
CAPTIVE...
CARRIER COVMAND

..

CARTHAGE.
CHAMPION OF THE RAJ
CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN
CHAOS STRIKES BACK

10.99

EDITOR ...

10.99

CHASE H.O 2 (SCI)

16.49

CHIPS CHALLENGE
CHRONOQUISI2
CLOUD KINGDOMS

16.99
8.49
6.99

CODENAME ICLMAN (1 MEG; 24.99
COLONELS BEQUEST (1 MEG} 24.99
COLORADO
COLOSSUS X CHESS

16.49
12.99

CONFLICT EUROPE
CONQUESTS OF CAMELOT

6.49

(1 MEG) (SIERRA)
CORPORATION

24.99
14.99

3.99

DEJA VU 2

7.99

DELUXE PAINT
DISNEY ANIMATION STUDIO
DRAGON'S LAIR
DRAGON'S LAIR 2
DRAGONS BREATH
DRAKKHEN
DUNGEON MASTER

DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR
DYNASTYWARS
E-MOTION
EAST VS. WEST
ECO PHANTOMS
ELIMINATOR

ELITE

34.99
59.99
28.99
27.99
8.99
11.99
10.99
..8.99

....'.. 16.49
19.99
21.99

SORCERER (INFOCOM)

9.99

SPACEACE

SPEEDBALL
SPEEDBALL2
SPELLBOUND

16.99

SPY WHO LOVED ME

16.49

STAR RAY
STARFLIGHT
STARGLIDER2

(DATABASE)

69.99

SUPREMACY
SWIV
•PB. HARDDRIVIN'

19.49
16.49

NEBUIOJS2
NEVEFVMIND

16.49
6.49

36.99 NIGELMW^SELL'S GRAND^EflJ^J.99
GOPLAYEifPROFtSSIONAL... 19.49 nightbreT

GOLDOFfHE AZtECS

13.99

GOLD RUSH' (SIERRA)

6.99

GOLDEN ME ...1
16.49
GRAVITY:!
7?**to*
9.49
GREGNO-MAN'S GOLF1
16.99
GREMLIflB2
1....15.49
GUILD OF;|HIEVES
.6.99
HARD DRj IN'2
HILLSTREj !TBLUES

\. 15.99

\.16.49

HITCH HIRERS GUIDE
(BUDGET'

(INTER-ACTIVE Ml

J05BIN>&RAGON S0'RIT

NITRO
NORTH AND SOUTH
OBITUS

9.99
10.99
21.99

TEAI&YANKEE . .

OPERATION STEALTH
OPERATION THUNDERBOLT

16.99
13.49

TEENAGE MUTANT
HEROTJJRTLES

2.99

5.99

PANG
PANZA KICK BOXING

13.99
16.49

(ROBOCOP. StoOSTBUSTERS2.

PARADROID90

16.49

THE MOVIE)

PAWN(M/SCROLLS)
f HANTASIE 2 (SSI)

HOLLYWOODCOLLECTION

6.99
7.99

HOLLYWOOD

'IRATES

HOME ACCOUNS IlllG'TA!

LANETFALL (BUDGET)

- 2J.99
1 i.49

16.99

8.99

,AYER MANAGER

12.99

. _"_JCE QUEST 2 (SIERRA) ...24.99
POOL'-OF RADIANCE (1 MEG) 19.49
POPULOUS

^>i<I4.49

IT CAME FROM THE DESERT

TO**.

IVAN STEWARTS SUPER

16.49

TEENAOE QUEEN

.

5.49

THUNDEfeTRIKE

\

16.49

TORVAK THE WARRIOR

16.49

TOTAL REC\L
TOURNAM- \\GOI I

15.99
12.99

TRACKER
\
TRIVIAL PURSUIT \

5.49

li 99

PROTEXT W-'PROCESS OR ...47.99
PUZZNIC

;V

13.99

JUDGE DREDD...
K-SPF-f AD-; C

QUEST FOR GLORY \

(SPREADSHEET)

(HERO'S QUEST) (1 ME 3)

KHALAAN

QUEST FOR GLORY 2(1 MEGi 24.99

. . . ..^jf.. ...6.99 QUESTRON2
yT.
1299 R-TYPE

KICK OFF 2

FINACTJHISTLE

KICK OFF 2

BTTURNTO

EUROPEjjrfT .

10.49

./ 1
/... «

\.7.99
*JW

,.13.49*

RAINBOW ISLAND

..19.49

.. .6.49 RED STORMRISING"^.

..16.99

RICK DANGEROUS 2 ...v
RIDERS OF ROHAN
i

..16.49
..16.49

6.49

IILJKNG CLOUD

24.99

;&'
REACH FOR THE SKIES1*

KICK QFT2 • WINNING

16.99 RINGS OFZILFIN (SSI)/.

ING GAME SHOW

IGSQUEST4 (SIE.HRA)

16.99

ROADWAR EUROPA (SBl

24.99

ROBOCOP2

13.49

KULTJ

18.49

8.99

.EGF/JDOF FAERGHIL
OFTHESWORD

\

ROCKET RANGER
ROGUE TROOPER

17.99
4 99

12.99

...9.49

L.7.49
ri5.99

\
J

...5.99

EF^i

. 16 49

.

..

18.49
15 99

SIMULATOR 2 ....
UMS CIVIL WAR DISK
UMS VIETNAM DISK
UN SQUADRON
UNINVITED
UNTOUCHABLES
VAXINE
VOODOO NIGHTMARE
VOYAGER

19.99
6.99
699
16.49
3 99
13.49
16.49
16.49
5.49

WELLTRIS
WHEELS OF FIRE

15,99

19.99

wiPEooa;
WITNESS'(I^FOCOM)
WOLFPACK\,

5.99
9.99
19.49

WONDERLANEt(1 MEG)

Help-Line * Special Reserve membership.
UK £29.99.

EEC £34.99. WORLD £39.99.
—

00204
WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN
THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50P PER GAME FOR TELEPHONED ORDERS

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)

.(HARD DRIVIN, POWERDRIFT,
CI IAS!- I I.Q. TURBO OUTRUN)

Name & Address-

19.99

WORLD CHAMP\SOCCER..

WRATH OF THE D^MON

..

£.
SEASTALKER(INFOCQty)

XENOMORPH
!X
16.49 XENON 2. MEGABLASX-5.99 XIPHOS
.X.

SECRET OF MONKEY.ISU\ND

16.99

Z-OUT

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHADOW WARRIORS'.

9.99
13.49

ZORK 1 (INFOCOM)
ZORK 2 (INFOCOM)

5.99 S.T.U.NRUNNER

LEATHER GODDESSES

(BUDOTET)

TURRICAN

UMS 2 - UNIVERSAL MILITARY

8.9» PROPHECY -WING CHILD ...14.49

Annual UK Membership m m
With 6 Issues ofConfidential,
At WW
Myth, Corporation orSim City, •«""»

. .5 49

10.99

(SUBLOGIC)

have a different machine.

9 99

13.99

TURBO CUP (WITH CAfy

18.99

JINXTER ;M SCROLLS'-

free for Atari

TOYOTA CELICA'teT RALLY . 16 49

ULTIMA5
ULTIMATE RIDE

6.49

Choose one

ST, Amiga or IBM.
Please phone if you

TOWER OF BAf

TV SPORTS BASKETBALL

16.99

• Sim City or Corporation.

1R99

TV SPORTS (US) FOOTBALL . 9.99

PRINCE OF\ERSIA

Manned weekdays until 8pm and on
Sundays

16.99

5.99

fOWERMONGER

• Help-Line.

.8.99

THEME PARK MYSTERY

TOKI

CU Amiga 90%, Amiga Format 87%

15.99
.

8.99

'6.99
POWI RMONGER DATA DISK
16.49 • PR1 SIDE-NT ELECT (SSI)

Written by Magnetic Scrolls, authors of
Wonderland.

*"***«*: '949

.POWERDROME
16.49

• Myth - exclusive to members.

'""SUZUK

POWERDRIFT

J, NICKI.AUSGOLF ... .
JAMES l'0:0
JET + JAPAN DISK

All the benefits of Special Reserve plus: ^Sj
• Confidential.
Our 32 page bi-monthly magazine is
essential reading for those interested in
adventures or role-playing games.

19.49

POPULOUS PROMISED LANDS 8.99

OFF-POAD RACER

KICK OFF 2

IOTS) ^S—v

POLICE QUEST 1 (SIERRA) ...22.49 TRINITY (INFOOOmK.

INFESTATION

KICK OFF

...19,49

THEKEEF

PAINTWORKS

FOR ADVENTURES, ROLE PLAYING AND MORE

5.99

16.991

(ART PACKAGE)

INDIANA JOMfS. BAfMAN

STATIONFALL (INFOCOM)

NIGHTSHIFT

PACMANIA

OFFICIAL SECRETS

5.99
16.99
5.99

19.99

GFA BASIC V3%COMPILER ...22.49

•35WMI«aiUf]il»HIMc

ST ADVENTURE CREATOR ...13.99

13.99
16.49
6.99

16.49

£6.00

8.49

SPINDIZZY 2

STORM ACROSS EUROPE

NAVYl*E.A.LS

Catalogue, Membership Card & Folder tor NRG
Refunds or change of order on request if delayed.
No Obligation to buy.

UK £6.00 EEC £8.00 WORLD £10.00

SPELLBREAKER (INFOCOM) ...5.99

STOS COMPILER
STUNT CAR RACER
SUPER GRIDRUNNER
SUPERBASE PERSONAL 2

18.99

Confirmations sent when we receive each order.

•
•
•

8.99
15.99

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

7.99
19.49

•

ANNUAL UK MEMBERSHIP

...22.49
,,.22.49
...19.99

16.49

'STICAL
AR.C

Release Schedules, sent bi-monthly
Sales hotline, open 7 days, to 8pm weekdays.
Fast despatch by first class post.

27.99

SPACE QUEST 1 (SIERRA)
SPACE QUEST 2 (SIERRA)
SPACE QUEST 3 (SIERRA)

10.49

JJS OF LEGEND

ELVIRA- MISTRESS OF

THE DARK
EPIC
ESCAPE FROM THE PLANET'
OF THE ROBOT MONSTE

19.49
16.49
6.99

11.99
16.49
5.99

15.99

..6.99
..6.99
15.9S

15.49

M1 TANK PLATOON
MEAN STREETS
MENACE

15.99

FUNSCHOOLl(7+YRS) .
GAUNTLET2 3
GETTYSBURCfARC)

IMMORTAL {1 MEG)..11
IMPERIIJW
%.. .. 1699

DEJAVU

(MEAN UGLY DIRTY SPORT)

...8.99

SIM CITY
SIMULCRA
SKYCHASE

13.99
15.99

CRACKDOWN
7.49
CRIME DOESN'T PAY
16.99
CRIMEWAVE
16.49
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE
19.49
CURSE OF THE AZURE BOND

15.49

5.99

M.U.D.S

IONTY PYTHONS

12.99>

HUNTER

DEATH TRAP

LURKING HORROR

3.99

SILENT SERVICE (SUB SIM)

MURDER
IURDER IN SPACE

FUN SCHOQl§2 (8+)

HORROR ZOU3I8S
HOUND O^SHAr

DAMOCLES
8.49
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 1 ...8.49
DAMOCLES MISSION DISK 2 ...8.49

15.99

SHADOWGATE

SHOOT EM-UPCONSTR'KIT...8.49

13.99

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) ...6.99

19.99
...17.49

22.49
24.49
24.99
15.99
15.99
15.49
19.49
13.49

DWINTER
IG29FULCRUM

8.49

CORPORATION MISSION DISK 10.49

(1 MEG) (SSI)
CUTTHROATS (INFOCOM)

LEISURE SUIT LARRY 1
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 2
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 3
LEMMINGS
LIFE AND DEATH
LINEOFFIRE
LOOM
LORDS OF CHAOS
LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO
CHALLENGE

FLYING CIRCUS

INTERPRETER \

Reserve members.

•
•
•

12.99

GFA BASIC V3"

the kill-or-die adventures of the Cyberpunk NRG street
gang - It's Cyber-fantastic! NRG - bi-monthly to all Special

8.49

12.99

15.49
8 49

CHAOS STRIKES BACK

9.99

FUN SCHOOL2 (6-8)

16.49

16.49
.. 16.49
19.99

• NRG (Energy magazine) News, Reviews and Graphics.
Screen shots, pack shots, charts, latest Giga-Savers.
Game reviews in every issue. Night City Cybertoon and

FUN SCHQglL 2 (2-6)

[BORODINO &ARMADA}lX^i9.99 FUNSCHOOi3 (2-5 YRS)
1649 FUN SCHOOife(5-7YRS)

BATTLESTORV
^
BETRAYAL ..^

SPECIAL RESERVE CLUB BENEFITS INCLUDE:

1

IIDNIGHT RESISTANCE

....TV.

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 ^

BATTLE OF BRITAIN

BATTLESCAPES

I INAL COMMAND- .\.
" (M.'SCFPLLS) .S^

IESOF#REEDOM
(JSTDWINTEF
.IGHTOF THJ^INTRUDER

BADLANDS
BALANCE OF POWER .
BALLISTIX

^LJzfcjH1.

Prices include UK and EEC Postage and Packing.

\

£ •EUROPEAN

*

5.49

AMERICAN ICE HOCKEY
ARCHIPELAGOS
ARMOUR-GEDDON

^

Ah*3SSbH

U\y-J&Tl/& CYBERZINE

MOTH

^

..16.99

E BELEASED.

Post Code

Tel.

„

5.257*3.57

Computer

3.07TAPE

Payable to:

VATreg. no. 424 8532 _

Special Reserve or Official Secrets
P.O. Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH

^diates Ltd. Reg. Office: 2 South Block, The Mailings, Sawbrldgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG.
;."K% titw'i•'•'•'

Existing members please enter
your Membership No.

JoysticKs, Mice etc.

Atari Lynx

Special Reserve £6 UK, £8 EEC, £10 World or

Quickjoy Superboard
16.95
Quickjoy Jet Fighter
12.95
Quickjoy Supercharger
9.95
Competition Pro Extra autofire
12.49
Naksha Mouse & Mat For Amiga or ST ...32.99
Mouse Mat (Quality soft mat)
4.99

Official UK Version. Free Special Reserve membership.

Official Secrets £29.99 UK, £34.99 EEC, £39.99 World

LyriX colour handheld system +mains powerpack

and Myth

0 + FREESpecial Reserve
membership

I

1

with Sim City I

and Myth I

PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP FEE

£119.99

uisKs n bits

Lynx

59nlJ SONY
50
°J3P
3.5" DS/DD
DISK + LABEL

£19.99

3D BARRAGE
720 DEGREE'S
APB
BASKETBRAWL
BLOCK OUT
BLUE LIGHTNING
CHEQUERED FLAG
CHIPS CHALLENGE
ELECTROCOP

PLASIC STORAGE BOX, HOLDS TEN 3.5" DISKS ...1.30

GATES OF ZENDECON
GAUNTLET 3

3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

GRIDRUNNER

2.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (100 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE ...10.99
DISK BOX 3.5 (80 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE
8.49
DISK BOX 3.51 (40 CAP) DIVIDERS, LOCKABLE
7.49
CUMANA ATARI ST 3.5"720K EXTERNAL DISK DRIVE ...86.99

DUST COVER FOR ATARI 520ST (CLEAR PVC)

Corporation \~ ~l or

& California Games

5.49

...

. 21
27.

27

KLAX

LYNX CASINO
MSPACMAN

27.
27.
27.
27.
27.
21
27
21.
21.

.27.

..

NFLSUPEH BOWL

..

27.
..27

27

PACLAND.

PAPERBOY

2'i.

Item

Software

!**s»fc.

PINBALL SHUFFLE

27.49

RAMPAGE

27.49

ROAD BLASTERS
HOBO SQUASH

27.49
27 49

PYGAR

S.T.U.N RUNNER
SCRAPYARD DOG
SHANGHAI
SLIMEWORLD

27.49

27.49

Software Prices include UK or EEC Postage.
World software orders please add £t .00 per item.

.....27.49
27 49

For non-soltware items such as joysticks or blank disks

23 49

please add 10% EEC or 25% World for carriage.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

IOJRNAMENTCYBERBALL ...27.49
TURBOSUB

27.49

VINDICATORS
WARBIRDS
WORLD CUP SOCCER

27.49
27.49
27 49

XENEPHOBE

27.49

XYBOTS
/ALOR MERCENARY

27.49
27.49

'

Credit card issue/expiry date
*CHEQUE/*POSTAL ORDER.'-ACCESS/'VISA

I

1

STACT9

PROTAR
ARRIVES
IN THE UK

Microdeal has updated its
Quartet package to provide
stereo sound

Leading German hardware man

QUARTET
UPGRADE

ufacturer

Following hot on the heels of
Microdeal's (0734 452416)

Playback stereo cartridge is

an upgrade to the firm's Quar
tet sample sequencer.

Protar

Elektronik

has

Atari's Megafile 44 costs £920. A suitable alternative
is the Protar R44, available now in the UK for £665.85

and £1010.85. Software supplied
with the ProGate range of hard

opened the doors of its first UK

disk drives enables the disk to be

office.

split into 12 partitions, have a
selectable boot partition, write
protection and a password.

Protar Limited (0923 54133)
has been set up in Watford,
where it is currently making
arrangements for its products to
be imported from the Continent.
Among the company's hard

ware for the ST is a range of

The

Berlin-based

manufactures

a

firm

44

also

megabyte

removable hard disk with a

UK

price of £665.85 including one
cartridge, and 60 and 150

Quartet Version 1.5 gives

external hard disk drives which

megabyte tape streamers starting

stereo sound when used on

at £539.35.

the STE, and on early STs if

provide between 20 and 160
megabytes of storage, and

users have the new Playback

which

costs

between

£286.35

The T60 and T150 tape stream
ers both have accompanying

back-up software with a graphical
user interface. Another item, Pro-

Screen TT is a large scale moni
tor for the new Atari computer.
The non-reflecting screen sits
on a tilt and swivel base and is

described as giving a flicker-free
image. Protar was founded in
1989 and has since become the
market leader in

hard disks for

the ST in Germany.
In the UK, the company can be
found at Park House, Greenhill
Crescent, Watford Business Park,
Watford, WD1 8QU.

cartridge plugged into the
ROM port.
And the program is now
supplied
on
double-sided
disks, enabling users of dou
ble-sided drives to use addi

tional demo music and sam

ples from inside folders on
side two of the disk.

Microdeal
has
recently
appointed
public
domain
library Riverdene PDL (0734
452416) as re-sellers of the
vast quantities of samples and
music being written for Quar
tet.

Compatible

with

all

STs,

Quartet 1.5 costs £24.95 but

existing users of the program
can upgrade to the latest ver
sion for only £3.

The Wembley

SPRING AND SUMMER SHOWS

MISSING
LINK
Users

of

both

the

Preparations are well under way
for the first spring Computer
Shopper Show, which is to be
held on May 10 to 12, 1991.
hand

More than 180 exhibitors are

Micros and Rombo. In addition to

Conference Centre

was packed for last
December's

Computer Shopper
Show but a smaller

software houses and manufactur

crowd is expected
in the spring

ers a strong line-up of mail order
companies promises to offer

huge discounts on all types of

held Psion Organiser II and

expected to pack into London's

software and hardware.

show, then named the 16 Bit

the

two

Alexandra Palace for the three-

machines using a
new
product from Hertfordshire
firm Widget Software (0438
815444).

day event. The organisers are
expecting to attract about 25,000

Marketing director of show
organiser Blenheim Database
(081 868 4466) promised that

Computer Fair, had probably a
higher turnout of North American
and continental European com
panies with stands than any other
ST-related computer show in the

ST

can

Transfile

link

ST

the

CL

uses

a

special
protocol
which
Psion developed to enable
its organiser to talk to IBM
PC and Apple Macintosh
computers. The software is
priced at £49.95. A Psion
Comms

Link

is

also

required for the operation.
Atari ST User

"with more than £3,000,000 worth

visitors.

Atari UK is said to be consider

of special offers available at last

ing attending the event but at the
time of going to press the com
puter giant was unwilling to com

December's show - a figure likely
to be surpassed in May - ST

UK.

users are in for a bonanza".

mit itself.

Later in the year the Westmin
ster Exhibition's (081-549 3444)
4th International 16 Bit Computer
Show is once again set to be sup
ported by substantial numbers of

Novotel Hotel in Hammersmith,
London, in mid-July. Already the

ST firms that have already con
firmed

their

attendance

at

the

show include Silica Systems,
HiSoft, Amor, Condor Computer,
Power
Computing,
Evesham

international

exhibitors.

The last

The event will be held at the

organiser is claiming that 70 per
cent of the floor space has been
sold and that more than 190 com

panies are expected, many sup
porting the ST.

BIG NIGHT OUT FOR THE WINNERS
Nominations for the second European Computer
Again we go back in time to

Leisure Awards have been made by a total of 31
computer magazines from around the world, includ
ing Atari ST User.
The winners will be chosen by a panel of interna
tional journalists which will meet behind closed

see what was happening to
the ST all those years ago.

FOUR YEARS AGO

doors before the awards ceremony. The big event
will be held at one of London's top nightclubs, the
Hippodrome, on the opening day of the European
Computer Trade Show, Sunday, April 14.
There are 19 categories of awards, divided
almost equally between games and the more seri

ous applications. AtariST User was responsible for
nominating what it considers to be the best art
package, music package, home education pack
age, home productivity package and the most inno
vative peripheral of the year.
Starting in the early evening with a champagne
reception, the event will carry on until after midnight
and include a buffet supper. Apart from the presennif

aires

San

Atari ST User was launched as

an independent magazine. Pre
viously pages relevant to the
ST had been put inside its sis
ter publication Atari User,
which became totally 8-bit ori
This year's European Computer Leisure Awards are
to be held at one of London's leading nightclubs, the
Hippodrome

tations, there will be cabaret featuring comedian
Les Dennis and supported by an industry review.
This will be followed by dancing to top DJs and the
Hippodrome's laser light show.

l.m

SHARPER CARD

entated... Precision Software
struck a deal to distribute soft
ware and books from Ameri
can firm Abacus Software...

THREE YEARS A60
MegaDrive was an internal
hard drive for the Mega ST
range of computers to be dis
tributed by Frontier Software.
Available in 20, 30 and 40
megabyte versions, it was
autobooting and could be
divided into 12 partitions...
American forecasters predict
ed that Atari was about to

announce its first ever billion
dollar turnover... New ST soft
ware house Mandarin Soft

come from Kuma Computer

Polyfiler, the next database to

ware was set up as "the Rolls
Royce of software games"...

UTILITY ROOM

TWO YEARS AGO

A

set

of

utilities

and

a

It was announced that Atari

new

planned to launch a one
megabyte version of the Mega

database are on the way from
computer specialist Kuma Com
puter (0734 844335). Mortimer is
the name of the utility package
which originates from German

ST to be priced initially at
£688.85. It

software house Omicron.

The utilities in the package can
be used from within applications
such as programming languages,
word processors and databases
and

include

a

text editor,

file

copier, disk formatter, print spool
er, virus detector, pocket calcula
tor, keyboard macro driver, RAM
disk, snapshot, ASCII list and
magnifier.
This is the first Omicron pro
gram to be brought across the
Channel by Kuma as part of a

Since

its

review

in

the

March

1991 issue of Atari ST User, the

specifications of Titan Designs'
(021 706 6085) Reflex 1024 Card
have been changed.
The card can now display a
resolution of 1,024 by 960 pixels

will be Polyfiler, a database which
is claimed by the firm to be a

fresh

approach

to

information

storage and manipulation.
It can store text, numbers and
formulae

and

relate

records to

each other and it gives the oppor
tunity to change, expand, or con
tract the way data is handled.
Unlike most databases, records
in the same file can have different

layouts. If you're interested Poly
filer will cost £49.95.

and

ScanArt

became the exclusive UK dis

tors being run with the Mega
range of computers, and its price
has been increased to £286.35.

1,024 pixels and costs £458.85. A

on Atari SM124 or SM125 moni

It's hoped that cards will be
shortly and because the fitting will

price for Mortimer is £29.95
Also coming from Kuma shortly

Cost for the STE and

DrawArt

tributor of the sophisticated
DTP package Calamus... The

whereby each company handles
the other's products in their
respective countries. The asking

licence

service.

DIP...

were two graphics packs from
Electric Distribution to give
impact and professionalism to
documents... Signa Publishing

expected to be about £340.
Screens supplied by the firm
include a 15-inch portrait monitor
which gives a resolution of 800 by

available, for the STE and STFM

cross

be complicated Silica Systems
(081 309 1111), who has become
a distributor of the Reflex Graph
ics Card, will be offering a fitting

and the two megabyte Mega
ST2... Atari got exclusive
rights to sell the PC-based
pocket organiser developed by

STFM version, including fitting, is

agreement

new

was aimed to fill

the gap between the 1040ST

19-inch WISE MultiSync screen
costing £914.25 displays 1,024
by 1,024 pixels.

Atari Trak-Ball was modified

for use with the ST by Hard
Edge Communications...

ONE YEAR AGO
The

Discovery

Pack

was

released to lure new users
from their 8-bit machines and

ST FINALLY GOES STEREO

into the world of 16-bit with

Users of early STs have only been able to listen enviously as STE
owners took advantage of new stereo software for their computer.
Now things are beginning to change with the introduction of

the ST... The presentation
graphics
pack
HyperCnart
finally became available, com
bining financial modelling with
graphics and chart creation,

Microdeal's (0726 68020) Playback, a stereo sampler adaptor for ST,

thus providing the ability to

STF and STFM machines.

turn bland textual and numeric

The cartridge plugs into the ROM port of the ST to provide twochannel sample output from its twin RCA-style phono connectors.
Also in the pack is Drumbeat Stereo, a two-channel drum
sequencer which allows up to 15 samples to be loaded. Up to 50
patterns can be put in memory at once and the patterns can be

Junior from Zeal Software pro
vided an ideal introduction to

assembled into a list of 99 ordered entries to compose a song. Up to

information
into
graphical
images with impact... Arty

computer painting and fea
tured a simple and uncluttered
control screen with big bold

10 songs can be held in memory. Playback is available for £29.95.
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Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

Upgrades Available Upto A Realistic 4 Megabytes!

ST Format "The very best ram upgrade
boards on the market"

Easy To Install
Upgrading the memory of your Atari ST has
never been easier using Third Coast's range of
memory upgrade boards. We have plug in
upgrade boards to take your machine upto a
realistic 4 Megabytes so you get no more out of
memory headaches. Third Coast's range of
memory expansion boards take around 1/2 an
hour to install and come supplied with full
fitting instructions for all revisions of Atari's. If

you should get into any difficulty fitting any of
our memory upgrade boards are technical staff

will give you any assistance you need over the
telephone. Third Coast's memory upgrade
boards are fitted by plugging a socket over the
MMU chip and the Video shifter chip and
require no soldering whatsoever.

Expansion Policy To 4MB
With Third Coast's 1/2 megabyte plug in board

1/2 megabyte plug in board Atari ST User September 1990

for Atari's with and without surface mount

"Features-Excellent

MMU chips we offer an expansion policy to
4MB. What this entails is, if you purchase a 1/2
megabyte expansion board from us and you
decide you need either 2.5 megabytes or 4
megabytes. Return the board to us and we will
discount you the price tou paid for the 1/2
megabyte board off the current price of the 2.5
megabyte or the 4 megabyte board. You are not
left with 16 useless chips like the solution
offered by offers but merely a cost effective
simple way of upgrading your machine to 1
megabyte, 2.5 megabytes and eventually to a
full 4 megabytes.

Ease Of Use-Good"

Expansion Options
If you have a 520STM, 520STFM or even a
520STFM with surface mount MMU chip we
have the solution to take your machine upto 1
megabyte with the expansion policy to 4
megabytes as described above. Third Coast also
offer expansion to 2.5 and 4 megabytes for
520ST owners. For 1040ST and Mega 1 owners
we have an expansion board to take your
machine upto 2 megabytes, 2.5 megabytes and
4 megabytes. For Mega 2 owners we offer a plug
in board to take your machine to 4 megabytes.

Z-Ram 4MB expansion board Atari ST User July 1990
"Features-Excellent

Ease Of Use-Good "

Fully Compatible

Pricing

Third Coast's range of expansion boards are all
auto configuring and compatible with all

520ST-1040 Ram Upgrade Kit Requires Soldering. . .£39.99

RFI Interferance

520ST-1040 Plug In Boaid Socketed MMU Chip. . . .£79.99

AH Third Coast's ram upgrade boards fit
under the RFI shielding so that you get no
interferance on your screen.

software for the Atari ST.

Warranty
All memory expansion boards carry a full 12
months warranty and free 12 months telephone

520ST-1040 Plug In Board Surface Mount MMU. . . .£94.99
520ST-2.5MB Plug In Boaid Expandable to 4MB . . £189.99
520ST-4MB Plug In Solderless ExpansionBoard. . .£324.99

support.

1040ST-2MB Board Requires Minor Soldering. . . .£169.99

Software
All Third Coast ram upgrades come supplied

1040ST-2.5MB Plug In Board Expandable to 4Ma . £189.99

with a ram checker which checks every chip on

the upgrade so you know if you have fitted the
upgrade correctley. Also included is a ram
disk, print spooler and several other useful

1040ST-4MB PlugIn SolderlessExpansionBoard. . £324.99

For more information on any of Third Coast's

products please return the form below to the
address listed at the top of the page.
Name:

Address:

Mega 1-4MB Plug In SolderlessExpansionBoard . . £324.99

Mega 2-4MB Plug InSolderless Expansion Boaid . . £189.99

public domain utilities.

520-1040 Plug In Board Unpopulated

Postcode:

1MB Internal Floppy And Upgrade

(takes4 256'4 Drams)
£49.99
1040-2MB Unpopulated Board (32256-1 Drams) . . £69.99
4MB Board Unpopulated (16or 32 megabit Drams). . £69.99

Interests:

For those Atari owners who have a machine

with 1/2MB drive and memory we offer a 1MB
internal drive and a 1/2MB soldering upgrade
kit for the special price of £99.99

520STE-1040STEPlugInSimms

£49.99

520STE-2.5MB Plug In Simms

£149.99

520STE-4MB Plug In Simms

£299.99

Tel:

Please Make Cheques/Postal Orders Puybable To
Third Coast Technologies Ltd. We Also Accept
Access And Visa Over The Telephone.

WORLD NEWS
Foreign correspondents file their reports from around the globe on developments in the ST scene.

KAOS COMING FROM GERMANY
keyboard, the keyboard repeat
and delay rates have been
changed to more appropriate

Does
your
screen
scroll while you boot
your ST? If it does,
you're probably suffering from an
AUTO folder overload, a problem

default values, the TOS line edi

tor expanded, text entry into dia
log boxes simplified, a DOS-like
"Abort/Retry/Ignore?" error han
dling option introduced, and the
size of the operating system
reduced by 20K. The KAOS TOS
is now also fully compatible with

inflicted on most serious ST users

by the inadequacies of the oper
ating system, TOS.
To speed up disk access and

program loading, fix bugs like the
notorious

40-folder

problem,

install a usable file selector, and

GEM versions 2.2 and 3.

for a myriad of other purposes,

Together with NVDI (see item
over page), a KAOS-equipped,
ordinary ST shows an impressive
turn of speed. The Quick Index
benchmarking utility returns val
ues of 234 per cent for TOS text,
185 per cent for TOS string, 130
per cent for TOS scroll and a
massive 826 per cent for GEM
dialogs when compared with

we cram one little hack after the
other into our AUTO folders. All
too

often

these

introduce

new

problems and incompatibilities
into the system.
Every new TOS release from
Atari seems to sort out some of

the niggles, while leaving others
untouched and even introducing
new ones. TOS 1.4, for example,
immediately spawned a series of
patches to make it work.
Now what if all these patches
and

AUTO

folder

utilities

Atari's TOS 1.4.

According to tests in the Ger

man computer press, KAOS has
proved fully compatible with
most

were

software

and

hardware

thrown at it.

consolidated into a cleaned up
version of TOS? A version which

Just to make sure, the authors

has been completely rewritten in
assembler to speed up its gener
al operation, and which has had
incorporated into it some features

have incorporated an option to
disable parts of KAOS should
there be incompatibility prob

pletely

40 per cent faster than with plain,

lems. First Word Plus, for exam

of TOS 1.6 and NeoDesk?

XBIOS, GEMDOS and AES. As a

unadulterated 1.4.

German hackers, Dirk Katzschke,

result, screen operations such as
the drawing of dialog boxes are

including the foreign and graphic

Normen Kowalewski and Andreas

twice as fast, and disk access is

characters, can be used from the

ple, doesn't appear to get on
with the modified keyboard scan
codes. Availability details are not
yet known, but watch this space.

This

is precisely what three

KAOS 1.4.2 is a full replacement for the ST's operating system TOS 1.4

overhauled

the

BIOS,

The

entire

character

set,

Kromke, have come up with.
KAOS 1.4.2 is a full replacement
for TOS 1.4, compatible with all
known 680X0 accelerator boards,
and it will soon be launched as a

commercial product.
But why isn't it launched by
Atari itself? According to the three
authors, Atari Germany showed
interest but the Sunnyvale head
quarters of Atari Corporation
never even replied to any corre
spondence and seems to have
told Atari Germany to stay clear
of such third party meddling with
the STs operating system.
So what

KAOS?
and

are

the

Katzschke,

Kromke

claim

benefits

of

Kowalewski
to

have

purged more than 80 different
bugs from TOS 1.4 and com-

STOCK MARKET CRASH? I

jfBfcj. Owners of Astra satellite dishes can see for themselves

Mf| the esteem in which the ST is held as a serious machine
by the German business community.
Just tune into SAT1 for its daily lunchtime stock market review
"Boerse", broadcast live from Frankfurt, and what do you see for an
impressive high-tech backdrop just behind the moderator?
You guessed it, an SM125 monitor towering above a Mega ST and
an Atari Megafile hard disk, sitting next to an SLM804 laser printer.
Difficult to imagine a similar program aimed at the City featuring
the ST in such a prominent - or indeed in any - position.
It always has to be a PC contemptible over here to gain
respectability. Not that the German economy seems to be adversely
affected by this strange weakness of many of its managers for what
some consider to be a "toy computer"...

In the UK, the closest the ST
gets to the stock market is
through a teletext adaptor and
share analysis programs

Atari ST User

THAT'S
WRITE
ANWENDER
|^fc—

R|

A small

but very

helpful

accessory

named

That's

Write

Anwender (That's Write Opera
tor) is available from the German
division of Compo Software.
A keyboard template with for
eign characters, its aim is to

assist those using foreign alpha
bet versions of the firm's That's

NVDI from Bela Computer is another attempt to make the ST run faster

SPEEDY GDOS RELEASED
Device Interface (VDI) - that part
of GEM which is responsible for
much of the graphics on your
Desktop. Integrating the func

and

tions of both the VDI and GDOS,

with software as well as hardware

expansions appears to be good.
At DM99 (around £35), NVDI

replacement for what must surely
be the most frequently cursed
part of the ST's operating system.
As the name NVDI suggests,

NVDI achieves the speed which
users of GDOS applications have
long been waiting for.
Compared to a plain STE run
ning GDOS under TOS 1.4, the
same machine equipped with

could be a cheap answer to the
inadequacies of GDOS for all
those for whom time is money.
Contact Bela Computer on 010

it's a

NVDI is claimed to be between 3

49 6196 481944.

The
new,
ultra-fast
GDOS
replacement
first heralded on these

pages last month has now been
released by German software
house Bela Computer.
It turns out to be more than a

full

rewrite of

the Virtual

10 times faster at screen

graphics operations, such as
drawing dialog boxes and dis
playing text strings. Compatibility

Write word processor.
The template shows the key
board with the foreign charac
ters as the main keys and the
QWERTY letters displayed in the
top left-hand corner of each key.
To use the foreign letters the
user types as normal, but when
a Roman alphabet character is
required the Control key is
pressed in combination with the
relevant key.
It's available free of charge
from Compo Software, Postfach
1051, Ritzstrape 13, D5540
Prum, Germany.

AIMING FOR
PERFECTION
• I
fect

Version

4.1

of

the

professional
word
processor WordPer

remains

unavailable

in

France, but progress in that
direction is said to be being
made "slowly but surely".
The new version will not suffer

from the bugs which were found
in earlier programs, and will be
compatible with the large screen

n PRICES TUMBLE

and extra features of the TT.

The new TTs may still be
1 rather thin on the ground in the
UK, but in Germany it has
already had its first price cut. Atari

WRONG
VERSION

Deutschland has announced that a 4Mb

TT with 48Mb hard drive, but without
monitor, will cost DM4,298 marks
(approximately £1,430).
The 6Mb version will sell for DM4,798

American

(£1,600) and the 8Mb, DM5,298 (£1,765).
The availability of monitorless TTs is
also good news for upgraders from the
ST range who may already own a
compatible multisync or VGA-quality
Atari's 14 inch colour monitor for the

TT sells at DM998 (£335) and the 19
inch monochrome, which is ideal for
DTP, at DM2,198 (£730).

A 4Mb, 32Mhz TT with a

14 inch

colour monitor and hard disk for under

house

Publishing

would

like us to correct a reference to

TT prices have been slashed in Germany
but there's no sign of a reduction in the UK

£1,800 inclusive of VAT should cause a
few raised eyebrows in Apple Centres trying to flog their overpriced and underpowered Mac LCs. Over to you, Atari UK..

its PageStream desktop publish
ing package made in the Febru
ary issue of Atari ST User.
The Comdex report claimed
that version 2 of the program
would be available in the USA

shortly. Version 1.82 is, in fact,
the next version of PageStream
to be released.

Atari ST User

software

Soft-Logik

UNBRANDED 3.5" DSDD DISCS
10
6.95
20
13.00
SONY BRAND MF2DD 3.5" DISCS
10
9.95
20
18.95

NEW!! PROTEXT version 5
PRODATA
Amor's database has excellent data

control (although all currentkey

range of printer effects, 10 indexes
per data file, and uses many of
Protext's editing commands

GRAPHICS & PRESENTATIONS

press commands are still

Timeworks Desktop Publisher ..59.95

documents in memory, newspaper

Timeworks DTP Tutor

24.95

Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw 2
Mini Office Graphs

36.95
59.95
15.95

Deluxe Paint
Canvas

44.95
10.95

Degas Elite
Spectrum 512
CyberStudio
Cyber Paint

19.95
21.95
39.95
39.95

available), holds up to 36
style columns, new Collins
dictionary, new file selector. Still the

best wp for using your printers fonts
and effects, ratherthan waiting for
"graphic font"print outs. 1 mb
required.
NEW!! PROTEXT version 4.3
For 512k machines, now benefits from
features of version 5

RRP £79.95

OUR PRICE £55.95

Protext v5 and Prodata
Protext v4.3 & Prodata

£149.95
£114.95

(costdeductable onpurchase of
appropriate program)

PROGRAMMING

includes mat & mouse house
MJC Price £27.95

available for the ST. Grabs mono

video output) to be saved as NEO
or Degas files for use with other
graphic or D.T.R software

Hisoft Power Basic

34.95

Hisoft Basic (inc GEM libs)
GST C Compiler
Hisoft C Interpreter
Prospero C compiler

58.95
14.95
39.95
74.95

MINI OFFICE PROFESSIONAL

Lattice C v5

99.95

E15.95 EACH

Hisoft Devpac V2 assembler
Prospero Pascal
Nevada Cobol (CPM)

39.95
74.95
33.95
21.95

33.95

SPREADSHEETS/FINANCIAL
Mini Office Spreadsheet

15.95

Personal Finance Mgr Plus
MJC price £29.95

SPREADSHEET

PRESENTATION GRAPHICS
COMMUNICATIONS

2 FOR E30.00

STOS Basic Interpreter
STOS Add-on Compiler

19.95
12.95

STOS AND COMPILER
STOS Maestro

29.95
15.95

STOS Sprites 600

9.95

STOS Games Galore
STOS Maestro Plus

13.95
52.95

Game Makers Manual (book)

11.95

CSA 354 2ND DISC DRIVES

18.95
55.95

Data Manager Professional
B. Base 2 oyS. Ware
Super Card 2 by B. Ware

29.95
11.95

INCLUDING PSUAND CABLE

24.95

£69.95

Protext

49.95
35.95
57.95

MISCELLANEOUS SOFTWARE
NEODESK 3

£28.95

Harlekin
Hisoft Knife ST

34.95
19.95

Flexidump (9 pin Mono only)
Flexidump Plus

17.95
31.95

Mickey's Runaway Zoo

19.95

(Findand count the runawayanimals)

NEW

Sesame Street Colouring Books
Encourage children to use the
mouse by colouring in the
characters from the TV show

Letters for you

15.95

Numbers Count

15.95

The best value video digitiser

images in 16 shades from any
domestic VCR(with composite

OUR PRICE £75.00

quality external second 3.5"
double sided disc drive,

Colour software upgrade for VIDI.
Uses video camera and Red,

Green and Blue filters (supplied),
to digitise in 512 colours
on an STFM or 4096 on an STE
RRP £19.95

Fun School by Database Educational

Fun School 2 has 8 Programs per disk
Fun School 2 for 2-6 years
12.95
Fun School 2 for 6-8's
Fun School 2 for 8-12's

12.95
12.95

Fun School 3 gas 6 Programs per disk
Fun School 3 for 2-5's
Fun School 3 for5-7's
Fun School 3 for 7-12's

15.95
15.95
15.95

Kosmos Educational Software

Answer back Junior Quiz (6-11)...13.95
Answerback Senior Quiz (12+)....13.95
Factfile Spelling (6-11)
7.95
Factfile Arithmetic (6-11)
7.95
lactates are data lor Quiz only. Wother topics available

OUR PRICE £15.95

Language Tutors

NEW!! ROMBO RGB SPLITTER

Splits a composite colour video
signal into separate Red, Green
and Blue for use with VidiChrome.
MJC PRICE £59.95

Power Supply for Splitter
Splitter to ST adaptor

£4.95
£4.95

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

(see Specials)

First Word Plus
Word Writer ST
Wordflair

19.95

NEW!! VIDI-CHROME

STOS-THE GAME CREATOR

Mailshot (labelprinting)
Prodata see "Specials".

WORD PROCESSING

19.95

(Learnabout Colours and Shapes)

VIDI-ST

RRP £99.95

CUMANA

DATABASES

Goofy's Railway Express

DEMO DISKS
For Protext v5, v4 or Prodata £5 each

Naksha Upgrade Mouse
280 dpi replacement mouse

Hisoft Weros

characters

For 2-5 year olds
Donald's Alphabet Chase

£99.95

Hisoft Wercs Plus (inc GDOS)

comes a new range of educational
software featureing your favourite

(Learn about the Alphabet)

MJC PRO-PACKS !!

still only £64.95

29.95

From the World's best animators

layout facilities, including a wide

full versions of both programs
for only

Tempus 2-Progammers Editor

DISNEY SOFTWARE

RRP £149.95 OUR PRICE £99.95

the pull-down menus and some other
TIMEWORK'S DTP PROGRAM
WITH FIRST WORD PLUS

NEW

Stilla very fast, non-GEM wp
package, but now benefits from
pull-down menus and better mouse

CUMANA CSA354 DISK DRIVE
PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM
PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

ROMBO'S VIDI-ST
PLUS TIMEWORKS DTP PROGRAM
PLUS FIRST WORD PLUS

(Does not include First Mail)

(Does not include First Mail)

OUR PRICE £119.95

OUR PRICE £125.00

SOUND & SAMPLERS

Quartet - 4 voice music synth incs over 100 instruments
Mastersound 2 - Sampler cartridge + editing software
ST Replay 8 - Cartridge + editing software + effects
Replay Professional - As Replay 8 + Midi control software
STOS Maestro (software) - Music editing software for STOS

35.95
29.95
59.95
99.95
15.95

STOS Maestro Plus - As Stos Maestro + sound sampling cartridge

52 95

TCB Tracker - 4 track sequencer. STEREO sound on STE

39.95

French Mistress (12-adult)
German Master (12-adult)
Spanish Tutor (12-adult)
Italian Tutor (12-adult)

Learn to Read with Prof bv Prisma
buiids a complete reading course for 4 to9year olds.
Assumes noinitial reading ability

1. Prof Plays a New Game

19.95

includes audio tapeand5 booklets
2. Prof Looks at Words
3. Prof Makes Sentences

19.95
19.95

Other Educational Titles

B. Spell (5-8)

10.95

Schooltime Maths (over 5's)

10.95

Play-spell (7 and over)
10.95
Master Time (3-11)
12.95
Hooray for Henrietta (5-12)
17.95
Primary Maths Course (3-12)....19.95
Micro Maths (11-GCSE)
19.95
Let's Spell at Home (4-9)
14.95
Let's Spell at the Shops (4-9)....14.95
Mavis Beacon Typing (12+)
19.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE TO THE UK
Education, Local Authority and Government orders welcomed.

Overseas customers also welcome, please call or writefor quotations.
All goods subject to availability, all prices subject to change withoutnotice. E&OE
CALLERS WELCOME : 9.30 TO 5.00 SIX DAYS

M.JLC. SUPPLIES (STU)
2 THE ARCHES, ICKNIELD WAY, LETCHWORTH, HERTS, SG6 1
TELEPHONE ORDERS AND ENQUIRIES ON:

LETCHWORTH (0462) 481166 (6 lines) Propri
FAX: 0462 670301

14.95
14.95
14.95
14.95

y/2" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES
,a very smart looking drive indeed... a slim and
quiet device... it is very keenly priced too."

CB3ZB

- ST WORLD, September 1989

ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT AND DELIVERY
Express CourierDelivery £5.00 Extra
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE from one ol the longest

established companies in their field,

with

a

SUPER LOW
PRICE I

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

reputation for good service and prices. We have
invested heavily in a computer system to enable

• Sleek, high quality metal casing

our Telesales staff to provide up-to-the-minute
stock information, coupled with highly efficient

• Suits any Atari ST

order processing. Our fully equipped Workshop
enables us lo carry out almost any repair on our

premises. We feel sure

that you won!

be

disappointed if you choose Evesham Micros.

HOW TO ORDER

£59.95

• Quality Citizen Drive Mechanism

INCLUDES ITS OWN

EXTERNAL PLUG-IN PSU

• On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity

• Long reach connection cable

Beware of other mokes ol drive that

including VAT
and delivery Why pay more?

fake their power from the joystick port •

57.." External 40/80 Track Floppy Drive also available for only £99.00

Call us now on

0386 765500

SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADES FOR ST's
^ Fits any STF, STFM or MEGA

Lines open Monday-Saturday,
9.00am - 5.30pm

w»

series machine in minutes!

Send Cheque. Postal Order or

e? Uses SIMMS RAM Modules
for Effortless Upgradeability

i£_D ACCESS/VISA card details to :

Unit 9, St Richards Rd.

& Probably the neatest ST
RAM Upgrade available!

Evesham, Worcs
WR11 6XJ

&

ACCESS / VISA
Cards Welcome

^^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery £5.00 extra
Please note that 5 working days must be allowed
tor personal cheque clearance.

Mall Order Fax: 0386-765354 |

RAM Upgrade with board unpopulated ...
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily
withour new, fully software compatibleRAM upgrade
board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the unit
accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making
RAM fitting simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge
neededl Available with or without RAM modules.

Allows upgrade instages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb and 4Mb,
as and when necessary. Straightforward installation full,comprehensive instructions provided.

RAM Upgrade With 512K RAM Installedupgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM
RAM Upgrade With 2Mb RAM Installed -

upgradesa 520 1040 Megal to 2 2.5Mb ..
RAM UpgradeWith 4Mb RAM Installedupgrades a 5201040 Mega STto 4Mb
N.B. Dueto the largevariance indesignoftheAtari ST,thereIsa smal
minority ofboardsIn existence which mayrequire a little spidering.

RETAIL SHOWROOMS
All our Showroom outlets hold large stocks of most

items and also supply from a far wider product range
than advertised. Please do not hesitate to ring any of
our showrooms and discuss your requirements with a
member of our highly trained staff.

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS RAM
UPGRADES FOR ANY ATARI 520 ST

Unit 9 St Richards Road, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

O

fax: 0386 765354

fax: 0223 322883

Open Mon-Fri,9.30-6.00
and Sat.. 9.00-5.30

IBM dealer • Corporate Specialist

1762 Pershore Road, Cotteridge

Birmingham B30 3BH
ST 021 468 4564
fax: 021 433 3825

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

T TECHNICAL SUPPORT •

•S 0386-40303

Requires veryslight case modification
Atari Megaflle 30MbHardDisk
Atari Megafile 60MbHardDisk

With our compact plug-in RAM

Upgrades, you can expand the
memory of Your ST to as much
as 2.5MB, quickly and cheaply!
O 2 versions allowupgrade to 1Mb,or 2 / 2.5Mb

O Simple, fast and effective RAM upgradepath
O Suits any 520 or 1040 ST model

All details correct at time of press

All goodssubject toavailability, E. &O.E.

£54.95
£ 439.00
E 589.00

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS
Our fully equipped service department Is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price
include return postageand coversany fault occurring in normal use,
including drive problems. Wereserve the right to refuse anymachine
that we consider to have been damaged other than In normaluse. eg.

substandard repair work, lightning and physical damage - these are

quoted for separately. ST FIXEDRATE REPAIR .. £ 65.00
Ifin doubt,please contact us on 0386-446441

ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies .... £ 45.00

O Requires no solderingor technicalknow-how

LYNX Hand-held Games Console

512KVERSION:

ONLY

UPGRADES ANY 520 ST

|>CQ QC

2MB VERSION:
UPGRADES ANY520/1040
STT0 2/2.5MBRAM

ONLY

Slime World

£159.95

RoodUaslers

TO 1MB RAM

Z-U»7.57%>

Monday to Friday, 9.30 - 5.30

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS

£ 149.00

DRIVE UPGRADES / HARD DISKS
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit. with fullinstructions.

Open Mon-Sat.. 9.00 - 5.30

Iff 0223 323898

ATARI ST RAM UPGRADES

520 STE 1Mb RAM upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
£40.00
520/1040 STE 2Mb RAMupgrade (2x1Mb SIMMS) .... £119.00
520/1040 STE 4Mb RAM upgrade (4x1MbSIMMS) .... £235.00
520STFM 1MbRAM Upgrade kit,requires soldering .... £ 59.00
520STFM 1Mb RAMUpgrade, fitted by ourselves
£ 89.00

MegaST24Mb RAM Upgrade, fflted byourselves

0386 765180

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA

RAM & DRIVE ACCESSORIES

«"tn|.. C-HQ OK
EledroCop

KIoxk

£1995 Xenophobe

£19,95

£19.95 Blue lightning

£19,95

£!2XI Gales olZendocon . £19.95

£995 chips Challenge ....£19.95

1 EEfc:.:::::i!wi *5m
Rampage

s».m
£22.95

Gaunllel3

£22.95

>r Mercenary

Prices include VAT and Delivery

INCLUDING FREE CAUFORMA

Uflly t l I 3.33 GAMES'MULTlPtAYERGAMECARO

Mi Pacman

, £19,95
£1995

azsmnCBiEB m
ACCESSORIES

FORMAT GOLD AWARDS 1 9 9 0

ST Company of the Year 1990 • 2to 1 Majority Winner

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's
Incorporating new technology NEC SCSI hard disk

VIDI-ST
VIDI-ST
Widely regarded as (he best in its
category, VIDI-ST video digitlser

mechanisms, these units combine excellent

VIDI-CHROME ST
Colour frame grabbing upgrade,
enabling production of Red, Green and

enables youto # Have perfect freeze frame from any
video, in up to 16 shades

Blue elements when using a black/white
camera. (Colour camera/video recorder
users -see betow).

• Grab real time 3-D images
* Capture & restore action sequences
* Realise Desktop Video, plus much

VIDI-RGB

Automatically separates Red,

more

VIDI-ST is compatible with all video
standards, eg.colour, B/W, VHS, Beta,
PAL, NTSC etc,

Green

and Blue colour signal components from
video recorder or camera, enabling the
user to easily produce colour pictures.

Vidi ST

£ 89.00

VIDI Chrome
VIDI RGB

E 16.95
E 59.00

performance with quality and high capacity
ft NEC SCSI Hard Disk Mechanisms, with 28ms Access Time!
A Fully Autoparking HardDisk
•tt Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and .Software

•Ct
A
&
4

Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
High quality, compact greymetal casing
Extremely easy Installation procedure
PRICE INCLUDES ALL CABLES AND DEDICATED POWER SUPPLY?*
WESTRONGL YRECOMMEND AGAINST USE OFHARD DISKSON
THEST WITHOUTAN INDEPENDENT POWERSOURCE.

40MB VERSION ONLY

£ 399.00 including vat

100MB VERSION ONLY ... E 599.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR

&Delivery

With its dedicated monitor Input, this
model combines the advantages of a high
quality medium resolution colour monitor
with the convenience of remote control

'KICK OFF'
WITH THIS
DEAL FROM

Teletext TV - at an excellent low price I

£269.00

Including VAT,
delivery & ST cable

Monitor Switch Box - switch between colour / mono

•Kick Off2' (RRP:£19.99)

'Tracksult Manager" (RRP: £19.99)
'Subbuteo' (RRP: £24.99)
Qulckshot 3 Turbo Joystick(RRP: £9.99)
TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER E74.00 I

monitorswithoutunplugging.LowPriceI
E 13.95
Philips CMS833 Mk.ll (stereo sound) - latest model
including ST connection cable

FREE WITH EVERY STE/STFM PACKAGE

QMEEJ

E 239.00

Atari SM124 Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor.... Z 99.00

Atari SC1224 Colour Medium Res. Monitor.. £ 269.00

TRUEMOUSE
WE GUARANTEE that this Is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you
can buy for the Atari ST. Excellent

performance,amazing low price I

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE - WE WILL BEAT ANY

520 STE
'TURBO PACK'

GENUINE ATARI STPACKAGE OFFER ON AUKE-FOR-LIKE BASIS

Drive.Joystick, plus s high quality
selection of software Including :

PACK'

'Blood Money'
'Impossible Mission 2'
'Super Cycle'
'HumanKilling machine'

*. I / .93 GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE excellent travel &accuracy ...£37.95

based around the 520 STFM

computer including 512K RAM,1Mb
Floppy Drive and built-in TV
modulator. Also supplied is :

'Out Run'

«♦.,

jge

softwarepackage which drivesthe scanner directly.
Scanner Induces viewing window 8,backlight lor
accurate scans every time. Scan either line-art

or grey Images up to 400dpi. Many Image
enhancement & special effects available
from within Touch-Up. A good, sensible
investment for Desktop Publishing work.

£179.00

Certified 'FORMAT GOLD'

operation,fully compatible

£ 99,95

AT-Speed hardware PCemulator with 80286 processor fora speed increase.
Supports VGA/EGA display (with SM124) and EMS
£ 199.95
AT-Once 80286based hardware emulator with supportforextended
memory and hard disks

£ 179.00

Supercharger External V30 processor-based mufti-tasking PCemulator with
1MbRAM &MS-DOS 4. Plugs intoDMA port.STEcompatible . £269.00
Joystick/ MousePortsAccessibility Adapter forSTF/STFM/STE
£ 4.95
DustCover - available foranySTor Mega
£ 4.95

a

All STAR printers
include 12 months
On-Site Maintenance

'Space Harrier'* 'Neochrome' *

'Prince'* 'STAC Adventure Creator

'FirSTBASIC* 'AtariST Tour
inc.VAT ft

delivery
£359.99,ncVAT4

Plus 'Discovering yourAtariSTBook

£389.99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

delivery
£269.99,ncVATS

£529.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£299.99WiTH 1MB RAM FITTED

£609.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

£449.99

delivery

£439.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£519.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED
Mega ST1 with SM124 mono monitor
Mega ST1 as above, upgraded to 2Mb RAM
Mega ST1 as above, upgraded to 4Mb RAM

stsoftware\
First Word Plus

£ 57.95

Write On
Data Manager Professional
Cyber Paint 2.0

£ 49.95
£29.95
£ 37JO

Cyber Studio (CAD2.0)

£ 37.50

Degas Elite
Deluxe Paint
Spectrum 512
Dlgtta Home Accounts

£ 21.00
£45.00
£22.50
£ 18.95

"nmevrorks DTP

£ 69.96

Tiger Cub

£ 8435

Buying For a limited time, we are

All models Include cable

EVESHAM MICROS
SPECIAL OFFER !

'STOS'Games Creator* 'Outrun'%
'CarrierCommand'tt 'Bomb Jack'*

'STOS' Game Creator

e 599.00
E 769.00
E 879.00

Mega ST2 with SM124 monitor (2Mb RAM)
Mega ST4 with SM124 monitor (4Mb RAM)
SM124 monochrome hi-res monitor

E 849.00
E 1099.00
£
99.00

Refers) the Ian.l991 issue of ST FORMAT

PC-Speed Hardware PCemulator which fitsneatly inside theST. Fast

PRINTERS

The package includes:

'MusicMaker2'(STE version)

•FirST BASIC

options, plus the amazingly powerful TOUCH-UP

of a 1040 STE with an excellent
selection of serious/leisure software.

Kuma Wordprocessor* Kuma
Spreadsheet* Kuma Database
KumaBusiness Graphics*
'FirSTBASIC* 'HyperPaint'*

'HyperPaint2' (STE version)

I package includes a 100400dpi scanner with dither

Superb starter package, consisting

Highquality, qood value package

'Dragons Breath'
'Anarchy'

Outstanding quality, excellent value for money - this

1040 STE
EXTRAS PACK'

'Indiana Jones & Last Crusade'

P 1 7 QC SATISFACTION

GOLDEN IMAGE HANDY
SCANNER with TOUCH-UP

520 STFM
'DISCOVERY

Includes an Atari 520 STE with 1Mb

Star

LCW?

offering the Star LC-10

| Mk.ll atthesame price of
anLC-101

Get the latest faster (>4FQ AA
version forJust £. I 3 9 i U U
PriceInc. VAT, delivery, coble a 1YearOn-SlteWarranty

Replay 8
GFA BASIC 3.5
GFA BASIC Compiler
HlSoft Devpac 2.23

£ 6335
£ 3735
£22.50
£ 4435

SPECIAL OFFER III

£ 115.00

Weare offering a complete Wordprocessing /
DesktopPublishing packagecompletewitn

Power BASIC
Atari Archive

£ 2935
£22.00

Available with any hardware

Atari Fastcom 2

£ 3730

Mini Office series, each

£ 1935

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing

£ 2230

Lattice C 5.06.02

NEODESK 3 Desktop .. £29.95
Simply the best replacement desktop/tile

spelling checker &graphics Importfacilities.
purchase over £75.00.

1 ST WORD PLUS +
TIMEWORKS DTP

management environment tor any ST.
NeoCU.

£ 24.95

Star LC200 9-PinColour, 4 fonts, 180/46cps ... E209.00
Star LC 24-10 24-Pin,4 fonts, 180/60cps

E 215.00

Star LC24-200 24-Pln, 5 lonts,200/B7cps

E249.00

Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above

E 289.00

AtariSLMIS05 6 ppm,300dpilaserprinter. Quiet
in operation (requires 2MbRAM minimum)
E 899.00
HPDeskJet500 3 PPM300 DPIInkjet
E459.00
Olivetti DM1 DOS 200730cos 9-pin,
lnc.12months on-site warranty
£ 115.00
Olivetti DM124 200/50 cps
24-pln, ful range of fonts

E 249.00

CITIZEN PRODOT-24C
PROFESSIONAL COLOUR PRINTER

A Professional Printer at a budget price I
This highryversatile letter quality printer boasts numerous
advanced features, yet maintains supreme ease ot use.
200 / 66 cps print speed • 5 LQ fonts • FuDcontrol from

front-panel• 7 Colouroutput;resolutionup to 360 dpi • 2
Year Manufacturers Warranty • Complete withcable

SPECIAL OFFER! ONLY £269.00

MTSOFTWARE

MT Software
PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE,

ART & GRAPHICS j
I A042 -Neochrome V2

G133 -Zoo Maker

, A024 -ANI-ST

Kidsketch, Kidstory

G023 -Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, No Maze
G041 -Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgridz
G036 -History File (3 disks)

G127 -Battle Command
G118-Mutant
G126-Wheel of Fortune

P040 -GEMDos User Guide
P014 -Gem Information

A037 -Calamus fonts

A010 -Publishing Partner Fonts |
A012 -Pearle-3D Raytracing

Hangman

~ EDUCATION PACK 1

G049 -Tennis Simulation

P001 -ST Basic Programs
P023 -Fast Basic Programs
P025 -Pascal Programs

for the youngster. Includes

Game

Kidpotato, KidsABC, Kidsketch,
Kidstory, Kidsong, Numeric Go
Round, Kidpublisher, Number
Maze, Kidmusic, Kidpiano,
Kidgraph, Kidgrid 2, Colouring
\Book, Shipwrecked, Hangman,

G045 -Ensland Team Manager
G011 -Give us a Break

G072 -Bumper Jack
SHOOT-EM-UPS
CHEATS DISKS
BOARD GAMES
CARD GAMES

^ EDUCATION PACK 2^
io disks ONLY £19.99

• NOW STE COMPATIBLE *

ADVENTURES
G140 -Dungeon Quest

l

G087 -Tark

A bumper education pack
that includes G9,G 16, G22,
G23, G41,G36, G94, G98 ,

G084 -Elven Crystals
G096 -Dudleys Dilemma

MUSIC + MIDI

G078 -Time Adventure
G055 -HERO-Dungeons and
Dragons

M007 -Cosh 16 Voice
Sequencer

!1 M030 -Noise Tracker
IM032 -Audio Sculpture
Tracker
M031 -Midi Guide

G038 -Wizards Tower

G054 -Tombs of Death
G037 -Under Berkwood

M028 -50 Quartet Samples (1)

, M034 -50 Quartet Samples (2)

G006 -Darkness is Forever

MONO GAMES
G130 -Naval, Columbus,

BUSINESS

CLIP ART PACK

WP02 -Mailmerge, Spellchecker,
Word Counter

-DB Master - Database
-1st Base - Database
-Card ST - Database
-TCOS - Database
-Electronic Bank
Statement (£3.95)

in ST Format

• Christmas • Trademarks

• and lots lots more

.

We have all the latest machine

Disk Copiers/Formatters,
Virus Detectors/Killers,

and product demonstrations.
Order our FREEcatalogue for
full details

Desk Accessories

BUDGIE UK

Superboot Utilities

We are licenced distributors

Hard Disk Utilities

for Budgie UK. We receive all
the latest titles as they

grams - order your FREE cata
logue for full details

catalogue for details of the

^

EASY TEXT PLUS ^\

,

Player
M003 -Casio C2101 Progs

U79 -COLOUR EMUIATOR. Run

colour TV/monitor

I M014 -Midi Channel Scope

Colour programs on

(mono)
062 -Mastersound Demo

mono emulator

MTS SPECIAL

LUll

I Acomplete assembly language programming environment for the beginner and
intermediate ST Programmer. Learn assembler the easyway, step-by-step!

BOOK COMPLETE WITH DISK! only£19.99
(over 400 pages)

The comprehensive bookintroduces the readervia many assembly language
examples howto program the ST. No knowledge ofassembler isassumed. All
I examples inbookareheld ondisk andcanbe assembled using thesupplied
text editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete resource
construction listfor producing dialog boxes, pop down menus etc.

Learn to program like the professionals! Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS,
DROP DOWN MENUS, DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, muchmore

1
CODES ARE AS FOLLOWS:IDS - Double Sided Disk
SH - Shareware
1 MEG-1 meg of memory required
:MONO- High resolution NOTSTE - Not STE compatible

Flags • Maps • Fonts • Food
V

U090 -FiloFact (SH)

M018 -Sampled Sounds +

Many of the disksare also available as double sided
compilations - please see our catalogue or ringfor details.

converters. Ideal for

UTILITIES

U19 -MONO EMULATOR. Run
mono programs on

fMT
Software ^ 0983-756056
The above illustrates a small selection from our catalogue.

ALLDTPpackages.
• Aimals • Office • Sport •

We have all sorts of utility pro

ONLY £19.99

G063 -Around the World in
80 days

Clip Art + 1 disk full of format

U070 -Adddress Book

RING FOR DETAILS

Reversi

6 DISSS ONLY £16.99

Complete package for any
body learning C.
Comprises Sozobon C (fully
configured and ready to use)
+ 4 disk tutorial. Ideal if you
are following the series

U078 -Sheet V2 - Spreadsheet
U042 -Opus 2000 Spreadsheet
U034 -Double Sentry Accounts
U041 -Typing Tutor
U040 -Inventory Pro

M029 -Kawai K1 Librarian
M021 -Music Writer (mono)

G069 -Napoleon
Arkanoid

U012
U009
U036
U072
U031

5 Double Sided Disks full of

C PROGRAMMERS PACK

WP01-ST Writer Elite
WP10-1 st Word

publishing package that
produces stunning results on 9
pin, 24 pin and laser printers.

M016 -Composer

G029 -Space Invaders, Chess,

for use with all DTP packages

6 DISKS FOB ONLY £16.99

r \ M008 -MT32 Voice Ed (demo)

Arkenoid

CLIP ART

*j We have many disks of clip art

become available. See our

entire range.

A fully featured desktop

: M033 -Quartet Music
IM013 -Yamaha PSS Ed/Lib
M009 -TX812 Voice Editor
M010-FB01 Voice Editor

G131 -Bounce, Pacman,

Amateur radio,
Communications, Astronomy,
Astrology and much more

P005 -Adventure Writing Sys

U089 -Zapcard, Database

Full Details in Catalogue

Football Pools Prediction,

Chemistry, Knitting, Cooking,

P026 -Pascal Information

Lots of educational programs

-ACID
-Tos 1.6 Fixer Disk

Speech Synthesis, Genealogy,

P015 -68000 Assembler

A034 -Animate

5 disks ONLY £10.99

G103 -Top of the Pops
G116 -Chunnel - French Tutor

-Boing STE (1 Meg)
-Fantasia (1 Meg)
-3D Scroller (1 Meg)

GMZHZLHm3

P011 -ST Basic

A041 -IMG Utilities

-STE Atari France
-STE Sound Off
-Movie STE

P019-Sozobon C

A026 -Doodle
A036 -Picture Converters

-Jungle Demo

P017 -C Programs

P012 -Disassembler, Tiny Basic,
C Compiler

| A019 -Easytext +Demo

G094 -Colouring Book
G098 -Shipwrecked +

-Name Game
-Tracker
-Overlander
-Fruit Machine

Updater

! A013-Printmaster Library
WP08 -Signum Fonts
! A046 -PageStream Fonts

G134-The Search

G117 -Key to Atlantis
G125-Hedsehos

D096
D074
D069
D065
D066
D067
D068
D084
U099

P034 -STOS Basic Tutorial
P030 -STOS Basic Programs
P022 -STOS STE (1.62)

! A020 -Fractal Zoom

G022 -Kidpotato, KidsABC,

ofRA
G128-STEEL

M,

STE DISKS

SRAM1
P039 -GFA Programs

\ A001 -PaletteMaster

G009 -Spelling Made Easy
G016 -Maths Made Easy

G120 -Escape from the tomb

MasterCard

P038 -GFA Basic Tutorial

j A043 -LowCostCad (sh)
\ A044 -Sprite Studio

G135 -Geography Tutor

G136-Grand Prix
G129-Mars Maze
G121 -Chance

1

9am - 6pm Mon - Sat (24 hour)

E

ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE

G137 -Solar System
Geography

G102 -STumped
G044 -Flisht Simulator
G141 -Boxins Champ

WH

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY,YOU MAY CHOOSE

COLOUR GAMES
G106-Die Allien Blob

|

0983 - 756056
SEND SAE FOR OUR FREE CATALOGUE

P039 OBX

SHAREWARE FOR
ATARI ST/STE

G124
G123
G122
G109

•

Greens Ward House,
The Broadway,
Totland, I.O.W.

ST Dust Cover
Mouse Mat
25 Blank Disks

+ 50 Cap Box

£4.99
£3.99

BLANK DISKS
AMAZING OFFERS ON BLANK DISKS AND ACCESSORIES

Highest quality double sided disks in protective wallets and
complete with labels. 100% error free performance guaranteed
10 DISKS
10 DISKS + 50 CAP LOCKABLE BOX
10 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX
25
25 DISKS + 50 CAP LOCKABLE BOX
25 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX
50
50 DISKS + 50 CAP LOCKABLE BOX
50 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX
100
100 DISKS + 100 CAP LOCKABLE BOX

£11.99
£11.99
£16.99
£18.99
£22.99

£27.99
£29.99
£42.99
£47.99

£19.99

SAVE
£28.97
£7.97
^ ONLY £21
Add £2 for 100 Cap Box

**

400 DISKS only £150

HEY KIDS + KID ZONE

100 Tracker Feed labels
200 Tracker Feed labels

• Basic Colour Identification • Basic Shape
Identification • Letters on the keyboard • Telling

**

ACCESSORIES

DISK LABELS
50 Coloured labels
100 Coloured labels
1000 Coloured labels

2 Great new educational packages written by Paul
Smart. Designed for 3-7 year olds they teach -

SINGLE SIDED DISKS C3.00

£4.99
£9.99

.^SMT
.52A&?
•&&&•
SM&r
.j^S^r
jSWT
•£&#?
.SSVW
.JSZW
J^w
.JM&T

£1.50
£2.50
£13.50
£3.00
£5.00

1000 Tracker Feed labels ..£15.00

ST/STE Dust Cover

£4.99

Mouse Mat

£3.99

STORAGE BOXES
50 Cap Lockable
£6.49
100 Cap Lockable

£7.99

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POST, PACKING & VAT

the Time

DOUBLE SIDED COMPILATIONS £3.50
PLUS ONE FREEWITH EVERY THREE

(Immediate despatch by 1st ClassPost included)
Overseas - Europe - add 10%, Rest of world add 20%
Help and Advice always available
MAIL ORDER ONLY

• Grid reference work • Counting • Spelling

s 0983 - 755800 - Blank Disks only

EDUCATION + FUN ROLLED INTO ONE
FULLDETAILS IN OUR CATALOGUE

0983 - 756056 - Blank Disks + PD (24hr)

U

OUR NEW CATALOGUE CONTAINS FULL DETAILS OF THE ABOVE DISKS PLUS MANY, MANY MORE
—
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T h e Atari ST has been on the market for

it to get at the stuff either. But what is this soft

a good few years now in one form or

ware and where can it be found? Well what

another and there's a wealth of truly

we're talking about here is public domain soft

excellent software available. That's all

ware.

well and good, but we all know that software
isn't exactly cheap, is it?
Games at over £20 each and business

software with price tags measured in hun
dreds doesn't leave a great deal in the bank
account for the little luxuries in life, such as

Many of you young computer novices may
not have heard of PD and even some of the
old hands have a somewhat distorted view of

what it's all about. Surely if programmers are
willing to give the fruits of their labours away,
it can't be any good. Can it?

heating, food and clothing.

That's fine if you want to remain a starving,
naked computer junkie, but for the rest of us,

computing comes second to being clothed
and having a full stomach!

So what if I told you that it was perfectly
possible to get your computer kicks for free?
Everything from C compilers, to databases,
fantastic spreadsheets and word processors
to some of the best space invaders clones

HISTORY LESSON
Although the first microcomputers in the UK
were popularised by the likes of 'Uncle' Clive
Sinclair and his rubber-keyed Spectrums, the
first real home machines got started as
garage projects in America.

Electronics freaks would sniff around gov
ernment surplus sales and so on, buying up
bits of circuitry in an attempt to create a com
puter that they could use at home.

around, all free, gratis and for nothing?
Sounds good - probably sounds impossi
Gradually electronic kit suppliers locked on
ble, right? But it's true and you don't need a to the idea and began to market computer
striped jersey and bag with 'swag' written on i boards that could be put together in the com

fort of the buyer's workshop. Soon, all over
America electronics enthusiasts were building
and running their own computers using the
newly-available integrated microprocessors
from Zilog, Motorola and Intel.
Schools, colleges and universities were

quick to get in on the act too, and they
installed microcomputers alongside the pon
derous mini and mainframe machines.

And of course the wealth of easily accessi
ble silicon led to many thousands of programs
being written by talented novice program
mers. With the advent of Gary Kildall and his

CP/M operating system which was available
for all micros using Zilog Z80 CPUs, the way
was clear for users to share their software.

The decisive event in the history of public
domain software however, occurred when the

American
software

powers-that-be decided that all
written

within

academic

environs

would be designated as being PD.
The notion that subroutines and useful utili

ties could be stored and used again by differ
ent people in different programs had always
Atari ST User
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Viral nasties? Not quite! The program's called
Virus but the only intimidating creatures are

those you see here, and they're harmless...

• J.I.J L*
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Don't abuse the monkeys or they'll throw you where you can't

get at the balloons, and then you'll be for it!

been a very powerful feature of software engi
neering. The PD decision was merely a logi

friends, but if they decide to use it, they must
make a small donation, say £10 or £20 to the

cal extension of that idea.

programmer. If they don't like the software,
they can simply delete it from their disks and
pay nothing. Sounds pretty fair.

All software, from the tiniest fragment of

utility code to full-blown doctoral thesis stuff
could be freely distributed, shared and used
by all. Authors retained copyright of course,
but as long as the software wasn't changed or
charged for, it could be had by all for free.

DC Formatter is a really useful utility for those
who like to play with emulators

Just like PD, shareware caught on fast in
the States and today, some of the best known
and most popular software around can be

spreadsheets, word processors, virus check
ers, paint packages, mouse and screen
enhancers, diary keepers, disk editors, disk
copiers, disk cataloguers, and disk label

traced back to its shareware roots.

printers.

Unfortunately, back home in the UK, share

The idea became an overnight success

In fact, a truly disgusting amount of soft

story. Some of the staff working at academic

ware isn't quite the success story it's been in

ware that would take you an aeon to get

establishments set up libraries to distribute
PD and because local telephone calls are

the USA. Seems like British computer enthusi

through. And when you did, there would be

asts just aren't willing to hand over the ackers
for the software they use regularly.
During the past year or so things have
improved and the signs are that things are
starting to change. But the shareware scene
when compared to its counterpart in the

another small planet's worth awaiting your

very cheap in the States, comms enthusiasts
exchanged software by the bucketful. And
eventually, almost everyone had a public
domain program of some description.

THE NEXT STEP
Programmers, being a wily lot, soon realised

attention at the end of it all.

IT'S A JUNGLE OUT THERE!
The best feature of the public domain is that

programmers have no-one to please but

States, is still in its infancy here.

themselves. That means the software is far
software store's shelves.

that didn't require cash 'up-front' and using

And that's a pity really, because unless
programmers receive the paltry sums they
ask for, then their programs will once again

which, they could get their wares into the

return to commercial distribution methods.

hands of all interested parties.

That means a lot more expense on your part

user looking for that obscure little bit of code
to keep track of pigeon mating cycles that's

They'd get useful beta-testing, bug reports
and be able to gauge general opinion. Hey,
wait a minute, why not include a little mes

to get your hands on the stuff.
So just what's out there? Is the public

been eluding them for years, engine mainte
nance schedules and the like, they're much

domain full of obscure little utilities written by

more likely to find what they want from the

sage in the opening screen asking for a few

lofty egg-heads in their ivory towers? What is

bucks if the user liked the program? After all,
several programmers had had spontaneous
donations from the public after using software

there for the common man or woman? An

public domain.
It's all there for free and you don't need

absolutely enormous collection of startling

anything apart from an ST of some descrip

software covering every conceivable taste

tion - and even the simplest machine with

they'd written.
And so shareware came into being. Share

and interest, that's what!

half a meg of RAM, a single-sided floppy and
a TV display is fine. Oh yes, and a couple of

that here was an in situ distribution network

This encompasses games and strategy

ware is not commercial software, but it's not

programs, programming languages and utili

quite public domain either. Anyone can make
a copy of the program and pass it on to their

ties, comms software, emulators, knitting pat

more diverse than the stuff sitting unsold on a
It also means that, for the average home

quid for your first disk.

tern generators, menu makers, databases,
sin.r :
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this little gem from Budgie Licenceware
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For all those who love board-games here is an excellent rendition of the most popular
board-game of all time. Community Chest, Chance and Go To Jail - it's all here
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More crossword generation. See how easy it is
to decide upon the format of your crossword
using this super program?

IT'S A PD LIBRARY DARLING, AND IT'S OURS
Hang on, why not set up your own public domain
library and cut out the middle man? You'll make a

do is sit around watching TV, but there's a couple
of dozen disk orders demanding to be processed.

quality of reproduction - photocopied pages stapled
together are fine if they're legible and that will help

few quid on the sale of the media and copying, pro
grammers will send you software free of charge and
your collection and reputation will swell in equal
measure, right? Wrong!

Think about It...

Right. So you have decided that being a PD
librarian is where it's at and you want to go ahead.
Where next? Well, you gotta get some disks, and

to keep costs down too.
Be vigilant in checking for viruses. Libraries are

Many, many public domain libraries have come

that isn't as easy as it sounds. Established libraries

and gone. Fly-by-night operations run by software
shysters without any conception of customer satis
faction. The guys who remain are those who invest

don't take too kindly to prospective rivals simply
buying up all their stuff then flogging it themselves.
Getting software is going to involve logging onto

known sources, and that's a recipe for disaster.

vast amounts of time and effort into searching

bulletin boards in the UK, America and the Conti

Use a good virus checker - public domain, right? -

nent, particularly Germany, where a lot of quality

and advertise the fact that all your disks are
checked before being sold.

public domain exists.

around for the best software, putting together com
prehensive catalogues and keeping their bank man
agers sweet - and those tasks are just what you
have to do if you're to succeed in setting up a PD
library. Here are a few pointers to get you started.

First, are you really sure that you're willing to
invest a lot of time and effort into running a library?
PD isn't just for today you know, it's for now and
the rest of the software's life...ahem, haven't I
heard that somewhere before? Ah well, the point is
that there is a lot of responsibility involved in
handling other computer owners' cash.

If you take money for a product you're legally
bound to supply it. Some evenings all you want to

You'll have to attend local computer club swapmeets and gather lots of programs from the other
members. Once established, programmers will send
you their software, but it will take a while to build
trust while avoiding the toes of other libraries.
You'll have to put together a comprehensive cat
alogue of what's on offer, probably cross-indexed

particularly prone to infection because they regu
larly receive disks from unknown, or only slightly

Be careful not to infringe a programmer's copy
right. When you're dealing with many hundreds of
disks it's very easy to inadvertently include one
which has copyrighted code, so be careful.
Buy disks in bulk, they should cost a lot less
than SOp each from sources you'll find in magazines
such as Exchange and Mart - 95p from your local
newsagent.

Vf* h"*t fe^ h^ Sfp

And finally, advertise until you're blue in the
face. Spend as much money as possible on adver

on subject and disk number, and that's no mean

tising. This includes not only buying space in maga

feat in itself. Keep a database of your software you can find several in the public domain! - and use
a Desktop publishing package to produce the cata
logue. You don't need to worry too much about

zines, but sending samples of your wares to PD
pages, such as those in Atari ST User, for review.
Have fun, but remember - don't do it unless
you're prepared for a lot of hard work.

Not quite Kick Off 2, but a really fun football game
the only things missing are the cheer-leaders!

This backgammon program plays a mean game. If you
don't want to get blot hit, practise a lot!

THE LONG ARM
What's that, software for free? No cash to lay out
and you can copy the programs as many times as
you want and give them to all your friends. Surely
that flies in the face of everything you've always

any original .DOCfiles - that is, text files explaining
the software's operation, who wrote it and so on.

The author of the program retains copyright even
though she or he has said that anyone can have a

The third type of free or almost free software is

shareware. The concept behind this is that you can
copy and distribute it freely, but if you decide to
use it in earnest, then you must pay the program
mer the amount specified in the program. This is

been told about software?

copy or distribute it for free.

Well, it does rather. Commercial software, as
even the novice computer user knows only too well,
is heavily protected by copyright laws, not to men
tion the layers of electronic protection on commer
cial disks which stop you from casually backing-up

Time was when public domain was the only kind
of 'free' software. Nowadays however, there's a

one knows it but no-one can remember who was

because usually the reward is the latest version of

when you deem it necessary.

actually responsible for the stuff. As a conse

the program or some paper documentation making
a welcome thud on your doormat one fine morning.

WITHIN THE RULES

usually not more than a few pounds.

second category known as 'freeware'. This is soft

WRITE IT DOWN

ware which has been around for so long that every

It is definitely in your interests to do this however,

quence, freeware can be hacked about by anyone
with a mind to do so. It can be changed and added

So there you are. Freeware? Hack it and slash it

Can public domain software really be free? And
what about shareware, are you obligated to pay the
charge required by the programmer or can you sim
ply ignore the messages requesting cash?
Here's what the law says. Public domain is just

as freeware until, that is, its author stood up to be
counted. There's a version of the program for prac
tically every known computer and most are merely

It's perfectly OK to add your own explanatory
text files as long as you're not trying to claim the

that, software which has been released into the

'hacks' or 'ports' of the original. Finally, ARC'S

program as your own creation.

public domain. It can be copied and distributed with
two provisos. You don't charge anything for the
software and it remains intact and accompanied by

author decided he'd had enough of this 'pirating'
and made noises like someone who was pretty

Shareware? Copy and distribute it, but remember
to slip a few quid to the guy responsible if you're
using it or else delete it from your disks.

to without fear of retribution.

The archiving program ARC used to be treated

cross. Now ARC is used carefully...

with vigour. Public domain? Copy and distribute it,
but don't change it and do include any original text
files.

Atari ST User
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INSTRUCTIONS

EXCLUDED!
One thing that puts a lot of prospective users off
the public domain is the notorious lack of docu
mentation that comes, or rather doesn't come
with PD software.

WRITING IOR THE PD
The public domain is where many of today's
top coders began their adventures into pro
fessional programming. Rather than risk
rejection at the hands of commercial distrib
utors hacking and slashing their way through
your prize programs, why not release them,
or at least early versions, into the public

In this way, you can sort out the problems
before submitting it to a software house for
consideration and save yourself consider
able embarrassment.

If FileSort becomes a

Obviously, if programmers are kind enough to
release their programs for free distribution,
they're not exactly going to spend hard cash on
paper-based instructions. So how can you get
around the problem?
Well, don't worry because almost every public
domain program comes with an explanatory

PD best 'seller',

everyone's gonna want to upgrade to the
commercial version - with super extras - as
soon as it's available.

domain?

OK, OK, so you want a return on all that

See? You've killed a dozen little software

effort, but think about this. If you wang a

birds with one silicon stone. The process
has served to gauge popularity, correct

beta-test copy of FileSort into the public
domain, you'll soon get to hear whether or
not anyone actually likes or uses it. If there
are bugs, they'll soon come to light.
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bugs, and create a ready market for the
updated commercial version when it's pub
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lished. You know it makes sense...
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.DOC file. This is an ASCII text file explaining the

program's operation. It is stored on the disk
along with the software. Usually this text file
will

have

the

name

README.DOC

or

FILEHELP.DOC or some similar title.

You can either print out this document and
read it at your leisure, or simply list it to the
screen and watch pearls of wisdom scroll down
your monitor.

WHERE TO GET IT.
The sharp increase in PD's popularity has
brought with it a consequent increase in the
number of small businesses supplying the
stuff. And although as we've seen, techni
cally, no-one's allowed to profit from the
sale of public domain software, in fact one

best to get you going. It's by no means an
exhaustive list and if a library isn't men
tioned here, that doesn't mean it isn't worthy
of your attention.
• Goodman Enterprises. Goodman's

or two do.

and Mike, the proprietor works hard to pro
duce a first-rate catalogue and to track
down great software.
Disks are reasonably priced, and each
one is stuffed with goodies. Contact Good

Fine. If you don't want to add to the

underhand profiteering of these guys, avoid
buying from them - simple, right? The vast
majority of libraries flogging PD are legiti
mate operations run by one or two people
struggling to make a living in the same way

PD library has been around for a few years

Sometimes these .DOC files will be archived,

that is, crunched and scrunched and made small
by an ingenious utility program known as ARC.
This is especially designed for the purpose.
Archiving helps programmers and libraries to
get more on their disks, but de-archiving can
often be a confusing prospect for beginners. Our
CoverDisk pages are the place to look for a use
ful explanation of de-arching.
If you don't already have the de-arc program,
it will either be on the original disk or probably

man Enterprises at 16 Conrad Close, Meir
Hay
Estate,
Longton,
Stoke-on-Trent,

'"•maBSrT-^l^

Staffordshire ST3 1SW.

• SoftVille. Another library with years of
service under its belt. SoftVille produce a
comprehensive catalogue and bang out
disks at knock-down prices. Contact Soft
Ville at Unit 5, Elettra Avenue, Stratfield
Park, Waterlooville, Hampshire P07 7XN.
• PDQ Games. A PD library specialising

in games software and what a lot they've
got! Over 600 at the last count. Get your
catalogue by writing to PO Box 38, Eastleigh, Hampshire S05 2WR.
• MT Software. One of the largest. It has

recently moved to larger premises and has
added the sale of blank disks to its services.

They're at Greensward House, The Broad
way, Totland, Isle of Wight, P039 OBX.
• South West Software Library. Can

you are. They provide a great service, track

ing down hot programs from around the
globe and bunging them on a disk for you
all at a couple of quid - can't be bad!
All of the libraries who receive a mention

on the 'USER'S pages can be trusted to pro
vide sterling service and if you read the PD
pages regularly you'll soon get to know
who's who. Meantime, here's a few of the
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be relied upon for a first class service. A
comprehensive catalogue is released twice
a year. Address: PO Box 562, Wimbourne,
Dorset, BH21 2YD
And don't forget bulletin boards.
There's usually a farge quantity of
downloadable

software

on

most

BBs. But do remember to upload
some software now and then.

on our CoverDisk, depending upon whether we
have included anything that has been archived
in that particular month.
The other big solution to the lack of instruc
tion is to read 'USER'S regular PD pages. Every
month, we present the latest and best from the
PD world direct from the programmers and
libraries.

We'll give a comprehensive review, instruc
tions and interesting insights into the more
arcane features and you may even find the soft
ware on the disk if it's good enough!

HiSoft C
interpreter
Learn to program C the easy way
These days you'd have to buryyour head in the sand to avoid hearing about THE programming
language - "C". Unfortunately, the advantages which make C such a good language forprogram
production - being compiled, with a complex and versatile range of facilities, also make it difficultto
learn. Far more difficult than traditional languages like BASIC.
Now you can learn C the easy way, using the HiSoft C interpreter. Because HiSoft C is an
interpreter, not a fussy compiler, it lets you develop, debug and test programs quicklyand easily in a
simple, easy-to-use environment.

The HiSoft C interpreter takes a lot of the usual
tedium out of the C development process. Just
click on a menu item and your program runs
straight away. No need for the usual compiler
development cycle of edit, compile, link, run,
crash, load, edit, compile, etc....

Not only is this great for beginners, but sea
soned C programmers will also find the ultrafast development environment a great relief.
You can write your program with the interpreter
and then compile it with almost any standard
compiler to produce a finished commercial
program. Here are some of the highlights of this
exciting new package:

•

HiSoft C is interpreted- not compiled - which
makes development much easier. Com
pleted programs can then be compiled us
ing another package such as Lattice C

•

Powerful debugging facilities, including: Trace
mode, variable dump, memory dump, pointer
tests, exception trapping, stack display etc.

•

Built-in help for quick and easy reference

•

Programs can be linked with assembly lan
guage and compiled C program modules

•

Comprehensive and helpful error messages

•

Useful in-built disk utilities, allowing you to for
mat, copy, delete and rename files from within
the editor

•

Complete, 340 page manual, fully indexed.
Spiral-bound for easy reference

•

Full, friendly technical support from HiSoft

•

Compatible with any Atari ST, colour or mono
chrome screen

•

Integrated with a full-featured GEM-based

editor (but not quite as good as Tempus 2!)
•

Edit up to 8 files at once

•

Full power of the C language

•

Over 460 library functions including the stan

Hudull 1 l H;\EIII»IPLES.\tllE»TS.C

dard UNIX and draft ANSI libraries

•

Toolbox for easier GEM programming

•

Tutorials for the C language & GEM toolbox

•

Full source code for GEM libraries supplied
as part of the package

W event variables rV

int event_1yae;

/It type af

Using HiSoft C to debug your program

ORDER FORM
Yes, please rush me a copy of the HiSoft C
Interpreter for my Atari ST at £49.95 inc.

I would like to pay by:

I I Cheque/Postal Order •

Access/Visa
High Quality Software

Access/Visa
Card Ns

Expiry

Signature

Send or phone your order to: HiSoft, The Old School, Greenfield, Bedford. MK45 5DE. Tel: (TJ525) 718181

ST PUBLIC DOMAIN - FROM ONLY
Characters between asterixes show special requirements;
*M*= Mono Res,*C*=Colour Res, *D* = Double sideddisk, *X*= 1 Meg Ram.

90P PER DISK

753 XBIOS Music construction Kit, a powerful song

378 Fastdisk, fast reading &writing. FCOPY 2.0, fast
disk copier. Ramdisk &setup utils for Mega STs.
Taskcopy, continue working &copy adisk. Doc is
inGerman but the progs are simple touse.
337 Utilities for Hard Drives. Includes prog for booting
from drive C, directory checking, back uputilities.
Auto folders onyour hard drives, &a means to

editor + more

836 Mono Emulator, Run most Mono progs oncolour
screen, ARC file compiler. BICLOCK toset

time/date without using anACC slot. Coder
enables you toset upyour printer from the
desktop. +more
881 100% IBM compatible formatter that formats 3.5"

overcome the 40 folder limit.

751 SUPERBOOT V6 This isthe ST boot prog, choose
desktop ACCs, Auto progs torun DESKTOP.INF,
GDOS, ASSIGN.SYS, displays a welcome screen,
date/time setter, enforce password onboot &

or 5.25" disks for DOS or TOS with source. ARC

SHELL vl.91. On-screen clock. Megamatic, Mono
emu v3.0. STARTGEM for GEM progs run from
Auto folder.+ SWITCHER Splits ST intwo. VIRUS
DESTRUCTIONUTILITY V2.1.+ LOTS MORE

more.

884 AMC GDOS, replacement for GDOS. ARC SHELL
vl.98 make ARC.TPP user-friendly. DISK
TOOLBOX v2.03, all you need to do to adisk.
HYPERFORMAT v2.56 format 929K bytes &20%
faster. QUICKST speeds ST screen display. VIRUS

834 DOUBLE CLICK formatv3.03 9/10 sectors, 80/82

tracks, regular/fast format options. Formats Magic
disks, place MSDOS boot sector, write an
executable bootsector tobypass HD Autoboot,
settime, run a prog that you write &call
COMMAND.PRG &loads ofother things.
MEGAMINUTE v2.1 Hard drive backup utility.
883 MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking &multi-user
environment, allows upto7concurrent tasks such
as compiling, printing, file transfer etc. Designed

KILLER 2.2 +MORE

321 Selection of 6 high quality Degas pics. Also progs
for converting Degas toNeo &vice-versa.
375 FONTEDIT v3.0, Editor &loaders forRam &
downloadedfonts. Inc.some fonts, fontdata

for use with Gulam (included). Has network

disassembler + more.

drivers to power aremote ST as aterminal. *D*

390 E-PLAN CAD, stock list facility. Agreat CAD
package from Germany. Schaltpl isan Electronics
package with Star 10 &CItoh prtr drivers. *M*
391 COLUMBIA, Adrawing program with some 3D
elements &co-ord display. Studio (1 meg Ram) a
menu driven drawing package. Both progs are
from Germany.

382 Selection ofarchive utils, including ARC, EXSQUZ,
SQUEEZE, STPACK, STSQ, UENCODE &TAU a
text file archiver.

809 AIM v3.21, An image processing package. Has
different facilities toread &write different graphic
formats such asNEO &DEGAS &process colour

images. Plenty of docs. From Holland. *DX *

397 DOODLE, Thisdisk has the Mono &Colour
versions. NEOCHROME v0.6 & some

Mandelzoom pictures.
393 THE ARTIST, Great drawing package with all the
normal options. *M*

876

DELUXE FONTMASTER v2.0, Lay out text &print

879

itwith alarge choice of different &original fonts on
an Epson, IBM orNEC compatible printer. *MD *
PALETTE MASTER, art package offers 512 colours.
All usual features such asairbrush, spraycan, text,

394 PICWORKS, Utility for enlarging, reformatting &

etc. Docs in 1STWord format. Slideshow inc. *C *

manipulating pics. *M*
820 SNOOPY, 25cartoons. *C*

880 COLOURBURST 3000 v0.3, Allows you toadd

310 Three versions of ST Writer wordprocessor with
full docs &a printer installation prog, template &
quick ref files.

different colours topics from other packages. Up to
50 palettes per screen. Arange of 3375 colours to
choose from. PICSWITCH can import screens from
most packages. *CX *
520 CLIP ART, Various Fonts, pics offamous people,

526 Clip Art, American trademarks of the 1920's &
30's. Very atmospheric images
537
538
539
540
541

DOUBLESENTRY accounts
TYPING TUTOR 1
TYPING TUTOR 2
PUBLIC PAINTER. Mono
INVENTORYPRO

523

511
512
513

514 ADUDLEY DILEMMA advgame
515 SHIPWRECK educational maths with graphics

old&new, Seasonal logos, images &cartoons.
CLIP ART, Children's whimsical &elaborate font &
Christmas card images.
HAUNTED HOUSE platform game
ZOG arcade blasting
FUZZBALL platform game

328 On thisdiskare a formatter, -calender, clock, dir

FULL BUDGIE RANGE STOCKED
GAMES (BU) £2.95 PRODUCTIVITY DISKS (PRO) £3.95
SELECT AFREE PDDISK WITH EVERY BUDGIE DISK PURCHASED

sim -simulation plat -platform arc-arcade (s)-not TOS 1.62
BU02FOOTBALL 88 sim
BU11MAELSTROM arc

BU05PRODARTSsim

BU08SPECULATOR sim

BU14GOLDRUSHplat

BU18PARABELLUMplat
BU26 CARRIER ATTACK battleships (s)

BU21 IMPULSE arc

BU17 MAKE ABREAK quiz
BU23 SPACE BLOB plat (s)

BU31 INFERNOboulderdash (s)
BU36DOGFIGHTarc (s)

BU34SAFEAS HOUSESboard
BU43 THE VILLAGE adv
BU38BUDGIESCROSSWORDS
BU58 BERT THE SQUIRT plat, excellent!
BU51SPACE DUEL arc
PROl ELECTRONIC BANK STATEMENT V1.3 *D* PR03SPRITE MASTER
PRO10 CLASSROOM MATHS
PR07MUZEXX MAKER *D*

BU33CRYSTAL CAVERNS caves adv (s)
BU41 EXODUS arc
BU44 EXTERMINATE arc

BU54 AUTORAMA racing
PR05THE SPRITES PORTFOLIO Vl.l *D*
PR012 ASTROLOGY

BULK 3.5" SONY DS/DD DISKS
135TPI FULLY CERTIFIED

10-£6.99

25-£14.50

50-£25.99

100-£44.99

printer, aDisk Manager with format, copy file, disk
free andrename folder options. +MORE.
829 Various progs for printing labels.
857 DISKMECH Powerful disk

analyser/archiver/editor, full docs. CPANEL
improved control panel.
561 GENESIS, Fractal landscape generator. FORMAT
10is a 10sect/80 track formatter. VKILLER.

PCOMMAND isa file utility command driven like
MSDOS. + MORE

886 DIY DEMO, Make clever demos featuring title

screen &scrolling message, without any
programming skills.
842 DEC edit clone, Disk engineer v3.01 allows you to
doalmost anything toadisk.
324 ADDRESS LOG, Limited address book &label

printer, disk catalogger that auto disk directories &
can print labels &alabel prog for printing all types
of labels + MORE.

843 AUTOGEM autoboots any Gem program when
booting. XFORMAT2 anextended formatter. VC
Spreadsheet, non-GEM
584 MOUSE TRICKS, a ACQ allowsuser extensive

control over mouse movement &menu style.
BIGSCREEN simulates a virtual screen inanyres,
has limitations. FSELECT file selector - plenty of
docs. DCSTUFFER 0.9 allows more than 6 DAs. +
more.

808 FRACKTAL isafractal drawing program from

Germany that comes with Mono &colour
versions. There isalso a Fractal landscape prog
and Toads a' demos.

888 ANI-ST, Formerly AEGIS ANIMATOR which
retailed at £79.95!!! A HIGHLY PROFESSIONAL

quality animation system. You draw the initial &
final shapes &the ST draws the ones inbetween.
Can use Neo/Degas background pictures. Loads of
features, full documentation &examples.
396 MASTERPAINT, drawing package with some
excellent features, worksin Mon&Col. LITTLE

PAINTER isa drawing program with it'sown font
editor.

521 CLIP ART, Various human figures, different
cartoons,Titles &more.

522 CLIP ART, Sports figures of high quality, July 4th
logos.

524 CLIP ART, Food images, Atari ST &Fuji logo etc.
Disks, Computers, etc.
525 CLIP ART, Faces &Eye expressions, Horses,

Building plan symbols &some different Christmas
images.
527 Various borders, fints etc. High arty &cartoons
Picasso tosmall fluffy animals.
761 EMPIRE buy &sell properties
517 STE BOOTUP boot STEin medium Res.

518 Cribbage, Othello, Yahatzee, Wheel of Fortune
519 WIZZARDS LAIR text &graphic adv.
586 LIFE'S ABITCH Lost Boys demo
587 BAT DEMO, MICROMIXII, FUJI BOINK demos
*D*

588 MEGABANG, ROBOMIX, MAGICEYE demos *D*
589 MICROMIX, STINGRAY, BALLIT demos
593 TRANSYELLVANIAdemo
594 SOUND CONNECTIONS demo *D*

200 GULF TORNADO, (notPD) awesome

scrolling shoot'em up. Blast those Tanks,
Missile Launchers &Migs. EXCLUSIVE **
£2.50**

PRICING: 1-5 DISKS £1.49 EACH 5-10 DISKS £1.25 EACH 11 DISKS AND OVER 90P EACH!!!

You can pay for orders up to £5 with stamps, this will save you the cost of postal orders. If you mix stamps and postal orders ie £10 PO and
£4 stamps don't stick them on the PO. International orders add 10%. Air mail is 50p per disk up to 10 disks, then plus 20p for each disk 11 &over.

580 LEAGUE SOCCER Play the full league
programme. Watch selected game, reports &text
commentary. *D*

581 TOP OF THE POPS, Climb the Top 50, gamble on a
pop group.

835 1ST WORD Wordprocessor. Inc. aprinter
configuration utility &Docs.

363 STWRITER ELITE v3.8, the latestreleaseof ST

WRITER now GEM orientated. It's asuperb PD

309 ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM, Full docs for
writing text adventures. Includes Columbus, a

351 Hack! isaDungeon &Dragons text adventure

Comes with 5games that can be run without GFA.
856 CHESSNUT, 3D chess game, full Docs. SPOOKS a
great PACMAN clone. BELLUMINTERNECINUM

347 SPACEWAR, arcade game. FIRESTORM, you're on

305 CPM EMULATOR, This is a CPM-8 version 2.0.

Runs at2megahertz.
306 CPM UTILITIES, Use with 305. The DOS
commands are on this disk.

813 PROGRAMMING EDITORS, 3 editors, CONTEXT

v2, PRO-ED & P-EDIT. Plenty offeatures &
documents.

316 XMODEM, file transfer util. MODEM 7, amultiple
file xfer util that - transfer the whole contents of a

disk inone go. Full help docs.. VT100 terminal
emulator &STERN comms package.
366 UNITERM v2.0a with auto-dialler &phone book, X
&Y-modem, Kermit &ASCII Protocols. VT200,
102,100,52,Tektronix 4010 & DCMterm
emulation. Docs included. + MORE

536 CASIO CZSOUNDS &EDITOR, 2Casio CZseries

synthesizer editors/librarian progs, random patch
generator. Patch librarian prog for Yamaha
DX100/27 series synths. About 200 sounds ondisk,
&storage ofsounds todisk SAMPLE FILE
CONVERSION PROGRAM vl.00 by C. Hint.

859 REBUS WRITER, Superb prog to design &print
Rebuses a 'code' in which pictures &symbols are
used to represent words. Very easy for children to
use &lots offun. Examples Included.
341 BARNYARD Game requiring the pairing of
animals from memory. Smoothtalk, demo of Firsy
Byte educational programs with synthesised
speech. *C*

556 VANGOUGH, Studio 2Art package. Dutch
557 SPELLING made easy.
558 MATHS made easy.

831/841 EASY TEXT PLUS Fully working Desk Top

sample adv.

352 EAMON Adventure writing system, inGFA Basic,
needed ifyou want towrite your own games.

fast action destruction game.
361 A68000 Assembler &aselection of progs in
FORTH-83, ST Logo, ST Basic &OSS Pascal.

Wordprocessor with text files, &docs.

Publishing demo prog. Use the WYSIWYG
presentation. 21 page manual on disk. The only

with graphic maps.

difference between this & the commercial version is

that this only prints 1/4 ofa page ata time. 831 is

a mission ofmercy, uses mouse. AZARIAN

addictive shoot-em up. Beat the invading Thraxx.
508 ATOMS, for 2-4 players. Take turns to place atoms'
& to dominate the screen.KILLERCHESS is a fast

&furious game which isdown to speed.
AMMOTRACK Superb blast'em game.
349 SOLITAIR with 3D graphics. Macpan islike
Pacman. Galaxy and Sprengmeister restrategy
games. *M*

for single sided and841 isfor double sided disk
users. The commercial version is available from us

atadiscounted price of£18.50. State S/SorD/S
847 FRUIT MACHINE isagreat fruit machine
simulator.

528 FLOYD THE DROID, an ultra fast shoot'em-up.
530 AIR WARRIOR, a Flight Simulator, Choice of
warplanes, acccurate details, options tobattle over
modems orfly 'solo'. Full documentation onthe

529 STOCKMARKET, Wheel& deal on the Stock

Exchange. GALACTIC WARRIORS, agood
shoot'em-up.
887 SOZOBONC, Probably the best PD Ccompiler
with full K&Rcompiler support. Bit fields,

disk.

531 COMPUTER PTNBALL, a it sounds. DEVASTATOR,

a3D strategy game, &a DARTS game.
312,313 &314, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1,2 &3 of

Elementary C, aset of 3disks of progs toillustrate
the use of'C. Each prog has Csource code, the
assembler version &the runable prog, Subjects are
prog structure, functions, I/O,decisions, loops, &
more.. Based on A Book On C by Berry &

structure assignment, etc. Includes utilities, Make
and a shell.

826 DATABASE 1GEM driven database. Easy touse &
learn. Online help screens. Max field size is3000
characters. Max file size is320 kbytes.
830 HOME ACCOUNTS vl.O by David Puffin. Allows

3different statements in memory atonce, &upto

Meekings. (This is3disks!!!)

839 Nigel Smith's ST 68000 Ref. guide v2.0. Apop up
guide to Assembly language of the 68000 processor.

100 entries perstatement. Not Tos 1.62 *C*

827 ST SHEET, Agood quality spreadsheet written by

Runs as a Desk Ace.

874 OPUS v2.2, GEM based spreadsheet &charting
prog -It's fast, powerful &easy touse. GDOS
support. Full docs. Plenty ofexamples. *DX *

Neil Smith. Can be used as a Desk Ace. *C *

875 COMPOSER, music creation prog utilising the ST's
soundchip orvia midi interface, with drum kit &
many features.

535 ACCOMPANIST 3.2, Full featured midi sequencer
program that will run on all STs. 16 voice 96bpm
resolution. Visual display ofnotes recorded,
internal/external metronome signal. Some song
files, included. *C *

802 THE PLANETS, Aslide show around the planets
with plenty of pictures, facts and figures. *D*
833 YOUR SECOND ATARI MANUAL- 250 kbyte text

752 FLYING START, astandard RS232 comms pack, 7
option menu for various formats ofdata transfer.
VANTERM 3.71 and3.8 a great PD Comms
package.
365 WORLI mailbox program v3.3 with standard
cofiguration files for TAPR, TNC1, TNC2, PACCOM, TNC20-0 &TNC22-0, AEA PK80, PK87 &
PK232, MFJ1270 &1274. Docs included.

873 B/STAT v2.01, Sophisticated graphing &stats
analysis prog. Various types of graph &analysis

file of version 4 of the book. A must for all ST

available. Input your own data orload itfrom
various spreadsheet progs. Printer &metafile
output.* D*

users.

559 KIDSONG, Numeric Go round, Kidpublisher, No
Maze.

562 INVASION, adventure.

563 DARKNESS is forever, adventure.

564
565
566
545
546
547
548
549
551

CHUNNEL, French tutor game *C*
SKIDPAN,racinggame*C*
DIE ALIEN BLOB shoot'em upgame *C*
UPSTART,game*C*
SLIDER,game*C*
ADDICTION, game *C*
ENGLAND team manager *C*
FOOTBALL pools predictor
ROBOCOP digitised demo (2 disks!!!) *C*•

552 BERMUDA race2, *C*
553 1ST SERVE tennis *C*
554 NAPOLEON *M*

555 WELCOME toChemistry
544 AYATOLLAgame.*C*

Our Catalog is available on disk with full
details ofour PD and Budgie programs.
Please send60p ofstamps. Includes free

832 ST TOUR, Guided tour of the ST showing use of

Budgie game (DS disk users only) A

543 WGDATA, complete database system.
727 A-F TEX 6DISK PACK, document processor &

QUEST FOR GALAXIA. SS disk users can

get their free game bysending £1.20 in
stamps to cover the cost of an extra disk.

759 SPRITE EDITOR create and save your own sprites
762 RUSH litterally rush around moving bricks tofind
a way outfor the ball.

typesetting system. Comprehensive with 114 fonts
&28 styles. Full Docs 6disks!! !*DM*
745 STAR LC10 printer config utils for 1ST word &1ST

word plus. Transport 90, anLC10 util for
downloading alt. char. sets.
746 SUPER VKILLER detects 5different viruses, 7anti

viruses &133 other types ofbootsector.
Recommended for use only onstandard formats.
Mug formatter. +more

763 BUMPER JACK Amulti-level platform game
where you headbutt rats.

25 bulk DS/DD 3.5'

764 YAHATZY excellentversion written in STOS. Not

135TPI disks for

TOS 1.62

765 COMPANION outer space shoot'em up
766 TUNNEL VISION, agreat maze game with
different graphics each time it's played, plus a

DeskAccessories, menus,windows etc.in tutorial
form.

730 GEMINI Desktop replacement. All English version.
748 COMPDISK checks disk to ensure accurate copies.
Diskcopy copies &formats

729 RECOVER, Copy specified sectors to adisk and
give them afilename. Boot info display text on boot

£12.99

up. File System Checker vl.l. Gemlabel v3.0 +

50 bulk DS/DD 3.5'

version of Patience

135TPI disks for

734 CLIP ART, loads of fruit &veg

more

744 PERFECT MATCH, for children10&over.Turn

over 2cards ata time &trytomatch. Pentominoes
mathematical puzzle.

£23.99

737 CLIP ART, Babies Boys &Girls

ACCESS/EUROCARD/MASTERCARD/VISA

ARE ACCEPTED. Orders can betelephoned to
03548 590,24 hours a day, 7days a week.
Cheques &International Money Orders must be
payable to: COMPUTER CONNECTIONS.

Send your order to:
Computer Connections,
Ashlaw House, Euximoor Drove,
Christchurch, Wisbech CAMBS.
PE14 9LS

Wp. are the longest established Ataridealer in tie UK.We have developed an extensive
customer service policy which means that we test aHHardware/Soitware prior to
despatch to ensure that goods arrivein workingorder Although our prices are not
always the cheapest we do endeavour to otter consistently good service and backup

ladbroke

Omputing

i This isn't just our opinion wewere voted 'Best Dealer I989r bythe readers ofST World |
Imagazine notlor'thenumber ol boxes shitted", butlorquality service.

;|

i OnSite Warranty: We have recently extended our backup programmeby dter'ng on sitei
: warrantyas an opton on all STs We already oiler this service on AH Star printersand

International

| FfiHips monitors listed.
i All prices are correct at copy date 19/02/91. and are subject to change without prior
'•: notice. AH prices are accurate while stocks last. Rhone lor up to date prices. AH prices
: include WWthere are no hidden extras (WYSIWYG). Delivery fm Mainland UK] is tree, on

j orders over £K0 (add £K tor next day courier delivery AH prices available on Mai
i Order.Shop prices may oilier

Q Compatible with emulators such as
Spectre GCR. AT Once.
Q Up to 256 par tjtjons, up to 1Gigabyte

Q Autoparking 3.5" mechanisms.
Q Ful metal case suitable as monitor stand.
Q On/off button and DMA device selector

in size.

mounted on front

Q Integral PSU
Q DMA Out port for daisy chaining.
Q Megadrive controller, low power, controls

Q Selection of Accessories/boot
partition with boot edtor.
Q Includes backup software and

up to 8 SCSI drives

'1T\C»

Q 100 tracks storage, 20 tracks playing

Midistudio
Master
£129.99

simultaneously.

Mkfatudk) demo software.

Q 240 ppq resolution.
Ws can now offer a range of hard drives Q Realtime mix-down via mouse.

<&..wKOM^'ih

al butt around cached Quantum mechanisms with Q Realtime scrolling arrange window.
an Urns average access time for the incredible prices shown
below. QUANTUM mechanisms are used which are of the highest quaity. Q 11 levels of quantise, including humanise.

These Quantum mechanisms are built to American miliary standard and include a 2 year

manufacturerswarranty (fromdate of manufacture)offering the bast posstote protectionfor your data.

£
E

52Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)
105Mb 11ms (Quantum drive)

419.99
529.99

Q Pipeline/Module system
Q Loop record.

Midistudio Junior still

Q Mid soft keys

available £49.09

Q Works on 1040STHMX.E)

Phono for upgrados

Add E20 for HD with ICO boardtincludea clock). Phone for other capacities

umim
CSA 354: ST 3.5" drive.

Use your ST to send faxes. Fully
featured modem accesses bulletin

£69.99

CAX 354: Amiga 3.5" drive.
ST Internal drive upgrade.

£64.99
£64.99

The Cumana. ST internal drive requrae the STs case to be modified tful jnslructions suppled).
The external ST drive is a high quaity. sim qiiet drive which comes complete with integralPSU
and so does not draw power from the ST which couldcause problems. Add f 3 P&Pfordrives.

Q
a
a
Q

boards/commercial systems.
RJy Hayes compatible.
Auto del/answer

300/1200/2400 Baud

Mix text and graphics

AT GlMhz Desktop
AT 16Mhz Desktop
AT 16Mhz VGA Mini tower

40Mb
386SX Mini tower
388-25 VGA Mini tower
Mono Monitor
VGA Colour Monitor

Cannot receive faxes. Not BT

approved.

£200

E 44999
E 499.99
E
£
E
E
E

849.99
699.99
1194.50
99.99
299.99

PC Emulators far ST
E

PCSpeedXTEmiiator
AT Speed. AT Emulator

99.99
E 199.99

AT Once. AT Emulator

E

Vices
efc>

Sony Brand.

BulK Sqry or Kao
Loose

Quantity

10

£

Boxed in 10's

Boxed

5."

/-»

S" 00 lactota ilO

o>/

\J %

pksQc box

£

9.49

512K STFM, 16 or 4 chip kit
2Mb ST board+chips, kit

E 3999 512K ST board+chipa kit
E 129.99 4Mb ST boards'chipa fitted
E 39.99 STFM Bitter chip, kit

E 59.99
E 279.99
E 39.99

TOS 14 kit (6 or 2 ROMs)
512KSMM/SPP(STE)

£

2Mb SIMM/SIPP (STE)

E

79.99

Amiga 512K no clock
Exchange STFM PSU

E 2699 Amiga 512K with clock
E 59.99 ROM switch* TOS 14

E

29.99

E

49.99

24.99

Please check the configuration of your machine with our staff before ordering any upgrade. Al
upgradas/repeirs carried out by our service centre carry a 90 days parts and labour guarantee.
Our service centre can repair/upgrade any ST. Amiga Please phone fa repair/upgrade charges.
Please add E150 P&P for upgrades priced aider £100.

40

£ 20."

<K> JLi\J.

diicbox

£

34."

100

£ 48."

(W

*J 1 •

diicbox

£

84."

150

£ 66."

JJ

OJ.

Suck.*

£ 125." "Power of the Mac, without the price."

diicbox

Al disks carry unconditional guarantee. Add 80p P&P foreach » cSsksw Ea00 far100and above.

Ul Supports Hard drive and second floppy.
Q Compatible with STE. Stacy.
£349.99 Q 30% bigger screen area than Mac Plus.

520STFM Discovery Pack

£279.99 520STE Turbo Pack

♦4b STE Turbo Pack

£389.99 2Mb STE Turbo Pack
£409.99
£47999 (ST) Tenstar pack. M/mat J/stJck £30

4Mb STE Turbo Pack

Q Reads, writes and formats Mac disks.

Amiga 500 Screen Gem's Pack £369.99 (Am) Astra pack. M/mat J/stxk

£30

Spectre GCR
£285
Phone for 128K

Q Runs 20% faster than Mac Plus.

ROM's

IrVe are the consistently longest serving supplier

• slteyp^t
Al dot matrix printers come complete with IBM Centronics cable. Al Star printers include
12 months on site warranty, UK Mainland only.

3

200 Dpi scanner.

Atari SM124 Mono

Philips 8833Mkll Colour E 249.99
Phaps15"TV
E 269.99

StarLC-X)

Includes: FST. remote control. Scat input

StarLC-24/10

Q

16 grey scales or Black/ White mode.
Highquality thermal image printer.

3

Acts as photocopier.

Q

ST & Amiga E449.99
PC version E479.99.

E

109.99

(giving near monitor quality display). 60 tuner
preseta sleep timer and Fastaxt

Requires Mb RAM.
Al displays come with Scart cable. Deduct
HMO seannmr still available £10 from Monitors only, if bought with

at an incrodiblo £49.99

computer.

How to Pav

You can phone your Access or visa card
details or send a cheque/postal
orders made payable to Ladbroke

Computing International. Please
.allow sufficient clearance time lor cheques.

M0/38cps £ 169.99
£209.99

Star LC-200 colour printer
E 219.99
Star LC24-20O 222cps
£249.99
StarLC24-200 colour printer E 319.99
Star Laser 8DB 2Mb RAM

Citizen 1200* t20cps
E
Citizen Swift
t92/64cps
£
Citizen swift Colour upgrade £

139.99
319.99
39.99

Citizen Swift 9

£

64K buffer/3 input switcher

E

209.99

29.99

E 1899.99 256K buffer/3 input switcher £

49.99

(0772) 203166 Fax 561071
Shop &Mail order premises: 33 Ormskirk Road. Preston Lancashire, PR12QP Open Monday
to Saturday 9:00am to 5:00pm Dealer enquiries welcome. Ladbroke Computing International
is a trading name of Walton Marketing Limited AS trade marks recognised

DISK SIDE ONE:

i LjLKJ UHi*UiiLr«Lni liin i *

Well over 1Mb ot stunning games, sexy

TEAM SUZUKI

TYPING TUTOR

demos and scintillating features as well as

A thrilling demo of Gremlin Graphics' latest

An absolutely fantastic typing tutor which

sound samples, MIDI libraries, clip-art, the

tyre burner, Team Suzuki. Just sit back and
allow yourself to be hurtled around a motor
cycle racetrack at high speed! It's so real

provides comprehensive stats to gauge

your progress and efficiency throughout the

flotsam and jetsam of everyday comput
ing, how can you be without it? Forget the

learning curve. Speed up your computing
and accuracy with Typing Tutor.

best!

you could almost be there.

rest, 'USER gives you the most and the
We use the most cunning disk formatting

program ever devised to enable even sin

DISK SIDE TWO:
STARNET

TETRIS

A fully featured bulletin board system for
those of you who've dreamed of the fun of
computer users ringing your telephone late

favourite from the far side of the iron curtain.

into the night.

A groovy rendition of the incredibly popular
Perestroika never looked so good!

RAMBABY

SEEKSPEED
Maybe the ST is equipped with the latest in
3.5 inch disks, but to stay compatible with
the PCs of yesteryear, here's SeekSpeed.

Why waste money on incredibly expensive
hardware-based printer buffers when this lit
tle utility coupled with a few Ks of RAM lets
you print and compute without fuss?

gle-sided

drive owners to

get

their

read/write heads on the goodies, but even
we are limited by natural physical forces,
ie if you only have one head then you only
get one side, right?
To access side two, simply double click
the folder side_2 and you'll be transported
to an Aladdin's cave of electronic delights.
And for those of you who just can't live
without the tempting teasers on side two,
there's a Side Two Service. For just £1.50
(which includes the all important postage
and packing) we'll put the goodies from

side two on a single-sided disk and send it.
Send cheques and postal orders payable
to Atari ST User Disk Offer; Europa House,

TRIED AND TESTED

Adlington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

We put a lot of hard work into finding the very best games, serious demos and public
domain programs to put on the Disk, and check itthoroughly for viruses and other nasties.
Do bear in mind however, that although we test every item on the Disk with the huge
variety of STs here at the 'USER offices we cannot, unfortunately, guarantee that every pro
gram will work as intended with every configuration available.
If you do discover a program which either works strangely or not at all, then please don't
hesitate to tell us about it so that we can then publish updates or further instructions if
they're available.

Where we know a program will not work with a particular configuration, but is one which
we feel the majority of you would want and will be able to use, we'll make note of the fact
on the Disk pages.

THAT'S MY PROGRAM!
We try hard to ensure that each and every program distributed on the CoverDisk does not
breach copyright and all programs on our Disk are distributed in good faith.

If however, you discover a program which you feel infringes a known copyright, then
please let us know so that we can take the appropriate action.
We cannot be held responsible for software which does not perform to the programmer's

specification, nor can we assume responsibility for copyrightinfringement. If in doubt, con
tact us - or read the instructions again!

S

Uididui

jMIu

to ensure t

every disk is 100 per cent perfect. Unfor
tunately, physical forces such as those

propounded by Einstein himself, suggest
that a tiny proportion of those disks will
contain errors.

If you're one of the lucky readers who
has a disk that conforms to Einstein's the

ories, but would rather have an ordinary,
common or garden working disk here's
what to do: stop panicking! We've come
across the problem before and know how
to solve it.

Wrap the offending item in some stout
packaging (you don't want to frighten the
postie-man, right?) and send it to Stanley

Precision DataSystems, Unit F, Cavendish
Courtyard, Sallow Rd, Weldon North Ind.
Est., Corby, Northants, together with your
name and address and we'll replace it.

Atari ST User

STARNET

STar-NET configuration editor

SEEKSPEED
Configuration: All STs

Filename: SEEK12MS.TOS,

Configuration: All STs
Filename: STARV91 .TOS

>- --< Reread systen configuration
>- --< Write systen configuration
>- --< Edit access levels

Are you one of those people who dreams of
other STers calling up at all hours of the

A
B
C
D

day and night? Do you wish for total
strangers to tap into your ST leaving mes

E >-—< Edit U/D section
F >—< Edit other systen

>

< Edit nessage bases

paraneters
< Goodbye Leave Config Editor

fl >

sages and fantastic new software which

SEEK6MS.TOS and SEEK3MS.TOS

One of the advantages provided by the ST's
operating system is an ability to read IBM-PC
and compatible floppy disks.
There's no converting or other nonsense

needed, you simply bung the disk into your
ST's internal or external drives and click the

wasn't previously in your collection?
You do? Then dream no more. StarNet

by CONFIG.TOS and STARV91.TOS the

relevant drive icon on the Desktop.
That is, however, if the disk in question is
of the 3.5 inch variety. Unfortunately, even
nowadays, the vast majority of PC disks you'll

is a public domain bulletin board system

bulletin board itself.

which will throw open the silicon doors of
your ST to the inquiries of the 'phone lines

patible

and other STers' modems!

STARV91.TOS and the board will fire up.

Perhaps you've logged on to other bul
letin boards in the past using your machine

board-encased types and there's no way

You can sit back and wait for callers.

For the rest of us however, life's never

and a modem, and maybe, during your

you're gonna get one of those inside an ST!
The answer is simple, connect a 5.25 drive

quite so easy. You'll want to set up a cor
rect modem configuration file for your
modem, you'll probably want to change the

story. Suffice it to say that the 34-way drive
edge connector has exactly the same signals

electronic wanderings, you've wondered
what it would be like to have other users

At this stage, if you've got a Hayes-com
modem,

simply

double-click

come across will be the older 5.25 inch card

to your ST. How? Ah well, that's another

calling you.

name of the BB - currently 'Atari ST User

Instead of using vast amounts of cash to
foot the 'phone bills of your on-line adven

BBS' - to something more 'you-orientated'.

tures, all you'd have to do is sit back and

thing on to a hard drive. But whatever you
want to do, CONFIG.TOS is the program

will work.

you need to carry out - nearly - all of it.

and you're all ready to transfer some of those
text files you brought home from school or

watch the calls come pouring in.

You might even want to install the whole

STARS IN YOUR EYES

Double-click on CONFIG.TOS. You'll be

as the ST's 34-way drive DIN connector. So if
you bodge a cable with a DIN at one end
and an edge connector at the other, the drive

Now you've got your drive up and running

StarNet gives you all this and more. It's a
fully-featured BB system which comes with
everything you need to get a bulletin board

asked to insert the 'System Disks', press

work but what's this? Disk errors? What on

return, it's already in the drive! A list of
options appears offering you the chance to

up and running on your ST.
Special features include a chat mode
and the ability to run TOS programs while

earth is wrong?
The problem lies with 'seek speeds'. The

edit read and write a system configuration,
edit the UD areas, edit other system param

term refers to the time it takes for a drive's
read/write head to move to the relevant track

eters and so on.

on a disk and read the data.

on-line. The board will work with all STs -

The ST's seek speed defaults at 3 millisec
onds (MS) whereas most of the older 5.25

STEs and STFMs so there shouldn't be any

To change any of the items, press the
associated letter key - the one at the begin
ning of the line - and you'll be prompted for
the new information or taken to another,

compatibility problems.

6MS and 12MS. Access at the faster rate and

sub-menu and a new list of features.

the results are disk errors!

The only extra you'll need is a basic auto
answer modem - even the cheapest offer
ing with baud rates counted on five fingers

TAKING TURNS
Try each in turn and insert your new path or

SEEKSPED folder contains three programs

will work just fine, and it doesn't even have

name entry accordingly and if that sounds

SEEK3MS.TOS,
SEEK12MS.TOS

to be Hayes-compatible.
StarNet enables you to use whatever
codes your modem accepts, by reading
modem configurations from a text file

a little like a 'cop-out' the only advice is to
try it, it really is that easy!
When you've renamed the board,

clicked, patch the ST's operating system and
slow down the seek speed to that required

changed the paths to the upload and
download files and so on to suit your sys
tem, it's time to log on and establish your

hooked up to your ST, rename the speed

even half meg machines with only one
drive, and we've had it up and running on

stored with the rest of the BB code and
folders.

There is a comprehensive instruction file

found on the disk accompanying the pro
gram STARNET.DOC, but for those of you
thirsting for on-line thrills, here's how to get
it all up and going...
Copy the contents of the StarNet folder to
a blank freshly-formatted disk. You'll end
up with a floppy containing a number of
folders including GAMES, MESSAGES,

STARPROG.BBS and so on, together with
several configuration and data files.
Open the STARPROG.BBS folder. You'll
see three files CONFIG.TOS StarNet's con

figuration program, STAR.CON a file which
holds the system configuration generated
STar-Net BBS Version

,91

By Eric Drcwry
Laston:Systen Reset

Fl Local Logon

F2 STar-Tern

F3 Execute TOS

That's where SeekSpeed comes in. The

by 5.25 inch drives.
If you regularly use a 5.25 inch drive
program you require from .TOS to .PRG and

pop it into an auto folder. In that way, the pro

Double-click on STARV91.TOS, follow
the prompts until a screen like that of the

gram will do its stuff automatically when you
boot up your machine.

screenshot below appears. Press F1 and
you'll be asked to log on.

Again, follow the prompts agreeing to
new user status and so on, until you're
logged on. At this point you can experiment
a little but there won't be much to see or

read because you haven't had any callers!
Press F5 to go to system maintenance.
Type 'user' when you're given the 'a:\STARNET.BBSV prompt. You'll be prompted for a
user name or ID. In this instance you want
to edit your own status so press C to edit
current caller which is you! Type 15
which elevates you to SysOp status.
The StarNet doc file is compre
progran hensive and will give you all the
instructions you'll need to know to
be able to add downloadable pro
grams, set the system time and per
form general user maintenance.
Fielding Mellish, our Comms

page editor, will be providing one or
two StarNet tutorials over the com

ing months so if you have any
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SEEK6MS.TOS
and
which,
when
double-

self as the SysOp.

EEBBgBMBIl

12:61 AM

inch drives require a seek speed of between

problems, watch out for them.

TEAM SUZUKI
Configuration: All STs
Filename: SUZUKI.TOS
The demo is in a folder on side one of the

Disk called SUZUKI. To wallow in the action,

format a fresh floppy and copy the contents
of the SUZUKI folder to the new disk.

You now have a previously blank disk
which, when double-clicked shows 'SUZU

KI.TOS' - the program - and 'S' - the neces
sary data - files in the root directory.
To watch the racing, double-click on
SUZUKI.TOS. The screen clears, a series of
coloured bars flash for a moment and then

you'll see the title screen with a superbly
drawn picture of a racing motorcyclist.
At this point, press any key to start the

race. You'll be taken step by tantalizing step
through a variety of scenes including down
on the track, and helicopter shots circling the
course - it's so realistic you can almost smell
the tyres burning!

TYPING TUTOR

TUTOR folder and drag the two archive files
STOSTUFF.ARC

and

TUTOR.ARC,

to

a

Configuration: All STs

freshly-formatted blank disk.
Create a new folder called STOS using

Filename: TUTOR.PR

the option from GEM's File menu. Drag the
STOSTUFF.ARC

The one thing common to all computer users

is that they all want more speed. Tens of
thousands of pounds are spent every year in
pursuit of this extra efficiency on products
such as RAM upgrades and clock cards.
The one real bottleneck however, is your
typing speed and accuracy.

You need Typing Tutor! That's right, with
just a few minutes a day spent absorbing

into

this

folder

then

dearchive it using the ARCX.TTP program
which is also on the Disk. If you don't know
how to use ARCX.TTP, follow the extensive
instructions on these Disk pages.

Dearchive the TUTOR.ARC programs to
the root directory of the floppy. The result
should be a previously blank disk which
now has TUTOR.PRG, MANUAL.DOC and

the useful pointers and running through the

LETTERS.LSN on it, along with a folder
called STOS containing the files dearchived

practical lessons you too can rival Mavis

from the STOSTUFF.ARC.

Beacon in keyboard skills.
Typing Tutor is a compiled STOS BASIC

program which is archived on side one of

Why the STOS folder? Because Typing
Tutor is a compiled STOS program and
requires the RunTime bits and pieces in the

the Disk. To use it, double-click on the

STOS folder to work correctly.
Double-click TUTOR.PRG - it will work in

all resolutions - and follow the prompts to
your first lesson.
ISI™ *

"^^ ^^

^.:~
= Results -

Hunber of words : 4
Mistakes node

: 116

accuracy : B •'
Typing speed ! 29 wpn.

Required accuracy : 9Q ll.
Press 'y' to retry lesson

t<mnim,Ti:m,m;Mfii*xmmT;in

If, after double-clicking TUTOR.PRG, the
screen clears but you're returned to the
Desktop, the program can't find the neces
sary RunTime STOS stuff. Are you absolute
ly sure that you've created the folder with
the correct name and put all of the files

RAMBABY
Configuration: All STs
Filename: RAMBABY.ACC

You've all heard about printer buffers
which enable you to carry on comput

ing even when your ST is printing.
Well, it's pretty useful but not if it
means shelling out heavy ackers for
the privilege.

Hang on, though. A printer buffer is
basically just a box of RAM, the ST's
got at least half a meg, even a meg or
more for some owners, why not use

some of that RAM as a printer buffer?
In that way you get the efficiency
advantages of printing and computing
at the same time, without opening your
wallet. You are however, always wish

ing for more RAM. But how could you
give over some of this precious com
modity to a lousy printer buffer?
Recent tests have shown that most

printed files can be measured in the
tens of K. When was the last time you
sent a letter or printed a spread sheet

page that was more than 50K?
What this equates to of course, is

Typing Tutor gives you an efficiency rat
ing, word count per minute, accuracy rating

that you can easily give over say, 30 to
50K of your ST's RAM to a printer
buffer, have plenty left for applications

and so on so that you can monitor progress

and lots to effect solid printing.

from STOSTUFF.ARC into the folder?

easily throughout the lessons. Have fun!

RAMbaby gives you all of this. An
almost uncrashable buffer which

is

simple to set up and invisible when in
use, RAMbaby will also enable you to
set up a RAM disk to act as a second

TETRIS
Configuration: All STs, mono only
Filename: TETRIS.PRG

This is it - probably the best ST rendition of the
all-time Russian favourite yet! It's fun, it's fran
tic and it's addictive.

Widely regarded to be closest in concept

user coupled with all the excitement of the
best in arcade games. Sounds too good to be

or third disk drive.

true? You'd better believe it!

RAMBABY.ACC to the disk you use to

Tetris works in monochrome high resolution

boot the ST. Ensure that there are not

more than five other files with the .ACC

own a mono monitor, the mono emulator fea
tured on January's CoverDisk works well.

extender because the ST is limited to

To begin playing, double-click on the Tetris
folder on side two of the Disk, then double
click TETRIS.PRG. The screen will then clear

sion - the best version by general consensus this public domain Tetris features 2D dimen
sional monochrome tumbling blocks for much
improved clarity.

| [BH[] [ETJQET]
rxKXILDrri
:JJD^J^J

mm
rm on

High score: -3871

sizes and shapes - oblong, L-shaped, square

Mr score: __65
Lines:

and so on - which fall down the screen into an

1

And that's where the thrills lie, because if

the game is over.

Now although Tetris sounds incredibly sim

ple and boring, in fact, once you've manipulat
ed a block or two, it becomes fiendishly addic
tive - a real game for the thinking computer

install a printer buffer, type the size
you require and click Install.
If you want, now's the time to install

on a drive letter to represent it.
At this point, you can elect to have
the whole shebang auto-install when

ever you boot by clicking on 'Set Auto'.
While using RAMbaby 'tunes' are

untidy heap at the bottom.

you don't manage to clear the screen of rows,
the mess will reach the top of the screen and

by'. This is the accessory you want.
Select it, and a screen similar to that
shown below will be displayed. To

RAM to be given to the disk and click
•

research labs inside the Soviet Union. Play
involves a series of tumbling blocks of different

fall, but you can't halt their relentless motion.
Sooner or later they're going to fit into neatly
defined space arranged by you, or they're
going to fall haphazardly, creating a mess.

six Desktop accessories. Now boot the
ST. If you pull down the Desk menu,
you'll see the entry 'Intersect RAMba

a RAM disk. Type in the amount of

But what's that? You don't know what Tetris

is? This oddly-named game began life inside

awarded points.
You can twist and turn the pieces as they

RAMbaby, copy the file

only, although if you're not fortunate enough to

and presentation to the Apple Macintosh ver

If you're cunning you can arrange the
pieces so that they're not untidy, but instead
form orderly rows without any spaces. Once
you've formed a row, it disappears and you're

To use

to present a display like that of the screen shot
shown above.

Hit Return to start playing. When you want to

turn a block, use the 'up' arrow key. To move a
block from one side of the screen to the other,

use the left and right arrow keys.

played to inform you of successful
installations and so on. Switch these

off by clicking on 'Sounds' on the left
of the screen. Clicking 'Warning' will
close off any warning messages which
would otherwise have been displayed.

If you decide half way, as it were, that the
block is suitably positioned, press the Help
key and it will drop into place without having to
wait for its progression down the screen.
You can pause the game by pressing the
space bar, quit the current game by pressing
Esc, see the next block by clicking on Help or
sit back and watch how it should be done by
clicking Robot.

All in all it's a real gem, but if you don't want
to get tied up for hours having just one more
go, then don't double-click Tetris!
Atari ST User

RUNTIMES
The definitive lexicon of ST programming from those in the
know. It's all here in the world's first dedicated electronic

programming magazine for the ST...
Create 3D graphics you would swear were
the real thing with the second instalment of
our informative graphics series written by
University lecturer and enthusiastic ST pro
grammer, Andrew Tyler.
From first principles to extended program
ming practices, Andrew guides you through

fragments which help to illustrate the con
cepts which are detailed in the magazine.
Last month, we gave you the popular
HiSoft DevPac 1 assembler, this month,
there's a collection of code modules which

graphic construction.
And to complement his series, RunTime

you can use with DevPac to actually practise
what Andrew preaches.
We'll put the assembler on the Disk again
in a month or two, so if you missed last

features a variety of programs and code

month's issue, watch out for it.

GETTING STARTED
RunTime is a disk-based magazine pro
gram with articles providing programming
help, hints for games writers and much,
much more.

The magazine appears on side one of
the Disk as RUNTIME.PRG and all you
need to do to read it is to double-click on it.
You'll see a screen with the Atari ST User

logo on the left and a list of menu options
on the right.
These menus contain the titles of all the

programs, articles, games and utilities on
the CoverDisk. Click on a menu option and
the article will be loaded and displayed on

the screen. If your monitor isn't very clear
you can print out the article and study it at
your leisure.

At the foot of the screen you will find sev
eral icons. Here's what the main ones do

when you click on them with the mouse...

GFA RESOURCE
PROGRAMMING
What is the single most used feature to make

programs look really professional? It's the
GEM front-end, right?
And how many programs have you had
from the public domain, sometimes even
commercial offerings, which use some
hideous screen display without a Desktop or
menu bar in sight?
Possibly the worst 'mistake' any program
mer can make is to neglect the GEM user

interface. Although it can be clumsy, even
getting in the way for experienced users,
GEM is a must for beginners and adds a

level of 'professionalism' to any program.
You've probably heard some program
mers pouring scorn on GEM, but have you
stopped to think that they do so probably
because they don't have the ability to pro
gram its features for themselves?
With our series and a little application,
you'll be programming front-ends with the

best of them. We uncover the mysteries of the
interface and show you how it's done.
This month, John Peters discusses the intri

cacies of passing information to editable
fields within forms,
requests and so on.

folder name and file

STOS TUTORIAL
The STOS tutorial continues to be one of our

most popular series. In this issue, Phil Lawson, the man who knows the language inside
out, continues the maze theme started last

month by showing you how to scroll. We also
get to meet a few baddies!

ABSTRACT DATA TYPES
This month, Paul Overaa introduces the first

of a two part series which lays bare the
secrets of Abstract Data Types.
Abstract Data? What's that? The principle

of abstraction is to cut away unnecessary
information leaving only the pertinent bits of a
conversation, C function or whatever, so that

you can use the data simply and effectively.
In part one, Paul uses queue descriptor
structures and values representing objects'
sizes to illustrate the power of the ADT.

FIRST STEPS IN BASIC
Unfortunately, due to a slight technical hitch,
this month's First Steps... hasn't made it into
RunTime. But don't worry, it hasn't gone for
good. Philip Peters will be back next month

with the next part of his informative guide.

This is the icon which enables

you to return to the opening
Main menu. Click this if you
want to stop reading the cur
rent feature.

-]

Use this icon if there is a partic
ular page of the feature which
interests you and which you
wish to have on paper.

If you need to print the entire

rt

feature, tutorial and so on, this
is the icon you need. Click here

to send the complete feature to
your printer.
Often, as you're reading a fea
ture there'll be an associated

picture to help illustrate a
point. Click on this icon to see
the picture.
Everyone,

even

learned

pro

YOUR DISK NEEDS YOU
Here at Atari ST User, we're always on the look-out for new programming talent. ST owners the world
over love to program their machines and we want to publish the fruits of those programming efforts many of which rival commercial offerings.
If you've written a program which you think would be interesting to other readers, send it to us. Sure,
it's easy to be discouraged, "they'll never publish this..." and you'd be right! We can't publish programs
we don't receive, OK? Whatever language you've used, BASIC or assembler, Pascal or C, send it to us.
We'll evaluate its potential and if it's good enough for the disk, we'll pay you handsomely to boot!
If you're going to send a program, here's what to do:
• Check that it works and that it's as bug-free as you can get it. May sound obvious, but you know
your own code. An inexperienced user might press one wrong key and send the whole thing scampering
away for cover.

• Make sure that it's ALL your own work. Don't rip off code from anyone else, then send it with your
own name.

• Include full instructions.

• Include your name and address.

• If you want the disk back, include a stamped addressed envelope.

• Include a signed declaration bearing these words "I agree to indemnify Interactive Publishing
against all possible litigation arising from the use of my software". If you're under 18, get your parent or

grammers, needs help occa
sionally. If you find that some
friendly advice is needed click

guardian to sign it too. If you've already sent a disk in and haven't included a declaration, we'll send a
form out to you before we use your program. And once you've sent a disk to us, be patient.
We get lots of submissions and we give each and every one careful consideration. Don't worry too
much though if you have sent in something, with an SAE, and haven't heard anything since. Some things

the cross.

just take time and can't be hurried...

Atari ST User
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USING USERDISK AND
RUNNING RUNTIME
Follow these instructions for

Time looks in the same directory for its

absolutely, positively, the last word

these cannot be found, the program

RSC and INF files and the TEXT folder. If
won't run.

in trouble-free CoverDisk use
Here it is, all you've ever wanted to
know about using the CoverDisk and
getting the most from it.
1. Insert the CoverDisk in drive A: of

your machine. This is the internal drive

on most STs, although some of the very
old machines have an external drive.

2. Turn your ST off for about 10 sec
onds. This will clear any programs
which may be in the memory. Turn your
machine back on to boot up with the
CoverDisk.

A Desktop with two disk drive icons
and a single open window will appear. If
you're using a colour monitor or TV, your
ST will boot in medium resolution.
3. Move the mouse cursor over the
RUNTIME.PRG icon and double click on

THE FINAL WORD

drive A: by double clicking on it. Use the
window slider bars to find the RUNTIME
icon then follow the instructions above for

using the program.
It is possible to copy the entire Run
Time program to the hard disk to speed
up the time it takes for text to load. If you
do this, remember to copy all of these
three files: RUNTIME.PRG, DM.RSC and

We really do want to make the CoverDisk
as simple to use as possible. We still
want to pack as many programs onto the
Disk as we can, which is why some pro
grams occasionally have to be archived
to save space.

These instructions should help to
make using the Disk and reading Run
Time quite straightforward. But if you still
find you have any difficulty, or if you feel
that some of the instructions should be

MENU.INF.

You must also copy the whole of the
TEXT folder to the hard drive. This folder
contains all the text files for RunTime both the folder and the files it contains

must be copied.
These three files and the TEXT folder

must be copied to the same place, ideal
ly the root directory of the C: drive. Run

expressed differently, or if you want
something else to be included, please
tell us.

This set of instructions will appear in
every issue of 'USER from now on - to
help people new to the magazine, and to
the ST. So don't forget - if you have any
suggestions, let us know.

it to start the program. RunTime will run
in medium res on a colour monitor or

high res on a mono monitor, RunTime
will NOT run in low resolution.

4. When the RunTime program is up
and running, you'll see the opening
menu screen. From here you can
access all the different sections of the

magazine.
5. The main menu has four buttons.
Click on each of these once - not a dou

ble click. The three top buttons will take
you to other sections of the magazine,
such as the programming articles or
program documentation.
The button marked QUIT TO DESK

TOP will exit the RunTime program and
return to the normal ST Desktop.
6. Selecting any button will load the text

file from the disk into the user-friendly
text reading screen. Again, click on the
button once, and wait for the file to load.
Selecting the button called MAIN

MENU will take you back to the Run
Time start-up screen.
7. When you've read the file, or printed
it out, you can go back to the menu to
select another file.

If you've read all you want to, go back
to the main menu and select QUIT TO

DESKTOP to exit RunTime and return to

the ST Desktop to continue exploring
the Disk.

NOTES FOR HARD DRIVES
If you have a hard drive and boot up
from the CoverDisk, your Desktop won't
have any icons for your hard drive parti
tions. It's better if you boot the hard
drive in the normal way, then put the
CoverDisk in the floppy drive.
Once this is done, open a window on

HOW TO DEARCHIVE FILES USING ARCX.TTP
ARCX.TTP is a dearchiving utility which we
include so that you can make use of any
archived programs and text files which we've
included on the Disk.

Why do we archive some files? So that we
can cram as much as possible onto the Disk,
that's why! The archiving program ARC is a
tried and tested utility which has been around
for a number of years, and- which enables
many users to make the most of the limited
Disk space available to them.
ARCX.TTP, the utility used to extract files
from archives, is not however, for the faint
of heart. Beginners can be particularly intimi
dated by the program's user interface but as
with any aspect of computing, if you take a
deep breath and follow the instructions, all
will be well. Here's how to use ARCX.TTP...
The

.TTP name

extender of

ARCX.TTP

stands for TOS Takes Parameters, and means
that the ST's operating system, TOS, requires
you to type in some parameters such as loca
tion and name of file before the .TTP program

extracted

from

the

archive.

Then

double

click ARCX.TTP.

A dialog appears bearing a dotted line for
you to type in the location and name of the
archived file you want to dearc. Now type in
this:

bitestfile.arc

and click OK. The screen will clear while
ARCX.TTP searches the B: drive for the file

TESTFILE.ARC. Note that ARCX.TTP isnt case

sensitive, you can use upper or lower case
characters.

If the file is found, a line of text appears at
the top of the screen with the first file in the

archive, say FILEONE.TXT, and a message
offering you 'yes/no/ quit/all'. The line looks
like this:

FILEONE.TXT (Yes/No/Quit/All)
Pressing the first letter of each option - only
one, obviously! - will result in the action being

ARCX requires the exact location and name

performed, so that if you decide to dearchive
FILEONE.TXT, pressing Y will result in the
message 'EXTRACTING' appearing on-screen
and the file being dearchived. Simple, right?
But only if you know how...

of the file you want to dearchive before it will
work correctly. If incorrect or incomplete

Always remember when using ARCX.TTP
that you must type in the exact location

can do its stuff.

information is typed in, then you're simply

including drive designator - ie a: or b: or c: and

returned to the Desktop.
Let's say for example, that you've formatted
a disk in your B: drive ready to receive the

filename with extender for the archive file to

be dearchived. Here's another example.

archived file from our CoverDisk. Your A: drive

been on the C: drive in a folder called TEXTS

contains the CoverDisk with the archived file

inside another folder called OLD, then the
parameter line would look something like this

and the ARCX.TTP program.
Drag the archived file, let's say it's called
TESTFILE.ARC - archived files always have
the extender .ARC - onto your newly-formatted

If the archive file named TESTTWO.ARC had

c:\old\iexts\testtwo.arc

meaning please dearchive the file iesttwo.arc'
which is on the C: drive inside the folder

B: disk. You do this to ensure that there will

texts' which is inside the folder 'old'. It's all

be enough space for the files which will be

very simple, right?

Atari ST User
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10 Fulham Broadway, London SW61AA
1040STE
Extra Pack

ATARI HARDWARE

TURBO PACK

•

* IndianaJones • Impossible Mission II
* Human Killing Machine * Super Cycle
* Outrun & Dragons Breath • Anarchy
* Blood Money a Basic • STOS
-k Paint Package • Music Package

1040 STE

*STAC

• ST Word

• Hyperpaint

• ST Base
• ST Calc

•

Prince

• Supports IMG, IFF

NEW PHILIPS TV/MONITOR

X-TRA RAM

• Medium Resolution Monitor Input

Unpopulated

STE

49.90
119.90
239.90

2Mb
4Mb

•* Scart Input/Output Connector

ST/M/FH
64.90
79.90

-

1/2 Mb

• Infra-Red Remote Control
• 15" FST Teletext TV
• 50 TV Tuner Presets

Atari Lynx

189.90
-

£99.00

SPECIAL OFFER E279.95
JOYSTICKS

ATARI 520ST™

Quickshot Turbo

11.95

Jetfighter
15.95
Starfighter 1 (Remote Controlled Twin)34.99
Python 1
12.00

DISCOVERY PACK
520 STFM + Mouse
ST Tour- tutorial

Basic

8.99

+ many more. Phone for details

*• Discover the Atari ST-Book

•

Neochrome Art Package

•

STOS Game Creator

•

Bombjack, Carrier Command, Outrun,
Space Harrier

ATARI BOOKS
1001
Atari
Atari
Atari

£269
ATARI SYSTEMS
1040 STE/FM

440.00

1040STE/FMSuperpack
520ST Discovery Pack + SM124
520STPowerpack + SM124

499.00
399.00
459.00

1040ST + SM124

530.00

520ST Discovery Pack + 8833
520ST Powerpack + 8833

213.00
240.00
259.00
395.00
189.00

Juki 7100 24 pin Colour

499.00

675.00

£94.95
£125.00
£74.95

£230
£255
£310
375.00

Naksha Mouse + Mouse Mat
£32.50

525.00
599.00

1040ST + Philips 8833

172.52

Amstrad LQ5000

Atari SM124 (Mono Monitor)..

12.95
16.45

Musical Applications for Atari ST
Presenting the Atari ST

6.95
...16.50

ST App.Guide Programming in C

1.19.95

£110.00

£19.95
£19.95

HighsoftC

£49.00

Hisoft Power Basic
Hisoft Basic
Home Acccounts

£35.00
£59.95
£23.00

Hyperpaint 2

£17.90

K-Data

£39.95

K-Graph 3 (new)
K-Spread 3 (new)

£35.00
£65.00

17.50
18.95
9.95
19.95

K-Word2

Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 2
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 3
Your First BASIC

19.95

Mastersound

£33.95

22.95
14.95

Mastersound 2

£29.95

Mini Office Communications

£18.90

Mini Office Presentation Graphics
Mini Office Spreadsheet

£18.90
£18.90

Mailshot
Mailshot +
Mark Williams C V.3

1st Mail
CAD3DV.1

Cyber 3D Developers
Cyber Architecture Design
Cyber Cartoon Designs
Cyber Control
Cyber Future Designs
Cyber G.I.S.T. (Sound Ed.)
Cyber Human Designs
Cyber Paint
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Star Struck
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture
Cyber Video Titling
Data Manager Pro
Data Scan by Kempston

£24.95
£34.95
£115.00

Modula 2 Standard

£73.00

Modula 2 Developers

£14.95
£19.99

£15.90
£15.90
£20.00
£30.95
£15.90
£15.90
£15.90
£39.95
£59.95
£17.99
£39.95
£34.95
£17.24
£30.95
£245.00

£40.00

£113.00

Neo Desk 3
Prodata

£28.95
£59.95

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

£99.95
£99.95
£79.95

Protext V.4
Protext V.5
Quartet

£69.00
£99.90
£39.95

Sage
Sage
Sage
Sage

Accountant
Accountant Plus
Bookkeeper
Financial Controller

£136.85
£210.45
£84.00
£305.00

Scan Art & Draw Art

£54.95

Spectrum 512
Superbase Personal
Superbase Personal 2
Tempus 2 Editor

£29.95
£45.00
£69.00
£29.95

£45.00

Timeworks DTP

£75.00

£20.95

Timeworks Partner

£35.00

16.90

All Time Favourites
American Dreams

20.90
17.90

•Anarchy

14.90

14.90
20.90
17.50

Atomic Robokid

17.45

Prof Looks at Words

16.90

*lnt Soccer Challenge
Imperium
Japan SceneryDiskFS2

17.45
17.50
13.95

Prophecy 1 - Viking Child
Projectyle

17.45
17.45

Pro Tennis Tour
Rainbow Islands

16.99
15.90

Jack Nicklaus Golf

17.45

Jumpin Jackson
KennedyApproach

13.90
17.95

Red Storm Rising

17.45

Resolution 101

17,45

Khalaan
Kick Off 2
Kid Gloves

16.99
16.99
17.45

Killing GameShow

21.50

RickDangerous
16 45
Ringsof Medusa
1645
Robocopll
17.50
SCI(ChaseHOII)
1750
•Secret Agent/SlySpy
15.90
Shoot em UpConstruction Kit... 21.95

Drakkhen

20.90

17.50

16.95
9 95
17.45

Aquanaut

19.99

East Vs West

16.99

'Armour-Geddon
Awesome
'Back to the Future II
Balance of Power 1990

16.99
23.50
17.50
17.45

Elite
Elvira

17.45
19.90

Emlyn HughesInt.Soccer
Escape From Planet Robot

17.45

Kick Off II - Final Whistle
Kick Oft Xtra Time

12.99
9.95

14.90

Barbarian2 (Palace)

17.45

Monsters

16.90

Klax

BAT
Battle Chess
Battle Chess II
"Battlemaster

24.99
17,45
17.50
17.45

Everton F.C. Intelligensia
F-19StealthFighter
F15StrikeEagle

14.90
21.95
15.95

LastMinja it

17.50

Life S Death

17.50

17.45
19.99

16.45
15.90

17 50
17.50

Battlehawks
Battle of Britain

F16 Combat Pilot
-F-16 Falcon Mission II

Line of Fire
•Lost Patrol

LotusEsprit

17.70

F-29 Retaliator

17.45

Manhunlerll

2195

Betrayal

20.99

Falcon

17.45

Magnum4

20 90

M1 Tank Platoon

21.50

•Blade Warnor

17.45

Falcon Mission Disks

14.90

Blitzkrieg May1940
BlueAngels
BloodMoney

17.45
17.45
14.90

•Final Battle
Fire & Brimstone

17.45
17.45

Bomber Mission Disk
•Breach2
Cadavar

12.95
17.45
17.45

FlightSimulator2
FighterBomber

36.80
21.95

Carthage
Car-Vup

16.50
17.50

Castle Master
Chaos Editor
Chaos Strikes Back

14.90
12.95
17.45

Gunship
Ghostbusters II
Gold of the Americas

16.90
17.50

Chariots of Wrath

17.45

Chess Champion
Chronoquest
Chronoquesl II
CloudKingdoms

21.90
23.50
19.90
17.50

Gremlins II
Hammerfist
HATE

17.50
17.45
14.90

Hard Driving II

17.50

Colossus Chess X
Combo Racer

16.99
17.45

Herewilh The Clues
Heroes
•Heros Quest

16.45
21.95
26.90

Conqueror
Conquest of Camelot
'Corporation
Cyberball

17.90
27.50
17.50
14.90

Highway PatrolII

16.90

Honda RVF
Hot Rod
Hound of Shadow

Damocles

17.50

DaysofThunder
DickTracy

17.45
17.50

.".

17.45
17.45
17.45
17.90

17.45

mrmx.

•International 3D Tennis

Dungeon Master
Dungeon MasterEditor
Dragonsof Flame

Silent Service
•Simulcra
Shadow of the Beast
Shadow Warriors
Sherman M4

17.45
17.45
19,95
14.90
14.90

Sim City
Space Rogue
Space Ace
SpindizzyWorlds

1999
20.95
32.95
17 50

17.50
17.50

Toyota GTRally
TVSports Football
TreasureTrap

17.50
17.45
17.45

Triad III
Turbo Outrun
Tusker
Ultimate Golf
UMS
UMS II
UMS Scenario 1
UMS Scenario 2

20.90
14.90
17.45
17.45
1890
2195
9.95
9.95

Universe 3

16.99

UltimaV

19.90

VenusFlytrap

14.90

Warhead

17.45

•War Jeep
WayneGrelskys Hockey

17.45
20 90
1390
1645
21.50
21.50

MicroposeSoccer

16 45

•Starblade

16.99

Midwinter

21.95

Startlight

17.45

Xenon II Megaplast

MidnightResistance
Mig29 Fullcrum

17.45
24.99

STOS
STOS 3D

29.90
34.90

16.90

STOS Compiler

16.50

15.90

STOS Maestro
STOS Maestro Plus

17 50
60.95

19.90
17.45

Maniac Mansion

MegaPack VolII
Moonwalker

.17.45

Nightbreed Arcade

17.50

Nine Lives

17.50

STOSSprites
Street Hockey

IMinja Spirits

17.45

Stunt Car Racer

17.45

17.45
17.45
16.90

Pipemania
PlayerManager
Populous
Populas Datadlsk

14,90
13.90
17 45
9 95

Star Wars Trilogy
Speedballll
SpellBook
Super OffRoadRacer
Teenage Mutant Ninja Hero

17.45
17.50
15.95
17 50

16.90
17.50
17.45

Powerboat
Powerdrifl
Powerdrome

17 50
17.45
17.45

Power Monger
Power Play

21.50
21 50

•HoylesBookof Games

21.95

Indiana Jones/Adventure

17.45

Power Pack
Precious Metal

23.50
17.45

Indiana Jones/Arcade

14.90

•Profllght

28.50

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

Tolal Recall
Tournament Golf

Web of Terror
Weird Dreams
Wheels of Fire
Wonderland

'Nitro
Oriental Games
Pick 'n' Pile

Titles marked * may not be released
and will be sent on the day of
release (subject to availability).

£98.00

Deluxe Paint

Dragon Spirit

without notice

GFA Draft Plus

GST Compiler
GST Macro Assembler

Degas Elite

17.50

All prices subject to change

£39.95
£24.95

£285.00

14.45

24 hour hotline for
credit card orders

£27.95
£87.00

£259.95

AFT II

Final Battle
Flood
Full Metal Planet
Future Dreams

Flair Paint
Fleet St. Publisher

GFA Basic Interpreter V.3
GFA Basic Compiler

Philips CM-8833 High Res Colour

AirborneRanger

17.45

£43.95
£39.95
£59.95
£29.95
£59.00

ST Artist
ST Disk Drives Inside & Out
ST FORMAT
Tech Ref Gd Atari ST Vol 1

LEISURE SO
"AdidasChamp Football

Devpac2.0
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Easy Tools
First Word Plus V.3 (new)

Atari SC1224 (Colour Monitor)

DoubleDragon II
Dragons Breath
DragonsBreed

20.99

12.50
9.95
22.95
18.95

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE

Star LC10 Multifont
Star LC10 Colour
Starl_C24-10
Panasonic KX-P 1124
Panasonic 1624
Panasonic 1180
LC 200 Colour
LC 24-200
LC 24-200 Colour

Things to do with Atari ST
ST Explored
ST Programmers Guide
ST Tricks & Tips

Game Makers Manual Atari ST
MIDI & Sound Book for Atari ST

IX PRINTERS

•k Control & Emulator Software

Action Stations

QA QC

*• I «w

ALL ONLY £449

DIY Memory Upgrades

CumanaCSA354 1Mb 3.5" Drive
Cumana 5.25" ST Drive
Q-Tec 3.5" External Drive

By Golden Image
Inc. Touch Up Software
Supports IMG, IFF, TIFF, DEGAS + More
100/200/300/or400dpi
Requires 1Mb + DS Drive

•k Full Technical Support

• ST Graph

All Only £349

•
•

PROFESSIONAL ATARI SOFTWARE

NEW HAND SCANNER
•
•
•
•
•

,c"'
b
KA9Y PAJIMMQ

Turtles

17 50

Tennis Cup

14.90

Test Drive

17.45

ThemeParkMystery
TheToyottes
The Spy Who LovedMe

17.45
13.90
17.45

The Ultimate Ride
Third Courier
Thunderstrike
Tie Break

17.45
17.45
17.50
17.45

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

17.45

X-0UT...

...13.90

Xiphos..
Xybots..

...17.50
...14.90

Black Cauldron
Codename Iceman DS

19.90
23.90

Colonel's Bequest
Conquests of CamelotDS
KingsQuest 1
Kings Quest II
Kings Quest III
KingsQuest IV(DS)
LeisureSuit Larry 1
LeisureSuit Larry IIDS
LeisureSuit Larry IIIDS

29.50
29.50
23.90
23.90
23.90
29.90
23.90
29.50
29.50

ManhunterSF
Police Quest 1

23.50
23.50

Police Quest II (DS)

29.50

Quest for Glory1
Quest for GloryII
Space Quest 1
Space Quest II
Space Quest III

29.50
29.50
23.50
23.90
29.50

NEW RELEASES
ChipsChallenge

17.50

Crime Wave
Elvira
Final Command

17.90
19.90
17.50

Fists of Fury
Horror Zombies
HighEnergy
Hype Exterminator

17.50
17.90
17.50
17.90

,

Master Blaser
MightyBombjack

l/.M)

16.90

Nam

17.50

PlayBack(Cart)
TestDrive II(EuroChallenge)

21.50
11.99

Test Drive II
Turrlcanll
Wrath of the Demon

17.90
17.50
21.50

ST EDUCATIONAL
Answerback Junior Quiz
Answerback Senior Quiz
French Linkword
French Mistress Level A+8
Fun School 3

19.95
19.95
22.94
19.95
19.95

FunSchool It (6-8 years)
Fun School II >8 years
FunSchool II<6 years

19.95
19.95
19.95

Learn to Read wilh Prof 1

29.90

Magic Malhs(4-8)
Maths Mania 8-12)

22.95
22.95

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing ....21.95
Micro Maths

24.00

Primary Maths Course
Spanish TutorLevelA+B

24.00
19.95

The Three Bears
Times Jubilee Crossword.

22.95
19.95

Things to do with Numbers

19.95

Things to do with Words
BetterSpelling

19.95
16.90

Better Maths

16.90

PLEASE CALL FOR LATEST RELEASES AND PRICES

SALES HOTLINE

0923 89 69 69/0713816618

South London:

10 Fulham Broadway
London SW6 1AA
Tel: 071 381 6618
c~x: 071 381 0528

North London:

13 Moneyhill Parade
Uxbridge Road
Rickmansworth
Herts WD3 2BF
Tel: 0923 8969
Fax: 0923 771058

To order: Please send cheque/PO/Access or Visa details to SK Marketing Ltd,
13 Moneyhill Parade, Uxbridge Road, Rickmansworth, Herts, WD3 2BE,

PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME AT
BOTH SHOWROOMS

All prices include VATand carriage is free {UK mainland)

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.30am • 5.00pm
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A NEW WORLD OF POWER

FOR ONLY
AVAILABLE FOR

£34.99

AMIGA
ST

*PC VERSION £69.00

PC COMPATIBLES

T*Mf

IS HERE!
i SYNCRO EXPRESS IS A HIGH SPEED DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COPIES OF YOUR DISK
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS!!

* Syncro Express requires a second drive &works by controlling it as a slave device &ignoring thecomputer disk
drive controller chip whereby high speeds &great data accuracy are achieved.
Menu driven selection for Start Track'End Track - up to 80 tracks. 1 side, 2 sides.
•

Very simple to use, requires no user knowledge.

'

Also duplicates other formats such ;is IBM, MAC etc.
No more waiting around for your disks to copy.

Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks.

Probably the only duplication system you will ever need!

LATEST

By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip, Syncro Express has the power to transferan

MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk -quickly, simply and

*

without any user knowledge. One external disV drive* is required for AMIGA/ST.

^

\\>-

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR THE ST/AMIGA/PC SYSTE
STATE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN ORDERIN
WARNING 1988 COPYRIGHT ACT WARNING
Datel Electronics Ltd., neither condones norauthorises the use ofit'sproducts torthe reproduction of
copyright material.

If you don't have a second drive we can supply
SYNCRO EXPRESS together with a drive for

The backup facilities ofthis product aredesigned toreproduce only software such as Public Domain

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA)

Itis illegal to make copies, evenfor your own use,ofcopyright material, without theexpress
permission ofthe copyright owner, orthe licencee thereof.

[•]: i v i ^ i t ^ i t i j

material, the users own programs or software where permission to make backups has been clearly given. |

»x,

HOW TO GET YOUR

S">/)C7JO eAPlfeS*

TELEPHONE (24 Hrs)

0782 744707

CREDIT CARD ORDERS

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER QUICKLY &EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECIEVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS, NOT WEEKS.
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs. ALLCHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO...

DATEL ELBCTHOOiCff LTD.,
GOVAN ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, FENTON, STOKE-ONTECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 0782 744324

VISA

-, ST4 2RS, ENGLAND

NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PR
(1) DEATH TRAP
A mighty wizard has hidden

the scrolls of power deep
beneath

face.

the

earth's

sur

Many have tried to

enter his lair and steal the

secret, none of them have
succeeded.

As a

brave and fearless

adventurer you have decid
ed to try your luck and ven
ture

into

the

dark

labyrinths. But in order to
reach the fabled chest you
must defeat a myriad of
alien hordes.

The

game

features

five

levels of frantic gameplay
and hundreds of nasties all

out for your blood. Death
Trap is available from Anco

and should appear in the
shops any day now. It will
set you back £19.95

(2) NARC
Mr Big's up to his old tricks and
it's up to you to stop him. As Narc
you must assemble your military
hardware and wage war on the
evil drugs baron.
You'll face an army of hoods,
all out to spill your blood. Later
levels feature car chases, heli
copter gunships and all manner

of deadly encounters. Using all
your skills you must finally con

front and kill Mr Big, thus putting
an end to his evil rule.

This one, from Ocean, should

be available now and will carry a
price tag of £24.99.

(3) ELVIRA, MISTRESS OF
THE DARK
When buxom Elvira bought
an ancient castle to retire

(4) WARLOCK THE

to at the weekends she got
more than she bargained
for. You see, the evil spirit
of her old grandmother,

AVENGER

Emelda, roams within the
castle walls.

Your

mission

is

to

find

the sacred scroll and dispel
the spirit once and for all.
Naturally, the castle is
swarming
with
ghoulies
and ghosties and you'll
have to avoid them at all

costs if you are to survive.

Featuring loads of grue
some and gory scenes,
Elvira has to be one of the

finest graphic adventures
available. See for yourself,
Accolade's
£29.99 and

Elvira
costs
will be avail

able around April.

Based on the old classic Firebird

8-bit game, Druid, Warlock the
Avenger sees you attempting to
overthrow an all-powerful mage.
Building up all the courage you
can muster you have to reach the
Wizard's tower and put paid to his
evil schemes.
The action takes the form of a

maze-style game which is not too

(5) WRATH OF THE DEMON

(6) METAL MASTERS

Wrath of the Demon comes
from the same stable as

Saturday afternoon wrestling is

Space Ace and the Drag
on's

series

to rid the land of a meddle
some demon.

Your

dissimilar to the classic arcade

you

coin-op, Gauntlet.
During
your travels

distant
you'll

Lair

Readysoft. Featuring just
slightly less adventurous
graphics, the game sees
you undertaking a mission

journey

will

across

lands

take

is

a

titanic battle between two

warring robots.
Using your skills you must
attempt to destroy your enemy's
robot. At your disposal you'll
have a number of death-dealing

far

and

weapons.

where

you

At the end of the day there can
only be one Metal Master and to

will have to deal with some

nasty

nothing but kids' stuff when com
pared to the future-sport of Metal
Masters. Featuring simultaneous
two-player action, Metal Masters

encounter all manner of nasties

really

and beasties and you'll need
every magic potion you can lay
your hands on.
Warlock the Avenger is a Mille
nium game and should material
ize in the shops any day now. It

Wrath of the Demon is an
arcade
adventure
that'll

characters.

software dealer and barter

real
fun.
The
game
is
published by Infogrames and

will cost E24.99.

£29.99 for a copy.

costs E24.95.

have you on the edge of
your seat.
Pop along to your local

achieve

the

ultimate

accolade

you must use both brains and
brawn.

Featuring a robot construction
set,

Metal

Masters

looks

like

NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PR
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VIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOSwill have you sitting on the
edge of your seat.

(10) FISTS OF FURY
Cor blimey! If you're into beatem-ups then this has to be the
compilation for you. Featuring
four games, Fists of Fury is an
absolute must.

First is Dynamite Dux featur
ing the madcap cartoon capers
of two cute ducks. Shinobi sees

you rescuing kidnapped kids and
putting paid to an evil warrior's
plans.
Team up with a friend for Dou
ble Dragon II. The game puts
you up against a gang of villains
who have made off with your girl.
Finally, there's metallic mayhem
as the Ninja Warriors set out to

invade an enemy base.
All the games, which are pub
lished by Virgin, are available in
one pack at the cost of £29.99.
Unfortunately, the pack is not STE
compatible.

NAVY SEALS
What

does

Navy

the

Seals

Seals

stand

in

for?

Answers on a postcard to...

No, it really means Sea, Air
and Land Squad.
You
must control this
elite bunch of marines in a

bid to defeat

a

international

(7) JUPITER'S

MASTERDRIVE
Take to the roads as you race
around the moons of Jupiter. Fea

turing split-screen simultaneous
gameplay, Jupiter's Masterdrive is
a race of gigantic proportions.
A wide range of tracks and
even more vehicle add-ons make

Jupiter's Masterdrive a real win
ner. Available from Ubi Soft, it will
cost £24.99 and should be avail
able around now.

CRIME WAVE
Aw shucks, the ruthless
underworld gang leaders
have really done it this
time. The no-hopers have
gone and kidnapped a
beautiful young girl. So
what's new?

Well this time she just

happens to be the beloved
daughter of the President
of
the
United
States!
Armed with the latest anti-

terrorist weapons you must
infiltrate the gang's HQ and
save the girl.

Enemy

snipers

attack

you from all directions and
only the most skilled agent
will survive the onslaught.
Can you save the girl? Buy
the game and find out.
Available from US Gold,

Narco Police has the same sort

of gameplay as Operation Thun
derbolt. Available from Dinamic, it

will cost you £24.95.

arm

March.

range.
Featuring
games
previously available at full
price, the new label repre

(8) NARCO POLICE

of the evil drug runners, the inter
national police pool their best law
enforcement officers to form an

elite squad.
After five years of intensive
training, the Narco Police are
ready to put a stop to the endless
flow of drugs. As one of these
special police officers your task is
to round up all the world's drug

duced

sents

Virgin
the

has

16

real

enter

and

Blitz

value

base

destroy

and

the

escape

with their lives.

budget

Crime Wave will appear
towards the beginning of

In the year 2003 over one fifth of
the world's population is addicted
to drugs of one form or another.
In a desperate bid to rid the world

of

the

of

With a
wide range of
weapons at your disposal,
your elite troops
must
enemy

(9) 16 BLITZ PLUS
Mastertronic,

gang

terrorists.

intro
Plus

for

money. All games will cost
£7.99 and all are absolutely
fab.
Silkworm - From the Jale-

co coin-op company comes
a
first rate shoot-em-up.

Team up with a friend and
take on swarm after swarm

Naturally, you aren't per
forming the mission for fun
and the aim of the game is
to

free

the

crew

of

a

downed attack helicopter.
The game features some
stunning graphics, superb

gameplay and a wonderful
rendition of Bridge over the
River Kwai.

Watch

Navy

out

Seals

for

Ocean's

some

time

towards the end of March -

priced at £24.95

MORE INFOCOM

of enemy helicopters.
Gemini Wing - Penetrate
deep into the alien lair on a

Following the success of the five

do-or-die attempt to save

Mastertronic is due to release the

your

next batch.

race

from

imminent

Infocom titles already released,

Text adventure fanatics will be

barons.

destruction.

Now, it just so happens that the
gangs all reside on one island.
Having arrived on the shoreline,

Xenon The
original
shoot-em-up
from
the
Bitmap Brothers. Featuring

able to sample the delights of

the rest is up to you.

four manic levels this one

Watch this space for more details.

Zork 1, Zork 2, Infidel and
Deadline

to

name

but

four.

VIEWS... GOSSIP... SCREENSHOTS... NEWS... PREVIEWS... GOS
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Atari

520STE Turbo Pack
has arrived!
Atari 520STE Computer Keyboard
512K built in Random Access Memory

Built-in 1 meg Double-Sided Disk Drive
Built-in TV Modulator

Superb 4096 Colour Graphics
8 Channel Digital Stereo Sound
Four Joystick ports
Light Gun/Pen Facility
. .
MIDI inputs for music keyboards
RAM Expansion capability
Atari Mouse and Joystick

... and all connecting cables to get you up and
running on your home TV set!

Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade

Dragon's Breath
Blood Money
Impossible Mission II
Human Killing Machine

Anarchy
Outrun
Super Cycle

STOS Games Creator

Hyperpaint II - uses all 4096 colours!
Music Maker II - uses the new stereo sound!
,

I.

Ill J L

i r,•

u

First BASIC Programming Language

pprr

; 1
available the 520STFM Discovery Pack!

Drivin'Force

Rock n' Roll

Trivial Pursuit

Asterix

Pipemania

Skweek

'ickDangerous
"Player 2150

Onslaught
Live & Let Die
Mouse Mat

BASIC

Totalpackage price includes VATand Next Day Delivery by Courier*
Dmtdelay-Onterncw!24Hcxjrto
only.

Howto
Order line on (0908) 378008 and

quote your card number and
expiry date along with the
details of the goods you
require. We accept ACCESS,

or write in for our latest Atari catalogue listing
reds of products available for this versatile Home
Computer. We stock COLOUR PRINTERS. STEREO COLOUR
MONITORS. EXTERNAL DISK DRIVES, MEMORY
EXPANSIONS, HARD DISK DRIVES,Atari BOOKS,FRAME

VISA, EUROCARD.
MASTERCARD, AMEX the new

GRABBERS, DIGITISERS. SCANNERS. WORD

Direct Debit cards like Barclays
Connect and we also accept
Lombard CreditCharge Cards.

ACCESSORIES and of course

By Mail - Simply write down
your requinnents and send in
your order to us by post along
with a personal cheque,
bankers draft building society
cheque or postal order made
payable to " DIGICOM
COMPUTER SERVICES LTD ".

"Please note:- Personal

cheques require 7 days
clearance before despatch.
•tort Day Defiveryis MotvFri. Satuday Deliveryis E100 extra

.\ or spread the cost with our finance facilities • written details on request.

PROCESSORS, DATABASES, SPREADSHEETS,
hundreds S hundreds of

tames and all at well below recommended retail prices!

Digicom offer you the very best in customer after sales
support with 12 month Warranty on all Computer Hardware.
All units are lull UK specification with 30 day replacement
uarantee on faulty items and FREE collection of the
elective units within this period. And should you ever
need any technical advice our experienced and helpful
staff are available on the telephone or In our showroom.
Remember - there are no hidden extras all prices are fully
inclusive of VAT and next day courier delivery.

DIGICOM
36-37 Wharfeide Watling Street

Fenny Stratford Milton Keynes MK2 2AZ
Telephone (0908)378008 - Fax (0908)379700

Showroom Hours - Mon to Sat

9.00an>530pm

E COLONEL'S
Sierra fans have

BEQUEST

been waiting to
get their teeth
into a new

»

challenge.
The Colonel's
•

•

SIERRA : £34.95

Bequest
however, may
not be quite

A f t e r the hilarity of Leisure
Suit Larry III, Sierra OnLine has had a quiet
couple of months. Now

what was

1

w

expected. It

however,

features the
same mode of

with

a

their hand at the likes of King's
Quest V and Space Quest IV.
The Colonel's Bequest is one of
the first of the new games to be

with one vital
difference.

Previous Sierra

released onto the market. Featur

games have had
a definite storyHI
line running
through them.
I J

ing Sierra's advanced SCI adven
ture system, the game is likely to
turn many heads.
Unfortunately, it only runs on 1
meg machines and therefore
many people will not be able to
experience the joys of the game.
Set in the roaring 1920s, The
Colonel's Bequest sees you
assuming the guise of Laura Bow,
a college undergraduate.
One of your college chums, Lil

The Colonel's

Bequest doesn't
seem to have
the same feel.

I found myself
wandering about
the estate just
waiting for
something to
happen.
All in all,

Above: How can one sheet of paper cause so much trouble?
Below: The family stands to gain from the Colonel's death. Do you?

lian Prune has been summoned

to the Misty Acres Mansion where
her

old

uncle,

Colonel

Henri

Dijon, is about to inform all his rel
atives of the contents of his last
will and testament.

Despite the exams being only
two weeks away, you decide to

join Lillianand visit the mansion.
The guests congregate in the

The Colonel's

Bequest is a
decent game, it's

mansion's grand
where they are

dining room
met by the

wheelchair-bound Colonel. Over
dinner the old fellow informs

a shame that the

storyline doesn't
really gel.
.'..."

(3Ba/Hsn§g
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back

Fans will revel in the chance to try

gameplay, but

/,!»/

it's

vengeance. The next few months
will see a deluge of Sierra games.

74%
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Together with Lillian you
escorted to the family estate

are

Misty Acres is a spooky old house.
What mysteries lie in store there?

Arghh! A pile of mutilated bodies.
What evil is going on here?

Your chance to survey the house comes when Lillian leaves you alone

What's this? Fifi the maid and the Colonel are caught in a loving embrace

everyone of his intentions. When
he finally passes away, his estate
will be split equally between the
remaining family members.
Naturally, should anyone pass
away before the Colonel then
their share would be collected by
the surviving parties.
As the game unfolds it
becomes apparent that some
one's greed has got the better of
them. From the moment you dis
cover the first body you know
there is something mysterious
going on.
As the murders continue you

keyboard is used to enter com
mands or dialogue. In addition,

constructions; a gazebo, a stable,
a family cemetery, a chapel and

bumped off. Searching the bod
ies might reveal clues leading

Sierra has included the ability to

the servants' houses. All locations

point and click on items. This new
facility is especially useful for

need to be thoroughly searched

you to the true identity of the killer.
The game features 12 main

for vital clues if the murderer is to

identifying small objects.

be unmasked and finally brought

Regular Sierra gamers at one
time or another will probably have
experienced the problem of get
ting the game to understand what
they actually want it to do - for

to book.

example, trying to find the correct

his next victim!

name for an object. This has
been taken care of as every

Hunting around the mansion
may well unveil a few surprises,

object now has a detailed expla

such as a network of secret tun

must find the various clues that

will lead to the killer. Following in
the footsteps of your father, a
detective inspector, you must sur
vive the night and save the day.
Like all the other Sierra games,
you control a little pixellised char
acter and must guide it around
the various locations, picking up
objects that will help to complete
the game.
This is usually done with either
the mouse or cursor keys. The

Having manipulated the statue
you discover a secret passage

nation of what it is.

The old plantation stands with
in a murky swamp and while
access to the mansion and sur

rounding grounds is limitless you
won't be able to leave until the

morning.
The mansion has many grand

rooms. On exploring you'll dis
cover the guest bedrooms, the
bathroom,

the

billiard

room,

a

cocktail lounge, a study, a library
and a kitchen.

The grounds contain further

What is Clarence up to, sneaking
around the house like that?

Take care during your hunt you don't want to make the killer
suspicious and force him into hid
ing, or worse still, find yourself as

characters, plus the Colonel's
pets. Everyone goes about their
business, being killed off quietly.
But no-one is above suspicion not even you.
Like so many of other Sierra
games The Colonel's Bequest
features excellent graphics. The
game is available on four doublesided disks,

however the more

nels which interconnect the vari

baronial sorts amongst you will
find the mystery is best sampled

ous rooms.

from a hard disk.

Small peep-holes can some
times be found which allow you to
view people's actions without
them knowing it and therefore
more information can be gained.
You must keep careful track of
all the little pieces of intelligence
that you gather because you
never know what might be useful
later on in the quest.
As the game progresses more
and

more

of

the

relatives

are

An old playhouse in the grounds.
It's time to investigate inside

MIDI owners have also been

catered for. If you're in posses
sion of a

Roland sound module

you'll be able to experience one
of the best sound tracks ever to

grace a computer game.

The Colonel's Bequest comes
from Roberta Williams, the lady
behind the King's Quest series.
This whodunnit world of supersleuths is far removed from the

mystical kingdom of Daventry.

Once inside you discover
pretty disturbing evidence

Atari ST User
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E the first and last name for computer addons.

THE RANGE
Mouse

Quality Peripherals for

Optical Mouse

Atari ST

Scanner

Commodore Amiga
Toshiba Laptops

External Floppy disk drives
RAM expansion cards

Amstrad

And all IBM Compatable PC's

External hard disks

TOSHIBA-ATARI-COMMODORE-IBM-AMSTRAD are registered trademarks of their owners.
PHOINTE FOR NEAREST DEALER

Golden Image House
Fairways Business Park, Lammas Road, Leyton, London ElO 7QT
TEL: 081 518 7373

FAX: 081 885 1953

A real

improvement
on the original,
Hard Drivin' II is

a great racing
You can design your own tortuous
tracks with the editor

Swerving to avoid the car in front,
you crash head-on!

Racing past the other drivers you
must prepare for the stunt track

HARD DRIVIN' II
}

- DRIVE HARDER

game. The stunt
track offers the

greatest
challenge and
you can make

DOMARK: €24.95
D e c e m b e r 1990 heralded

the

arrival

of

Domark's

than a data disk, Hard Drivin' II is

a complete game with a host of

conversion of the coin-op

extra features.

smash, Hard Drivin'. The

The basic aim of the game is to
drive your Ferarri Testarossa as
quickly and as skilfully as possi
ble. Controlled either by mouse or
joystick, there is also an option to

game's programmer was a then
unknown young German student,
Jurgen Friedrich.
Why the South London soft
ware house chose to employ the

choose

talents of an unknown individual

manual transmission.

was

something

of a

mystery.

between

or

Hard Drivin' II features six new
Each one contains two

However, when it was revealed

tracks.

that Jurgen was responsible for
programming Domark's smashhit, Star Wars, from memory the
games hungry public knew that

circuits; a

Hard Drivin' was going to be
something special.
Since the game went speeding
up the software charts last Christ
mas, Domark has been promising
a set of data disks. After being
postponed, Hard Drivin' II - Drive
Harder has finally arrived. Rather

automatic

speed track and a

stunt course. Starting from a
shared starting line, you must put
your foot to the floor and head
down the track - avoiding any
vehicles that may be in the way.
En route you'll pass a sign inviting
you to turn onto the stunt track.
The speed circuit is simply a
case of a race against the clock.
If you opt for the stunt track you'll
find yourself facing a series of

The stunt track features many terrifying hazards. The
loop-the-loop is perhaps the worst

jumps and the like. Drivers must
reach a checkpoint in order to
continue, and doing so will also
ensure a time bonus.

Should you prove yourself, you
may be called upon to race
against the Phantom Photon, a

demon driver. The object of this
head-to-head challenge is to race
the Phantom to the finish line. If

you succeed, your driving pattern
will replace that of the Phantom in
new

features

courses.

Perhaps the
best feature is
the excellent

two-player
mode. The

graphical update
is also excellent.

Unfortunately,

a future encounter.
The

your own

include

a

two-player challenge, in which
two computers are connected via
a serial link-up. The controls have
also been improved and the car
is now much more responsive.
Perhaps the best new feature
is the track editor. With this you
can design your own courses to
suit your skills and save them to
disk for future races.

the sound
: \ I::
effects aren't so

impressive.
All in all,
Hard Drivin' II
is a first-rate

racing game
well worth the
money.

65%

There are other road users and you should take care
to steer around them
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DELIVERY
SERVICE

ZL

. . . and the

Ring us now! 0636 79097 we're programmed to help

keenest prices

NUMBER ONE FOR ATARI ST USERS - FIRST CLASS SERVICE BY FIRST CLASS POST
NEW GAMES

ONLY!|

SALE • SALE • SALE

Armour-Geddon

16.99

Afterburner

Atomic Robokid
Awesome
Back to the Future 3
Badlands

17.99
24.99
16.99
16.99

Batman: Caped Crusader.

Donalds Alphabet Chase
Goofys Railway Express
Mlckeys Runaway Zoo

16.99
16.99
16.99

B.A.T. (+ Sound Card)

24.99

Battle of Britain
Cadaver

19.99
16.99

Captive
Car-Vup

15.99
16.99

Chase HQ 2

16.99

Chuck Yeager's Flight Simulator

17.99

Continental Circus

7.99

Corporation
Cricket Captain 2
Days of Thunder
Dick Tracy
Dragon Breed
Dragonflight
Dragons Lair II - Timewarp
Drive

16.99
16.99
15.99
16.99
16.99
18.99
24.99

Elvira
Exterminator

16.99
19.99
16.99

Fallen Angel

7.99

Colossus Chess X

Deluxe Strip Poker
Centrefold Squares
Hollywood Poker Pro
Last Ninja 2
MrHeli

Rick Dangerous

Deluxe Strip Poker PLUS
Centrefold Squares

.15.99

24.99

Hard Drivin + 10 Disks

11.99

Kid Gloves + Cloud Kingdoms

14.99

SPRINTERS
Star LC10.

including lead!
StarLC200 (Colour).,
including lead!

EDUCATIONAL
....8.99
..19.99

Let's Spell at Home
Let's Spell at Shops

..15.99
.15.99

Fun School 2 (under 6).
(6-8)
(over 8)....

..9.99

..7.99
..9.99
..7.99

Fun School 3 (under 5).
(5-7)

..7.99

(over 7)....

Super Hang On

..219.00

Postman Pat
Learn to Read with Prof.
Prof Makes Sentences...
Puzzle Bookl

Siikworm
Steve Davis Snooker
Tetris
Verminator
X-Out

JOYSTICKS
.159.00

Shoot-em-up Construction Kit..

..19.99

..15.99

.12.99
.12.99
..12.99

.15.99
.15.99
.15.99

..7.99
.9.99

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy....

..7.99

Planetfall
Leather Goddesses of Phobos

..7.99

CAD 3D (1)..

.16.99

Canvas

Wishbringer
Hollywood Hi-Jinks

..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99
..7.99

Degas Elite
CyberStudio

..17.99

Zorkl
Zork II

..7.99
..7.99

MASTERsound2
Music Construction Set.
Quartet

..29.99

Replay Professional
ST Replay (VIII)

..87.99

TCB Tracker

..37.99

Ballyhoo
Spellbreaker

Fists of Fury (Comp)
F19 Stealth Fighter

16.99
19.99

Moonmist

Golden Axe
Hard Drivin' II
Horror Zombies
Immortal
James Pond
Kick Off 2

16.99
16.99
17.99
16.99
15.99
13.99

Killing Game Show
Last Ninja 3
Legend of Faerghail
Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge

16.99
16.99
19.99
16.99

MIG 29

24.99

DISKS -100% Guaranteed
SONY bulk disks with labels!
10 disks
50 disks
100 disks

6.49
29.99
49.99

SONY Boxed with labels!

Box of 10

Box of 10 ( x 5)
Box of 10 (x 10)

9.99

47.99
89.99

.12.99

39.99

..39.99
....8.99
..39.99
..59.99

UTILITIES
DevpacST(2)

....44.99

First Word Plus
GST Macro Assembler

....55.99

GST C Compiler

....16.99

Home Accounts

....19.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mini Office Graphics

....15.99

....16.99

15.99

M1 Tank Platoon

19.99

Operation Stealth
Pang

18.99
16,99

MASTERT MIX

Pick 'N' Pile

16.99

Thunder Blade, Turbo Outrun, Crack Down,

Neodesk 3

...27.99

Plotting
Powermonger
Proflight

16.99
18.99
29.99

Super Wonder Boy, Dynamite Dux

Protext (5)

..109.99

SPORTING GOLD
19.99
Games Winter Edition, Games Summer
Edition, California Games
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION
19.99

Word Writer

....34.99

Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor..

...19.99

16.99

Pro Tennis Tour 2

16.99

Rick Dangerous 2
Robocop2

15.99
16.99

Rourkes Drift
Shadow of the Beast

15.99
16.99

Sim City
Speedball2
Spindizzy Worlds
Supremacy

17.99
15.99
16.99
19.99

Team Suzuki
Team Yankee

16.99
19.99

Xenon II, TV Sports Football, Bloodwych,
Lombard RAC Rally.

Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles

16.99

ALL TIME FAVOURITES

Tom and the Ghost
Total Recall

16.99
16.99

Test Drive, Hard Ball, Mean 18 + Famous
Course disk (Vol. 1 and 2)

Turrican
UMS2

15.99
19.99

FLIGHT COMMAND

Wolfpack

19.99

Wrath of the Demon
Z-Out

19.99
14.99

All items due by publication date!
If release delayed - Sent A.S.A.P.

Ghostbusters II, Robocop, Batman The Movie,
Indiana Jones

PLATINUM

17.99

Ghouis and Ghosts, Strider, Black Tiger,
Forgotten Worlds
POWER PACK

TNT

Locking Disk Box (40+)...
Locking Disk Box (80+)...
Media Box (Holds 150+).

....6.99
....8.99

..19.99

FURRY MOUSE COVER....

6.99
9.99

11.99

Quickjoy Jetfighter
Quickjoy TOPSTAR

12.99
19.99

Competition Pro Extra
Arcade Joystick
Arcade Turbo Joystick
Zip Stik Professional

15.99
16.99
17.99
15.99

PUBLIC DOMAIN
NEW LOW PRICES
1 disk = £1.99
10 disks + file box = £15.99

Ask for our NEW catalogue!

BG.01. Monopoly; Classic Board game!
plus: Chess, American Football
BG.20. Dungeon Master; Maps of all
levels + 40 pages of hints, tips
BG.27. Strip Breakout; Knock out the bricks to
maze type arcade.
BG.57. Dungeon Master; NEW dungeon! Needs
original program to run
BG.58. Soko; 50 level puzzle game

BG.59. Bubble Trouble; Pacman style plus: JumpBG.62. Millipede; Arcade classic
BG.64. ST-Umped; Cricket simulator
Does NOT require STOS to run!
BG.65. Joust; Arcade classic...
MG.08. Star Trek - Next Generation

Battle the Ferengi.. .(not STE)
MT.09. Elvira; Stunning demo of the long awaited
horror game

DA.01. 66 Adventure game solutions!
DA.02. 62 More Adventure solutions!

BS.18. Madonna; Including those
controversial Playboy pictures
BS.20. NASA Space Mission slideshow
BS.01. X-Cerl. Spectrum 512 Show
BU.21. Neochrome; Super Art Package
BU.07.ST Writer Elite; Professional quality word
processor

BU.57. ANI-ST (was Aegis Animator)
BU.58. File Selector, Desk Manager, Disk copier,
Virus Killer.

BU.60. BBC Emulator; Ideal for the kids using BBC
Computers at school!
BU.61. ZX81 programs; Over 100 files to run with
theZX81 emulator!
BU.63. Mono Emulator + Tos 1.4 Fix!

BU.64. Fractal Landscape generator, and Explorer,
Mandlebrot Show

BU.59. ZX81 Emulator; including 38 program files!
Uses the original keyword entry system! Great fun!
MU.05. Sheet 2; Powerful Spreadsheet plus tutori
al. Lotus com[patible!

50.03. 16 Voice synthesiser with multi voice

recording!

BC.16. Clip Art - Viz Magazine
BC.17. Clip Art-Garfield Pics
BD.33. STE Demo; See what your STE is capable
of and be amazed

BD.34. What the Butler Saw; Demo

BE.02. Fun for 3 to 6 year olds; Kids Music,

19.99

Piano, Grid .. .

Mouse Mat (BEST Quality).

..3.99

ST Dust Cover

..5.99

18.99

BE.03. Kids ABC, Kid Potato, Kid Story,
Kid Sketch .. .

BE.05. On screen Colouring book!
BE.13. Wolf and Seven Kids; Multi choice

Disk Drive cleaner
Mono/Colour Monitor Switch.

....3.99
..21.99

19.99

NAKSHA MOUSE (NEW)..
24.99

Quickshot APACHE
Quickshot III PYTHON

Quickjoy III Supercharger

MU.13. F-Copy III; Superior Copier!
50.02. Composer; enter notes from computer or
Midi keyboards!

ACCESSORIES

(with eyes, ears and nose!)

Hard Drivin', Toobin, APB, Dragon Spirit,
Xybots
KINGS QUEST TRIPLE

....15.99

16.99

Lancaster, Eliminator, Skyfox, Strike Force
Harrier, Skychase

4.99
4.99
13.99

ster; Q-Bert version

DELUXE PAINT

Mighty Bombjack

COMPILATIONS

Joystick & Mouse extension
Joystick lead - 2 metres!
Joystick Mouse Switch Box

reveal the picture!
BG.55. Froggy; (Frogger). Caves of Rigel; Original

ART & MUSIC

Classic INFOCOM Adventures!

16.99
9.99

with every £20 spent!
Pick from list opposite.

..9.99

Dungeon Master + Chaos

Final Command
Final Whistle

FREE - PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK!

..7.99
..9.99
..9.99
..9.99
..9.99
..9.99
..7.99
..7.99

+ FREE Mouse Mat
+ FREE Mouse Bracket

Kings Quest I, II and III

..29.99

adventure game for kiddies!
BD.39. Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles; Sample of
Turtles theme plus pics
MD.15. Snowman - Digitised demo. (MB)

MD.41. Robocop; Stunning digitised
sequences from the film! (2 disks)
MD.42. When Harry met Sally; amusing digi
tised fake orgasm sequence . . .

The above is just a small selection of our VAST range of 16 Bit software ... Catalogue available!
All prices include VAT and FIRST CLASS POST! All stock items sent by return post

Cheque, postal
orders or credit

card facilities
are available

n.—.i-ir,^. -
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DAL LORDS
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IMPRESSIONS : £24.99
Feudal Lords

provides
strategy fans
with a new

challenge. Die
hard strategists
will find the

game somewhat
shallow. New
comers and

those looking for
a release from

the usual run-of-

5

the-mill games
will however,
revel in the

challenge.
Featuring crisp
graphics and
adequate sound,
Feudal Lords

represents a

stepping stone
into the world of

war-gaming and

1

is well worth
a look.

(MMIPuULKm
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ased in medieval times,

B

Feudal Lords is a strate

gy-based game which
sees you assuming the
role of a warmongering king. The
game is reminiscent of a couple
of other software titles on offer.

Having played games such as
US Gold's Joan of Arc and Cinemaware's Defender of the Crown,

Jacek Bochenski, a Polish pro

grammer, decided he wanted to
create a game which featured a
little more strategic depth. So,
with the assistance of Impres
sions, he created Feudal Lords.

The game is played by four
players, made up of any combi
nation of humans or computers.
The action takes place over the
mystical land of Euthrania and the
basic idea of the game is to
defeat your opponents and gain

Your titanic struggle takes place in the fabled land of Euthrania. Only the
most powerful lord will win the crown

taxed in order to fund these costly
war campaigns.

Popularity counts for a lot and

control of the land - not to men

in order to maintain or increase

tion attempting to win the hand of

the population of your land you'll
have to supply markets, craft cen

the beautiful

Princess Maria to

boot.

At the outset of the game you

only occupy your home territory.
By transferring men from your
castle into your mobile army you'll
be able to invade adjacent areas.
Depending on the strength of
your army you should be able to
conquer the territory.
Capturing land and defeating

tres, churches and castles. Trad

ing in iron - essential in the cre
ation of weapons - wine and
grain also helps to maintain a
comfortable economic level.

their coffers, a quick glance at
the other lords will tell who has

the

lowest

number

the order of play. For the main
part, the game is controlled solely
by the mouse.
However, when

two

large

the other lords isn't all there is to

Shrewd
lords
will forge
alliances with stronger or threat
ening armies. Ifyour military force
looks a little weak it's possible to
gain the advantage by plotting an
uprising in enemy territory.

do. Your subjects will have to be

For those with a little more in

Will you gain control of the land?

Attack your enemy's castle and
lay siege to his army

Every summer, if all's going well,
you'll have new knights joining you

darkness, never to be seen again

Try to form an alliance with the
strongest leaders

Rule your people well and they'll
stand by you

Keep an eye on your status and
act accordingly

armies confront each other the

parties involved test each other in
an arcade-style battle. The action
continues until one lord remains
as the clear ruler of Euthrania.

Banished leaders will ride into the

70%

it Mill Ml it

body

The game is played in rounds,
the computer randomly deciding

(Mwmpiimv 73%
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of

guards. If you've enough cash
you can hire an assassin to do
your dirty work.

Atari ST User

There seems to

be a myriad of
combat flight
simulators
available at the

moment. Despite
being modelled
on a Soviet

fighter, MiG-29
doesn't really
offer anything
new. The

graphical update
is very quick and
the on-screen

representation is
good. But the
sound effects

didn't really
impress me, the
low drone of the

engine being the
mainstay of the
effects.

Personally, I

That's your goose cooked for this mission, hope you managed to eject!

found MiG-29 a

disappointment.
Despite the
smart

presentation,
the game came
with meagre
instructions. All

in all, MiG-29
doesn't live up to
its promise of
being one of the
best flight sims
available.

MiG-29
FULCRUM
DOMARK: £34.99
iG-29

Fulcrum

from

Denmark is the only
flight simulation which
is

dedicated

to

a

Soviet attack fighter. Programmed
by ex-British Aerospace design
team, SIMIS, and with the com

plete co-operation of the Soviet

68%
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As with all Russian aircraft, the
MiG-29

adheres

to

a

common

ideology - simplicity of design,
ease of maintenance, toughness,
and the ability to land and take
off from the shortest possible dis
tance. The MiG-29 can operate
from a 240 metre strip, whereas

initiative, and the next thing you
know he's landing in Japan." Now
you have the chance to prove the
critics wrong and show the world
what a MiG-29 can really do
when pushed to its limits.
As a newcomer to Soviet tech

nology you'll be called upon to
attend the pilot's school at Orzusk
Aerodrome. Having been chosen
as an elite cadet you might find
the pressure you're put under
almost unbearable. However, you
must perform well in order to be
assigned to one of the many MiG

News Agency, TASS, MiG-29
gives you the unique chance to
fly this fearsome aircraft.
The Soviet Union's most deadly
fighter was first put on public
display at the Farnborough Air

weapons, the Russian pilots are
too rigid and inflexible during

Show back in 1988. Constructed

combat.

by the Mikoyan and Guryevich
Design Bureau, the sleek MiG jets

This sentiment was displayed
in a comical expression brought

squadrons

have since become known as the
backbone of the Soviet Airforce.

about after the defection of

Your training schedule will
encompass all aspects of aerial

the F-16 needs twice that length!
MiG pilots are indeed the elite.

Critics of the Soviet system how
ever, claim that despite first class

a

MiG-25 pilot: "Show a Soviet pilot

around

the

Soviet

Union.

Operation Blue SeaSprite - locate and identify the stranded submarine in a cold and empty ocean

combat; this will see you learning
basic aerobatics and navigation,
air-to-air dogfighting and air-toground attacks. Only when you
have become adept at handling

the MiG should you really attempt
a real mission.

There are five real-life scenar

ios to attempt. Having passed

mission

to

destroy

enemy oil

fields and refineries. Yet another

sortie, 'Red Witch', is a matter of

national security. The KGB has
infiltrated a terrorist group operat
ing within the Soviet Union. You
must intercept the gang's convoy
and aid your ground troops.
The

final

mission,

'Desert

your training missions, you'll be
assigned a number of tasks.

Strike', sees you attempting to
halt the growth of the military

Each new scenario will test your

power of an obscure Middle East
ern state. Flying alone you must
secure further strategic positions

skills in a particular field.
If you manage to succeed in all
your sorties you may be called
upon to face a full-blown interna
tional incident. And when you
have proven yourself worthy, you
will be registered in the elite
cadre of MiG-29 veterans.

Your first real mission, code-

named 'Blue SeaSprite', sees you
on a reconnaissance mission. Fly
ing below enemy radar, you must
locate a nuclear sub and identify
it, then return to base.

'Yellow Dragon' sees you flying
a mission of revenge against the
Chinese. Out to avenge the
destruction of a MiG, you must

before destroying the country's
nuclear capabilities. All of the

missions will test your flying skills
and completion of all five will
prove your air supremacy.
MiG-29 Fulcrum can be con

trolled by either the mouse or the
joystick, with additional keyboard
controls. The game is lavishly
packaged in an oversized box,
complete with a full-colour, 128
page book featuring superb
All the

regular features

are

included: out of the cockpit views,
missile-eye views, and the ability
to view the aircraft from a number

able lesson.

of different angles. MiG-29 pro
vides the best insight you're ever

Mission three, 'White Pegasus',

Take out your enemy's oil supply in Operation White Pegasus

action shots of the Fulcrum.

teach the Chinese pilots a valu

sees you taking part in a covert

Mission complete, you land safely
at your aerodrome

likely to experience.

Listen well to the briefing, they're
the only instructions you'll receive

Dodge those incoming SAMs and
teach the Chinese a lesson
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RELIVE THE GREATEST ADVENTURE OF YOUR CHILDHOOD!

FIVE ON A

TREASURE ISLAND

Enid Blyton's much loved characters come alive in this faithful version
of the best selling book.Using the "Worldscape" adventure system
you can play any of the children as they solve the mystery of
the Treasure Island. Featuring a powerful text parser and many

graphical locations, this is a game for the young
and the young-at-heart
AVAILABLE SOON FOR

AMIGA, ATARI ST, C64, AMSTRAD CPC (+), SPECTRUM AND SAM COUPE
© DARRELL WATERS/ENIGMA VARIATIONS LTD 1991

EMQMA VARIATIONS LTD., 13 WORTH PARK ROAD, HARROQATE HQl 5PD TEL: 0423 501595 FAX: 0423 500291

Unlike the The
Colonel's

Bequest, The
Conquests of
Camelot follows

a very strict
storyline.

CONQUESTS

Access to later

parts of the
game are denied
until certain

OF CAMELOT

requirements
have been met.

Graphically the
game is
extremely well

SIERRA ON-LINE: £34.95

presented. The
additional
sounds and

F a c t or fiction? The Arthuri

an legend will always live
on,

immortalized

effects are also

within

well produced.
My only real
gripe, which
applies to all

the mists of time. Arthur

and the Knights of the Round

Table have caught the imagina
tion of almost everyone.
Now, thanks to the husband

and wife team of Peter Ledger

Sierra On-Line

and

games, is that

Christy

Marx,

there's

a

chance to relive the fabled times

there tends to
be too much

of the great King. Sierra On-Line's
The Conquests of Camelot takes
you on a perilous journey to
uncover the sacred Holy Grail.
Bold

and

colourful

tales

time spent
swapping disks.
As a result, the
flow of the game

of

valour and faith grew from the
legend. Epic stories of bloody
battles and gallant deeds sprout
ed from an era when Arthurian

Above: The once glorious kingdom of Camelot is slowly dying. Only the

law presided over the land.
Unfortunately, in more recent
times, the legend of Camelot and
the great King Arthur have been

sacred powers of the Holy Grail can save it now

becomes some
what stilted.

All in all, The
Conquests of

Below: Seated around the fabled table, King Arthur and his knights
ponder the serious situation which faces them

Camelot relives

watered down into soft and tooth

less fairy tales.
The Conquests of Camelot
however, now takes you back to

the days of King
Arthur and the
Round Table in a
terrific fashion.

the more brutal times when for
bidden love flourished between

Launcelot and Guenevere, and

The difficulty

when Christianity battled against
the pagan Roman gods.
Way back, through the mists of
time, the Kingdom of England lay
in tatters. The warring tribes of
the Celts, Angles, Jutes and Sax
ons all sought to rule the green
and pleasant land - but each
fought for an impossible cause.

level has been

set perfectly for
novices and
seasoned

gamers alike.

Only one man could unite the

people - Arthur. Under the high
King's gaze the kingdom and its

SI

n

n

11 u
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While surveying his kingdom,
Arthur ponders his problems

The King's chambers hold many
items you will need

One of your brave knights has
fallen prey to the Ice Maiden

subjects

The ruins at Glastonbury Tor hide

Deep within the catacombes lie

many secrets

many unseen horrors

^"~,~"?

flourished.' But

as

Arthur's powers grew, cracks
began, to appear in his kingdom.
As the wise King grew older his
very life force began to wane and
with it, the strength of his once
all-powerful rule. Only One object
.pould restore Camelot to its
former glory - the Holy GraiL
Unfortunately, the existence of
the Grail had become as much a

legend as Arthur. With the sacred

': WM

chalice, unity could be restored.
The problem lay in discovering
the whereabouts of the legendary
carpenter's cup.

Furthermore, onlya man sound

Arriving at Gaza, you must decide which guide to follow. Choose wisely
and you may arrive in Jerusalem, at the site of Aphrodite's temple

(MMSFGOlW^

83%
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77%

Jerusalem.

The game follows the tradition
al Sierra On-Line pattern, where

by players have to solve a set of
puzzles before being able to
progress to a new area. The Con
quests of Camelot also includes a
number of arcade sequences,

incorporating boar hunting, joust
ing and sword fighting.
Naturally, many players won't

"Starts within' the walls of the great
castle. As the noble King you
must collect everything, you mayr

on machines fitted with 1 meg of

ions, a Visit to your ^beautiful

©WHiuMJL

must be rescued from; their fates.

Your journey takes you to the
leafy dells of Glastonbury Tor, the
icy wastes at Ot Moor and the
exotic, sand-swept splendour of

feel too comfortable with these
tests of hand and eye coordina

Having gathered your posses

79%

-The gods tell you of the misfor
tunes of your warriors, and before
you may unearth the Grail they

in minjd, body and spirit could
possess the artifact and use its
formidable powers to discover
the Holy Grail, thus saving the
legacy. Here is where you fit in.
The Conquests of Camelot

need for the trials ahead.- ;!

^LWMfu7

The Black Knight challenges you
to a joust

Queen

should

be

undertaken.

tion and the difficulty level can
therefore be set accordingly.

*Sadly, the game will only vfork
memory. There will undoubtedly
be many ST owners disappointed
because of this limitation, but the
' rest of us can look forward-to'the"
challenge.

Despite the knowledge'"of" her

,Only the most powerful and

affair with your bravest knight you

wisest of players will discover the

bear her no malice and tell her of

resting place of the Holy Grail

your difficult but glorious quest.

and save the day.
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: D A R E YOU!!
TO IGNORE THIS ADVERTISEMENT

ti

TO DO SO WILL HAVE A SERIOUS EFFECT ON YOUR
PERSONAL WEALTH

NO OTHER SUPPLIER CAN MATCH OUR QUALITY OR PRICE

ft

CERTIFIED PRODUCT *UNBEATABLE PRICES *AMAZING VALUE

s
3

3.5" 'MAGIC MEDIA' DS DD DISCS
25 DS-DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
50 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
75 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX

£19 95
£29 95
£39.95

**************************************************

(0

* 100 DS-DD 135 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
* 150 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS PLUS 2, DELUXE STORAGE BOXES
* 200 DS DD 135 TPI DISCS PLUS 2, DELUXE STORAGE BOXES

£42 59 *
£62 95 *
£69.95 *

'Magic Media' is our own brand of carefully selected Diskettes. We boastfully claim these

Crf

Discs to be the very best quality available.
100% certified, tested product, simply the best.

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER

s
3

5.25" 'MAGIC MEDIA' DS DD DISCS
20 DS DD 5.25" 96 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
50 DS DD 5.25" 96 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
70 DS DD 5.25" 96 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
100 DS DD 5.25" 96 TPI DISCS WITH OUR DELUXE STORAGE BOX
200 DS DD 5.25" 96 TPI DISCS WITH 2 DELUXE STORAGE BOXES

£13 95
£19 95
£23 95
£29 95
£54.95

What can we say, simply these are the best value money can buy. These diskettes are packed in

2
S

8
8
to

10's, certificated, tested, 100% quality product

*

YOU CANNOT BUY BETTER

H
J*

S YES WE CATER FOR YOU AS WELL, ANY OF OUR DISKETTES CAN BE
PURCHASED IN BULK. PLEASE RING FOR OUR UNBEATABLE 'ON THE SPOT'QUOTES
WE BELIEVE WE CAN BEAT ANY GENUINE PRICE ADVERTISED. IN FACT WE GUARANTI
'MAGIC MEDIA' HIGH DENSITY 3.5" DISCS
10 DS HD 3.5"1.44 MEG DISCS IN LIBRARY CASE
£14.99
30 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX...£39 95
50 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX...£49.95
100 DS HD 3.5" 1.44 MEG DISCS WITH STORAGE BOX...£64.99
(ASEVER LIFETIME GUARANTEED, UNQUESTIONABLE QUALITY)

^

a
J*

ACCESSORIES
100 CAPACITY 3.5" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
100 CAPACITY 5.25" LOCKABLE STORAGE BOX
3.5" OR 5.25" PACK OF 5 LIBRARY CASES
TILT N TURN MONITOR STAND
UNIVERSAL PRINTER STAND
PROFESSIONAL PRINTER STAND
3.5" OR 5.25" HEAD CLEANERS
DELUXE MOUSE MATS
ROLL OF 1000 3.5" DISKETTE LABELS
REPLACEMENT AMIGA OR ATARI MOUSE
REPLACEMENT EXTERNAL DRIVE

£7.95
£7.95
£4.95
£12 95
£7 95
£24 95
£2 95
£2 95
£12 95
£29 95
£59 95,

SONY DISC OFFER
We have very limited supplies of GENUINE SONY BULK

DISKETTES at give away prices. These diskettes come in Sony
outers to prove authenticity this is the real thing. Please quote
Sony offer when ordering.
100 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi
200 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi
400 genuine Sony diskettes DS-DD 135 tpi

12

£44.95
£82.95
£159.95

This offer
must end

*

soon

Hurry
Hurry

^

BANX BOXES

PRICE & QUALITY GUARANTEE

BY OVERWHELMING PUBLIC DEMAND

IT'S THIS SIMPLE

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO OFFER THESE BOXES
AGAIN. THEY STACK HORIZONTALLY
OR VERTICALLY.

WE BELIEVE WE OFFER THE BEST QUALITY
PRODUCTS MONEY CAN BUY. IF YOU SEE A COMPARABLE
PRODUCT OFFERED CHEAPER DO NOT HESITATE

FIRST COME - FIRST SERVED

GIVE US A CALL BECAUSE WE WILL NOT MATCH THE PRICE

ONLY £11.95

we will BEAT IT GUARANTEED

8

M.D. OFFICE SUPPLIES
18 CRESCENT WAY, ORPINGTON, KENT BR6 9LS

TELESALES HOTLINE: 0689-86 J400

(All prices quoted areinclusive of VAT andcarriage UK Mainland only) E.&O.E.

(A'

SAVE ££££££'s * SAVE ££££££'s * SAVE ££££££'s *

Welcome to the weird and

whacky world of the Night
shift at Industrial Might and

Logic. We hope your time
with us will be long, happy
and productive. In order to
make things easier for you

we have produced this fly-

SOLIDIFIER SUPPLIER
Before the

BEAST can

be

operated, the Solidifier Sup
plier must be plugged in. So,
as those 'orrible Beastie Boys

would say, kick it!

sheet detailing a few of the

Next, make sure the Bunsen burner is lit - mind your

BEAST'S finer details.

fingers! Set the supply of gas

Before we begin with an

insight into the BEAST'S
components I would like to
suggest that you should
become adept at using
each individual piece don't be tempted to use the
alternative security codes
found

elsewhere

in

BEAST

works

on full power until the liquid
begins to boil, then flick the
lever

until

it

rests

in

the

vertical position.

system, manipulated by the
components, quality tested
and packaged. Our Presi
dent, Mr Glenn Bingham,
has developed a system so
effective that it could revo

lutionize the face of pro
duction line manufacturing
as we know it.

In fact, by using recycled
parts Mr Bingham has
developed a very costeffective system. The only

cutthroat

world

of

assembly line production.
Obviously, you'll become
more efficient at operating
the BEAST the more time

you spend
operating it.
The following information
will help with some of the
earlier components. As for
the remaining pieces of
equipment - you'll have to
discover their role yourself!

Atari ST User

UPPER CONVEYORS, MOULD CASTINGS AND UNIT COUNTER
The direction of the upper conveyors can be reversed by flicking a

simple switch. You'd be best advised to make them flow towards
the garbage collection point, changing the direction as the plastic

Make sure both of the levels are the same!

Materials are put into the

the

Ensure the screw on the side

of the unit is tightened - lem
mings do tend to loosen it so
you'd be well advised to keep a
keen eye on it.

ever, jumping on the springs will change the production rates.

a

fairly rudimentary fashion.

part of the BEAST which
could possibly fail is you.
Hopefully these pointers
will help you succeed in

ple component to maintain.

begins to appear from the Resin Maker.
The Unit Counter is pre-set in earlier levels. On later levels how

this
in

drier, the Resin Maker is a sim

so that the solution is kept
simmering.
To achieve this, put the gas

journal - well, not at first!
The

RESIN MAKER
Converted from an old tumble-

PAINT VAT
Stick with the colours you are

assigned. Red, yellow and blue
dolls are simple to make. Other
colours take more thought.
A multicolour mixture in the

bath causes the showers in the

Paint Shop to cease working. So
before starting new mixes, flush
the system and turn the taps
back on again.

PAINTSHOP

QUALITY CONTROLLER

Ensure that the paint taps are

This unit will only check for
correctly assembled prod
ucts. If the colours are wrong,
you've only got yourself to
blame and, even worse, your
wages are to be docked
accordingly. To turn the unit
on, simply flick the switch.

turned

on

and

the

shower

units are operating correctly.
The

driers

should

also

be

operational. Turn on the fans
by flicking the nearby switch
-

we don't want any dolls

with colouring flaws!

FURNACE AND BATTERY GENERATOR
One of the first things to do is
jump on the bike and pedal like
crazy. The lights will flash franti
cally when the battery is
charged. The furnace should
be lit. If not, find your box of
matches and light it!

BONDING UNIT AND LOWER CONVEYORS

.JtMmi^fiS

The Bonding Unit is
completely self-suf
ficient. It uses only
the
very highest
quality adhesives.
The Lower Convey
ors must be moving

tion - if the Bonding
Unit is joining parts
incorrectly, you can
change the flow of
the moulded pieces
by simply flicking

in the correct direc

Conveyors.

the switches on the

SHIFT CODES
As you progress from level to level in Night Shift you'll be given new shift
codes. If you want to jump in at the deep end, try entering some of these!
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level
Level

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Cherry

Banana

Banana

Banana

Cherry

Pineapple
Pineapple
Cherry
Cherry
Pineapple
Pineapple

Lemon

Pineapple
Pineapple

Pineapple
Plum

Pineapple

Lemon
Plum
Lemon

Banana
Lemon
Banana

Pineapple

Pineapple

Cherry

Cherry

Plum

Plum

Cherry

Banana
Banana

Lemon
Banana

Lemon
Plum

Lemon
Plum

Pineapple
Cherry
Pineapple
Banana

Cherry
Cherry
Plum
Plum
Plum

Pineapple

HHraHH
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OFTWARE CITY
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304
E3 CALL US ON: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 ac
ATARI ST SELLERS
3-D POOL

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

NEW 24 99

A.T.F. 2
AFTERBURNER

16.99
7.99

MIKEREID'SPOP QUIZ

ANCIENT BATTLES

16.99

MR DO RUN RUN

ARKANOID - REVENGE OF DOH
ATOMIC ROBOKID
B.A.T
BARBARIAN 2

7.99
16.99
24.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

BATMAN THE CAPED CRUSADER
7.99
BATTLE COMMAND
16.99
BATTLEMASTER
19.99
BETRAYAL
NEW 19.99
BLASTEROIDS
NEW PRICE 7.99
BLINKYS SCARY SCHOOL
6.99
BLITZKRIEG MAY 1940
16.99
BOXING MANAGER
13.99
CADAVER
16.99
CAPTIVE
16.99
CAR-VUP
16.99

CENTREFOLDSQUARES

9.99

NIN|AREMIX

16.99

NINJA SPIRIT
OPERATION STEALTH
OUTRUN

16.99

PANG

16.99

PINBALL MAGIC
PLANETFALL
PLOTTING
POPULOUS

16.99

POPULOUS NEW WORLDS

6.99
7.99
19.99
27.99

POWERMONGER

16.99

PROFLIGHT

13.99
NEW PRICE 7.99

POSTMAN PAT

PUB TRIVIA

QUESTIONOF SPORT

16.99

RED STORM RISING

DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING
DAMOCLES

9.99
16.99

RENAISSANCE
RICK DANGEROUS 2

DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH

NEW PRICE 7.99

DEGAS ELITE

16.99

DELUXE STRIP POKER

NEW PRICE 9.99

DIZZY DICE

4.99

DONALDS ALPHABET CHASE
DRAGON BREED
DRAGON FLIGHT
DRAGONS BREATH
DRAGONS LAIR 2

DRAKKHEN
DUNGEON MASTER
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR
E.S.W.A.T
EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER
EXTERMINATOR
Fl 6 COMBAT PILOT
F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER
F29 RETALIATOR
FALCON MISSION DISK 1 OR 2
FANTASY WORLD DIZZY
FEDERATION OF FREE TRADERS

FERRARI FORMULA ONE
FINAL BATTLE

16.99
16.99
19.99
19.99
29.99
19.99
16.99
6.99
16.99
16.99
NEW 16.99
16.99
21.99
16.99
1 3.99
6.99

16.99

SHADOW OF THE BEAST
SHADOW WARRIORS

1699
16.99

SHOOT'EM UP CONSTRUCTION KIT

19 99

SPEEDBALL2

16.99

SPY WHO LOVED ME

13.99

SPECIAL OFFER 12.99

SUPER GRIDRUNNER
SUPER HANG-ON
4.99

TARGHAN

TEAM YANKEE

TOYOTA CELICAGT RALLY.

16.99

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY...
TRIVIAL PURSUIT
TURRICAN

13.99

4.99

NEW 6.99
7.99
16.99
7.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

GOLDEN AXE

16.99

GOOFY'S RAILWAY EXPRESS
GUNSHIP

NEW 16.99
16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

HARD DRIVIN' 2

NEW 16.99

HITCHHIKERS GUIDE TO THE GALAXY
HOSTAGES

TUSKER

KICK OFF 2

13.99

LASTNINJA 2
LEATHER GODDESSES OF PHOBOS
LEGEND OF FAERGHAIL
LEISURESUIT LARRY

WHEELS OF FIRE £19.99

SPORTING WINNERS £16.99
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE RACING, STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER i

HARD DRIVIN' CHASE H.Q., TURBO
OUTRUN k POWERDRIFT

BRIAN CLOUCHS FOOTBALL FORTUNES

T.N.T. £19.99
HARD DRIVIN', TOOBIN, DRAGON
SPIRIT, XYBOTS k A.P.B.

CHALLENGES £19.99
FIGHTER BOMBER, SUPER SKI, KICK OFF,
PROTENNIS TOURk STUNTCAR

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION £19.99
ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2, BATMAN
THE MOVIES INDIANA (ONES LAST

HIGH ENERGY £19.99
HOSTAGES, NORTH AND SOUTH, TINTIN,
TEENAGE QUEENS FIRE AND FORGET

FINALE £16.99
PAPERBOY, GHOSTS AND GOBLINS,
OVERLANDER k SPACE HARRIER

FULL BLAST £19.99
FERRARI FORMULA ONE, CARRIER
COMMAND, RICK DANGEROUS, P-47
THUNDERBOLT, HIGHWAY PATROL k
CHICAGO 90

CRUSADE

SOCCER MANIA £16,99
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2, MICROPROSE
SOCCER, FOOTBALL MANAGER WORLD
CUP EDITION k GAZZAS SUPER
SOCCER
3.5" 40 PIECE DISC BOX

£6.99

3.5" 80 PIECE DISC BOX

£7.99

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

VERMINATOR

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

VIGILANTE
WARHEAD

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

NEW PRICE 7.99

£0.59
£5.50
.112.50
MOUSE MATS
ST & AC EXTENSION LEADS
ST DRIVE + KICK OFF2 + CORPORATION
ST MOUSE+ CAPTIVE

£2.99
£5.99
£79.99
£34.99

All orders sent FIRSTCLASS subject to availability. Just fill inthe coupon and send it
to:- Software City, Unit4, B.D.C.21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton,WV24AN

ORDER FORM (Block Capitals)

1999

ULTIMAS

DENSITY, WITH LABELS.

ORDER FORM AND INFORMATION

4.99

Name
Address.

WELLTRIS
WISHBRINGER

WIZBALL
NEW PRICE 7.99
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP SOCCER
1 3.99
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARD
7.99
XENON

Postcode.

Tel no..

Name of game

computer

value

7 99

ZANY GOLF
ZORK

HINT BOOKS
postage
TOTAL

POSTAGE RATES - Please add 50p for post & packaging on all orders under £5.
EEC countries add £1 per item. Non EEC countries add £2 per item.
PAYING BY CHEQUE - Cheques payable to Software City

7.99
6.99
NEW 19.99
24.99

BATMAN, THE CAPED CRUSADER

U.M.S.2

16.99
6.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

16.99
16.99
6.99
13.99

NEW PRICE 7.99
13.99

THUNDERBLADE

6.99
7.99

JACK NICKLAUS GOLF
IAMESPOND
IOCKEYWILSON'S DARTS
|UDGE DREDD

ENDURO RACER

3,5"

SUPER CARS+ 10 DISCS
SUPER GRAND PRIX

19.99

16.99
16.99
16.99

MAGNUM FOUR £19.99
AFTERBURNER, DOUBLE DRAGON,
OPERATION WOLF, &

STARGLIDER2

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99
16.99

FUN SCHOOL 3 (UNDER5)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (5-7)
FUN SCHOOL 3 (7+)

SEGA MASTER MIX £19.99
SUPERWONDERBOY, DYNAMITE DUX,
CRACKDOWN, TURBO OUTRUN k

4.99

TOURNAMENT GOLF

13.99
13.99

IMPERIUM
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2
INFESTATION

NEW PRICE 7.99

7.99

FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 + EXP. KIT
FORMULA ONE GRAND PRIX

HAMMERFIST

16.99

ROADBLASTERS
ROBOCOP2
ROCK STAR ATE MY HAMSTER

XENON 2, TV. SPORTS AMERICAN
FOOTBALL, BLOODWYCH k LOMBARD
R.A.C RALLY

16.99
SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

6.99
16.99

FIRE BRIGADE

FRUIT MACHINE
GAUNTLET 2
GAZZA2
GEMINI WING
GHOSTS AND GOBLINS

SPECIAL OFFER 6.99

SPECIAL OFFER 9.99

CRICKET CAPTAIN

FIRST CONTACT
FLOOD

NEW PRICE 6.99
13.99

PLAYER MANAGER

PLATINUM £19.99
STRIDES BLACK TIGER, FORGOTTEN
WORLDS & GHOULSAND GHOSTS

16 99

9.99
16.99

CHUCKIEEGG

9.99

MRHELI
MULTI PLAYER SOCCER MANAGFR

CHAOS EDITOR
CHAOS STRIKES BACK

COLORADO

6.99

MONTY PYTHON

CHASE HQ 2

CONQUEROR

ST COMPILATIONS

MIG 29

Card Type

LEISURESUIT LARRY LOOK FOR LOVE

29.99

INDIANA JONES'-IE ADVENTURE....
KINGS QUEST 1 OR2 OR3 OHA

LEISURESUIT LARRY 3
LOOM

29.99
19.99

LEISURESUIT LARRY 1 OR 2 OR 3
MANHUNTER1N SANFRANOSCO...

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO CHALLENGE
Ml TANK PLATOON
MANCHESTER UNITED
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
MIDWINTER

16.99
21.99
13.99
16.99
19.99

POOL OF RADIANCE

Expiry Date

£4.99
£8.99
£8.99

EUROPEAN ORDERS
POLICE QUEST 2

MASTERCARD

Signature.
SPACE QUEST 1 OR2 OR J

EUROCARD ACCEPTED

£8.99

STU4

TORVAK THE WARRIOR

TOMATO SOUP

-CORE DESIGN

- HEINZ 57 VARIETIES

So instead of hacking all the
monsters to death you keep hav
ing your own guts spilled on the
pavement? Pathetic!
But never mind, let's hope you
can score enough to gain
access to the high-score table.
If you can, we're in business.
Simply type in the highly unorigi
nal cheat, 'CHEAT', followed by
as many full stops as it takes to
fill up the rest of the line.
If you can manage this - and
it's not very hard - then by hold
ing down the firebutton and
pressing
the
corresponding
number on the keyboard, you'll
be able to jump to any level in
the game you want.
Pretty good eh?

Always remember to take the
soup out of the can. If you don't,
you'll see sparks in your
microwave and they won't be
playing Beat the Clock.
Put soup in a glass container

Are you having trouble in even
qualifying? Don't blame it on
those spark plugs - you can

and cover with microwave-safe

Change the names of the
drivers from Player 1 and Player

cling film. Heat on full power for

LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO
CHALLENGE
-GREMLIN GRAPHICS

cheat instead!

two minutes, take out and stir.

2 to ANGLE DARK and HAR

Repeat for a further two minutes.
Leave for a bit before eating.
Finally, take the soup from the
sides of the bowl - it's gets very

VEST HOME respectively.

hot in the middle!

You

should

discover

that

you'll qualify with ease, even if
you're a complete nerd and
come last every single time.

CHAOS STRIKES BACK
-FTL
You may have seen this little
gem in lots of other computer
magazines. Never mind, we'll
tell you about it anyway. Find a
dragon and cast the following
spell: MON ZO GOR SAR.
Next, whack on the Escape
key and while holding down the
ALTERNATE key type in the fol
lowing: LORD LIBRASULUS
SMITES THEE DOWN. Unpause
the game and you should find
that the dragon is dead and a
firestaff has taken his place.
You'll discover that your party
will be invincible and you can
use the firestaff to kill Chaos.

JF*.

Now if you're still reading I'll let
you into a little secret, this cheat
doesn't work.

It originally appeared in last
year's April edition of ST Action.
Submitted by a Mr Frank Ibber,
the cheat's a huge con. Don't
bother trying it. Anyway, Chaos
is so good you're best advised

ELITE
-FIREBIRD
Alright, this game is a bit long in
the tooth now, but what the heck.

to stick with it.

When the game asks you for a
code from the accompanying
manual, type in the name SARA
before completing the copy pro
tection procedure.
Now while playing the game
you might decide you'd like a few
extra goodies. Simply tap on the
* key - the one on the numeric
keypad, don't you know. You'll be
presented with a screen full of

-MARKS AND SPENCER
When washing socks, don't mix
up dark colours with your
whites. Otherwise your whites
will become greys. Alternatively,
wash any whites with a pair of
new jeans to achieve blues. Or
better still, get your mum to do
the washing - it's much safer!

numbers.

All you have to do is alter a few
of them. Feel free to experiment,
but to push you in the right direc
tion you may like to try these:

GIMME, GIMME, GIMME!

33/01 Gives you a cloaking device.
34/01

Supplies you with 16 tons of
grub.

18/01 Gives

you

an

Electronic

Counter Measure that tracks

and destroys enemy missiles.

To get further in Car-Vup, go directly to the high-score table and..

you a used bit of chewing,gum

unit.

21/01 Your very own luxury escape
pod.
27/01

Essential, a docking computer.

2F/01

Retro Rockets, byeeeeee.

Send us your cheats and we'll
send you absolutely, nothing!
Well, maybe if it's an absolutely
stupendous tippet we might
give you a game or something.
If you've ripped it out of

another magazine we'll send';

24/01 Provides you with an energy
33/FF Even more ECMwizardry.

SOCKS

This Chaos tip is looking just a little dodgy.,

CAR-VUP-CORE DESIGN
So you can't get far in this one eh? You're obviously not using Esso
Super Unleaded are you! Ah well, try these little gems for size.
All the following should be entered on the high-score table. PUSSY
CAT gives you nine lives, BUMPER gives you unlimited fenders and
WHOOPSIE transports you straight to the Prehistoric level.

which has been left to fester
underneath the Ed's desk

Anyway send all your scribblings to: Tip Off, Atari ST User,
Europa House, Adlington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

ARE YOU IN TROUBLE WITH A GAME? FEAR NOT,
WE'VE GOT OODLES OF CHEATS FOR YOU...
Atari ST User

Unit 8, Bradley Hall Trading Estate,
Standish, Wigan, Lancashire, WN6 OXQ

THIRD COAST

TECHNOLOGIES

Tel: (0257) 472444 Fax:(0257) 426577
INTERNATIONAL +44 257 472444

Atari Hard Drives Specialist
Third Coast Hard Drives
Third Coast have been well established now for

years in the Atari Hard Drive market. Third Coast
have been the leading Atari Hard Drive
manufacturer over the last eighteen months and
we offer full technical support Monday to Friday
9-5 unlike some competitors. We offer a product
which has been on the market for years which has
been tried and tested and sold worldwide.

The idea of a hard drive without power supply is
not new. Indeed! a prototype was built some time
ago by Third Coast Technologies. The reason the
drive was not released onto the market, was

because overloading, of the power supply causes
voltage fluctuations, which leads to unreliable
data transfer.

Expandability
With Third Coast's range of Atari hard drives you
have the ability to expand by adding a second
drive or even a 155mb tape backup device.
The drives also have DMA in & out and also SCSI
in & out.

Software
All Third Coast's Atari hard drives include a free

set of software utilities which includes a word

processor, database, spreadsheet and loads of
other handy utilities. Also included are excellent
ICD Hard Disk utilities which include formating,

partitioning, auto-booting and a great deal more
hard disk related software.

Features
All Third Coast's hard drives come supplied with
a battery backed up clock as standard. The drive
is also fully autobooting and has automatic
headparking so there is no need to run a program
to park the heads. High speed programable
caching software is also included with the drive.
The unit has an internal 65 watt switching power
supply which is capable of powering two hard

Hard Drive Pricing

DIY Kits
Third Coast also provide kits so you

can take advantage of any bare hard drive
mechanism you may have. We offer complete

disk drives.

STE Compatible
Third Coast's Atari drives are fully compatible
with all Atari STE machines. Using the drive on
the Atari STE machine will not cause problems
such as data transfer errors unlike some

competitors drives.

155MB Tape Backup
As well as supplying a large range of hard drives
we also sell a 155MB tape backup device which
can be used with all Atari hard drives. The unit

will backup 20megs of data in under 2 minutes.
It uses industry standard CT600N cassettes.
For more information call

Third CoastTechnologies.

cased kits for SCSI drives and also ST506 drives

both of which include all cables, software and

manuals to get you started.

DIY Kit Pricing
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter no clock
ICD DMA/SCSI Adapter with clock
Omti 3527 SCSI/ST506 Controller

Complete Kit ready for SCSI drive
Complete Kit ready for ST506 drive
ICD Internal mega drive kits

£74.99
£99.99
£99.99

£199.99
£299.99
£74.99

Drive upgrades available for SH204/5, Mega file 20/
30/60 and Supra drives call for prices and details.

22M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25milli auto park

£349.99

32M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 mill) auto park

£399.99

50 M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£449.99

65 M/Byie SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£529.99

85M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25 milli auto park

£599.99

106M/Byte SCSI hard drive 25milli auto park

£649.99

155M/Byte SCSI Tape Backup Device

£649.99

155 M/Byte Tape Backup and 50MB drive

£999.99

22M/Byte Supra hard drive

£379.99

32M/Byte Supra hard drive

£419.99

50M/Byte Supra hard drive

£469.99

65M/Byte Supra hard drive

£549.99

85M/Byte Supra hard drive

£599.99

106M/Byte Supra hard drive

£679.99

Call for more details on Supra hard drive

WARRANTY All hard drives carry a full twelve months
lonths
warranty and free twelve months telephone supp
pport

Other Products

Internal &External Floppy Drives

Z-Keys PC Keyboard Interface

Happy Discovery Cartridge
£149.99 The ultimate backup Device £149.99

All floppy drives include free software utilities

Jasrctq^
Z-Keys is the IBM-PC/ IT keyboard interface requires no
soldering and no software. Does not tie up any extra ports.
Both mouse, ST keyboard and PC keyboard active at the
same time. Complete with installation manual. Order today
1MB internal replacement offers extended track count
upto 84 tracks fully software compatible; slight case
modification required, supplied with full fitting instructions.
External drives have built in PSU.
1MB internal 80 track e58.99 1 MB internal 84 track e69.99

1 MB external 80 track £59.99

1 MB external 84 track £79.99

Add £5 if you wish to receive a virus protector
IIfloppy drives include a free extended formatei copier. Ra

Virus Protector
Hardware virus protector
offers total protection against
all link virus and boot block

virus. Plugs into disk drive
port supplied with manual &
virus killer only £9.99.

Backups all Atari software as well as all Amiga and PC.
Requires no external floppy drive to run. Software updates
available every week. Over 200 backup routines included
with the cartridge. Floppy to file transfer allows programs to
be modified etc. Comes supplied with analyser software so
that you can find the protection on the disk. Uses custom
hart chip. Buy the Happy Discovery cartridge and you will
never need another copier.
E&OE — Advertised prices and specifications may change.

Car-Vup is
extremely
refreshing to
play. Vast

m&j&mmMMK&xziBrxKB
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Your helicopter friend will take
you on to the next level

ofla^r^torff^ ..... ~H

fl

amounts of
colour are used
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BONUS icons treat you to a spectacular firework display

Rescuing pals is all part of the life
of a Toon car!

CAR-VUP
CORE DESIGN: £24.99

effectively and
the animation of
the various char

acters is pleas
ing to watch,
although it's a
little 'stiff' and

unimaginative at
times. A catchy
and spurring
tune enhances

H e was resting when I
entered the large, windowless room. Oil canisters littered the grimy
floor, and spiders hung from cobwebs in the corners, busily weav-

I could tell he was really keen
to get at Grim! Maybe I can
explain more clearly. Grim has
spread his evil throughout the
land and has captured a number
of Arnie's friends.

many more. By collecting a specific series of icons, you will be
rewarded in other ways. BONUS
significantly improves your score,
while EXTRA returns any lives you
have lost.

really fun atmo
sphere. The

ing their silver threads, undeterred by my entrance. As I took

Arnie has to drive over the
ground Grim has made evil. By

After you have successfully
proceeded to certain distances in

out my notebook, I suddenly

doing this, the ground will return

the game, you will meet one of

slow at first, but

realised that I was in the presence of a hero.

to being good. By making Arnie
jump from platform to platform

your friends. Here, you can rescue him, and proceed to the next

Arnie was a special character unique. He was bright red and
had a smiling face. He was, in

using the joystick, the levels can
be cleared of Grim's influence.
However, there are a number of

scenario where the Loony Toons
become more frequent. The level
of deviousness increases quite

fact, a cartoon car. Just in case

Loony Toons who are intent on

frighteningly, so beware!

you're not an expert on cars who

preventing you from completing

With 48 levels and eight differ-

are

intelligent,

your mission. They roam the

ent areas to drive through, you

independent, and incredibly cute,
I questioned Arnie about the
task which lay ahead of him and
he explained in his soft, gentle

many platforms, attempting to
damage you and eventually
cause your death.
Fortunately, you can collect

have a hard journey ahead. Only
a Toon of immense skill and
stamina will survive to cleanse the
world of the evil that is reigning at

voice: "I've got to defeat Captain
Grim. He's gone too far this time,

various means of defence by running into icons. These include oil

present.
But remember, only Arnie can

I'm gonna get him! I'm gonna
demote him! I'm gonna ki..."

slicks, smoke screens, a gun,
mortar bombs, Smart bombs and

defeat Captain Grim! So, rip into it
and clean up LoonyToon land.

I

Toons, they're

I 1 I

I

I

I

the gameplay
and creates a

action is a little
as you progress,

it certainly
becomes

challenging.
Initially, Car-Vup
excels in being
exciting and
enjoyable. You
do however, feel
it could become

repetitive after
being played for
any length of

I WKUat M I N I M I

time.

In Prehistoric times, the cavemen didn't like
strangers in town and did their best to dispose of you

If you fail to complete the level within a certain time
limit, the deadly Turbo Demon arrives on the scene!

Below: Lawnmowers and scissors are all part of the opposition that the warped designer has thought up
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UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD
Tel: 0228 512131 (24 hour order line)

Callers most

Main switchboard Tel: 0228 42373 (ext. 53)

Fax: 514484

welcome

Unit 26, Enterprise Centre, James Street, Carlisle, Cumbria, CA2 5BB
/
Z
JL
z.
z:
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HIGH SPECIFICATION 3.5" DISKS

50
100
250
500

DSDD
DSDD
DSDD
DSDD

Our Brand

SONY

42p each
36p each
34p each
33p each

49p
44p
41p
38p

DISK BOXES

/

Lockable high quality disk
boxes at unbeatable prices:
Qty:

Individually wrapped, 100% certified and
guaranteed 3.5" DSDD 135tpi disks with labels

z

:z

DUST COVERS

12 cap library box
£6.45
50 cap box
£15.95
100 cap box
£19.95
100 cap box
£24.95
100 cap box
£28.55
100 cap box
£38.95
2x100 cap boxes
£68.95
3x100 cap boxes....£122.95

High quality covers protect
your Amiga or Atari keyboard
1+
3+
6+
£3.50
£3.25
£2.99
Please call for details of PC dust covers
QUALITY COMES FIRST AT UNIVERSAL

/

ACCESSORIES

Remember - Prices INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE

/

z

z

you to swivel your monitor in
nearly any direction.
1+ £12.50 - unbeatable

High quality 14" Universal
monitor stand takes any monitor from 12" to 16"

z

~ZL

DATA SWITCH BOXES

High tech. rotary controls

z

~zi

WHY BUY DISKS FROM US?
2. We supply shops, PD libraries and
educational establishments on a regular

only the BEST connections:

£15.95
£14.95

:z:

1. All disks meet ANSI standards.

Our quality switch boxes use

1:2 parallel type
1:2 serial type

z
The monitor stand enables

/

GUARANTEED ERROR FREE

z

£2.95
£2.95
£7.95
£6.95
£0.95

MONITOR STAND

WRAPPED, 100% CERTIFIED AND

V

£2.99
£1.99

3.5" Cleaning Kit
5.25" Cleaning Kit
IBM or AMIGA parallel printer cable
Universal plastic printer stands
Extra disk labels (3.5") per 100

Individually wrapped 100% guaranteed DSDD disks

DON'T RISK STORING DATA ON
OTHER TYPES OF DISKS OURS ARE INDIVIDUALLY

/

Mouse Mat
Mouse House

accessory supplier in this magazine!

/

6+

Amiga and Atari Dust covers.

Our claim: We are probably the cheapest disk and

/

3+

z z z:

z

3.5" DISKS WITH BOXES
10 Disks with
25 Disks with
35 Disks with
45 Disks with
55 Disks with
80 Disks with
160 Disks with
240 Disks with

1+

50 cap £4.99 £4.25 £3.99
100 cap £5.99 £5.25 £4.99
12 capacity library cases...Five for £4.75

/

basis.

3. If you can find a supplier who sells disks
cheaper then we will beat the price. No
questions asked.

z

z

z

z

z

z

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE!!
To order via telephone simply quote credit card number and expiry date
To order via mail make cheque or PO payable to: UNIVERSAL OVERNIGHT DISTRIBUTION LTD

Trade customers, call for spot prices. Bulk buyers - we have great prices.
Minimum order value: £10. You may use our overnight courier
service for an additional £7.99

Curse of the
Azure Bonds is

an officially
licensed
Advanced
Some of the monsters you meet
are more than a fair match!

Create your character and make
sure the stats are up to scratch

Your party encounters a gang of

Dungeons and
Dragons product.

Fire Knives out walking their dogs

CURSE OF THE
AZURE BONDS
Based on the

SSI: £24.95
Y o u r party awakes to find
itself in the

border town

of Tilverton, a small settle
ment

located

in

the

region between the great king
dom of Cormyr and the scattered
villages of the Dalelands.
The last thing you remember is
being ambushed by a gang of
bandits.

Under

normal

circum

stances your party would easily
have beaten off the attack. Magi
cal forces were at work however,

and despite making a coura
geous stand your group was
overpowered.
Having been stripped of your
weapons, you are somewhat puz
zled to discover that your money
hasn't

been

taken.

On

further

examination you find strange
markings on your forearms. They
are azure coloured symbols lying
just beneath the skin.
One of your party had encoun
tered such markings before and
announced that somehow your
party had gained five controlling
bonds. At any moment a magical
force could invoke the

bonds,

placing your party under direct
control of this evil emissary.
Your mission is to discover the

source of the bonds and rid your
self of them, thus allowing you to

control your own destiny.

to search out the leader of the
Fire Knives and force him to
remove the bond.

The game takes place in the
Dalelands and you'll find yourself
visiting many famous towns and

Before play can start you must

cities. From the seaport of Phlan

create your characters. You may
decide their sex, race and profes

to the ancient fortress of Hillsfar,

of fighters and magic users. Once
your group has been assembled
it's best to equip the members

danger lurks around every corner.
The first adversaries you face
may seem pretty tough cookies.
They prove however, to be noth
ing more than a nuisance when
you come face to face with some
of the all-powerful creatures

with a number of different deadly

which inhabit the wilderness.

sion. This last choice is probably
the most important and wise lead
ers will choose a balanced blend

weapons.

Searching around Tilverton
you'll find yourself compelled to
attack the royal coach. Fighting
off the guards, your party man
ages to slip into a dark alley
where it is confronted by a thief
who offers to help.
It isn't too long before you dis
cover that one of your bonds is
the symbol of the Fire Knives,
who are none other than a deadly

group of assassins.
Indeed, your first real mission is

Curse

of

the

Azure

Bonds

comes complete with an adven

rules created by
those game
masters, TSR,
the program
features basic
but effective
sound and

graphics. The
challenge will
keep roleplaying fanatics
busy for months
on end and

what's more, the

on

characters

clues and the like. The game itself
will inform the player when to look
up a particular reference.
Naturally, less scrupulous char
acters may be tempted to read
more than they should, and for
this reason the journal is pep
pered with false statements. Pro
tected by a code wheel, the
game is easily backed up or

developed in this
game will be
fully compatible

turers

manual

for

reference

installed onto a hard disk.

with the next

release,

Champions of
Krynn. All in
all, it's an
excellent

/ n&

game that's
worth every
penny.
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Atari ST User

Whether you use an Atari ST for CAD, DTP, WP, programming or for any
other business application...
REFLEX 1024 CARD

pefj®

card

•

- Actual screen display with no scrolling

•

Gl ^P^;>:w

Standard SM124/125 monitors to 1024x960!

Optional 15 inch A4 Portrait monitor
- Cost-effective, full screen, A4 page editing

•

Optional 19 inch A3 Landscape monitor
- Superb clarity, multisync capability.

•

Fully compatible with the Blitter chip
- 128K VRAM also ensures no speed deficiency

•

Programmable resolutions up to 1024x1024
- Compatible with most Atari monochrome software

•

Performance enhancing software utilities
- Zoom, Smooth scroll. Image screen save + others

5g SAMSUNG

•

Simple plug-in fitment to all Mega ST's
- No need to remove 68000, for TOS V1.2 upwards

IJ Fitting kit available soon for 520/1040 ST's
- Unimaginable performance from basic ST's, TOS V1.2

•

Cost effective graphic power at £249
- Minimal investment for high specification

:.-:•

•.:.•.•

•••-•

...

••••••

......

Text;
KKrirtfsnnrtrirJfs
:;•••::

Graphics.

•

•

•

•

v
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•
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•

Output:

•••••••
•

•

•

•

Music DTP \2.Q

••

••••••.••

•

•

•

The Ultimate publishing system for music
Highest quality print-out available
Full MIDI implementation
Note entry from MIDI keyboard

Playback via MIDI or sampled sounds

Music DTP v2.0

Import & export of MIDI/Graphic files

The Ultimate DTP for

Edits scores up to A3 size

Music with MIDI

Fully compatible with Reflex Card

Prices (excluding VAT):
Reflex 1024 Graphic Card

£249

Music DTP v2.0

£260

15" A4 Portrait Monitor

£399

19" A3 Landscape Monitor

£795

tafyniiUg
Jonic House, Speedwell Road
Birmingham B25 8EU, England
VISA

Tel: 021-706 6085
Fax: 021-706 7253
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LucasArts Entertainment Presents
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got 25 to give away,
so read on...

•
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II Lucasfilm games have one thing in

common - sheer excellence. Whether j
you're playing the part of a British
fighter-pilot attempting to save your air
field, or a spaced-out student caught up in a mad

cap scheme trying to save your girlfriend from a I
fate worse than death - if it says Lucasfilm Games

?m

onthebox, you know you're going to have fun, and |
lots of it!

IV

1991 is set to be an exceptional year for Ameri-1
ca's premiere software house. With games as

diverse as Secret Weapons on the Luftwaffe and |
the Secret of Monkey Island to entice you, Lucas
film Games has something for everyone.

As a special treat, we have 25 games to give I
away. All you have to do is study the scenarios on
this page and decide where the three characters
belong. The three screens are: the wonderful fan
tasy game, Loom; the madcap antics of Zak McK-

racken and the Alien Mindbenders; and the intense j
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade.

\

1. The closing date for entries is May 30,1991.

CHARACTER A belongs to SCREEN

2. The judge's decision is final. No correspondence will be entered into under

CHARACTER B belongs to SCREEN

3. Employees of Interactive Publishing and Lucasfilm Games may not enter -

CHARACTER C belongs to SCREEN

4. Entries may be made on a photocopy, but only one entry per household.

any circumstances.
sorry guys!

All entries should be addressed to Lucasfilm Competition, Atari' ST User,
Europa House, Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Make sure your form

Name:

Address:

| arrives no later than 30th May 1991. Winners will be announced inthe July
edition - good luck!

Postcode:

|UCASFIL|\)|

Atari ST User
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ALL ATARI STE/STFM PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND UK DEUVERY. ALL PRODUCTS CARRY A FULL 12 MONTH WARRANTY. ALL STE
MACHINES ARE CHECKED PRIOR TO DESPATCH. PLEASE RING US BEFORE ORDERING TOCHECK STOCKS ANDCURRENT PRICE& ALLOF
OURCTECOMPUTERS HAVE THE 'PLUG-IN' RAMSOCKETS AND DONOT REQUIRE A SOLDERED IN RAMUPGRADE. ALL OFOUR STE
COMPUTERS ALSO HAVE THE NEW DMA CHIP SET FITTED ALLOWING TROUBLE FREE OPERATION WITH ATARI HARDDISKDRIVES. ALL
STE MACHINES COME WITH THE NEW CONTROL PANEL SOFTWARE.

512k

1mb

2mb

4mb

£319.00

£339.00

£379.00

£459.00

£339.00

£359.00

£399.00

£479.00

£359.00

£379.00

£419.00

£499.00

£339.00

£359.00

£399.00

£479.00

520STE STANDARD PACK, consists of the computerwith
mouse, tv lead, manual and all connecting leads etc. The Standard Pack is supplied
with NO software.

S20STE TURBO, consists of Standard Pack and STOS, Basic.Hyper
Paint I. Music Maker IL 8 games (Sndiana Jones. Impossible MissionIL H.KM, Super

Cycle Outrun, DragonsBreath,Anarchy& Blood Money) and a joystick

S20STE BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
withK-Word2 word processor, K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and
Metacomco Basic programming software.

520STE TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix, Chess
Player 2150, Driving Force, Live♦ Let Die, Onslaught,Pipemania.RickDangerous,
Rock n Roll Squeek. Trivial Pursuit I and a joystick

520STFM STANDARD, consists of the computer withmouse, tv

STE RAM KITS

lead, manual and an connecting leads etc The Standard Pack is supplied with NO

£235.00

software.

DIY 1 KIT - 520STE to 1MB

520STFM DISCOVERY, consists of the Standard Pack anc

( 2 x 256K cards )

STOS First Basic, NeoChrome and 4 games (Carrier Command, Space Harrier,

£245.00

Outrun, Bomb Jack) and a joystick

520STFM TENSTAR. consists of Standard Pack and Asterix,Chess
Player 2150, Driving Force, Live ♦ Let Die, Onslaught, Pipemania, Rick Dangerous,
Rock n Roll,Squeek. TrivialPursuit I and a joystick

( 2 x 1MB cards )

Metacomco Basic programming software.

E99.00

DIY 4 KIT - 520/1040 to 4MB

£269.00

( 4 x 1MB cards )

£179.OO

ALL RAM KITS ARE SUPPLED Wl IH

520STFM BUSINESS, consists of Standard Pack and also comes
with K-Word2 word processor. K-Data database, K- Spread spreadsheet and

£34.99

DIY 2 KIT - 520/1040 to 2MB

INSTRUCTIONS. PLEASE CHECK YOUR
STE CONFIGURATION BEFORE ORDERINC

£289.00

IMPORTANT: ALL OF OUR ATARI STB s ARE UPGRADABLE AND DO NOT REQUIRE SOLDERING TO EXPAND THE MEMORy
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MIDI SOFTWARE
Ring today for the best prices for all
types of ST MIDI software - are
prices are so cheap, we are not
allowed to print them !

All of our blank disks are guaranteed and supplied with labels.

All of our 3.5" unbranded and branded disks are of the highest

quality. All disk prices include vat and delivery.

QUANTITY

10

20

30

50

100

5.99

10.99

15.99

25.99

44.99

9.50

18.50

26.50

42.50

80.50

£99.99

E245.00

Roctec 1MB External Drive

Golden triage Hand Scanner
Forget-Me-Clock I Card
Discovery Pack software

Lockable boxes:

3.5' 40 capacity - £4.95
3.5' 80 capacity - £8.95
5.25' 50 capacity - £5.95
5.25'100 capa.-£9.95

m
High quality tailored dust
covers available for:

Atari ST: £6.99 each

LC10 printer: £4.99 each
SM124 monitor: £7.99 each

Atari Lynx Hand Held Games Machine
(with free California Games cartridge)
£117.50
Blue Lightning

E19.95

Chips
Challenge
Etectrocop

£19.95

Ms Pacman

£19.95

£19.95

Shanghai

£19.95

Gates of
Zendocon

maam

LOWLOWPRICES!
Zarlor Mercenary £19.95

£19.95

£19.95

SSme World

£19.95

sellgenuine UK

Road Blasters

£19.95

Klax

£19.95

Rampage

£19.95

Paperboy

£19.95

£ \ /"V Price includes VAT.

y it *"** I II I delivery and 12

Jr^ f^e ^X" \ J 9 \Jf \ J months on site

Star LC10 Mono (9-pin)
£155.00
Star LC200 Colour (9-pin) £230.00
(24-pin)

£22.00

All 8833 Mkll come with 1 cable free of

PRINTERS

Alot our praters are UK spec. Alot our pmters
come with a tree cable and have a full year
warranty.

£210.00

Star LC24-15 Mono 15"

Rygar

charge (options are Atari STFM, Atari STE
or Amiga A500)

£7.95

£4.75

Star IC24-10 Mono

Gauntlet 3

The 8833 Mkll is the perfect colour monitor
for all ST and Amiga owners. With its high
quality picture and stereo sound it really
makes the STE or Amiga perform to it's full.

i~\£"% /i P"

Ihftiftt'

£19.95

PHILIPS 8833 MKII

E19.95

£2100

£19.95

Philips 8833: £7.99 each

£24.95
E29.95

E14.95
£12.99

Remember, we only

Xenophobe
Robo Squash

£195.00
£24.95

Contriver Reptacement mouse

Joystick/Mouseextension lead

ATARI LYNX

£69.00

ST Monitor Switch Box
STE Stereo scart lead
STFM standard scart lead

SONY BRANDED

3.5" 2DD

•V-

Philips 8833 Mkl Colour Monitor

Turbo Pack software
Tenstar Pack software

UNBRANDEO

3.5" D^DD

ST ACCESSORIES
SM124 Mono Monitor

stock machines.

(24-pin)

£399.00

Star LC24-200 Mono
Star LC24-200 Colour
Panasonic KXP1124

£26500
£29500

(24-pin)

£249.00

Panasonic KXP1624

15" carriage (24-pin)

£399.00

Citizen Swift 24 (24-pin)

£299.00

H / Packard DeskJet 500
Canon BJ10E Bubble Jet

£499.00
£399.00

BEST PRICES MAIL ORVER
(DEFT STUX UNIT A, GRAFTON PLACE,
WORTHING WEST SUSSEX. BN11 HkX

C09031 700714
TELESALES Warn till 12 midnight
telesales: Mori to Sot Returns, Heat/cot <P Queries.- Mento Tri (Worn tUt 6pm)
All prices include VAT and UK delivery unless otherwise stated. All prices / specifications / special offers are subject to change
without notice. Goods usually despatched same day as cleared payment is received. Personal cheque clearance takes 7 days.
Please make cheques/PO's out to BESTPRICES Mail order only No callers Thank You
ADD ttSO INC VAT FOR NEXT WORKING DAY UK DELIVERY. ADD £3250 INC FOR SATURDAY UK DEUVERY

SECOND PO

USER RECOMMENDED

CODE NAME: ICE MAN -SIERRA
Here are the games which arrived just that little bit

too late to be reviewed this month. They're definitely
worth a mention though, so read on...

Designed by Jim Walls, author of the best-selling Police Quest
series, Code Name: Ice Man sees you assuming the role of an
undercover secret agent.
It just so happens that an American ambassador has been kid

napped by a deadly terrorist group. Only one person can save his
bacon and that's you! This, the latest Sierra game is rumoured to
be one of the hardest. The game incorporates a submarine simula
tion and should keep you on your toes at all times.

The myriad of software entertainment titles available

for your computer may seem daunting. User Recom
mended is here to inform you of past titles, possibly
available at budget prices, which will keep you glued
to your computer screen.

SILKWORM;;- VIRGIN
Team up with a friend as you attempt to defeat an entire army. Play
the role of a ground-attack vehicle or an airborne assault chopper
as you blast your way through wave after wave of enemy attacks.
Silkworm was critically acclaimed when it was first released and
now that it's available on budget the game is a real winner.

mimi-ocean
One of the very first ST games to appear from the Manchesterbased software giants, Wizball takes place in a world from which
all the colour has been drained.
You have to save the American ambassador in Code Name: Ice Man

VIZ - VIRGIH

Naturally, it's your task to restore the land to its former glory. Con
trolling your Wizball, you must amass an array of impressive
weapons ifyou are to survive the alien onslaught.

The label on the box reads,"Not to be sold to minors", and judging
by this game's content I'd say that was a pretty safe statement.
Fans of the adult comic will be familiar with the characters

already. For those of you new to Viz however, you're in for quite a
surprise. The game features such charming fellows as Biffa Bacon,
Sid the Sexist and Postman Plod.

Graphically the game adheres very closely to the comic and the

text content features more blue language than Bernard Manning's
dictionary. All in all, Viz is a great licence game that will cause more
than its fair share of trouble - watch this one fly up the charts!

mm-virgin
Xenon was the game which»first brought the fabled Bitmap Broth
ers to fame. The game takes all the classic shoot-em-up elements
and rolls them into one.

Featuring four levels and a wide range of devastating weapon
systems Xenon will have you on the edge of your seat. Check out
Virgin's budget line-up and grab yourself a copy now!

\m-LUCASFILM GAMES
Prior to Their Finest Hour, Battlehawks 1942 was Lucasfilm Games'

only combat flight simulator. The game sees the deadly encounters
between the American and Japanese naval pilots.
You may play the part of either side and are presented with a
number of challenaina missions. Battlehawks is a must for thnsp nf

Love it or hate it, Viz is sure to be a smash hit in the games charts

HORROR ZOMBIES FROM THE CRYPT - MILLENNIUM
Based around a B-horror movie, you find yourself trapped within
the grounds of an ancient mansion. Now it just so happens that on
this particular evening all the monsters you'd ever dreamed about
are having a conference at the mansion. Your mission is obvious Join the conflict between the USA an

escape with your life.

Horror Zombies from the Crypt is a real spoof, the game itself is
a cross between an arcade adventure and a platform romp. The
difficulty level has been set to allow players to really get into the
action. Featuring classic horror-movie graphics - you'll swear you
can see the wires on the bats - Horror Zombies looks like being a
monster smash!

-DOMARK
Probably the best Bond game ever to appear, The Spy Who Loved
Me features a wide and diverse range of gameplay. As the daring
Mr Bond you must face the terrors of Karl Stromberg, an evil
megalomaniac.

\im\\-RAINBIRD
The world was wowed by UMS. Now, courtesy of Intergalactic
Development Inc, comes the follow-on; UMS II - Nations at War.

Drive your Lotus Esprit along treacherous winding roads and
control it under the ocean, all the time being hampered by
Stromberg's forces. Check this one 0' •"

Whereas UMS was scaled on battlefield proportions, UMS II takes
place on the entire planet.

The game includes a host of features that's so long itwould fill up
more than this entire page. It comes complete with three in-built

scenarios. Relive the days of Alexander the Great, the Napoleonic
Wars and The D-Day landings of 1945. With the abilityto zoom into
the nearest square mile, UMS II is a must for all wargamers.

Be it in the water or on the land, the action is certainly fast
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BUSINESS
ST Sheet

Personal Finance
Data Handler

Inventory Pro

Astro

ST Writer Elite

Comms Assortment

Double Sentry

Infinity 4BS

Personal Database

Micro-Emacs

Multi-Lingual Word Proc

Network

Opus (GDOS)

Uniterm

Star Net
EDUCATION

GRAPHICS

Hypervoc

Pearl

Child Ed Disk Collection

Mega Blit

Treasure Search

Neo-Chrome Master
Artist

Public Painter

Eplan (Cad)
Mini-Paint

UTILITIES

Autogem

GAMES
Hack

Chess
Warzone

BOLOI

Give Us A Break

Disk Lab
ST Switcher

Chance
Lunar Lander

For either of the above fill in the tear-off

slip below and send it to:

Compunet
Disk Format

Tracker

FREEPOST, AKORE SHAREWARE,

DC Format

IMG1 1BR.

Interprint 2
MUSIC

Type — IT
Chemistry For All

Akore brings you the most
comprehensive choice of top shareware
programs available. To order your free
catalogue call free on 0800 252221
now or to place your order by credit card
telephone 0602 500544.

Master Painter

see

Please send me the following programmes and my FREE copy of|
the AKORE SHAREWARE CATALOGUE.

Casio C3
Music Writer

No. Of Discs

PRICE

The Accompanist
Uniplayer

-I

Sound Tracker

Quartet (Samples)

Prices
1.95

POST & PACKAGING
TOTAL

.Disc Size [ ] 3.5 M 5.25

Name
Address.

1 10+
20+
50+
100+

2.49p
- 1.99p
- 1.75p
- 1.49p
- 1.29p

Price per disc
(including VAT)
Telephone

Postcode

I wish to pay by

Cheque/P.O.

Exp. Date ~

Card No

Credit Cd

Post and Packing
(type)

1.95p extra

A

0

his salary, John Butters-has at
last turned to crime,..
hink of computer crime and
, you'll . probably conjure up

ST>_ Some computer crimes have
heeji-eMijiid since the 'steam age' of

images of computer whizz kids, / computing^when every user wore a
sitting

lines,

behind
equipped

the
with

latest '.wTirtfeJab '•coat, while other nasties,
flashing l^su

national corporations.

That's how Hollywood depicts it,
anyway. But computer crime most

certainly isn't fiction: the problem is
here and it's not going to go aWay.
There are several ways to break
the law, even if you only have a "

Hafckjng, now a worldwide problem,
came tebout wiifr the introduction of

know-alls , ,

onto private sV.
Hackers decip. „

neer's, test

passwords, and thor

sing the least

words, such as 'Fred', are the easiest
targets.

And for the hacker working from

modern^ and, Jtoi, those who don't
know, is .basically defined as unau

more obvious to look for a password

thorised entry^mto a computer sys

than

tem. By dialling closely-guarded tele-

where they're often found.

ibers the communications

inside a company is there anywhere
under

a

telephone?

That's

But strangely, despite the huge
Atari ST User

amount of publicity the crime has received in

past years it wasn't until last August that a law
was passed which referred specifically to
hacking. Until then, companies wanting to
prosecute hackers had to charge them on
something only loosely related to the crime.
One well-publicised story illustrates what
level firms had to go to in order to take legal
action. A comms expert who inadvertently
hacked into Prince Philip's Prestel mailbox

EHTER

CALL
ft3
C2
II

=
=
=

SELECTION

CONNECTED

nIHSP
COMET
TSO

OR

'MENU'

CN61Q9P293
CR1Z

=

CONTROL

RISKS

El

=

ENQUIRY

&

ST

=

STOCK

VOR

ORDER

CALL DISCONNECTED (N61B3P29)
ENTER SELECTION OR 'MENU1

was prosecuted for stealing electricity by

CfiLL

CONNECTED

CN6109P293

British Telecom when he told the firm of the

loophole he had discovered.
People have different reasons for this elec
tronic 'breaking and entering'. Some do it for
fun, finding it a challenge to penetrate the
security, while others who dial their way into
NASA and the defence computers could be

dangerously close to making films such as

Usei—id:

MHG090

Password:

User

identification

Usei—id:

is

not

recognised.

is

not

recognised.

TrOf-F

St

M0G090

Password:

User

identification

Wargames a reality.

Large corporations are believed to lose
huge amounts of money each year through
hacking. And almost all of it is likely to be per
petrated by an 'insider', because those on
the outside are unlikely to have enough com

Usei— i d

L-F

O-f-f

Ec

O-f-f

On

Pr

O-F-F

Finding the telephone numbers is the easy part, discovering the secret passwords is harder, but
common names such as Fred often prove to be successful guesses

mercial knowledge to make the crime work.

It's not possible to measure exactly the
sum of money lost, but recently the Confeder

ware piracy, but in principle each kind of

tised for their other uses. As each of these is

ation of British Industry (CBI) has quoted a

offence is as serious as the other.

discovered by software houses their program
mers battle to secure their packages against
being copied illegally.
The police Computer Crime Unit does not

figure of £400 million a year, and the MP who
brought in last year's legislation was talking in
terms of £2 billion a year.

WATCH OUT!

At the bottom of the ladder is the spotty

13-year-old youth who swaps copies of the
latest ST games with his friends in the school
playground. At the other extreme are those
dodgy characters who rip off software from

The larger crimes committed by 'insiders'
include a bank employee who drained off the

other firms and attempt to sell it under their

hundredths of pennies from interest gained
on customers' accounts. It hardly looks worth

Either way, the industry is suffering as a
result. It might save little Tom in his short

own name.

bothering about until a calculator adds the

trousers £25 but when Dick and Harry are

amounts taken by the hacker up to several

added to the statistics it means that as a

thousand pounds.

result software houses are losing millions of
pounds each year.
Comments from pirates suggest that the
reason for the high level of illegal copying can
be down to the cost of the software pack

Despite new legislation, hacking is proba
bly still the most serious of all the computer
crimes. It can have serious financial conse

quences, and may even pose a threat to
national security.

Copying software is illegal, yet it is the

cover software theft. Instead, ELSPA (Enter
tainment Leisure Software Publisher's Associ

ation) and FAST (Federation Against Software

Theft) are the two bodies which monitor the
piracy problem. Once they've found pirates
they obtain a warrant from the police and take
legal action.
Recently, computer programs known as
viruses have been attacking software. The

problem has become a popular news story on
television and in the newspapers. Every time
Thursday the 12th comes around, we hear
stories of how a dreaded virus is likely to wipe

ages. Software houses argue that they have
to price their goods higher so they can make

data from important computers around the

up for the losses they incur through theft.
Aiding and abetting the software thieves

world at midnight.

Patents Act, which states "to copy a work is
the exclusive right of the copyright owner".

are the many programs designed to copy

There are many strains of virus and they
affect most types of computers, including the
ST. Luckily, ST viruses aren't quite as bad as

disks. There are even hardware add-ons to

those on some of the machines used more

There are two levels to the crime of soft-

do the same, although they are usually adver-

widely in business, although they are annoy
ing and can be very expensive.

largest area of computer crime. It's covered
under the general Copyright Designs and

SPREADING GERMS

CAUGHT IN THE ACT
The first indication that the Government
was tuned in to the problem of computer
misuse came in October 1989. Following
a Law Commission report on the subject
which recommended stiff penalties for

hackers, the then Secretary of State for
Trade
invited
The
faced

and Industry,
public comment
next year saw
with a heavy

Nicholas Ridley,
on the report.
the Government
legislative pro

one else's computer, either for fun or to

try to interfere with it. This is punishable
by up to six months behind bars and/or a
fine of up to E2,000.
Second is the more serious offence of
unauthorised entry into a computer sys

tem, either to facilitate or carry out a
more serious crime. This offence would

gramme, with no mention of any pro
posed action in the Queen's Speech. It

apply, for example, to someone entering
a bank computer with the intention of
diverting funds to themselves. If you're
found guilty of this crime you can look

seemed that hackers would be able to

forward

continue, until later in the year when a

inside and/or an unlimited fine.
The third offence is to cause unautho
rised modification of computer-held data

Private Member's Bill based on the Law
Commission's
recommendations
was

raised by the Conservative MP for Romsey and Waterside, Michael Colvin.
During last August the Bill became the
Computer Misuse Act 1990, which has

or

to a

maximum of five

years

programs and covers the use of

WORMs, viruses and logic bombs, and
includes both attacks on a

particular

computer and the circulation of infected

three sections. Under the law it is an
offence to make an unauthorised entry

disks

into a computer system.

with a five-year jail sentence and/or a
very heavy fine.

This applies to anyone entering some

Atari ST User

which

could

alter

data.

Again,

you'll miss a few episodes of Neighbours,

Viruses sit at the front of disks in an area

known as the boot sector. This is a small part

of the disk which is used for storing facts for

the computer's operating system and con
tains information such as whether the disk is

single or double-sided, the number of tracks
on it and the number of sectors per track.
In addition to the disk information, there's
also room in the boot sector for small machine

code programs. Those magical game loaders
that cause the latest arcade hit to fire up

straight away are put here, along with those
less than magical programs, viruses.
The nasties load automatically and remain
invisible in the memory of the ST until the
machine is powered down, either by a reset

or by switching the power offat the back.
From the time they enter the ST's memory
until the time they are lost, viruses will spread
on to every disk put into the drive - that's
unless the write protect tab is open.

These programs are not affected by the
odd game loader in the boot sector, they'll
just go over the top of it and ruin the game.
Why anyone would want to write a virus is a

A USEFUL CRIME
It

has

been

claimed

that

the

grams were put into the military
hardware when they were built and

sophisticated programming tech
niques used in computer viruses

can be activated by the French at

are now being employed to the

any time.

advantage of certain countries.
Since the outbreak of hostilities

press reports have

They are supposedly intended to
prevent the Exocets from perform
ing accurately, or even to detonate

appeared claiming that French Exo-

the missiles in mid-air before they

cet missiles contain Trojan Horse

actually reach their targets.
Other countries, which include

in the Gulf,

programs.

These
classed

programs
with

are

viruses

and

often

Britain, the USA and the USSR, are

it

also alleged to have used similar
technology in military exports such

is

alleged they could be used to pre
vent the weapons from being used

as aircraft, missiles and radar sys

against France and its allies.

tems to serve as a
against enemy attack.

It's said that the additional promystery. There's no payment, public domain
libraries won't - deliberately - add them to
their disks, and the virus creators are univer

sally despised. So what's the point?
There are many strains of viruses, and

safeguard

left to the likes of FAST, who then enlist police

load - although perhaps that's exactly what is

assistance for prosecution of offenders.
Despite last year's legislation, there are still

needed to attack the problem.

loopholes in the law. As the law stands it is not

like to see is an increase in the education of

What the Computer Crime Unit would really

some slightly different types of program are
often added to the same category. One of

illegal to write a virus, it's just illegal to make
unauthorised changes to data. So, ironically, if

users. It says that if computer users knew
more about securing their machines from out

anybody is likely to be prosecuted, it's the

these is the time bomb. It sits in the back of

likes of you and me who inadvertently poke

side interference, the problem would be
reduced by more than the unit can achieve.

the computer until a preset time and date

and, for some mysterious reason, is very pop
ular among professional programmers.
It's common practice at software houses
for sacked programmers to be escorted to
the door immediately after dismissal so that

they can't add any nasty little programs to the

infected disks into drives.

Can four men tackling such a large area of

Each local police division has its own fraud

squad and a four week training course run by
the police trains officers for the battle against

crime really be effective? Wouldn't more
money increase the performance? Well, those
inside the organisation don't think so. One offi

computer crime. Unfortunately, fewer than

cer working with the Unit says that adding to
the workforce would simply add to the work

and those who have are more likely to be out
giving cars parking tickets.

firm's development disks. So a time bomb

100 officers have been through the training,

does the job perfectly. It sits and waits, and
unless it's told otherwise it will strike as soon

EDITORIAL COMMENT

as the clock strikes the right time.

SPYING ON THE ST
Crimes can be committed involving an ST,
without a computer even being used by the
person carrying out the offence. Sensitive

information can be lifted from computer
screens by picking up the electromagnetic
radiation emitted by monitors, which passes
easily through common glass windows.

Using cheap electrical equipment it's pos
sible to spy on machines up to one kilometre
away, and more sophisticated devices allow

signals to be received up to three milesaway.
An antenna picks up the signals and the
screen can be reproduced on a TV set.

Individual computers can be picked out
from within a crowded office because each

sends out signals at a different frequency.
Important governmental departments, such
as the Ministry of Defence, have to use spe
cial glass on their VDUs which protects the
computers from this kind of espionage.

CATCHING CRIMINALS
The Computer Crime Unit of the Fraud Squad
is based at New Scotland Yard in London.

There, four officers, headed by Detective

Inspector John Austin, work on eradicating
computer crime. Three of the officers working
there are from the Metropolitan Police, and

under police rules they can only be at any
one post for a maximum of three years.
The unit concentrates its work on areas

covered under the 1990 Computer Misuse
Act, which a Unit spokesman considers to

be a good foundation to work on. Experts
however, say the new laws are "substantially
unenforceable" and the old Criminal Damage
Act covers the problem better. Hacking and
viruses are investigated but software piracy is

Now we've all heard of the laughing

upper echelons of the criminal soc

policeman. But one can only won
der whether the powers that be
among British bobbies are actually
taking the threat of computer crime

iety had to resort to getting their
gang members to pull on stocking
masks and

shove sawn-off shot

guns up the quivering nostrils of

seriously.

security guards. They leave that to

Because assigning just four offi
cers - industrious as they obviously

the type of heavies whose brains

are - to the Computer Crime

hurt, the ones who are relatively
easy to catch.

Unit is akin to chickens

It is patently much

scratching away at a

easier -

and far less

risky - to get less
amount of special
ist training given

scrupulous
com
puter whizz kids

to

tt to

these

over- i

worked sleuths
weeks
not

years -

itself,

is

in

almost

farcical.
Are the deci
sion makers at
New
Yard

that

ing rooms.
Want

to

rob a bank? It
isn't that diffi

Scotland <
not aware

cult

computer- •

any

thanks

related fraud is now

more

to

the

many technological

seen as big business

by the ever more sophis
ticated criminal community

undertake

their nefarious
tasks for them
from the com
fort of their liv

advances.
Or
how
about a nice multi-million

pound fraud in the City? Not a

they face?
No longer is it a case of a few
computer enthusiasts hacking into

somewhere

the likes of the Duke of Edinburgh's

police force who realises you need

mailbox for kicks. The new breed of

expert computer goodies to combat
expert computer baddies - and
large numbers of them at that.

criminal has woken up to the poten
tial for this type of activity - and it

is costing this country possibly bil
lions annually.
Gone are the days in which the

problem.

Surely there must be someone,
in

authority

The "'Ello, 'ello, 'ello -

in

the

you're

nicked" scenario is a non-starter in

the high tech world.
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Our Art-Work! this month
comes from Ewan James of
Leominster. Ewan is 13

years old, and art is his
favourite subject at school.

He particularly enjoys draw
ing on his ST, which he's
owned for about two years.

I

created my picture using Deluxe Paint. I
looked through books to find some good

photos, one of which was an illustration
of Europe of just the right size to fit the
screen. Another was a picture of the ST
motherboard, so I decided to combine the

two to produce 'The World of Electronics'.
I I took the large map of Europe and very
carefully traced the outline on to thin

paper. I taped this over the ST screen
and drew behind it in black on white - this

took a long time! Then I reversed the black
and white as I find a black screen easier to
work on.

2 1 filled in the sea and tidied up the out
line of the land a little, using my atlas as

a guide. I picked a colour in between
the blue of the sea and the green of the
board to smooth the outline a bit.

3

After saving my map, I went to the next
buffer and carefully copied the ST
motherboard into it from the photo

graph. I filled the screen with repeated
copies of this board.
4 1 took the block containing my map into

a brush and pasted it over the top of
the boards.

5

Finally I drew in the connecting lines
over the sea and added my signature.

Altogether the picture took about five
hours to produce.

Atari ST User

WORK!

Geography was never like this when we were at school.
Ewan James predicts the shape of the world to come...

ART AWARDS
And now the moment of truth has arrived, it's
time to announce the winner of the Gasteiner

mouse and the Tracey. After much deliberation
and argument, the judges here have decided
that the best entry was Tramology' from Keith
Markland of llkley, West Yorkshire. Well done,
Keith, your prize is on its way.
Honourable mentions must also go to every
one who has had work published on the ArtWork! pages over the last few months, and also
to Michael Richardson of Chelmsford, Paul Hepworth of Bootle, Saurav Sarkar of Wanstead, Will
Brooks of Feltwell and Mark McDermott of
Salford for their excellent entries.

We've had a difficult job choosing which to
publish, and when it came to picking a winner,
well, certain people in the office here may never
speak to each other again....

Hopefully over the coming issues we'll be
able to print more of the entries we had. As from
next month, we're handing over the editing of

this section to a lady some of you may already
know from her previous work for these pages
and also for her game graphics with Novagen,
Mo Warden. Your submissions will still be pub
lished, so keep sending them in.
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SOFTMACHINE
Replay v8
Replay Professional

Atari Hardware

£64.
£91.

520ST-E Turbo

E359.99

Contriver Mouse
Naksha Mouse

£21.
£29.

1040ST-E Extra

£449.99

Optical Mouse

£39.

1040ST-E Pro24
MEGA1 ST

£449.99
£494.99

MEGA 2 ST

£629.99

MEGA 4 ST

£719.99

Contriver Trackball
Marconi Trackball
Universal Printer Stand
Centronics Printer Cable

£29.
£49.
£6.
£4.

RS232 Cable
Scart Cable

£9.
£11.

3.5" 40 Cap Disc Box
3.5" 80 Cap Disk Box
10 x Sony Bulk3.5"
50 x Sony Bulk3.5"
100 x Sony Bulk3.5"
10xSonyMFD2DD3.5"

£4.
£7.
£5.
£24.
£44.
£9,

520ST-FMDiscovery

£269.99

Stacy 2Mb Ram 20Mb HD £1399.99
Stacy 2Mb Ram40Mb HD £1699.99
Stacy 4Mb Ram40Mb HD £1799.99
TT 2Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1599.99
TT 4Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£1899.99
TT 8Mb Ram 40Mb HD ..£2099.99

SM124 Mono Monitor
£99.99
SC1224 Colour Monitor....£264.99
PTC1426 Multisinc
£399.99
MEGAFILE 30 HD
£369.99
MEGAFILE 44 HD
£799.99
MEGAFILE 60 HD
£509.99

SLM605 Laser Printer

£999.99

Hardware/Peripherals
Philips 8833 Mkll

£244.99

Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D
Citizen Swift 9
Citizen Swift 24
Swift 9/24 Colour Kit
Star LC-10
Star LC24-10
Star LC-200
Star LC24-200
Star LC24-200 Colour
Cumana 1Mb 3.5' Drive
Master 1 Mb 3.5" Drive
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM STE

£129.99
£199.99
£189.99
£284.99
£32.99
£154.99
£204.99
£214.99
£249.99
£294.99
£74.99
£59.99
£71.99
£44.99

Forget-Me-Clock II

£22.99

AT Once
Hitachi Camera & Lens

VidiST
Vidi ST: RGB: Chrome

£172.99
£224.99

£86.99

£9.

Teach Yourself 68000

40 Great FlightSims
40 More Great Flights , ,
A FlightSim Odyssey
F-19 Stealth Fighter

Jet Fighter School

Learnto FlyFlightSim ,
Take Off Flight Sim
Up& Run FlightSim

£8.95
£13.95
£14.95
£14.95
...£13.95
...£14.95
£7.95
...£14.95
£11.95
...£14.95

£14.95
...£12.95
£15.45
£8.95

Word Processors

Cashbook Controller
Cash Trader
Final Accounts

Financial Controller

£34.95
£87.95

K-Graph 3

£34.95

Deluxe Paint

£42.95

K-Resource2

£28.95

£21.95

MailshotPlus
Multidesk
Neodesk3

£34.95
£24.95
£28.95

Tempus2

£27.95

Twist
Turbo ST
WERCS

£17.95
£24.95
£21.95

Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged
Hyperpaint 2
Megapaint 2
Spectrum512

£19.95
£35.95
£57.95
£29.95
£89.95
£22.95

Educational
Better Maths 12-16 yr
Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95
£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6

£14.95

Fun School 2 6-8
Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95
£14.95

Fun School 3 Under 5

£17.95

Fun School 3 5-7
Fun School 3 Over 7

£17.95
£17.95

£347.95

Home Accounts
Personal Fin Man Plus

£17.95
£28.95

Small Bus Ace Cash

£56.95

Small Bus Ace Xtra

£79.95

System 3

£34.95

Desktop Publishing

Spreadsheets
DGCalc

£27.95

K-Spread
K-Spread2
K-Spread3
K-Spread4
Logistix
Mini Office Spreadsheet

*3D Graphics Prog

£18.95

Atari ST Basic to C

£18.45

AtariST Logo Users Guide.£18.45
AtariST Mach Lang 68000.E16.95
AtariST Programmers Gde£22.95
Atari ST Tricks &Tips
£18.45
Computes "Machine Lang..£18.95
Game Makers Manual*

£11.95

Graphic Applications*

£9.95

MIDI & Sound Book*

£16.45

Musical Applications"
Presenting the Atari ST
•AppfGdetoProginC

£5.95
£15.95
£19.95

ST Artist

£17.45

ST Disk Drives In & Out
£18.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol1 VDI
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol2 AES
£19.95
Tech Ref Gde *Vol3 TOS ....£22.95

Your First Basic

Call
...£28.95
...£99.95

Call

That's Write

...£59.95
.£174.95

...£35.95

Word Writer

Superbase Personal.,

Superbase Personal 2
Superbase Professional

* Indicates Atari ST in title

£39.95

FTL Modula 2

£47.95

FTLModula 2 Developer ....£68.95
GFA Basic v3.5 Compiler....£22.95
GFA Basic v3.5 lnterpreter..£39.95

Bookkeeper

£54.95

DrT's CopyistApp
DrT's Copyist DTP

£27.95

DrT's KCS

£164.95

...£34.95

Highspeed Pascal

£64.95

...£29.95

Lattice C v5

DrT's KCS Level II
DrT's MRS

£245.95
£49.95

£26.95
£64.95
.£159.95

£87.95
...£47.95

Cashbook Combo

£41.95
£18.95
£34.95
£17.95

£34.95

£129.95
.£217.95

Accountant

£41.95

Hisoft Forth

£99.95

£74.95
£197.95

£154.99
£29.99

Lets Spell at Home
£15.95
Lets Spell at the Shops
£15.95
Magic Maths 4-8 yrs
£19.95
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs
£19.95
M BeaconTeaches Typing ..£21.95
Micro English GCSE
£19.95
Micro French GCSE

£19.95

£19.95
£19.95
£15.95
£11.95
£15.95
£11.95
£8.95
£19.95

Nevada Cobol

£34.95

DrT's Tiger Cub

£82.95

The Three Bears

£71.95
£71.95
£71.95

K-Minstrel2

£21.95

Quartet

£34.95

Things to do with Numbers£15.95
Things to do with Words ....£15.95

STOS

£28.95

C Breeze Editor
Hard Drive Turbo Kit
Harlekin
Knife ST

£21.95
£24.95
£34.95
£21.95

CAD/Graphics/Animation •

Simulations

Canvas

..£11.95

Cyber Control..
Cyber Paint
\Cyber Sculpt...
CyberStudio....
Cyber Texture..

A10 Tank Killer

£27.99

..£29.95
..£35.95

F-16 Combat Pilot
F-16 Falcon

£17.50
Call

..£57.95

F-19 Stealth Fighter

£20.99

..£35.95

F-29 Retaliator

£17.50

..£35.95

Falcon Mission Disks

Flight Simulator II
FlightSim Scenery
Gunship

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFTMACHINE. Allitems subject to availability.
All prices include V.A.T. & U.K. Delivery. All prices subject to change without notice. E.&O.E.

SOFTMACHINE
Dept. STU4,20 Bridge House, Bridge Street,Sunderland SR11TE. Tel: 091-510 2666/2777 Fax:091-5641960

Call

Call
Call
£17.50

M1 Tank Platoon

£20.99

Mig 29 Fulcrum
Proflight

£24.50
£27.99

Team Yankee

£20.99

SOFTWARE *
EXPRESS **«
BIRMINGHAM

PLYMOUTH
HARDWARE

Senvice & Suftftont,

£19.95

Micro Maths GCSE

Play and Read
Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell BookOver7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal

Accounts

£14.95

68000 Assem Lang Prog....£21.95

Devpac 2

BBS v3

FaSTcomm2
Flash
K-Comm2
Mini Office Comms

Hisoft Basic

...£34.95
...£54.95

K-Data

Languages Compilers Etc

Hisoft C Interpreter

Databases
DG Base

Call

£124.95
£17.95 Pagestream
Call
£42.95 Pagestream FontSets
Timeworks
DTP
£69.95
£62.95
£24.95
£89.95 Timeworks DTP Tutor
£64.95
Communications
£17.95

...£57.95
K-WorrJ2

Fleet St Publisher v3

£156.99

Golden Image Scanner
£184.99
Kempston Prof Scanner ...£171.99
Type 10 Handy Scanner....£134.99
Designer Modem
£104.99
Linnet Modem
Mastersound 2

10XTDKMF2DD3.5"

£8.95

Programming the 68000 ...£23.95

A

SOFTWARE
PRINTERS

DISKS, RIBBONS ETC
MIDLANDS

SOUTH

212-213 Broad Street,
BIRMINGHAM, B15 2JP
Tel: (021) 643 9100

9 Exeter Street, (The Viaduct),
PLYMOUTH, Devon, PL4 9AQ
Tel: (0752) 265276

JUMPING

Tired of waiting for the printer to finish before you can
resume work? John Butters goes to the front of the line

I f your ST is used for serious applications
there's a good chance that you have a
printer hooked up to it. Nearly all pack
ages make use of a printer - word pro
cessing and Desktop publishing software are
especially demanding.

And if you use your word processor for
anything longer than letters to Claire Rayner,
you'll almost certainly have had the annoying
problem of the printer holding up the ST until
it has finished its task.

This happens because the printer, like the
ST, has a memory. It's known as the buffer
and although the size differs from printer to
printer, it's normally in the region of 7 or 8K.
So when you send data to the printer it's
stored in the printer's buffer until printing.
But we have already said that the printer
has a memory of 8K, so what happens when
the file is, say, 20K? The first chunk of the
document quickly makes its way down the
printer cable and into the machine at the end,

a long and tedious wait.
An easy hardware answer is Printer-Q from

the Repeat button on the front panel. The
number of printouts remaining to be pro
cessed are indicated by green lights.
The bottom of the range Printer-Q has128K
of memory while the top model, with a memo
ry of1Mb, costs £169.99. Alternatively, any
model can be expanded up to one megabyte

Frontier Software. It's a small modem-like box,

in steps of 128K.

with plenty of lights to aid the similarity. You
don't have to lift the lid off the computer or
printer and there's no complementary soft
ware, so even those suffering from techno-

The upgrade is carried out by taking the
top off the Printer-Q box and pushing a chip
into a socket. The operation is simple and if
the manual is called in to help, you'll find it

phobia can use it with ease.

fairly brief yet understandable.
The question mark hanging over Printer-Q
is its use relative to price. Printer spoolers in
the public domain such as RAM Plus will suf
fice for most day-to-day needs and will cost
little more than the price of a disk.
But for someone with memory hungry appli
cations, and for intensive Desktop publishing
users, there might not be enough free space
in the ST for background programs. There is
also the possibility of incompatibility between
some of the software printer spoolers and
applications, which will never happen with this

but

once

the

buffer

has

been

filled

the

remaining data is stored in the ST's memory.
As the printer's memory is gradually
released, the amount of the information which
is stored in the ST is reduced, but this can be

The normal printer cable is pulled away
from the printer and connected to Printer-Q,
which is then linked to the printer using its
own 3 foot lead. The unit is powered by its
own transformer and a switch at the back of
the box turns it on and off.

The computer is used as normal, but when
you select 'Print' from the menu the data will
transfer to Printer-Q at about 4,000 characters

per second, releasing the ST for more valued
tasks - so instead of gazing at the printer for
10 minutes you could be saving the world in
your favourite shoot-em-up.

hardware buffer.

Once the file has entered the box of tricks it

If either is true, Printer-Q will cure your

can be printed up to eight times, by pressing

problem without taking up the computer's

valuable memory. This attractive unit does the
job very well, and one of its most striking
features is its elegant simplicity.
Product: Printer-Q

Supplier: Frontier Software, PO Box 113,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire HG2 OBE
Telephone: 0423 567140
Price: 128K version £102.99

Configuration: All STs

THE BOTTOM LINE
Expandable up to 1Mb, 3 foot
printer lead, repeat button for up to eight
copies.

No additional software,
plugs straight on to printer, doesn't use
computer's memory, 12 month warranty.

Ease of use
Excellent
Good

Average
Bad

Appalling
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Explore the wide, wide world
of communications with

your computer,..

Now - all the features

EXTRA!
Every purchaser of a EuroLink modem will be
given FREE membership of CompuServe - the
world's largest online information service. You'll
be sent your own personal ID number and
password, a copy of the monthly CompuServe
magazine, and $15 FREE usage credit.

of expensive modems.
At a price that cannot
be bettered anywhere!

You will also find out how you'll be joining
700,000 other members in more than 100 countries
all round the world, about the hundreds of special

Connect your EuroLink modem to your computer and telephone and you're ready
to go- to explore the rapidly-expanding world that lies beyond your keyboard. It
turns your computer into a COMPLETE communications centre...a telex machine,
a fax machine, an electronic mail terminal. It lets you keep up to date with the

latest news, sport and weather. It becomes a retrieval tool that lets you search out
and store data from the world's leading electronic libraries. It enables you to

download a wide variety offree software, from productivity packages to leisure

And CompuServe, plus your EuroLink modem,
also turns your computer into a 24-hour fax and

It's all you need to become
part of a very friendly and
helpful online community!

leading information services such as the UK's Prestel/

ONLY

and the biggest of them all, the world-beating CompuServe.

oKtJL^ W+va

O / /Q

What the EuroLink modem offers

computer.

telex machine!

programs. With your EuroLink modem you can access

Micronet and Telecom Gold, a multitude of bulletin boards,

interest groups, including some dedicated to your
own computer so that you can chat online to
people with similar interests to yours. You will be
told about the 1,400 plus databases you can reach
through your keyboard, and the vast library of
nearly 30,000 public domain and shareware
programs you can download straight into your

ORDER FORM

•
•

Four speeds - including 2400 baud
Intelligent microprocessor controlled

•
•
•

Autodial, Autoanswer, Auto redial
Automatic baud rate scanning
Auto terminal baud rate sensing

•

Easy-to-understand built-in Help pages

NO. L_L_L_LJ

•

32-number telephone directory

•

Six progress-checking LED indicators

Name

•
•
•
•
•
•

Software-controlled pulse/tone dialling
External plug-mounted power supply
Built-in 'watchdog'circuitry
Internal loudspeaker
APPROVED for connection to
telecommunication systemsspecified
Fully Hayes compatible
inthe instructions toruse subjectto
the conditions set out in them.
Fully BABT approved

Please send me a EuroLink modem with power supply and lead to connect to my computer

for the special offer price of £263.35 (incl. WT and p+p.). Also send me my FREE
CompuServe membership pack.

I wish to pay by: • Cheque/Eurocheque enclosed made payable to EuroLink
• Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Vlsa/Connect

L_L_L_LJ

Expiry date

/

L_L_L_
Signed.

Address
..Postcode..

Daytime telephone number in case of quieries

Mycomputer is

State make and model

Send to: Eurolink, Europa House, Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.
PHONE ORDERS: 0625 878888. FAX ORDERS: 0625 9966

ROMs are made from a lattice of

diode

diodes which, by putting an electri
cal charge across them the 'wrong

blown
diode

way', are

destroyed, 'burning' in

system code as a result

x

r-^-^r^^r^r^r
^r^^r^^^^r^r ~~\~
address

tHHHtHHHH

3
2
1

address decoder
(decodes a 4-bit binary input into 16
separate output lines)

0

<\ABC

JcVl?
ABC 2fC
?Abc*
ABC ."?

Fed up with front-ends? Hankering after hardware? This
month a change, as we explore the ST's innards...
F o r the last few months we've talked

about the basic principles of the Atari
ST's GEM graphical front-end and user
environment. As you've discovered,
GEM isn't the ST's operating system, it's

incredibly tedious and you'd soon get sick of
the complex procedures involved.
Instead, Atari thoughtfully provide GEM Graphics Environment Manager - to enable
you to tell the ST what you want to do simply

wise, learning how to point and click a mouse

is all you need to know. In fact for games
playing, you don't even need to know that
much!

A simple toggle of the on/off switch will
boot your game and everyone knows how to

merely an interface between you, the unso
phisticated user, and the ST's operating sys

and without fuss.

tem where disk accesses, screen updates
and all the other things necessary to keep a

language, no need for a thorough under
standing of interfacing, no need to know what

computer running are performed.
If you had to tell the ST to access a disk in
a way which its hardware could directly
understand, you'd have to be a pretty good

RAMs and ROMs are, everything is per

Think about this. Driving home, you notice
that the car is behaving just a little strangely,

formed for you using the simple process of
pointing and clicking. Fine, right?
Well, not quite. If you don't mind remaining
among the ranks of the 'also-rans' computer-

and there's a glowing red light on the dash
board with an oil can symbol above it. Looks
like you're out of oil.
OK, so solving the problem is a simple

programmer. Not only that, but the process is

There's no need to learn all about machine

waggle a joystick. But you may be closing off
a possible avenue of interesting exploration.

CirffflUPQ ^ihe
^
^omes
from
SI User at knockdown prices
atotot
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CHIPS CHALLENGE

TOYOTA RAllY JSBJSH

E....t»tlna.
Frustrating, infuriating, or just plain
plain

addictive? Chips Challenge is real time
puzzle action taken to its limits.
One way passages, sliding floors, exploding
bombs and mutant meanies are just some of the
hazards you'll encounter on your way through 144
levels of complex mazes. If you've played the
demo you'll already be hooked so why not trea

sh yourself to the
th»
Push

Gremlin's Toyota Rally . . .

ii~i._ ...=...
limits with

u««»n a name quite like this di

Featuring graphics modelled around actual live
footage, Gremlin's Toyota Rally puts you in the
driving seat. Have you got what it takes to be a
word champion? Take up the challenge and find

out Toyota Rally will provide you with hours of

yourself to Chips Challenge - you may not

challenging fun.

complete it but you have a great time trying!

"Toyota Rally should appeal to all racing

makesa refreshing change .

fans ofall ages" - ST Action December 1990.

£19.951
PLEASE REMEMBER WHEN COMPARING PRICES. OUR PRICES FOR COMPUTERS, MONITORS AND PRINTERS INCLUDE COURIER DELIVERY TO MOST UKMAINLAND DESTINATIONS
ATARI 520 STFM

ATAR11040 STE

DISCOVERY PACK

ATARI 1040STE BUSINESS PACK INCLUDES

Atari 520 STFM with Double Sided Disc Drive

ATARI 1040STE, MOUSE, MANUALS

Mouse, Owners Manual, First Basic, Neochrome,
ST Tour, STOS, Carrier Command, Outrun, Space
Harrier, Bombjack.

ST WORD- WORDPROCESSOR
ST CALC - SPREADSHEET
ST BASE- DATABASE
ST GRAPH- BUSINESS GRAPHS
FIRST BASIC. S.T.A.C.

ONLY £279.95

Plus FREEI Oursoftware pack comprising: Wordprocessor, Word Count, Mail Merge, Spell-

HYPERPAINT, PRINCE
MOUSE MAT, 10 BLANK DISKS

checker, Database, Mono Monitor Emulator,
Spreadsheet, Virus Killer, Your 2nd ST Manual,
Eleven Games, Desk Accessories, five great pro
grams for small children

VINYL COMPUTER COVER
ONLY £449.95

Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXP1124

£169.95
£259.95

Star LC10 (UK)
Star LC200 Colour (UK)
Star LC24-200 (UK)

£159.95
£219.95
£259.95

Star LC24-200 Colour
Citizen 120D
Citizen Swift 24
Citizen Swift 24 Col

£299.95
£138.00
£279.95
£309.95

AllPrinter prices include connecting lead

Professional

£11.45

Professional Plus
Cheetah 125+
Cheetah Mach 1

£12.95
£6.95
£9.95

Quickjoy Jetflghter
QuickjoyMegaboard
KonixSpeedking
KonixNavigator

£11.95
£20.95
£9.95
£12.95

Cruiser Multicoloured
Cruiser Black

£8.95
£9.95

VINYL DUST COVERS
DISCOVERY PLUS PACK

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack above
PLUS!! Vinyl Computer Cover. Mouse Mat, Twin

Joystick Extension Lead. 10 Blank Disks, Joystick
ONLY £299.95

Includes our FREE starter pack as listed above
ATARI520STE

NEW!! TURBO PACK

Atari 520 STE with 1Mb Disk Drive, Mouse, First

Basic, Hyper Paint 2, Music Maker 2, STOS Game
Creator, Anarchy, Blood Money, Impossible Mission
2. Dragons Breath, Human Killing Machine, Indiana
Jones, Outrun, Super Cycle, Joystick
ONLY
£359.95

Atari 520ST/1 MOST

£5 95

Philips CM8833

£6 95

Panasor:cKXPi081
Panasonic KXP1180
Panasonic KXPi 124
Star LC10
Star LC24/200
Star LC200
Citizen 120D

£4.95
£4 95
£4 95
£4.95
£4 95
£4 95
£4 95

Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor

£6 95

FlightSimulator 2

£24.95

European Scenery Disk

£10.95

Japan Scenery Disk
Hawaiian Scenery Disk
F19 Stealth Fighter
Proflight
Mig 29

£10.95
£11.95
£20.95
£28.95
£26.95

Includes our free software starter pack as listed above
I

JET

ONLY
£399.95

Includes our free software starter pack as listed above
FREE WITH ALL ATARI ST COMPUTERS
UP TO 13 NIGHTS FREE HOTEL
ACCOMMODATION FOR UP TO TWO PERSONS

MARCH SPECIAL
Atari SM124 Monitor
£109.95

CumanaCSA3541Mb ...

.£79.95
£69.95

ACCESSORIES

£17.95

Degas Elite
Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor
Replay Professional

£18.95
£22.95
£99.95

Quartet

£39.95
£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£32.95

Timeworks DTP

£72.95

Lets MakeSeries: Greetings Cards
Signs and Banners

£2.95
£12.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Fun School 3 under 5 Years
Fun School 3 5-7 Years
Fun School 3 over 7 Years

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

£22.95

Magic Maths 4-8 Years

£17.95

£9.95

Maths Mania 8-12 Years

£17.95

£2.95

Three Bears 5-10 Years

£17.95

Better Spelling (8-14)
Better Maths (12-16)

£17.95
£17.95

Learn to Read with Professor 4-9 Years

£20.95

Professor Looks at Words (4-9)
Prof Makes Sentences (4-)
Lets Spell at Home (4-12)

£13.95
£13.95
£13.95

LetsSpellat Shops (4-12)

£13.95

£2.95

Atari Mouse
Golden Image Mouse

£24.95
£24.95

Printer Stand (2 Pee)
Mouse Bracket

MARCH SPECIAL
ACCESSORY PACK

£21.95
£17.95
£21.95
£17.95
£17.95

Mouse Mat, Mouse Bracket. Twin Extension
Lead, 10 Blank DS/DD Disks

3.5" DS/DD Disks t Labels

only E12..95

SONY BULK DISKS

Ml Tank Platoon

£21.95

Supremacy

£21.95

Team Yankee

£22.95

50 for only £24.95
100 for only £39.95

Captive

£17.95

FULLY GUARANTEED

£8.95

£8.95
Calendars and Stationery £8.95
Art Library 1 or 2 (State)
£8.95

£5.95

Mouse Bracket
Monitor Stand

£44.95

NeoDesk3

..£4.95

Mouse Mai..

Twin Joystick Fxt

LATEST RELEASES

Gettysburg
Corporation
Powermonger
Toyota Celica GT Rally
Speedball 2

.

£57.50
£36.95

Home Accounts

Deluxe Paint

including lead and courier

ForgetMeClock 2

Vinyl Computer Cover, DiskCleaner,
Lockable Disk Box, Ten Blank Disks,
TwinJoystick Extension Lead, Mouse Mat,
Mouse Bracket, Second Joystick.

Inc Lead and Courier

I

+ FREE JAPAN SCENERY DISK
ONLY £14.95

Contains all items in Pack Aplus!!

Only£249.95

Disk Head Cleaner.

SPEC~AL OFFER~UMlfED STOCK

First Word Plus V3
Wordwriter

PHILIPS CM8833 Mk2
Colour Monitor

Lets Spell Out and About
Donalds Alphabet Chase (2-5)

£13.95
£17.95

Mickeys Runaway Zoo (2-5)

£17.95

Goofys Railway Express

£17.95

MAIL-CENTA

17 Campbell Street, Belper, Derby DE5 1AP. Tel: 0773 826830
All prices include VATand Delivery unless stated otherwise. However, for orders under £10 please add a 50p handling charge.

Personal callers welcome at our retail shop but please bring this advert as prices may vary. Closed Wednesdays.
All items despatched same day whenever possible. Cheques require seven days clearance. Minimum order £5.
Proprietor: Martin Bridges

matter of lifting the bonnet and bunging a
couple of litres down the right pipe. But if you
don't know which is the correct hole, don't

know where the dipstick is, or what grade of
oil to buy, the task's pretty difficult!
Computing's a little like that. Sure, you can
'drive' around blissfully ignorant for ages, but
sooner or later you'll want to do something a
little more advanced with your ST - set up a
bulletin board say, or perhaps increase the
memory. Any of these will be impossible with
out even a basic understanding of what is
happening under the 'bonnet'.

LIFTING THE SILICON LID...
Still with us? Good. Computers are straight
forward beasts and there really isn't anything
to worry about. A little application, and you'll
soon know just what makes the ST tick.
At the heart of the machine there's a chip
known as the central processing unit or CPU

- the CPU is also known just as the 'proces
sor'. This CPU is the brain of the ST and is

where adding and subtracting, division and
multiplication, as well as a variety of other
logic' functions take place.
The CPU works from your instructions - in

8086 but at the time of the ST's launch,

Motorola's 68000 CPU offered more raw pro
cessing power and speed for its price than
any other widely available chip. That's why
Atari decided to use it in the ST.

So, we have the brains of the machine, but

brains aren't much good without data and
instructions upon which to work. How does
the ST know what to do when you've switched
on the power? Where does the Desktop come
from? Where exactly is GEM stored? Normally
when you disconnect the power, everything's
gone, right?
That old chestnut! The ST, along with most
other computers, stores its most vital informa
tion in a part of memory which doesn't lose its
contents when you switch off the machine.
Think about it this way. The memory avail

able to the ST is one long block of which, let's
say, four fifths consists of RAM memory and
one fifth ROM memory.
RAM or Random Access Memory, acts like
a scratchpad for the ST. It's used to store the
programs and data which you load into the ST
from floppy and hard drives, and the ST uses
RAM

to

store

intermediate

calculations

between processes and so on.

the form of a program written either by you, or

RAM however, is volatile. That means when

bought from a software store - to perform the
tasks you want it to. By tasks, we mean to
help to write a letter to
the bank manager,
catalogue a stamp
collection, manipulate
a database, or play

the power is disconnected, all RAM's contents
are lost forever. When next you switch on,

some

music

or

attached to the system? Questions just like
these are answered by the ROM in the instant
when electricity is applied to the ST.
The ROM consists of a lattice of intercon

necting diodes. Now diodes have some very
useful properties and the one you probably
know about is their ability to emit light when
used in watches and calculators.

What you may not know however, is that if
an electrical charge is applied to the diode in
the wrong 'direction' it is effectively 'blown up'
and destroyed.
Using this destruction, system utility pro

grams can be stored in the ROM diode matrix
by using live' diodes as bits of information. If
you blow diodes in the correct 'pattern', you
end up with a series of live diodes which can
be logically interpreted. The process of stor
ing instructions in a ROM is known as 'burn
ing' for obvious reasons.

IT'S A DOS!
A few years ago, many home and small com
puters - the most notable of which were the
IBM-PC, its many compatibles and Apple's
Macintosh range - didn't store their operating
systems in this way.
A small amount of ROM was used just to
get the system going, as it were, but before
anything useful could be done, the operating
system had to be
floppy

hard

drive.

RAM

or

When

machine

switched

was

off,

the

system would dis
appear until loaded
again from disk.

There are two basic

factors governing the
power of a CPU - the

This

method

of

loading the operat
ing system - known
as DOS, Disk Oper
ating System - is
not quite as stupid
as it might sound

amount of bits it can

and

into

a

the

a

game.

manipulate

loaded

from

its

clock
rate.
Every
piece of information is
represented inside a
computer by distinct
and
individual
little
blocks - known as

and in fact, it was

nibbles,

ST.

bytes

used initially by the

and

words. These in turn
are broken

Nibbles

bytes

are

are

ing

into bits.

4

bits,

8

and

words 16.

Although keep
the operating

system
Take off the lid and you'll find the guts of the ST: a printed circuit board which holds the
Motorola 68000CPU, the ROM and RAM chips and so on...

The first processors
could only manipulate

which

4 bits of data at a time and were slow com

RAM will be completely empty, ready for new

pared to today's monsters. The CPU inside
your ST for example, can handle 16 bits of
data at a time and there are processors which
can cope with 32 bits! Obviously, the more

programs and new data.

And that's just how it should be. It'd be
pretty difficult to compute if once you had
loaded one program into memory, there

bits of information that a CPU can process at

wasn't room for any others and the first pro

once, the more powerful it is.

gram couldn't be cleared out of memory!

The other basic factor is the CPU's clock

rate. Computers work to a basic rhythm deter
mined by a quartz crystal buried deep inside.
Now the subject of clock rates is somewhat

MEMORY LOSS

in

RAM

means that you use
valuable
memory
could

be

better employed to
store games and business programs, this
method has the advantage of allowing easy
operating system upgrades as and when they
arrive. Using a later version of the system is a
simple matter of loading it in from disk.
The disadvantages however, include using
up RAM, wasted time and effort, as well as
the risk of losing the DOS disks and not being
able to use the machine. This meant that for

Actually, there are some programs which you
don't want to have cleared from memory.

the ST and many other machines, all of the
operating system is stored on ROM which is

more subtle than 'the faster the clock the

Remember that one fifth of ROM we told you

fast and efficient.

faster the computer'.
As this is Absolute Beginners, we don't
want to frighten you away with esoteric con
siderations of speed, so suffice it to say that,
matching this with that, giving and taking
(yes, yes, get on with it - Ed) and so on, a
greater clock rate means a faster computer.

about? ROM is an acronym meaning Read
only Memory and physically, is just that memory which can be read but not written to.

Unfortunately, if you want to upgrade the
operating system, there's a lot of messy busi
ness with screwdrivers and replacement
ROM chips, but on the whole, the ST's is the
better system.
Right, so we've got our brain, some RAM
memory to store user instructions and some
ROM which is the permanent memory of the
computer and tells the machine who and

At the heart of the ST, there's a Motorola

68000 CPU which is fast and powerful, but
there are many other CPUs originating from
rival manufacturers.

The IBM PC for example, uses an Intel

The data and instructions in ROM remain

there forever. You cannot put anything else
in and you can't clear away what's already in
the memory either.
ROM is used to store the system utility pro
grams which instruct the machine on how to
behave once power is connected. Do I dis
play a Desktop? If so, where do I get it from?
What are disk drives and how many are

what it is. Do we need anything else? We do
indeed, but that's the subject for next month's
Absolute Beginners - see you then...

QUALITY
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RAINBOW PACK DISKS
(Red, Green, Blue, Yellow,
Orange & White)

3.5' DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD 135tpi
50 DSDD 135tpi

£15.45
£29.45

75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

£42.95
£55.95

5.25 DSDD (100% error free)
25 DSDD
50 DSDD
75 DSDD

£10.45
£18.95
£27.95

100 DSDD

£34.95

COLOURS AND QUANTITIES
OF YOUR CHOICE

&5a HIGH DENSITY DISKS
All disks 100% cert. & error free
10..

£9.95

25..

£24.45

50..

£47.50

75..

£69.75

AMAZING OFFERS ON
3.5" DSDD DISKS
25 DSDD 135 tpi
50 DSDD 135 tpi

£10.95
£20.95

75 DSDD 135 tpi
100 DSDD 135 tpi

£30.95
£39.95

BOXES
BAMXBOX
holds 90 3.5"disks

can be stacked horizontally
and vertically
1 off

£9.00 each

3+

£8.50 each

5+

£8.00 each

holds 150 3.5" disks & can be

200 DSDD DISKS &

2 X100 CAP. BOXES

STACKABLE STORAGE

THE AMAZING POSSO BOX

SPECIAL OFFER

£81 .95

stacked horizontally or
vertically

only £15.95

FOR BULK BUYERS

SWITCHES AND CABLES

3.5" DSDD 135tpi DISKS
500

£187.50

2 WAY DATA SWITCHES:SERIAL
£12.95

750

£269.95

PAR. PRN CABLES...E7.95

1000

£330.00

£89.95

inc. Labels

We only supply Quality
Beware of cheap imitations

Stoke-on-Trent ST1 4PZ

100.

GUARANTEE
All our products carry our full
replacement no quibble

PARALLEL

£12.95

GENERAL

SONY BULK

LIMITED OFFER ONLY

3.5"DSDD
25

£13.25

50

£24.45

75

£36.95

100

£46.95

200

£89.95

500

£199.95

1000

£369.95

BRANDED DISKS

SONY or VERBATIM
100 3.5" DSDD

£2.50

MOUSE POCKETS
3.5' CLEANING KIT
5.25- CLEANING KIT

£1.50

AMIGA DUST COVER
ATARI DUST COVER
2 PIECE PRINTER STAND

£1.80
.£1.80

..£3.95
£3.95

..£6.95
£9.95

TILT AND TURN MONrTOR !3TAND
£12.95

100 5.25" DSDD

DISK STORAGE BOXES

only £59.95

All disks 100% cert. & error free

QUALITY MOUSE MATS

LABELS per 1000

only £69.95

5.25' DSDD DISKS

ACCESSORIES

50

£12.95

3.5" 100 CAPACITY

£5.50

100

£23.95

3.5" 50 CAPACITY

£5.00

150

£35.25

200

£45.95

Labels &Envelopes supplied

£1:00 off

•kirk

Standard 50 or 100 capacity boxes when
purchased with disks

5.25" 100 CAPACITY....£5.50
***

DISK DRIVES
5.25" DSHD DISKS
All disks 100% cert. & error free
50
£22.45
100
£43.95
150

£62 95

200

£79.95

Labels &Envelopes supplied

SYNCRO
EXPRESS II
£34.95

AMIIGA 3.5" EXTERNAL DRIVE

All the above have lock & dividers

3.5" 10 CAPACITY
or 10 for

£0.95
£7.50

Slimline and very quiet

only £59.95

JOYSTICKS

ATARI 3.51 EXTERNAL DRIVE

Slimline and very quiet
(Requires no external power supply)

only £59.95

PRO 5000
NAVIGATOR

£12.95
£12.95

KONIX SPEEDSTICK

£9.95

RIBBONS
MEDIA
DIRECT

THE COMPANY THAT PUTS THE CUSTOMER FIRST

STAR LC10 MONO
STAR LC10 COLOUR

£3.50
£6.95

-PROPELLED
Anyone who has ever thought about
using their ST for serious work needs
a printer. Apart from extra memory, a

printer is probably the most useful
addition available for the ST.

Traditionally there have only been two

types of printer. The most common type is the
dot matrix, which is slow and noisy. Because

of the way the metal pins hit the paper to form
letters, the quality of many of the cheaper 9pin printers can be poor.
Dot matrix printers tend to print out text that

looks ragged at the edges. A 24-pin dot

Canon's Bubble Jet Printer knocks spots

off the opposition for print quality.
Simon Lawson looks into it...
enough operation - attaching two clips and
changing a single DIP switch inside the
machine will do the job.
The feeder is made of rather flimsy plastic,

little difference between the output quality of

the two, although the lower resolution driver is
quite considerably faster.

but performs well enough. Even when the

OUTPUT QUALITY

feeder is in position, single sheets of headed

matrix printer gives better quality, but may

paper can still be fed in by hand. The sheet

cost over E300.

feeder costs an additional £50.

The newer laser printers, like the Atari
SLM605, give a much higher quality output

other is 360 by 180 DPI. In use, there is very

The Canon BJ-10e is an exceptionally small

than a dot matrix, but they are expensive.

printer, and can be run from either the mains
or a rechargable battery pack. It will easily fit

Even a cheap laser can cost over £1,000,

into a briefcase and would make the ideal

Used with the GDOS drivers, the quality of the
Bubble Jet's output is excellent. Text comes

out sharp and clear, and graphics show no
tendency to blur or distort. Areas of solid
black printout exceptionallywell, with none of
the white bands which are common on dot
matrix printers.
Where there is a lot of ink, the paper can

tend to become a bit soggy, but it soon dries.
The ink is water-based, so if the page gets

wet after printing, the ink smudges badly.
The Canon also has another printing mode
called 'economy' which reduces the amount
of ink used.

The print comes out a faint but perfectly
readable grey. It's ideal for creating draft
copies of a document for proof-reading.
The Bubble Jet's only major drawback is its

printing speed. Even with the lower resolution
driver, the printer struggles to manage two

pages per minute. The motor that moves the
print head across the page is also quite noisy,
which is a pity since printing itself is nearsilent.

users. Now however, there is another option

companion for a STacy portable. It connects
to the parallel printer port of the ST via an

in the printer market.

additional, supplied cable.

which is beyond the price range of most ST
With the arrival of the BJ-10e, Canon hopes
low

SOFTWARE SUPPORT

print

The BJ-10e is still a very new printer, and no

quality of a laser at a price only just
above that of a 24-pin dot matrix, the
Canon BJ-10e uses bubble jet printing tech
nology.
Based on the same principle as an ink jet,

ST software supports it directly. It has the abil
ity to emulate an IBM ProPrinter dot matrix or
laser printer, but not the more common Epson
type of machine. Until more software supports
the BJ-10e directly, the lack of Epson emula

the bubble jet has 64 tiny nozzles which fire

tion could be a problem.

jets of ink at the page. Because the ink is the
only thing to touch the paper, the printer is

Fortunately, Atari has developed a stan
dardized printer driver system for the ST
called GDOS. Many programs like Timeworks
DTP and the Atari Hyper series of programs

to

create

cost

a

printer

niche

for

market.

itself

Offering

in

the

the

very quiet in operation.

The printing head and the reservoir to hold
the ink are integrated into a single unit, which
is about the size of two match boxes stuck

use GDOS for printing documents, and GDOS
printer drivers for the BJ-10e are now avail

together. This small component simply slots

able.

into place and the whole thing can be
replaced in under five seconds. The print
head has a protective cap to stop the ink dry

Working Title (0865 883 592), the suppliers
of the Calligrapher document processor, has

ing out. This also eliminates any danger of the

will supply these drivers to any user of the BJ-

ink spilling.
As a basic machine, the Bubble Jet can

cover costs.

written two GDOS drivers for the Bubble Jet, It

10e who needs them, for a small charge to

however, a clip-on 50 page sheet feeder.

The two drivers operate the BJ-10e at dif
ferent resolutions. The high resolution driver

Attaching the feeder to the printer is a simple

manages 360 by 360 dots per inch, while the

only handle single sheets of paper.There is,

The BJ-10e is a good buy for users who
need laser quality printing on a restricted
budget. But the slow print speed means you
need a lot of patience because the computer
is tied up while the page prints. Anyone who
needs to do a lot of printing, and doesn't mind
the extra noise, should really be looking at a
good dot matrix.
Product: Canon BJ-10e Printer

Supplier: Canon, Canon House, Manor Road,
Wallington, Surrey
Price: £396.75

Telephone: 081 773 3173
Configuration: All STs

THE BOTTOM LINE
Good range of features,
but no Epson emulation.

^ran»

Easy to set up and

change the print head. A special print
er driver is needed.

Ease of use

INTERACTIVE
CRY FOR HELP
Q

Computer
cracking up?
Disks doing
back flips?

Could any of your readers help me? I

have just acquired an Atari 520ST with
external disk drive SF354. The comput
er plugs into my television in a Scart plug. I
understand it to be one of the original models
of ST, but its memory has been increased.
I do not have an instruction manual,
although I do have some software (games

Printer out

of puff?

and business) and accompanying books. I

'USER'S

have started to experiment but I do not want
to corrupt any of my existing software.
Does anyone have a manual I could borrow
or that they no longer require?
M Y Wonfor, 23 Luicolu Way,
Carney Island, Essex SS8 9SE.
A

very own

Silicon

Service

Supremo
is at your
disposal.

As long as you keep the write
protect tabs in the 'on' position
on any of the disks whose data

you don't want to lose you'll be fine.
If any reader does have a manual
that they no longer need - and let's
face it, the thing's so bad that most
users outgrow it almost immediately
- bung it along to Mrs Wonfor.

CLONED CAPERS!
QI've been taking the great Atari ST
User for several years now and have

always enjoyed every issue. Recently,
your magazine featured an article which was

all about emulators, what they are, what they
can do and so on. I was very interested to
read this as my favourite subject on the ST is
emulation.

Ever since I first bought my STM and it
came with the CP/M

emulator

I've

been

hooked on the possibilities of getting my
computer to look like other machines.

Although the CP/M emulator stimulated my
interest in the subject, I've had little luck in
finding anything else. I know, of course, that
there are Mac emulators and PC emulators

and I've read articles about them in your
magazine, but how many different types of
these are there? And what else is there out
there for emulation enthusiasts?
I'd like to start a collection of all the differ

ent types of emulator. I realise that some of
them are very expensive (such as the Mac

emulators) so I'd like to get as many as possi
ble from the public domain. What PD emula
tors are ? And who stocks them?

Please help me with the answers to these
questions. It is a subject which I find very

LEGAL HACKING?
QOn the mail pages of the August issue
of Atari ST User,

interesting and which I would like to know

R M Underwood

much more about.

moaned about CoverDisk compatibility
and in particular, the problems s/he had
encountered with a 520STE. You replied with,
effectively, a promise to the effect that
whether users were computing with single-

A M Fruit, Wells.

A

sided 520STs, Megas or STEs, the programs

Emulators certainly are inter
esting and the ST, perhaps
more than any other machine,
has a variety of very good emulators

would work.

available.

On the December issue's CoverDisk, using
RunTime and selecting NeoDesk Features in

The first of course, was the CP/M
emulator which was, I believe, com
missioned by Atari - at least, it had a

the goodies menu, the first statement in the
Features Include section is '100 per cent legal
code, will work with all present and future

hand in it.

The CP/M emulator works very well

ROM versions'.

indeed, but to make maximum use of

With such powerful statements, we should

it, you need to acquire a range of
CP/M utilities which are not supplied.

be able to run NEOMASTR.PRG with absolute

confidence, shouldn't we?

Two bombs appeared on my Desktop! And
that was the first program I'd tried. I'd been
considering buying NeoDesk especially with
version three just out. Take it from me, the

with a disk editor can get it up and running
fairly quickly.
NeoDesk is quite good, isn't it? There's a
very good chance I will buy version three but I

choice words that followed will not be found in

hope I don't have any hacking to do to get it

any word processor's dictionary.

to work!

lowed by double-clicking NEOMSTR.PRG. It
didn't take long to spot the culprit, CMPI.W
#$1988,$FC001A.

Changing

the

offending

statement

to

CMPI.W #$1988,$E0001A is insufficient. We
have the same statement in NEODESK.EXE,

locate.

The power of the CP/M emulator is

proven by the Nevada COBOL, the
HiSoft version of the popular busi
ness language.

David Roberts, Hayes, Middx.

In went HiSoft's MonST and a reboot fol

Because of the popularity of CP/M,
these are however, very easy to

Nevada

is a

CP/M

implementation which works using
the emulator.

A

Apologies for your trouble but

If you're interested in CP/M, have a

our disk editor was assured that

rummage through some of the cata
logues on offer from PD libraries.
There are a number of CP/M utilities

the program worked with all
ROMs before he put it on the Disk there's always one though, isn't

available which will increase your

but changing that as well appears to be all
that's required.
Yes I know it's now illegal code but at least

there?

Thanks for sharing your 'get it up

enjoyment of the emulator.
What else is in the public domain?

and running' secrets with the rest of

There's an excellent ZX81 emulator

STEs and ROM versions 1.6 and 1.62 - bear

the readers who can't manage to get
NeoDesk to work properly.

emanating from that great bastion of
technical programming, Germany.

ing in mind the new STFMs being shipped -

...anything can happen in the next haif hour...

Don't laugh at the back, the ZX81

TEXT TRANSFER: MAC

was a fun machine when you weren't
trying to cram something interesting
into 1K, and even that frustrating

Q l have a problem (so do I. Look at
these shoes. I only bought them last
week and the heel's coming off, and if
you try to complain it's a waste of time...er,
but where was I? Oh yes - SSS). It stems from

exercise could be fun.

The emulator works very well and
is accompanied by over 40 of what
were the best programs available for
the machine. Swallow your scepti
cism and get a-hold of this emulator,

the fact that as a relative newcomer to journal

ism (upgraded from a photographer to an edi
torial assistant on a motoring magazine) I fre
quently find myself having to finish stories at

you won't regret it.

home on my trusty Atari 520STE and First

Next on the list is an Atari 8-bit

emulator.

Many

STers

were

once

Word combination.

proud owners of Atari's earlier sili

be enough space for the files which

con attempts and the 8-bit emulator
is designed to get all that old
400/800XL/XE software out of cup

will be extracted from the archive.

boards and into disk drives.

The XL emulator works quite well,
but there is, of course, the problem
of getting the 8-bit programs onto an
ST disk. Still, there's a lot of fun for

Double-click ARCX.TTP. A dialog
appears bearing a dotted line for you
to type in the location and name of
the archived file you want to dearc.

Now type in this
b:testfile.arc

the interested here.
What

else?

Emulators

for

BBC

BASIC, Apple lis, Commodore 64s,
and PC-look-alike command lines.

Commercially, there are a number
of excellent PC and Mac emulators

but they're expensive and you need
big RAM quotients and hard drives to
get the most from them.
If anyone else knows of other
interesting emulators, why not write
in and tell us all about them?

and click OK. The screen will clear
while ARCX.TTP searches the B:
drive for the file TESTFILE.ARC - note

that ARCX.TTP isn't case sensitive,
you can use upper or lower case
characters.

If the the file is found, which in this
case it will be, a line of text appears
at the top of the screen with the first
file
in
the
archive,
let's
say
FILEONE.TXT, and a message offer
ing you 'yes/no/quit/all'. The line looks
like this

DESCRIBING ARCS
Q l have just bought my first copy of
Atari ST User. Having copied to a for
matted disk the letters arc and the ST

Writer arc files, I then copied the ARCX.TTP
program as instructed in RunTime.
On double-clicking the ARCX.TTP pro
gram, I was asked for parameters and I
typed in letters and clicked OK. Instead of
commencing an unarchive procedure, I was
returned to the menu! Could you please
advise me how to dearchive?

D K Hillier, Bognor Regis, West Sussex.
Alt's a

little unfortunate that the

FILEONE.TXT (Yes/No/Quit/All)
Pressing the first letter of each
option - only one, obviously! - will
result in the action being performed
so that if you decide to dearchive
FILEONE.TXT, pressing Y will result
in
the
message
'EXTRACTING'
appearing on screen and the file
being dearchived. Simple, right? - But
only if you know how.
Always remember when using
ARCX.TTP that you must type in the
exact location and name with exten

der for the archive file you want to

ARCX dearchiving program is so
difficult for beginners to under
stand and use, and yet it's absolute
ly vital if we are to cram as much on

had been on the C: drive in a

to the CoverDisk.

called TEXTS

The problem is that .TTP stands
for TOS Takes Parameters, and

called OLD, then the parameter line
would look something like this

dearchive.

If the archive

file

TESTTWO.ARC
folder
inside another folder

ARCX requires the exact location,
name and so on of the file you want

c:\old\texts\testtwo.arc

to dearchive before it will work cor

rectly.
If incorrect or incomplete informa
tion is typed in, then you're simply
returned to the Desktop.
Perhaps if I explain a typical
dearchiving session to you, it will
serve as a clear example for your

meaning please dearchive the file
testtwo.arc which is on the C: drive
inside the folder texts which is inside
the folder OLD.

Go back to your CoverDisk and try
out what you've just learned. I think
you'll find that everything is OK now.

own attempts.

So let's say, for example, that
you've formatted a disk in your B:
drive ready to receive the archived
file.

Your

A:

drive

contains

the

CoverDisk with the archived file and

the ARCX.TTP program.
Drag the archived file, let's say it's
called TESTFILE.ARC - archived files

always have the extender .ARC onto your newly-formatted B: disk.
You do this to ensure that there will

All points bulletins to
Interactive Rescue,
Atari ST User,
Europa House,
Adiington Park,
Macclesfield SK10 4NP

Up to now, this has worked out fine
because the in-house typesetting and design
people were quite prepared to accept text on
paper which they could hand in to the Apple
Macs used for typesetting and paste-up.
Now, because of the great advances in
technology and the need to streamline the
whole of the production, the typesetters have
gone fully digital.
This may be great for the typesetters who
now have the chance to play with 600Mb opti
cal discs, 1016dpi 256 grey-scale black and
white scanners and A3-sized colour monitors

all connected to Mac IICXs running the new
Quark XPress 3 Desktop publishing program,
but for me, it just means a lot of late nights at
the office in front of our new 'typewriterreplacing' Mac Plus.
Not wishing to get into this state of affairs

(my wife already moans about not seeing
enough of me...), I must find some kind of
alternative, hopefully one that doesn't include
laying out a lot of hard earned cash on a new
Mac Classic. Why? Because I like my Atari ST
and I still don't think that the new low-end

Mac is yet a viable proposition when com
pared to the Atari ST.
Also, before I go any further and everyone
starts screaming about ASCII text file transfer,
I must say that I have already managed to
transfer these files with relative ease using the

Apple File Exchange program, but this is only
with text files. The results need tailing up with
the correct hyphenation characters and type
styling before they can go onto the pages.
What would be more appropriate would be
to use another well known Apple program
called TOPS Translator. This is a program
which not only transfers the text but also
transfers the styles and hyphenation as well.
The only drawback to this program is that it
only works with files from the majority of well
known IBM word processors such as Word
Star, Protext and Microsoft Word (a pretty big
drawback, right? - SSS).
So the question is do any of the well known
Atari ST word processors give the same file
output as the best known IBM word proces
sors (especially the three mentioned above)
and if not, are there any programs, word pro
cessors or others, that will convert between
them?

Graham Dyas, Castleford, West Yorks.
A

Your problems are over. Amor's
popular word processor Protext
generates files which are inter
changeable with Protext versions
from other machines.

The latest Protext, version five, is
an excellent word processor, one of
the

best available

for

the

ST

and

incorporates some pretty funky fea
tures - a full review appeared in
'USER issue 57. The program costs
£149.50 and can be had from Arnor
on 0733 68909.

B-SOFT
Super Card Two

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE
FOR ALL MODELS OF ATARI ST

"The Original Super Card

H01 ST WRITER ELITE. The standard word proc

AT1

essor for the ST, with full documentation.
H02 SPELL CHECKER, WORD COUNTER, VIRUS
KILLER, and other programmes to aid word
processing.
H03 DATABASE,
TYPING
TUTOR
&
SPREADSHEET, Allwith full documentation.

TURES.Superb art disk withinstructions,and
a slide block puzzlegenerator.
AT3 PALETTE MASTER,possibly the best art pro
gramme on P.D. Fullinstructions included.
AT4 ANI-ST,previouslysold as AEGISANIMATOR
FOR £80.00. An art animating programme
with full instructions. A bargain at £2.

H04 PROGRAMMABLE DATABASE, very high
quality database.
H06 SUPERB QUALITY SPREADSHEET. Double
sided with full manual on disk.

H08 FIRST WORD WORD PROCESSOR. Fully
gemmed, with instructions, tutorial, spell
checker and word counter. Doublesided only.
H09 GRAPH PROGRAMME. Input numbers to
create Pie, Barand Linegraphs. Printdirectto
desktop or insert in other programmes.
H016GEMINI.Superb desktop replacement, latest
Englishtext version (similarto Neodesk).
BG1 CHESS, MONOPOLY, BACKGAMMON,
LASERCHESS.
BG2 CRIBBAGE, OTHELLO,YAHTZEE, WHEEL OF

BB1

AC1

HANGMAN,

Henry Cosh latest.

GG4 VEGAS.Visita casino, gamble your moneyon
POKER, ROULETTE, BLACKJACK & SLOT

MACHINES. Greatgraphics.
stocks & shares trading game.
GG6 FLOYD THE DROID. The best of all arcade

action. BLASTER, great sideways scrolling
arcade action. Superb disk.

SOLITAIRE,

DALEKS.

KI1

FRUIT MACHINE &PAC MAN TYPE GAMES.

DESKPACK, all in one desktop accessory in
cludes diary, telephone book, programmable

KI2

Veryimpressive implementations.
KID GRAPH, KID GRID, KID MUSIC, KID
NOTES & KID PIANO.

programme and others.

KI3 KID SKETCH, KID ABC, KID POTATO, KID

FOURDISK COPIERS, incFCOPY3,ACCAND
PRG versions. FORMATTERS, SPEAKIT

KI4

STORY.

KID SONG and working demos of NUMBERGO & NUMBERMAZE, excellent maths

(speech synth) VIRUS KILLER and many

programmes.

others.

AD1 HACK, role playing type adventure classic.
AD2 COLOSSAL CAVE. Simply massive superb
text adventure. Best on P.D.

AD3 WIZARDS LAIR, great text and graphics ad
venture.

KI5 KID PUBLISHER, childrens desktop pub
lisher. Also working demo's of MAJOR MO
TION & FUZZBALLarcade action, & LINE UP
4, CONNECT4typegame.

KI6 KID REBUS WRITER. Make phrases using

AD5 UNDER BERKWOOD, massive graphics/ar
cade adventure. Excellent.

Value".
New Atari User

Master Time <st only)
New for 91 - Five supurb

Feb 1991.

£2".95 (ST - Only)

•

programs in one - great

at

value at just £17.95

letters and pictures. Also FUNFACE working

"it is very difficult to find
any criticisms at all".
- Yet To be published Review -

Also Available (sT-o„.y) Includes
PfmQSuper
PiscCard,

BjSpell Age 5-8

Telephone orders &enquiries: (0734) 416492
SAE for full description (state machine)

I

Master Time, B.Spell,

Maths, and Play Spell.

Play Spell Age 7+ £14.95
Plav SpeU Plus
£ 19.95
Maths Age 5-8
£ 14.95
IiBase-2

SEND PAYMENT TO: B-SOFT,
33 CORSHAM ROAD, CALCOT, READING, BERKS RG3 5ZH.

£ 14.95

+ Construction Set £19.95

demo.

ALL DISKS £2.00 EACH inc. P&P
Overseas orders add £1.50

1
j

even better !", "Easy",
"Fast", "Reliable", "Great

GG5 PIN BALL, DRAWPOKER & WALL STREET.A

calculatorand much more. Also REPAIR DISK
AC3

but this latest incarnation is

BASIC PROGRAMMES & BASIC LANGUAGE
TO RUN THEM.

DE1 MARBLES & EXCEPTIONS demo of superb
graphics and sound.
DE2 THE AMAZING UNION DEMO. Veryimpres
sive sound and graphics (not STE).
SM3 ACCOMPIANIST. Superb midi sequencer,

FORTUNE.

BG3 DRAUGHTS,

was an Excellent program,

NEOCHROME ART PROGRAMME AND PIC

D/S - Only £ 1.49
2xS/S £2.99

£ 19.95

B.Ware Software, B.Bytes Computer

£ 9.95

Systems, 19 Southfield Road,
Hinckley, Leics. LEIO 1UA.

Game Compendium - Penguin
+Jump Jack +Billy Bounce £ 14.95 Tel (0455) 613377 9-5 Mon-Sat.
XL/XE Disc Collection £ 9.95 Visa/ Access /Am Express.
- 5 B.Ware Titles -

Cheques payable to B.Bytes Comp Sys.

. . . and now for the ATARI ST computer:

NBS

NBS hasbeen successfully supplying Amiga Owners for thelastyear wilh Public Dbmain Sollware. We have buill upa good reputation anda superb record olspeed, reliability, andvalue lor

money! It isnow time for Atari owners lo experience the rumble of the NBS PD Earthquake. Why isthe price oiour PD athird of some other companies? We don't know! if we supply Amiga PD at '
99p, there isnoreason why weshouldn't supply Alan BD atIhe same price! (itmakes nodifference toourduplicating machines!!) Socome on... join ourhappy family ofsatisfied customers.
ST DEMOS (All disks areSINGLE SIDED &1/2MEG unless otherwise staled)
SD 002 LIFES ABITCH - Anolher greal demo bythe lost boys
SD503 PREDATOR- Brilliant animation taken Irom thefilm (D/S)
SD504 SOWATT - Acollection oiquality demos from theCarebears (D/S)
SD505 WHATTAHECK - Anolher good seloldemos Irom IheCarebears (D/S)
SD 508 CUDDLY DEMO - Brilliant demo wilh many parts (D/S, NOT STE)
SD 521 STAR WARS DEMO - Gobd digitized sound and animation sequences (D/S)
SD523 SALON DE LA MICRO - Good music demo (NOT STE, Belter with MEG, D/S)
SD524 BATMAN MOVIE (3DISK SET) - Anims 8 sound from film (This demo
requires disks SD525andSD526lowork properly (D/S)
SD 015 ROBOCOP 2 DEMO - Collection olpix 8 samples from thetilm, (D/S)
SM 006 TCB TRACKER DEM01 - 4 Channel sampled music! Who needs Amiga??
SM 007 TCB TRACKER DEMO 2- Another musical least. Extra quality onSTE
SM 018 TUFTY HUMAN0ID MIX - Dancing stormtrooper lodigi-lune!
SM 501 BATDANCE - Brilliant! Complete Prince song on1disk! (D/S)
SM 506 TEENAGE MUTANT TURTLES - Turtles make ittotheST(D/S, 1 MEG)
SM 515 RUDE DEMO (3DISK SET) - Amusing PubD.J, Rap, rather rude! (This demo
requires disks SM 521 andSM 522towork properly) (D/S, 1 MEG)
SM 531 L0VESPY DEMO - Quality music demo, pily about the GFX! (D/S, 1 MEG)
SM 527 R0B0MIX - Digilized gralix 8 SFX Irom Ihe film. Well pul together (D/S)
SN500 WALKER DEMO II - The Walker lakes Chicago (D/S. 1 MEG)
SN503 SNOWMAN DEMO - Good animation 8 music Irom Ihefilm (D/S. 1 MEG)
SN504 'THE RUN' - Greal animation ola police chase(D/S, 1 MEG)
SN 507 CALIFORNIA RAISINS - Dancing raisins! (D/S, 1 MEG)
SN 511 SCANNERS - Very effective animalion olexploding head!! (D/S, 1 MEG)
SN 510 DPAINT ANIMS N0.1 - Taken Irom Tobias (Amiga lame) animalions (D/S)

ED 005 JUNGLE DEMO - Great graphics andStereo sound effects!
ED 006 PSYCADELIK HOUSE - No, not a spelling error, it'sACIIID!
ED 008 STE SAMPLES - Various good effects wilh mixing desk controls (1 MEG)

ST GAMES (All supplied onSINGLE SIDED disks unless otherwise stated)
SG005 DIE ALIEN BLOB- Agood scrolling shool-em-up
SG 007 NAVEL BATTLE - Agood version olthe classic battleships game
SG 008 VIRUS - Save your computer Irom Ihelurking virus! (NOT STE)
SG010 HAUNTED HOUSE - Afairly standard (But playable) platform game
SG012 JOUST- Brilliant game. Try and dismount your opponents!
SG 014 ENGLAND TEAM MANAGER - Think you could dobetter??
SG015 ADUDLEY DUMA- Agreat adventure game
SG 016 BERMUDA RACE - Agood sailing game. Get theseasick pillsready!
SE000 SHIPWRECK - An excellent educalional maths game with graphics

ORDERING DETAILS
Pleasemakecheques/PO payable lo NBS and send to:
NBS, ATARI PD, 132 Gunville Road,
Newport, Isle of Wight, P030 5LH
Telephone (0983) 821983 Fax: (0983) 821599
Orifyouhavea Credit cardphoneor FAX yourorderto us.
Pleaseremember to include 60ptowards postageand packing lo totalorder.
All orders (uplo 2Kg) despatched bylirslclass post,
pleaseadd30p forrecorded delivery.
All used postagestampsdonated lo GuideDogslor Ihe Blind'

Q

WE LOVE INTERNATIONAL ORDERS
ForEuropean orders pleaseadd30pperdisk. World Orders add50p perdisk.

UTILITIES

EU 000 STE B00TUP - Allows you lobool upinto medium resolution
SU000 H0MEACC0UNTS- Greal Utile accounting program, (NOT STE)
SU002 VIRUS KILLER - Avirus kilter wilh sampled sounds!
SU 029 DATABASE MASTER - Apowerful and easy tousedatabase
SU500 F0NTKIT- Create your own custom desktop fonls! (D/S)
SR000 ANI ST- Full working version oftheexcellent animation package
COMMERCIAL DEMOS

SU004 AUT0R0UTE0EM0- Usable demo olIhis computerised map
SC003 DELUXE PAINT ST- Useable demo olIhisexcellent artpackage
SC017 Z80 CROSS ASSEMBLER - Usable demo olcommercial package (No save!)

PUBLIC DOMAIN DISK PRICES
All POV Disks
£1.49 All doubledup Disks
All Budgie Licenceware Titles ...£2.95 All otherPDDisks
(LIMITED PERIOD ONLY)

NEED MORE DETAILS
THE NBS ATARI PDUPDATE ISNOW AVAILABLE! ToObtain yourFREE copy,
please send a stampeO self aOdressedenvelope(min,size 9" x 6") to NBS
(Alari Catalogue), 132 Gunville Road, Newport, Isleol Wight, P030 5LH.
Send £1 lorournewcatalogue disk

WE ALSO SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING

SR002 VIZSLIDESH0W - Fullol hand-drawnartworkIromIhe comic

ALSO AVAILABLE - Wenow alsostocka setol 10 instrument diskslorNoiselracker,

STEONLY DEMOS (All STE disks areDOUBLE SIDED, 1/2MEG unless staled)
ED001 THESTE DEMO- One ol the lirst demos lo use Stereo sound

ED 002 B0ING STE - Featuring a Big bouncing ball (1MEG)
ED 003 AN COOL STE DEMO - 4096 cols, Hardware scroll, Stereo FX (1MEG)
ED 004 3DSCROLLER - Shows what theSTE's blitler cando! (1 MEG)

thelatest P0V compilation disks, a massive selection oldoubled updisks (2disks ona
double sided disk), thelatest Budgie quality games, andmany other lilies not listed
here! Seethe*NEW" STupdate lordescriptions ofallthese disks andmany more. Also
available: lorjusl£1 wewill sendyou ournew Catalogue disk which isbeing constantly
updated wilh reviews ofallthelatest titles.

£1.49
99p

Mouse Mais
ST Dust Covers

£2.75
£2.25

NAKSHA replacement mouse £29.95
Competilion ProJoystick
£9.95
Cleaning Kit: Drive, Screen etc £4.95
Star LC10PrinterRibbons....Black £3.30
Colour£5.75

LC 24/10 printer ribbons (Black) ,,.£4.95
CITIZEN SWIFT24/120D punier ribbons St- £4.95
Disk Labels (wrap round)...200 lor£5.00
100Cap Lockable Storage Boxes. £7.95
Unbranded Disks (DS/DD Guaranteed)....
50p each
100 lor £40.00

• Goodman Enterprises has been
recognised by the Association of
Shareware
Professionals,
a
States-based
organisation
for
shareware programmers, as an
approved vendor.

It is hoped that this ASP mem
bership will lead to the library hav
ing many more shareware disks.
The aim of shareware is for users

to try the software before they
part with any money.
It's run on a trust basis. So if a

user intends to use the program
regularly he or she sends a small

One month in the world of public domain
is a long time. John Butters catches up
on the news, releases and even
manages to emulate other machines

sum of money to the programmer.
•

The new catalogue from

MT

Software is now available. It lists

Based on the popular
board-game
Scrabble,

all the software in the library and
gives a brief explanation of what

a

each does.

Anybody interested in receiving
a copy should contact the public
domain library at Greensward
House, The Broadway, Totland,
Isle of Wight P039 OBX.

a
a

• Many people would consider
road transport registration num
bers as a jumble of letters and
numbers, starting or ending with a
letter to identify the year that the

Goodman

Enterprises will list all the combi
nations of letters and cities. If

nothing else, the program is likely
to be good fun.

a

often, and sometimes not at all in
Public Sector.

The reason is usually quite an
obvious one - they haven't sent in
any disks. If you have a good
piece of software send it to us
and we'll let the rest of the world
know about it.

Libraries should send their disks

to: Public Sector, Atari ST User,
Europa

House,

Adiington

Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

Park,

a

a

a

a

a •

the few games written
especially
for
mono
monitor users. If you
have

a

and

mono

at

megabyte

monitor

least

of

one

memory,

don't miss Strabble

«: 46__ B:57__

Player '«'

lQjBjfl.luJ.JlJ

Game of words
The word game Scrabble has been around
since 1933 and this autumn sees the first

World Championship Scrabble contest.
Also this year a public domain version of
the board-game has been written with ST
users in mind.

• A few libraries have complained
that they don't get mentioned very

a

the ST version is one of

Si ..

vehicle was registered.
But this is far from the case. Any
number-plate can tell you where
the car was registered but there
can't be too many people who

available shortly from

a as 11 a

I a d a a a a'
aao

know more than their local codes.
A new disk which will be made

a

a a n a a a I

So, if your computer's hooked up to a
monochrome monitor and is bursting with
at least a megabyte of RAM, double-click
ing on the program name STRABBLE.PRG
will fire up the game and print the board on
the left-hand side of the screen.

a word and as player one, you start things
rolling. After deciding on your choice of
word, click on the board where you wish
to place it.

The score will be calculated by the
computer and shown above the letters. If
player two is the ST, it will automatically
generate a word and put it on to the grid,
adding its score to the display alongside
the first one.

Words are checked as they're entered
into the game, and any which the comput
er doesn't agree with are challenged. The

GEM-based menus hold nearly all the
available options. The game is played by
up to six players, either human or the com

the program's dictionary. The game con

puter, and there are three ability levels to

tinues until all the letters from the pack

choose from.

have been used.

On the right-hand side of the glorious

word can then be changed or added to

black and white screen, the score for each

This excellent example of the quality
programs available in the public domain

letter in the alphabet can be found. Under

can be found on the South West Software

neath this, there are seven letters to make

Library's disk number 1353.

WIZARD P.D.

THE INTERNATIONAL

178, Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ

Public Domain & Shareware Guide

f

NEW

1

Intro Set

NEW
10 Disk Game
Intro Set

NEW
10 Disk Demo
Intro Set

Only

Only

Only

£14.95

£14.95

£14.95

ST Writer

Mchess

French Kiss

Address Database

Cribbage

Union Demo

10 Disk Office

Bank Account

Checkers

Robocop Demo

Business Accounts

Tennis

Nasa Slideshow

Appointments
Zap Card Database

Roulette

GFA Demo

Poker

Delirious Demo 2

Video Database

Megaroids

Edhak Text Editor

Soko

Typing Tutor
Calendar Program

Mix 'n' Match

Smooth Criminal
Decade Demo
Adamski Demo

Hedgehop

DUTL

The 1st Shareware

distributor of this excel
lent collection of

Vendor to gain
approved status for our
ST Catalogue from the

Licenseware titles, and
unlike some, we stock

and more.

over 100 titles.

DARC 13 FUZZBALL TENNIS, PICK
POCKET, ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER CHESS. A
superb collection of ARCADE GAMES.
DARC 10 BLASTER, JOUST, ASTRO
PANIC, MEGAROIDS, MOTOR CYCLE and
more! Another great collection of ARCADE
ACTION.

/

Only £3.00 complete
multi-disk programs and
disk sets

J

Recently Voted ST Shareware Service of the Year
Exclusive

Exclusive

DRAGONS TOWER
16 Level Machine Code
Platform Game

COMPENDIUM

POKER DICE

Eight Great Two player
Games in one program

Superb graphics, and

Only

Only

Only

£2.95

£2.95

£2.95

Education

On Line Art

the Shareware educa

tion titles, including the
Brumleve programs,
and the entire range
from The Knowledge
Vine, (authors of Solar
System Geo' 1 & 2).

Exclusive to

Goodmans, these disks

Exclusive

Superb Value
Our standard disks are

packed with programs,

how fine arts can be

achieved on computer.

All this on one disk for

Set out on 60 screens,

only £2.50

(Artist & Sculptor), are
designed to assist on

06

ST

WRITER

V3.8

and

ODD 07 THE WORLD OF STARTREK Over

300K of text interviews and biographies
from the original STARTREK and NEXT
GENERATION plus loads of pictures from
both series. A must for all TREKKIESI!

of screens of "great graphics and music"
on this 2 DS Disk set. 512K and 1 Drive OK
£3.50.

BRD 26 AS BRD 25 but now available for
512k and or SS Drives.

POV SPECIAL for 1 month only. Choose
any 5 (from 57 and rising) POV disks for
only £9.00.

DADV 01 DDST, DUNGEONS &
DRAGONS, Role Playing adventure.
PARANOIA, ENCHANTED REALM and
ELBOZO CITY 3 more good adventures

BEGINNERS
WELCOME

also on this disk.

For free paper catalogue detailing over 800 disks send SAE (A5)
or ring 0734 574685. For disk catalogue send blank & SAE.

sound effects

i.e. Eternal Ramdisk,
Mono Emulator, Colour
Emulator, Lutilites,
Headstart, Maxidisk,
Fselect, LGselect.

prepared by Ron Wood,

DWPR

FIRSTWORD. The 2 best word processors
for the ST(E) plus a spell checker, print
spooler and a selection of ready to use

and DS Drive req.

(Why pay £3 per disk?)
\

DESKTOP MUSIC.

DEM 113/4 EUROPEAN DEMOS Loads

BRD 25 STRABBLE computer version of
Scrabble. Runs in MONO but works on any
ST with the emulator supplied. 1 Meg ram

The Countries Real Number 1

We have all the best of

DBRD 01 MONOPOLY, LAZERCHESS,
OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF
FORTUNE, SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND
and more. A superb collection of BOARD
GAMES.

Plus reductions on all

J

DMUS 3 The ACCOMPANIST SEQUENCER

From H. COSH. WADDINGTON, 32 TRACK
SEQUENCER DLX PIANO. Turn your ST into
a synth. JUKEBOX and POP MINIS

letters.

DARC 1 7 ZOG, TROUPER 2000, ROBOTS.
3 Great Multi level shoot-em ups.

Two disk demos

Professionals
v

MUS 18 NOISE TRACKER Super music

program like the AMIGA Sound Tracker
with music modules and player program
(DS DISK).

DAST 01 PLANETARIUM simply the best
PD Astronomy program. SKYMAP another
great Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.

Fair Prices

influential Association
of Shareware

the complete range of

CPM

So What Demo

A.S.P. Approved

We are now the leading

23 ZX81, BBC BASIC,

emulators plus other goodies like the ZX81.
Comes with 35 listings to load and run,

v

\ Budgie UK

DART 05 ANI ST great animation package
formally sold at £80.00 now PD. VAN
GOUGH Paint package with animated
sprites. 4 LANDSCAPE Generators
including GENASISand a CAD Package.

NEW
CATALOGUE

The Essential Catalogue for all ST & STE owners

rThe South West
ffiKS^SMil^HW
"What's yours for?"

they take you through

Easy Text Plus
The price may be low,
but this superb DTP

package is high on
features.

£19.95

from simple line draw
ings to hints on the
human body.
Disks 1 & 2

Available Now

Only

£2.50 each

Introducing Atari
ST Machine Code
Book and disk set, an
ideal introduction to m/c

programming.

£19.95

Modem Owners - Order via the Bath BBS FAX service on (0225) 840060

Public Domain Software
and Shareware
for the Atari ST
Whatever your ST means to you a tool, a toy, or a treasure-chest of fascination -

we can help you reach its full potential.

Send £1.95 for the latest edition of The International

PD & Shareware Catalogue, with Shareware reviews,
articles etc., or send only £2.50 for catalogue AND
disk catalogue database.

See our recently updated catalogue (edition 6.1) -

Goodman Enterprises (Dept ST1)

Get your free copy from:

for everything that's useful, interesting,
enjoyable, and almost free.

16 Conrad Close, Meir Hay Estate, KJ
Longton, Stoke-on-Trent, ST3 1SW.
Tel: (0782) 335650 Fax: (0782) 316132
Programmers - As one of the leading source libraries, you can be sure your
Shareware title will achieve maximum potential

The South West Software Library
PO Box 562
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2YD, U.K.

Bonk the Gonk was written in STOS and is

very colourful. There are three difficulty
levels to the game: easy, medium or hard
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Up to 50 Gonks have to be hit. Miss

them and they'll laugh at you

Land of the rising Gonks
A couple of years ago a television pro
gramme was screened showing Clive
James exploring Tokyo and the habits of

using the STOS programming language.
Bonk the Gonk has three levels of diffi

culty and even though the game seems
stupid, it's still amusing. Small creatures,
known as Gonks, pop up out of random
holes and using the mouse to guide the
mallet, you have to hit the animals on the
head as they appear.
You have to be quick, they soon disap
pear, heading back where they came from.

the Japanese. One of his discoveries was a

ridiculous game, where animals popped up
out of holes in a flat surface and had to be
hit on the head with a mallet.

The game's no longer confined to the Far
East, thanks to programmers at MT Soft
ware who have transferred the fun to STs
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The game runs in low resolution on a
colour monitor and is made much more

interesting by the sound effects. They laugh
at you when you miss them and cry out
when they are hit. At the moment this one is
exclusive to MT Software, and you should
ask for disk number G146.
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Sometimes the Gonks send explosives up
through the holes instead. If this is hit by
accident, one of three mallets is destroyed.

SHELL (CD

Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown
Road, Hilton, Inverness IV2 4PT.

Elmsoft, PO Box 17, Loughton,

Essex IG10 2EE.

• Floppyshop, 45 Provost Graham
Avenue, Hazlehead, Aberdeen AB1

DISKFREE

AD

8HB.

MORE(VIEW)

OM

PRINT

AP

• Goodman Enterprises, 16 Conrad
Close, Meir Hay Estate, Longton,

PIN/SHEET

«P
PRINTOC

Stoke-on-Trent,

CHECK

1SW.

UDOS™

HELP

•
MT
Software,
Greensward
House, The Broadway, Totland,
Isle of Wight P039 OBX.

One of the 45 utilities avail

VDOS menus rise from the bottom of the screen in

able is the calculator,
which is brought into use

GEM-like fashion

with a single mouse click

•

Staffordshire ST3

Page 6, PO Box 54, Staffordshire

ST16 1DR.

Virtual Disk Operating System is a graphi
cal interface for storing up to 53 of your
Auto execute programs. The applications
are then brought into action with a single
mouse click or keyboard combination.
On-screen

VDOS

looks similar to

a

GEM-based program, but menus rise from
the bottom of the monitor instead of falling
from the top and the options aren't high
lighted as the mouse passes over them.
The program is said to be compatible
with most ST software and only eats 10K

•

VDOS

of the computer's valuable memory. In
addition to giving easier access to your
programs, a collection of 45 general utili
ties is included with VDOS.

VDOS works on all STs and can be
used in monochrome or colour. This one

came from MT Software, and if you're
interested, ask for disk number U69.

Public Dominator, PO Box 801,

Bishop's

Stortford,

Hertfordshire

CM23 3TZ.

• SoftVille, Unit 5, Elettra Avenue,
Stratfield
Park,
Waterlooville,
Hampshire P07 7XN.

• South West Software Library, PO
Box 562, Wimbourne, Dorset BH21
2YD.

t
TRuST
PD,
18 The
Park,
Southowram, Halifax HX3 9QY.

A diskful of utilities from someone called

Helping hands

the Hitchhiker is among some of the better
releases this month. Included on the disk

are a formatter, compressor and a utility to
get around the problem of viruses.
BSSS is used for storing the boot sec

tors of disks, so if you ever get struck by
one of those nasty viruses you'll be able to
repair your collection.
The

name

Custom

Disk

Formatter

utility to correct the problem and so let
those with

these versions of TOS take

advantage of the program.

Other gems on the disk include Sample

disk and memory space, Diskcat which is a
RAM-based database, and Revenge Docu

ment Displayer which displays, paginates

describes this utility quite well. Disks can

The distal Disk Formatter Version 1.1c

be formatted from a clear and easy-to-use

and prints ASCII files.
There's almost certainly going to be one

Copyright 1389 Stuart Cootes

menu to hold up to 99 tracks, with 10 sec
tors per track. At the bottom of the menu

Target Drive:

HDD

utility which you'll find useful on the Hitch
hiker disk and you can get hold of it from
Goodman Enterprises. Ask them for disk

Hintber of Tracks: [Tl fool i~KTl fool f°l
Sectors per Track:
foil S |fol
Nonber of Sides!
Q :2

screen the number of bytes that will be
available on the disk is shown, which is a

Sector Interleave!
Verify Fornat:

rjjT>iro1
[YesJtB

useful feature.

Usable Disk Space:

103983% Batcsl

number GSD12.

ST owners with version 1.4 and 1.6 of
TOS will find themselves unable to use the

useful StartGEM - a program which autoboots normally non-auto-booting GEM

Compressor which cuts down on the size of
sampled sounds so that they take up less

Custom Disk Formatter is controlled through
I FindHaxiMff Tracks ~l

I Quit I

I Quit I

programs. On the Hitchhiker disk there's a

Changing faces

a menu which is easy to understand and
operate. Up to 99 tracks with 10 sectors per
track can be put on to a disk

you were sitting in front of a ZX81. If you're
feeling nostalgic, the emulator can be found
at MT Software on disk U91.

•

Acorn's BBC has been one of the most

popular computers in the UK. For what it
Despite owning one of the most up-to-date
and trendy home computers available,
there's always been a fascination to turn
the computer into something it isn't.
Commercial emulators transform the ST
into other business machines like the

Apple Macintosh and IBM PC, but those in
our little haven of disks turn back the clock
and emulate obsolete computers. You

know the type of machines - Atari 8-bit,
Acorn's BBC and, yes, even the Sinclair

The PD program that turns the ST into the

does, the machine is far too highly priced

ZX81 works unbelievably well. As it boots,

and so the reason for its success almost

those familiar with the '81 will instantly

certainly lay behind special incentives for

recognise the K cursor, awaiting one of the
keywords that were printed on the original

educational users.

machine's touch-pad keyboard.
From here, there are three options. Dig
out old issues of Sinclair User and type in
some listings, try to program the beast
yourself or load one of the many programs
from the disk. The good news is that they'll

ZX81. So let's see what's out there...

load from disk - no rewinding the cassette

•

for another go if it doesn't load first time.
Adding extra memory to the standard

A decade ago saw home computers

starting to kick off. The reason? Sinclair's

1K ZX81

ZX81. Olive's little black machine earned

Remember having to buy RAM packs that

its mark in the history books by being the
first machine that was really affordable to

Well, that's a thing of the past. Just click

the masses.

on the mouse a few times and hey presto,

This probably generated enough of an
interest in living room computers to be
responsible for today's booming market.

Schools adopted the Beeb as standard
and so the majority of school children learn
BBC enwiroment emu I ator 62K
BTMsoft STDFS
BRSIC

is made much easier as well.

plugged on to the back of the computer?
there it is, 16K.

If it wasn't for the 'real' keyboard you

could easily be forgiven for thinking that

>_

BBC BASIC is the programming language

taught to most school children, although it's
unlikely that the BBC will be used in industry

about computers on a machine that they're
unlikely to be faced with in industry.
But anyway, however irrational it may be,

it's happened and we have to make the
most out of the situation. Perhaps one of its

most striking features is the programming

language BBC BASIC which is one of the

Sinclair

easiest languages to learn.

And this is probably the reason why the
PD emulator would be of interest to an ST

Z X8 1

user - apart from this the Acorn machine is

EMULATOR

dull and weak. The emulator works in colour

or monochrome but doesn't run quite as

smoothly as the ZX81 program. Obtain it

Dedicated to Sinci by

from Goodman Enterprises on disk GD735.
•

Ch. Zwerschke
An Steinfeld 4

D-47I4 Cappenberg

And then come the emulators for less

exciting machines. For something closer to
'USER'S hearts there's a program to trans

I 00 ZX81 |

form the ST into its 8-bit father.

Other machines which can be emulated

include one of the most popular business
machines of the past, the Apple II, the pop
ular Commodore 64 games computer, and
A demo which combines most of what's been seen in earlier programs. Each of the 24
demos is loaded by entering one of 24 doors in a maze of passageways

for those viewing in black and white, CP/M
from the Amstrad PC.

r
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SHAREWARE

Order ANY FIVE disks,

and PUBLIC DOMAIN

/SWtitWiuei

(for Atari ST)
SOFTViLLE
is a member of
ihe Association
of Shareware
Professionals

five blanks and a

library case- £16.50
You are reminded thai

Shareware is suppliedon a

upio5 disks - £3.00 each 6 lo9 disks - £2.75 each
'Trybeforeyou buy' basisand
10ormore- £2.50 each(choose another FREE if buying 10) you shouldregisterif you
Overseas add10% tototal forpostage
continue to use it.

Send £1 for 100 page catalogue (refundable) or free with order)
Thesearebriefdescriptions, thedisksmay

ACC82-SUPERB00T v6, all in one setup

contain much more.

ACC85-2 D/S disks of desk accessories - £6

TOP OF THE POPS ♦ BE YOUR OWN RECORD MANAGER/PRODUCER IN THIS GAME
FISH 'N' CHIPS DEMO ♦ FANTASTIC DEMOS AND 12 DIFFERENT FISHY SURPRISES!!!
TEX ♦ THIS SUPERB TEXT MANAGEMENT PACKAGE FROM GERMANY IS ON 6 DISCS

IF YOU
NEED IT
WE
HAVE IT!!

ACC87-GEMINI replacement desktop
ACC96-FC0PY3- Good copy program

ACC72-DATA Handler, GEM based
ACC74-FREEBASE, menu driven

ACC100-LHARC, UNLZH, ARC6.02 etc.

ACC75-WGDATA, complete system
ACC88-Database Construction, not v1.09

ACC89-ZAPCard, card index style

ACC99-VAULT hard disk backup (runs on 520)
ACC101-BUSINIESS/Personal address book

ART and DRAWING
ART1-NEOCHROME, original and best

ACC92-SONGFILE, record collections

ART4- MASTER PAINTER, excellent

WORD PROCESSORS

ART24-PUBLIC PAINTER - High-res
ART25-ANI-ST, animation package

WP12-STWriter Elite v3.8, the best!

WP66-MAGNIWRITER, 3xhightletters
ACC21-WORD400, accessory wp.

ART27-E-PAINTER for children
ART28-COLOUR BOOK for children

SPREADSHEETS

COMMUNICATIONS
COMS3-UNITERM, standard package
COMS16-VANTERM fats gaining popularity

ACC23-VCSPREAD, onn GEM but usable

COMS17-ZFIash for use with Flash/Shadow

ACC31-STSHEET, fully WKS compatible

COMS21-FLYINGSTARTfor Prestel

WP23-EDIMAX, the text editor

D/S

ACC76-OPUS200, the best! - 1 meg

FONTS
WP28-Pub Part fonts-Hudson, Columbia,

Devoll.Thames, Spokane, Saturn etc.
WP29-Pub Part fonts-Avgard, Caligrify,
Courier, Elegance, West Side etc.

GAMES
GAME11 -KIDgraph, Note, Grid- section of the
now famous brumleve games for kids.
GAME56-3 disk set - HISTORY FILE (£8)
GAME61-KIDpotato and others

GAME95-W0LF & 7KIDS, kids adventure

GAME105-NOAHS ARC,spellinggame
GAME94-SUPER Breakout, high-res only

program. Ifyou requirethem in .IMG format
you need our disk ACC84for a converter
WP8-Animals, Militaria, Flags etc.
WP24-Trademarks from 1920's

WP26-17screens of Macclip art

LONDON SE24 9NN

-r

14 ADULT DISCS!
110 ARTS DISCS
40 ADVENTURE DISCS OVER 200 DIFFERENT DEMOS!!
45 MAGAZINE DISCS
48 MISCELLANEOUS DISCS
36 STRATEGY DISCS
73 UTILITY DISCS
AND
THE VERY LATEST BUDGIE TITLES!

PUBLIC DOMAIN
Full range of Demos — Games— Utilities — Art

Word Processors — Clip Art - Communications
Astronomy — Music — Languages — Picture Disks
Databases — Virus Killers — Educational etc.
Reliable Service — Return Post First Class

Full Disks - Single Sided Average Over 300K
All Disks are Verify Copied and Immunised

GAME62-NUMBERMAZE

WP63-CALAMUS fonts-Over 40 on this disk

All are mono, each disk contains a converter

PAYABLE TO:
P. GOLDIE

7 ACCESSORY DISCS
250 DISCS OF ARCADE GAMES
18 EDUCATIONAL DISCS
54 MUSIC DISCS
49 WORD PROCESSING DISCS

GAME91-WORLD (hi-res)

some complete, others upper case only.

CLIP ART

PLEASE
MAKE
CHEQUES/PO

27 ELFINDALE RD, HERNE HILL,
-*-

ACC86-ZX81 emulator

DATABASE PROGRAMS
ACC26-DBMAN, easy to use
ACC53-FIRSTBase,memory resident

ELMSOFT
HAS PQ3M0VED

MISCELLANEOUS
MISC1-SKY MAP (hi-res)

* Doubled-up Disks at no extra charge *
Send Large SAE for Free Catalogue to:-

SOLENT SOFTWARE
53 Rufus Gardens, Totton, Hants. S043TA

MISC4-VIRUS KILLER DISK - £1.50

MISC21 -PLANETARUM, great program
MISC26-C0NSTELLATI0NS (D/S)
MISC18-INVENTORY-PRO, stock control

WP31 -Whimsical animals
WP32-Office humour
WP37-22 screens of FOODS

MISC22-Double SENTRY, accounts package
MISC23-POOLS PREDICTOR

WP41 -15 screens of Christmas designs
WP59-Garfield, 20 screens

UTILITIES
ACC24-MONO EMULATOR (notlorart prgs)
ACC57-TURTLE hard disk backup (1 meg)

MUSIC & MIDI
MUS5-Waddington sequencer, 32 track
MUS32-COMPOSER mono &1 meg needed
MUS36-16 voice sequencer, colour
MUS50-ALCHIME Jr, 200+ tracks

ACC63-UNTURTLE for use with above

We have hundreds of productand graphic

ACC64-Star colourset-up etc
ACC70-STICKER3, disk labeller - high-res

demonstrations. We have HUNDREDS of disks

ACC79-QUICKDISK collection

Languages etc.. in fact, everything you could
possibly need tor your STi

ACC80-picture converters

full of Pictures. STOS. Basic, Ham Radio.

DC DESKTOP

DC UTILITIES

the GEMdesktop just got better!

Includes:
DC XTRACTPLUS - HasADDor
EXTRACT ARC, LZH, ZIPorZOOarchives.

Allows youtotPlace programs/folders onthedesktop
Display unique file/folder/drive icons, Colour
icons

Replace desktop with pattern/picture
Recoverable Trash!

Spool/Queue printing
Drop down menu commands via keystrokes
Comes complete with Command line interface,
Bootup selector, Terminal, Icon editor, Special

Superfast 100% assembly.

DC SQUISHnow compresses better than
ARC andreducesloadtimes. Absolutely
100% compatible with everything!

DC SEA now creates self-extracting ARC,
LZH, ZIP or ZOO files. Youcan also restore

thefilesfrom theprogram.

Show commandsand much,muchmore!

No ST owner should be

without this fabulousprogram
from "Double Click" software

A great collection of utilities!
Only £19.99 each
(+£1.00 PostandPacking)
State "Utilities" or "Desktop"

SOFTViLLE COMPUTER
SUPPLIES
Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue, Waterlooville,
Hants P07 7XN

•r
tmm

Tel: 0705 266509

Fax: 0705 251884

Callers Welcome

•

ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE FOR LIFE! •

ADD £3.50 FOR 3 DAY DELIVERY (FROM DESPATCH) AND £9 FOR NEXT DAY
ATARIS &

ACCESSORIES

LYNX
DISCOVERY PACK

£118
£259

1040 STE
CUMANA DRIVE

£420
£68

lOOO LABELS
DUST COVER
PRINTER STAND
MONITOR STAND

£7.50
£5
£9
£18

TURBO PACK
ZIPSTICK
JETFIGHTER

£350
£11
£12

CHEETAH STAR PRO
CHEETAH 125+

£10
£7.50

MOUSE MAT
MOUSE HOUSE
MOUSE BRACKET

£2.50
£7.50
£2.80

JOYSTICK EXT LEAD

£5

4 PLAY GAMES ADAPTOR

£5

PRINTER LEAD

£5

PORT EXT LEAD

£5

GALL OR SEND CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO:
B.C.S. LTD, 349 DITCHLING ROAD, BRIGHTON, E.SUSSEX BNl 6JJ
i~m

TEL: 0273 506269 or 0831 279084

=

A world of information

at your fingertips

Cambridge
Business
Software
ATARI ST SOFTWARE
LANGUAGES & COMPILERS

ACCOUNTS
Small Business Accounts Cash
Small Business Accounts Extra
Cashbook Controller
Final Accounts
Cashbook Combo Pack

£69.95
£99.00
£39.95
£24.95
£59.95

System 3 (Irw/Stock)
System 3 Extended
Sage Cash Trader
Wages ST

£39.95
£59.95
£79.95
£89.00

Personal Accounts Plus

£26.90

Personal Finance Manager Plus

£29.95

DATABASES
Base Two

£49.95

Data Manager Professional
Superbase Personal 2 (V3.02)
Super Base Professional (v3.02)

£29.95
£69.95
£175.00

Digita DGBase

£39.95

Prodata

£59.95

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
Timeworks DTP

£69.95

DTP Clip Art Pack

£19.95

Pagestream

£124.95

Fleet Street Publisher v3
Calamus

£159.00
£250.00

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DynaCADD
PC Board Designer

£747.50
£135.00

BeckerCAD

£99.00

Megapaint II

£79.95

GFA Draft Plusvl.5

£79.95

GFA Draft Plus V3.13

£109.00

CAD3DV1.0

£18.95

CAD 3D v2 (Cyber Studio)
Cyber Control
Cyber Paint V2
Cyber Sculpt
Cyber Texture
Architectural Design Disc
Easy Draw 2
Supercharged Easy Draw2
Easy Draw Tech Art Pack
Easy Draw Scan Art Pack
Easy Tools

£39.95
£32.95
£39.95
£59.95
£39.95
£17.00
£39.95
£59.95
£29.95
£29.95
£29.95

Canvas
MasterCAD 3D

£13.00
£29.95

MUSIC
C-LAB Creator v3
C-LAB Notatorv3
Cubeat
Cubase

£275.00
£459.00
PHONE
£459.00

FM Melody Maker

£57.95

Mark Williams C v3

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug _

£42.00

Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

£75.00
£75.00
£75.00
£55.95

Hisoft Lattice C v5

£115.00

Hisoft High Speed Pascal
Hisoft C. Interpreter

£79.95
£39.95

Hisoft Devpac V2.22

£45.00

Hisoft Power Basic

£39.95

Hisoft Basic

£59.95

Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£42.00

FTL Modula 2

£52.00

FTL Modula 2 Developer

£69.95

FTL Toolkit

£49.95

WERCS plus GDOS
GFA Basic Interpreter v3
GFA Basic Compiler v3
Nevada Cobol (with C/PM)
MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

£39.95
£45.00
£24.95
£42.00
£44.00

Minix

£99.00

£67.95
£89.00
£129.00
£79.95
£95.00
£99.00
£29.95

WORD PROCESSORS
Thais Write
Write On
GST First Word Plus V3.15

trapped behind glass. Now you can...
Save or Print.Pages may be savedor printed out.

Programmable. The system can beprogrammed to get a series of pages and print orsave them
for your own programs toaccess. It could print outthedays TV times!
Multiple display. Works with any kind ofmonitor andcandisplay andupdate two pages simulta
neously! Pageselection from thekeyboard orjustbyclicking with the mouse.
FastText. FastText reduces the waiting time for pages and the Review facility provides instant
access to the last pages received.

Digital Tuning. Tunes itself in automatically! While the prime purpose isfor Teletext if you have a
CM8833 monitor you can use itas a colour TV.

Only a Microtext adaptor isas easy touseand can provide all these facilities and more!
Everything issupplied, all you need isany type ofSTand a normal TV aerial.
At just £129.50 +VAT (£148.93) for an advanced Teletext TV itsexcellent value for money.
International VHF/UHFversion for use outside of the UK£169.50.

Make sureyou're always uptodateandgetyours from Microtext.

The following software packages are compatible with the
Microtext adaptor:

SPREADSHEETS
K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
K-Spread 4T
Logistix v1.2
Hyperchart by Atari
LDW Power Spreadsheet
Digicalc

You can keep it informed with thevery latest world news, share prices, weather, sports results:
and much more from Ceefax or Oracle. But unlike a Teletext TV all this free information isn't

ProShare ST
Market Breaker

Stock market analysis by TC Developments £49.95 inc
Stock market analysis by Jewsbury Software £69.95 inc

K-Spread4T

Spreadsheetwith Teletext option by Kuma

O

£149.94 inc

MICROTEXT H

Dept SU, 7 Birdlip Close, Horndean, Hants P08 9PW
Tel: 0705 595694 Fax: 0705 593988

£85.00
£45.00
£57.95

Protext v4.2

£109.00
£69.95

WordPerfect v4.1

Protext v5

£179.95

Timeworks Wordwriter
Wordflair

£39.95
£65.00

Jiggers - A game of strategy
and quick thinking, that follows
the tradition of all great
puzzles. A simple concept that
hides complex and mind
bending gameplay.

MISCELLANEOUS
Neodesk v3 (UK)

£34.95

G + Plus
Mufiidesk
Deluxe Paint

£29.95
£29.95
£49.95

Hyperpaint v2
Hyperdraw
Degas Elite
Spectrum 512

£29.95
£29.95
£19.95
£24.90

Knife ST
Harlekin
Turbo ST v1.8
Mailshot Plus

£24.90
£39.95
£29.95
£34.95

SLM 804 Epson Emulator

£24.90

Only £5.99 inc P&P

Try it. It's definitely
worth the money.

(ST User-Feb 91)

No surcharges on European orders!
Many other titles in stock.

Phone 0763 262582 NOW!

NEW RELEASES
Write On
That's Write

£45.00
£85.00

Hisoft High Speed Pascal

£79.95

Addimans

PHONE

Fruit Pursuit - A game that
combines the addictive qualities

of a fully featured fruit machine
with the strategy of a traditional
board game.

Only £5.99 inc P&P
One armed bandit

lovers will be in their
element here.

SPECIAL OFFERS

(ST User-Feb 91)

Neodesk v3 UK
ProshareST

£29.95
£44.00

Timeworks DTP + DTP Clip Art Pack

£85.00

24-HOUR ORDER LINE (0763) 263127

Cheques/postal orders to be made payable to Digital Dimension.
To order or join our free club write to :

All prices include VAT &delivery. Makecheques payable to Cambridge Business Software.

Digital Dimension, 85 Watleys End Road.Winterbourne

Melboum Science Park, Cambridge Road, Melboum, Royston, Herts. SG8 6EJ

Bristol, BS17 1PW

wpMrM] IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject lo availability) HHI

•C/^H

«•«••»

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. &TVEI
HOW TO ORDER:

r WW,

'mMM.

TEL 0763 262582 • FAX 0763 262425 • TELEX 817932
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What's A
Mouse?
Another replacement mouse has been
set loose. James Nicholson connects its
tail to his ST
T i r e d of that old Atari snail that's been in

command of your machine for so long?
Thought so. Obviously you need one of
the many replacements which are
around and now there's another to consider -

That's A Mouse from Compo Software.
Without being too harsh, it's fair to say that
it's nothing special, but then neither are any of
the scores of standard replacement mice. All
share similar specifications and most of them
look more or less the same.

Once again, the size of your wallet plays a
major role in deciding which to choose and in
that respect you can't really go wrong with
Compo Software's latest creature.
The unit's appearance is simple but smart.
It's enclosed in a cream casing, there are no
go-faster stripes or company logo, and on a
desk it blends in quite nicely with the Atari
colour scheme.

It boasts a resolution of 290 dots per inch
(dpi), which is 10dpi more than the common
replacement mouse. The difference in perfor

mance, however, isn't particularly significant
and is unlikely to be noticed.
It's a good fit in an average-sized hand and
the buttons operate effectively. The smooth
finish to the casing however, means that your
fingers can easily stray on to the wrong side

/
unlike most, if not all, of its competitors a mat
is not included in the pack.
Despite its simplicity, That's A Mouse is
certainly one to be considered if your
patience with the standard Atari rodent has
finally expired.
Product: That's A Mouse

Supplier: Compo Software, 7 Vinegar Hill,
Alconbury Weston, Huntingdon PE17 SJA
Telephone; 0480 891819
£25

Configuration: All STs

of the mouse.

Those who have Commodore Amigas can
use the mouse as well - if you can find a use

for a mouse with a games machine. On the
mouse's belly a switch labelled AM (Amiga)
and AT - why not ST? - adjusts between the
two, making the job of switching simple.
One of the most common problems with
mice is that the inside becomes clogged up
with dirt from the desk's surface. Some mice

THE BOTTOM LINE
290dpi, switchable ST/Amiga,
sing, micro switch buttons.
Feels good in the hand,

buttons close together, mat not included.

are self-cleaning and Compo claims that its
mouse is one of this type.
This mouse is supposed to throw back any
dirt which gets picked up, but the system
didn't perform very well when tested on a
dusty desk.
It comes with a 12 month warranty but

Excellent

Good

riad

"

Appalling

two microswitch mouse buttons are much

Beetle Mania
When is a mouse not a mouse? When it's a

Beetle of course. John Butters explains...

to the world of replacement mice bears a

purpose is to guide the pointer around the
screen. At this, Beetle is quite impressive.
Beetle has the highest resolution of any
replacement mouse at 320 dots per inch
(dpi). Because it has accelerating speed it is
unlikely that its high resolution will make fine

resemblance to a beetle - hence the name.

control difficult. The lead runs to an incredible

W h e n it comes to mice,

there's

generally a regular shape and
design, and rarely is there any
originality. That's until you come
across Taiwanese New Idea. Its contribution

To add to its novel design, the mouse is
available in 64 different colour schemes - red

case with black buttons, yellow case with
blue buttons... you name it, it exists.
But a mouse isn't really supposed to bear
any resemblance to an insect, it's true

160 centimetres, which is more than ample.
Surprisingly though, it manages to keep itself
from spreading all over the desk.
The packaging claims that the mouse has
an ergonomic design, but to use the rodent
comfortably a diminutive hand is needed. The

easier on the fingers than those on the stan
dard Atari outfit. There's no mouse holder but

a small mat is included in the pack which,
unlike others that are given away with mice, is
of reasonable quality.
Despite the less than ideal shape, the case
is very light and glides across the mat
smoothly and with minimum effort. Overall,
Beetle displays an original design with high
specifications, but its size and shape don't
really suit everyday use.
Beetle Mouse

Supplier: Gasteiner, Unit 4, Fairways Business
Park, Lammas Rd, Leyton, London E10 7QT
081 365 1151
£29.95

figuration: All STs

320dpi, accelerating speed,
mouse mat included, microswitch but
tons.

Strange shape and small
case give poor handling.

| Features |

Ease of use |

1Excellent

Excellent
Good

HrfijijiBIl

*

Average

Averag^^^l

Bad

Appalling

Appalling "
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The page that points the finger at the companies in the know
PRICE

DIARY

CHECK

All prices were correct at the time of going to press and as usual, include VAT. A comprehen
sive buyer's guide can be found in the pages of our sister publication, ST World.

DATES

UK EVENTS
14 to 16 April 1991

OTHER HARDWARE

COMPUTERS
Atari 520STE Power Pack

£399.99

AtariSLM605 laser printer& interfaced, 150

Atari520STFM Discovery Pack
Atari1040STE Super Pack

£299.99
£499.99

Atari Mouse

Atari 1040STE Professional Pack

£499.99

Atari Mega ST1
AtariMega ST2
AtariMega ST4
Atari TT (2Mb)
Stacy 2Mb

£589.99
£934.99
£1,279.99
£1,839.
£1,724.99

£24.99

Casio MT240 MIDI keyboard
Epson LX850printer
EuroLink modem (inc software)

£89.95
£320.85
£299.95

Linnet modem
Linnet 1200 modem

£182.85
£286.35

Star LC10 mono printer
Star LC10 colour printer

£263.35
£297.85

European Computer Trade Show
Organiser: Blenheim Database
(081 868 4466)
Venue: Business Design Centre, London
10 to 12 May 1991
Computer Shopper Show
Organiser: Blenheim Database
(081 868 4466)
Venue: Wembley Conference Centre
12 to 14 July 1991

4th International 16-Bit Computer Show

Organiser: Westminster Exhibitions

MONITORS

BEST BUYS

Atari SC1224
Atari SM124
TT monitor

£299.99
£149.99
£459.99

FLOPPY DRIVES
Actionsoft 1Mb 5.25in

£134.95

Atari SF354 single sided

£7 79.99

Atari SF314 double sided
Cumana 1Mb3.5in

£149.99
£79.99

HARD DRIVES
AtariMegafile 30Mb hard disk drive£499.99
Atari Megafile 60Mb hard disk drive£689.99
Supra 30Mb hard disk drive
£499.95

(081-549 3444)

L-ach month the editorial team selects the

Venue: Novotel Hotel, Hammersmith

best five buys in one type of softwarepack

OVERSEAS EVENTS

age. Thismonth, utility packages:
Knife ST, HiSoft
£29.95
For exploring disks and memory
NeoDesk 3, Elec. Dist
£39.95
Probably the best ST Desktop
ST Doctor, Comp. Concept .£19.95

23 to 25 August 1990
Atari Messe

Organiser:AtariGermany
Venue: Dusseldorf Fairground

e

If your company is organising a

show relevant to the Atari ST and is

DA disk editing tool

Turbo ST, HiSoft
Speeds up the ST

£34.95

Utilities Plus, Microdeal

£29.95

not listed, let us know so that it can
be included in the diary.

Various utilities

ADDRESS

REPAIRS

BOOK

Amor

Frontier Software

611 Lincoln Road, Peterborough

PO Box 113,

PE1 3HA.
Tel: 0733 68909
Fax: 0772 561071

Harrogate, N Yorks

Atari UK

AtariHouse, Railway Terrace,

Interactive Publishing
Europa House,Adiington Park,

Slough, Berkshire SL25B2.

Macclesfield

Tel: 0753 33344
Fax: 0753 822914

SK104NP.

HG20BE
Tel: 0423 567140

PowerComputing
Power House, 44A StanleyStreet,
Bedford MK41 7RW.
Tel: 023 427 3000

Ampower Computer Repairs
15a Alcester Road, Studley, Warwickshire
B80 7AG.
Tel: 0527 85 3374

Analogic Computers (UK)
152 Latchmere Road

Kingston Upon Thames, SurreyKT25TU.
Prestel

Tel: 081 546 9575

Dialcom UK, Dialcom House,

Brindley Way, Hemel
Hempstead, Hertfordshire

Avon Micro Centre

Stratford-upon-Avon,

Tel: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

HP39RR.
Service Tel: 0442 237777
Sales Tel: 0800 200700

Suite 2, The Sanctuary,

Ladbroke Computing

Silica Systems

Ladbroke Computing

Oakhill Grove, Surbition,

33 Ormskirk Road,
Preston,
Lancashire PR12QP.
Tel: 0772 203166

1-4 The Mews,

33 Ormskirk Road, Preston, Lanes, PR1 2QP.

Hatherley Road,
Sidcup,

Tel: 0772 203166

CIX

SurreyKT66DU.
Tel: 081 390 8446

Black Horse House,
Exmouth, Devon
EX8 1JL.
Tel: 0395 2700273

Fax: 0395 268893

Kent DA14 4DX.
Tel: 081309 1111

Digita International
EuroLink

Europa House, Adiington Park,
Macclesfield SK104NP.
Tel: 0625 878888
Fax: 0625 879966

Third Coast Technologies
Unit8 BradleyHallInd Est,
Standish WN6 OXQ.
Tel: 0257 472444

Gremlin GraphicsSoftware
Alpha House,

Millennium

US Gold

Chancery House,

10 Carver Street,

107 St Pauls Road,

Units2-3 HolfordWay,
Holford, Birmingham

Sheffield S14FS.

London N12NA.

Tel: 0742 753423

Tel: 071 548 9897

B67AX.
Tel: 021 625 3388

Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,
Warwickshire CV37 OAH.
Tel: 0789 292269

Evesham Micros

Unit 9, St Richard's Road,
Evesham, Worcestershire WR11 6XJ.
Tel: 0386 446441

Silica Systems
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road,

Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX. .
Tel: 081 309 1111

WTS Electronics

Chaul End Lane, Luton,
Bedfordshire LU4 8EZ.
Tel: 0582 491949

SOFTWARE WHERE?
In your issue number 60 I read that Curry's
are to now promote and sell the ST. I myself
have owned an ST for some time now and

have found it to be an excellent machine,

however I recently inquired at Dixon's what
software backup would be available from
them and was told none whatsoever.

It seems that once a sale is complete no
further software will

be available from the

supplier. This seems to be unfair to the
purchaser; surely they could hold a small
selection, if only the top 10 games?
Many thanks for an excellent mag, but
could we have a section on programming in
BASIC, similar to the ones we had for the

800XL explaining various techniques?
J Goddard, Aylesbury, Bucks

You wanna complain?
Did I hear you right? You
wanna complain? OK,
hang on, and I'll get our
complaints clerk from
out the back...
"FRITZ! GET OUT HERE

Point taken about the software but

even so, it shouldn't be too difficult
to locate a software outlet, and there
are plenty of mail order companies
you could contact. Take a look at the

advertisements in the mag.
As for your interest in programming
- Runtime, on the CoverDisk, is the
answer.
Perhaps
Peter
Phillips'
BASIC tutorial can help.

NOW. SOMEONE WANTS
TO COMPLAIN... AND
TAKE OFF THAT
STUDDED COLLAR."

You just wait here. He
won't be long. He'll sort
you out in no time...

DESERT VIEW
I am writing to comment on your magazine
Atari ST User. I have your publication every
month which is sent to my home address in
the UK. I get back home every six months, so
I have lots of reading to catch up on.
ST User has, I think, improved a great deal
over the past few months. I think your article
on emulation was very good and of great ben
efit

to

those

of

us

who

can

afford

Go on, be a devil. Write to:
Atari St User

the

Europa House

upgrades. I have a Supercharger which I
think is excellent. Would it be possible for
Gunter Minnerup to give his views on all the

Adiington Park

emulators that are available and tell us what

Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

he thinks are the best on the market?

I have recently had two small problems
with my Supercharger and have had to get in
touch with Condor Computers. They have
been very, very helpful and I cannot say that I
have ever come across a firm who gave so
much help ifyou are stuck or have a problem.
I hope you will publish this letter and let
people know how helpful Condor are.
Andrew G Hutton, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia

Thanks for the letter - that probably
goes for Condor Computers too.
We can't possibly let you into our
top-secret plans for forthcoming
issues but there just might be some
thing on emulation coming up some
time soon, maybe...

DIFFICULT DISKS
I have just bought an Atari STE for my 5-yearold son, I don't know anything at all about
computers, and obviously prefer disks that
load easily. My son is getting on very well with
it and I am pleased that I got it for him.
I just can't understand why some disks are
so difficult to load, especially when they are
so expensive. I just can't be bothered with
them and will send them all back as faulty if
they don't load straight away, and reading
your Interactive Rescue letter on the FunSchool disk which I had been considering
buying has quite put me off.
Is it going to be impossible to load without

somehow using the STOS disk? We have got
this disk but I really don't understand what I
would have to do, and reading that letter is
quite confusing.
Can the Fun School disk be used on its

own on the STE? Could you let me know
before I purchase another disk that I won't be
using? You see my son uses the computer up

Interactive

Rescue

letter confused

you about that.
And for the authoritative word on
educational software - look no fur

ther than our Education Aspects
page at the back of the magazine. It
makes for riveting reading.

in his room, on his own a lot, so it has to be

easy enough for him to use unsupervised.
I would be very interested in an article on
educational software. We purchased a disk
locally for £20 which my son finds boring, and
another disk (AB200 - £3.99) by post, which
he plays with all the time. Cost doesn't always
mean quality does it?
C P Cook, Crowburough

BUT SERIOUSLY
As I am a newcomer to the Atari ST may I
congratulate you on a very fine and informa
tive magazine. After trying all the available ST
magazines I find this one the most serious, so
here is a most serious question.
Having seen plenty of adverts for educa
tional software which is aimed mostly at
school children, I am sure there is someone

When you say that disks are difficult
to load, do you mean that you don't
understand the instructions, or that
insufficient

or

no

instructions

are

included? It's difficult to say what
the problem is without this informa
tion. Of course, there's always the
possibility that the disks really are
faulty...
To answer your questions about
Fun School: you don't need the STOS
disk to run Fun School, and it can be
used on its own on the STE - you
don't need anything else. Sorry if the

who can write adult educational courses on
line with the ones advertised in the national

newspapers and give us a down-to-earth
price? Your comments please.
Dave Harris, Cheltenham
And here is a

most serious answer.

You haven't mentioned which kind of

adult education you had in mind
(stop sniggering you lot).
There's

lots

of

software

to

be

found in the public domain - science,
maths,
geography,
English,
and
many business programs but

unless

we know more specifically

I sold it and then went to the Computer Show
at Wembley to buy an Atari 1040 STE. I
looked around and one stand was selling it for
£385. Just the keyboard, mouse and leads,

what you have in mind, it's quite
difficult to answer.

Go directly to the public domain
section in the February issue, and
follow that up with a look through
the advertisements in the magazine

without all the rest in the Extra Pack. I couldn't

buy it because I didn't have any money after I
had spent it at the Mandarin Stand.
So I tried to go on the last day but unfortu
nately the trains weren't running on time, and
it wasn't worth going.
I decided then to go to the 16 Bit Fair in

for educational software houses.

CREATIVE GAMES
I bought an STE recently for my 9-year-old
son. Having looked at various computer mag
azines, I think Atari ST User gives by far the
best presentation of information on various
aspects of both hardware and software. I
hope that you will maintain this and not resort

Hammersmith to find that not one stand was

selling the 1040STE on its own. Silica was
selling it with the Extra Pack which I don't
want. All I want is an Atari 1040 STE and noth

ing else! It's been two months now, please,
please could you tell me where I could obtain
one from? Or I'll go bisurc (sic) without your

to language used by editors of some of the
games magazines who seem to think it cool

CoverDisk and STOS!

to use vulgarities.
Secondly, I would like to hear from anyone
that knows of any Christian produced soft
ware, either biblically related or not. I would
like to think that the games software compa
nies

could

offer

a

balance

between

Dhiran Dudhia, Croydon, Surrey
As far as we are aware, you can't

buy the STE on its own. You have to
buy the whole pack at once. Sorry
about that. Can anyone else help? If
so, we'll print it here next month.

the

masses of destructive games formats and
some creative ones.

MURPHY'S HAND

Ate/7 Blake, Bembridge, Isle of Wight

About a week before the release date of the
December issue of Atari ST User I decided to

Thanks for the comments about the

mag. We like to keep it clean but fun.
If anyone wishes to contact Neil,
they can write to us and we'll pass
on any letters we receive.

upgrade my old TOS 1.08 to the newer TOS
1.4 being advertised by Ladbroke Comput
ing. So I eagerly telephoned my order and
Access number to Ladbroke's and sat back

and waited for the knock on the door (hoping

PAST PERFECT

it would not be the bailiffs for the poll tax).
On the following weekend I became one of

I am writing in the hope that you will help me
obtain a back issue of the Atari ST User mag

azine. I am currently customising a printer
driver for my son's Star NL10 printer, using
the excellent articles on this subject by
Charles Queckett which first appeared in your

Maggie's Millions, so it looked like I would
have some spare time on my hands to do
some DM-ing (Dungeon Master? - Ed). After
sitting in the old chair for a few days, I went to
my local newsagent and purchased the

Having both the January and February

Philips TV/Monitor with a request to provide a
connecting lead for an Atari 1040 STE com
puter. As promised, the monitor arrived two
days later, unfortunately with a connecting

1988 issues I now require the March 1988
edition, which dealt with using unwanted
characters to produce expanded and

lead for an Amiga.
I telephoned SKM and arranged to return
the lead with which I enclosed a letter explain

TOS to TOS 1.4.
I came to the conclusion that because I

enlarged text, to complete the above printer

ing exactly what I required. About a week later

replace I would get away very lightly from
having to do much work on the main PCB
(non-activation of the grey matter!).

December 1987 edition.

driver.

I received

Therefore, I would be most grateful if you
would ask your readers if they have a copy of

guessed it, was the wrong one. As I write now,

this issue for sale, as I have already been

I write this letter in the forlorn hope that
someone from SKM may read it and realise

informed by your mail order division that this
particular edition is no longer available.
I would like to thank you in anticipation for
your help in this matter and trust that you
recognise my desperate need to finish the
said printer driver.

B Guy, Maghull, Merseyside

Anybody out there want to do a good
deed? Perhaps you could look at it as
recycling. Or, you might just want
the filthy lucre, as they say. So what

ever the motive, if you're reading this
and you can help, then contact us
here and we'll pass on the news.

LEAD STORY
I am totally new to computing and have just
managed to set up my own hardware, most of
which I am more than satisfied with except for

one item. I purchased your magazine every
month during 1990 eager for information and
guidance on what to buy and which supplier
offered the best deal.

Eventually,

after

much

deliberation

I

ordered different items from different suppli

ers and SK Marketing received my order for a

Atari ST User

another lead which, yes,

you

I still do not have the correct lead.

December issue of Atari ST User and found to

my delight a review on upgrading your old

had six ROMS to take out and six ROMS to

After a while there was a knock on the

door. Yes, it was from Ladbroke Computing! I

opened the parcel to find the technical

ers like myself. Perhaps also they might reap

instructions from Atari on how to perform the
change-over, and a little black plastic bag

praise their attitude to customer service to
avoid what I personally feel is a disgraceful

with 16 RAM chips.
Well, knock me over with a limp chip! I had

the affect this sort of incident has on newcom

situation and does nothing to promote home
computing.
A Plumpton, Nailsea, Bristol
This is the first letter of complaint
we've had against SKM in a very,
very long time. It is one of the most
reputable of companies and has a
very good record of customer ser
vice, which makes your complaint all
the more surprising.
No doubt by the time you read this
your problem will have been solved
already. But if not, then all we can
suggest is to persevere, they're good
guys really.

been sent the correct instructions but the

wrong chips. A phone call to Ladbroke's and I
was told to send the package back and that
they would sort things out and send me the
ROMS. So back goes the package on the
same day and I retire to the old chair slightly
changed in temperament and with a different
outlook on the day (DM's in for a bashing).
Four days later the postman dropped a
small package in my hand. It was the ROM
chips from Ladbroke with a note apologising
for the mix-up.
All in all, it's a much better Desktop to use

than my old 1.08. My thanks to Ladbroke
Computing for the ROM chips (thogh Mur
phy's Law took a hand) eventually residing in
my ST.
S R Mansfield, Knowle, Bristol

HUNT IT DOWN
I am fifteen years old and a STOS program
mer. I used to have an Atari 520STFM (singlesided drive), and I realised I was lacking in
memory for my work. So just before Christmas

It just goes to show you that perseverence does pay, and that some
suppliers really do have their act
together - despite Murphy's Law!

PRODUCT GUIDE
PERIPHERALS & ACCESSORIES

FLOPPY

DISK

DRIVES

****+JU
«Mb<dL a a JL
JOYSTICKS

A

MUST FOR
ALL ATARI
ST OWNERS!

SOFTWARE & BOOKS

If you own an Atari ST, then you will not want to miss
the FREE Atari ST Product Guide from Silica Shop. This
48 page, full colour guide is packed with details of
peripherals, accessories, books and software for the
Atari ST range of computers. In fact, the 1990 Atari ST
Product Guide is the most comprehensive product
handbook available for Atari ST owners. Not only does
the Product Guide provide an invaluable source of in
formation to Atari ST computer users, it is available ab
solutely FREE OF CHARGE! Just complete and return
the coupon below for your FREE COPY! In addition
to ALL Atari hardware, the range of products featured
in the catalogue includes:

PERIPHERALS:
Robotics
Hard Disk Drives
MIDI/Music
Monitors
Printers

Clocks
Emulators
Modems
Mouse controllers
Scanners

Sound Digitisers Sound Samplers

Floppy Disk Drives
Graphic Tablets
Modulators
Plotters

Scientific Equip
Video Enhancers

ACCESSORIES:
Cables
Disk Boxes
Monitor Access
Printer Labels
Stands

PRINTERS

Cleaning Kits

Disks

Dust Covers
Mouse Access

Joysticks
Power Supplies

Printer Paper
Upgrades

Printer Ribbons
MUSIC

BOOKS:
ST Dedicated

68000 Processor General Computing

SOFTWARE • ENTERTAINMENT:
Arcade Games
Sport Sims

Compilations
Adventures

4-f HIM*

Advanced Sims
Board & Strategy

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
DISK

BOXES

PLUS

ROBOTICS

MUCH

MORE!

SEND FOR YOUR FREE PRODUCT GUIDE!

Art & Graphics

Accounts

CAD

BOOKS

Communications Databases
Education/Childs Music

Desktop Publishing
Programming

Spreadsheets

Word Processors

COMPLETE & RETURN
THE COUPON FOR YOUR

Utilities

&

STILL MORE!

RETURN THE COUPON NOW!

MAIL ORDER:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

BUSINESS/EDUCATION:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Telr081-308 0888

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
No Late NightOpening
Fax No: 081-308 0608
LONDON SHOP:
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA
Tel: 071-580 4000
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
Late Night: Thursday until 8pm
Fax No: 071-323 4737
SIDCUP SHOP:
1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DAM 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Opening Hours:
Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm
Late Night: Friday until7pm
Fax No:_081-309 0017
OrderLines Open: Mon-Fri 9.00am-6.00pm

Closed on Saturdays

Fax No: 0B1-308 0608

™To™caSystem^d, DeptATSTrT491-31,1-4The Mews, Hatherley™Sidcup, KerrtDAI^DX ^^
PLEASE SEND ME A FREE ST PRODUCT GUIDE

OF THE 1990 ATARI ST

48page PRODUCT GUIDE
FROM

Mr/Mrs/Ms:

Initials:

Surname:

Address:

SILICA SHOP - THE ATARI SPECIALISTS

Silica are the UK's No 1 Atari Specialists. We have been
established for over 12 years, and have an annual turnover
of £10 million. With our experience and expertise, we can
claim to meet our customers requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take
our word for it. Complete and return the coupon for our latest

^free literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

SILICA
JHOP

Postcode:

Tel:

I Which computer(s), do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - please return the coupon for the latest information.

.1

of Hampshire

TRuST P.D

UleSerue Best for service

Quality Public Domain for the ST
Demo's
_ Utilities

LCIOMono

Star

£149.00 (£129.56 +VAT)

(with Cable & Paper)

Colour ribbon £12.65 inc.

Panasonic KXP1081

StarLC2410

with cable & paper

(24 pin) with cable & paper

£142.00 (£123.48 +VAT)

£199.00 (£173.04 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1180

with cable and paper

£152.00 (£132.17+VAT)

£245.00 (£213.04 +VAT)

Panasonic KXP1123

Star LC24200 COL

(24 Pin) with cable & paper

520 STFM + Power

HP Deskjet 500

NEW Commissionware label

For free catalogue on disk send a S.A.E. and blank
disk or £1 cheque/PO to: TRuST P.D., 18 The Park,

ST MUSIC MATRIX
MIDI DISK MAGAZINE FOR ATARI ST.

PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION
PURPOSE

TO AID THE ST MUSICIAN TO UNDERSTAND

PHILOSOPHY

TO AIM TOWARD NEW HORIZONS FOR

AND WORK WITH MIDI.

Educational by design. Covering every aspect of the MIDI and MUSIC data available for the ST
computer. Each issue has files with Synth Editors, New Voices, News, Reviews, MIDI &MUSIC
tutorials, Complete WORKING sequencers. (1&7). Along with these extensive files each issue

Citizen 120D+
with cable and paper

£125.00 (£108.70 +VAT)

£273.00 inc VAT

LOW ST PRICES
Inc. VAT

520 STFM Super Pack
£282.00
520 STFM Discovery Pack...£259.00
£345.00
£365.00
£415.00
£499.00
£429.00

ST SIMMS
Inc. VAT

0.5 Simm upgrade Ram
£35.00
1-2M Simm upgrade Ram
£69.00
0.5-2M Simm upgrade Ram ...£99.00
0.5-4M Simm upgrade Ram .£195.00

includes MFS SEQUENCES. YOU become the ARRANGER/PRODUCER of the music. E.g. Eroica

Passage (Issue 5). ALGORITHMIC MUSIC GENERATORS - MIDI Demos. MIDI Softwarewritten in
Basic. Seriesstarting from scratch WITH EXAMPLE MIDI PROGRAMS in ST. FAST, GFA, POWER,
HISOFT and STOS Basics also TEACHING MIDI IN 68000 Assembler. (Issue 5) Issue 7 NEW 16-

Swift 24 Mono

TRAK SEQUENCER which supports MIDI THRU and EDITING, a KAWAI K1 Editor with new voice

with cable and paper

banks and KORG M1 DEFAULT VOICES, ISSUE 8 now has full working K1 Editor, 50 New Korg M1

£275.00 (£239.13 +VAT)

Voices, and 32 New Kawai K1 Voices. ISSUE9 has NEW ROLAND D10 EDITOR With all functions
enabled and Voice Databank software. Also 2 Banks of 64 Voices for the ROLANDD5. ISSUE 10 has

a KAWAI K4 EDITOR Demoand Samples for Replay 4 with editing software. NewMIDI DATABASE
DISK RELEASE- Our PD MIDI listing has been updated. - Send just £2 for our latest list plus Matrix

Atari SC1224

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

extracts on disk.

500 + VOICES FOR KAWAI K1/r/m ONLY £30
KORG M1/R SPECIAL - 500 VOICES FOR £30

Philips CM8833 MKII

The MUSIC MATRIX costs £10 per issue OR any 4 issues tor £35
ALLPRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF VAT, P&P AND 1st CLASS MAIL DELIVERY

£229.00 (£199.31 + VAT)

E3

Atari SM124

Inc. VAT

Joystick/Mouse extension
4 Player Adaptor

£4.60
£10.95
£7.80
£9.95
£10.95

ST Monitor plug to free end

£9.50

ST Printer lead

£6.90

Mouse Pocket

£2.95

Mouse Mat (thick soft type)

£4.95

Atari Mouse

£25.00

Cumana CSA.354

^ALOGIC

SALES

1st Word Plus
+ Timeworks
£99.00 inc VAT

DISKETTES
SONY branded
10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

Flight Simulator II

£29.95

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

1st Word Plus
Neo Desk 3
P.C. Ditto

£55.00
£32.00
£62.00

1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

Superbase Personal
£45.00
Personal Finance Manager ....£24.95
Timeworks DTP by GST
£69.00
Fun School 3 (all versions)
£19.90
Organiser by Triangle
£9.95
Chase HQ

£14.50

Flexidump LC10 Colour

£28.00

Phone for ST Software catalogue.
Many titles inc. Educational.

Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 5TU
Telephone 24hrs, 7 Days a Week
(081) 546 9575, (081) 541 4671

£57.50 (£50.00 + VAT)

Inc. VAT

£4.60

152 Latchmere Road,

1M Drive
Internal 1m drive

(100% certified error free)

Inc. VAT

—

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS LTD

A

£69.00 (£60.00 + VAT)

£4.99 to £13.95

Software etc.

Phone 0592 714887 - 24 hrs - OR PRESTEL mbx 21-9999-427

with ST cable

£4.60
£5.75

ST Dust Covers
ST to ST Serial lead
ST Mono Monitor lead
ST RGB Monitor lead
STE Stereo RGB Monitor lead

Available onlyfrom TheMusic Matrix, 14 Main St, EastWemyss, Fife KY1 4RU _

£109.00 (£94.78 +VAT)
External 1M Drive

Accessories

ST Basic Tutorial Book

Disk Mags

MIDI MUSICIANS

(8 games pack)

Full range of Joysticks

with cable and paper

£439.00 (£381.74 +VAT)

520 STFM + Turbo

Ram
Ram
Ram
Ram

Slide Shows

with cable and paper

£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)

£289.00 inc VAT

Clip Art
Programming

Southowram, Halifax, HX3 9QY. Tel: 0422 341606
£285.00 (£247.83 + VAT)

(20 games pack)

Educational

Plus over 80 Budgie U.K. games etc.

Star LC24 200

with cable & paper

520 STE 512k
520 STE + 1M
520 STE + 2M
520 STE + 4M
1040 STE

Games
Art
Music
Word Pro
STE. Demo's

LC200 Colour
£205.00 (£178.26 +VAT)

LC10 ribbon £4.60 inc.
Black ribbon £6.32 inc.

£7.50
£31.62

£59.80
£529.00

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty)
(100% certified error free)
Inc. VAT

10 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
50 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

£5.95
£19.90

100 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
250 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi
1k 3.5" DS/DD 135 tpi

£37.49
£83.38
£322.00

50 x 3.5" Disk Box with lock
£5.95
100x3.5" Disk Box with lock...£7.50

Phone for our 40 page catalogue
EDUCATIONAL AND GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME
All products have a 30 day money back & 12 month warranty.
Prices subject to variation without prior notification.
Established 6 years. We are closed Saturday afternoons.

Postage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)
ST/U Dept

UleSeruE

b

40-42 West Street,
Portchester, Hants.

Larger items delivered
by Securicor

m

Tel: 0705 325354

P016 9UW

1. 520 STFM DISCOVERY PACK (512K RAM)
(1MB RAM)

£259.00
£295.00

2. 520 STE TURBO PACK (512K RAM)
(1MB RAM)
(2MB RAM)
(4MB RAM)

£354.95
£379.95
£439.95
£515.95

3. 1040 STE EXTRA PACK (1MB RAM)
(2MB RAM)
(4MB RAM)

£434.95
£519.95
£599.95

3 1/2" EXTERNAL DISC DRIVE
WITH INTERNAL BUILT IN PSU

£59.95

ST UPGRADES
1.

520 ST/STFM TO 1MB

2. 520 ST/STFM TO 2.5MB

£69.95

^^.

3. 520 STE TO 1MB (DIY KIT)
^<^ffk
4. 520 STE TO 2MB (DIY KIT)....^^Jpgj^
5. 520 STE TO 4MB (DIY K\T)...JEK&?..

£169.95

£29.95
£99.95

£196.95

REPAIRS - without diagnostic fee
1. Atari ST/STE

STFM/STE POWER SUPPLIES (service exchange)
• All prices include VAT and Delivery
• Please call for price quotes on other Atari products.

.£59.95

£45.00

*.K

•

/.r

1
1

Win one of five copies of this program. Just pick up
your quill... er, pen... sorry, no, your keyboard
alligraphy is the ancient art of handwriting, practised to per
fection by those long suffering monks. The original profes

sional calligraphers, they'd spend weeks, months, years in
making, say, the letter B at the beginning of a manuscript

just right. OK, so they included what you might consider to be
unnecessary detail, but it was alt part of the jobNow, thanks to the wonders of modem technology it doesn't take
an abbot's lifetime to produce a book - you can do it at lightning

speed. All you need is a copy of Calligrapher and an ST.
Just in case - although it's very unlikely, of course - you missed
the review of Calligrapher Professional in February's issue - it's a
brilliant and comprehensive document processor, and sells for
£139. In fact, we rated it very highly: "Everything you could ever
want from a word processing package".

[:l

And the whole impressive package can be yours for free. That's

right - zilcho! Working Title, the suppliers, have provided us with
five copies to give away. That's almost £700 worth! So what do you
have to do to win it?

Send your entries to: I want to be a monk, Atari ST User, Europa
House, Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. Don't forget to put

^%s^T3SB

your name and address on the entry...
Winners will be announced in the July issue. So start scribbling...

Desk

File

Edit

Find

Font

Fornat

Insert

tags Hiscs

Idea

Box

COMPETITION RULES

art

How does this grab you? All you've got to do is write in and answer these

REVIEH.CBL

<• »

1 *"

breathtakingly simple queations

1. What, in your opinion, was a monk's worst fear?

CAI.I.IGRAPHER PROFESSIONAL
Product: Calligrapher Professional
Configuration:^! STs, megabyte required

2. What was Working Title's former name?

Price: £139

Supplier: Eciectron
Telephone: 0865 883592

3. Is Calligrapher a true WYSIWYG application?

PERFECT WRITER..?

And then, just for our amusement, write in 20 words or less why you think we
should give the prize to you. Originality wins points here - and the best of the

Calligopher.acros; between s •. •or• 1[.roo/^.nr -mil i U'f-'rod--.•;.? wasreleasedontoth^ST
market almost four years ago by Computer Concepts. Despite excellent reuiews in the press,

'• -<lhg[H[.hen •mlii rnH ouficomt it: inilullc>.itU;>] ironbit'::, .unci guicl.lv i.-ml- wilfijul ;« tract. Mow.

winning entries will be printed in Close Box. Be warned!

. three years afteritdisappeared, Calligrapner has returned tochallenge programs like Prolexl for
the ST word processing crown,

Calligrapher in action

mark a block of text by dragging

the mouse around it
Desk

Flit?

Edit

Find

Font

Fornat

Insert

Tags l^f* Idpa

Startup Settings [ OK

Box

| 6 -A - •

flrt

k

1. The closing date for entries is May 30,1991.

2. The judge's decision is final. Nocorrespondence will be entered into under

Page LeMth;9.8L_ ICancel l
D.P, Align Char:,

CAI.I.IGRAPHE Page Offset:1

any circumstances.

• Startup in Text Mode
•Anti-Skid Keys
• Cursor Flash
• ShoM Graphic Size

Product: Calligraphy PfuM-sin.

CunFiguratn>n:MiiSK mej;
Price: £139

Supplier: Eclentron
Telephone: 0865 883592

3. Employees of Interactive Publishing and Working Title may not enter sorry guys!

nShoN Codes

• Inches

DCns

4. Entries may be made on a photocopy, but onlyone entry per household.

Print Bitnaps

• Keep Aspect Ratio
• Integer X Scaling
• Integer Y Scaling
graphicInterface, fast processoraL • Backup Files

PERFECT WRITER..' I
i

Afterplaying games, word prod

some serious word crunching.

Calligrapher. a cross between a (•,
market almost four years ago by C
Calligra&her could not ouercome its i
tnree years after it disappeared. Cal
tne ST word processing crown,

HindoH

• Status Line
• Hon Scroll
• Vert Scroll
• Title Bar

released onto the ST

Name:

suiews In Ihe press,
witnout a trace, Now.

irams like Pretext for

Address:

HoteDT •PageDabc/123

Every aspect of Calligrapher can be customised using this
Options dialog

Postcode:

Competition Pro
Extra Joystick

POM AND CLICK OR FIRE AMY!

RRP: £16.50

Our price:

More top-class products at unbelievable knock-down prices
How about trying one of these great new joysticks

£13.95

^m

from Dynamics? There's the Competition Pro Glo
Green and the Competition Pro Extra. You'll have
awesome fire power at your fingertips - both

feature auto fire and slow motion, and both are fully
miCrOSWJtChed.

(2year guarantee)

Competition Pro

Glo Green Joystick

" Long been a favourite with many gamers, .tough, sturdy

RRP: £17.50

and responsive" ST Action, Feb, 91.

Our price:

£14.95

Gasteiner Mouse

And when you've finished playing games, you won't do
better than this mouse. It's a real winner! Replace
that sluggish Atari rodent with this elegant, high
resolution Gasteiner product.

Our Price: £14.95

RRP: £19.99

To order

please^
ipage 107

M*l?/

rubsfta
snrcH up your bookie

.. .for only £24.95!
Pro-Punter is a remarkable piece of software that gives you a much higher
than average chance of winning on the horses.

Officially proven to the racing press and other magazines by sending time
and date franked letters by Post Office mail, Pro-Punter has shown that it
can predict winners with remarkable accuracy.

And it is also cautious with your money. If it thinks there is any doubt about

Excerpts from a review

in the Racing Post:
"Pro-Punter is the best available

... Using it over the course of a year, all the various types

the outcome of a race it will advise you not to bet.

of races were analysed. The results were impressive: 102
selections produced 52 top-ratedwinners, providing an

For a short period, the best news of all is that you can save over £32 off

after-tax profit of £888.24 to a £10 level stake, with prices
ranging from odds-on to 12-1. (Giving a return on capitalof

the recommended price if you buy it from us.

79%)

"The computer advised a bet in 20 races, finding 18

But remember, this is a
limited offer, so

avoid disappointment
by placing your
order soon.

RRP

£57.50

Our Price

£24.95

winners.

"With results like that, Pro-Punterdeserves the praise
lavished upon it by other press reviews and satisfied
customers. . ."

SAVE £32.55

PLACE YOUR ORDER USING THE FORM ON PAGE 107

•••
Don't know where your incomings are outgoing? Phil Trory
explains how a spreadsheet can help with your finances...
and below that is the spreadsheet itself.
At the top of the spreadsheet area there is a
line containing letters of the alphabet, begin
ning with A in the top left corner. Down the
left-hand side is a numbered column, begin
ning with 1.

O f all the 'serious' applications for
which the ST is grossly underrated,
one of the least immediately appeal

ing must be spreadsheets. After all,
music software is used by rock stars, art

packages are for gifted artists, even DTP and
word processing are potentially creative. But

Click on the slider bar on the right-hand
side and the numbers will increase. Click on
the slider bar at the bottom and the letters will

spreadsheets are used by accountants...
Perhaps spreadsheets are not the most

exciting of applications, but they are one of
the most useful. And one of the advantages of

spreadsheeting on the ST, especially for
home or small business use, is that it can be
done relatively cheaply.
On the ST,

even the latest release of

Kuma's K/spread series costs less than £150,

more memory is needed. So what can you do
with a spreadsheet? Why bother using one?
A spreadsheet lets you plan how much you
can spend in the future. Many businesses fail,
and people fall into unmanageable debt,
because they allow themselves to be caught
out by cashflow problems. Cashflow is the

move on through the alphabet. When you get
to Z, it starts doubling up, so you get AA, AB
etc. And if you're enjoying this bit, you must
be an accountant already.

COLLECTION OF CELLS
As you click your mouse in various parts of
the spreadsheet, you will notice that a rectan
gular black box follows it around. Take your
self back to the starting position, with A and 1

and earlier versions can be had for much

term used to describe the difference between

less. At the other extreme, there are even

To illustrate this introduction to the use of

funds coming in and going out.
Mini Office Spreadsheet (MOS) consists of
two disks. Disk 1 contains the spreadsheet
program files and some examples. Copy
these files onto a working disk, load it in medi
um or high resolution, find the file SHEET.PRG

spreadsheets, Mini Office Spreadsheet will be

and double click on it.

ence and a row reference, just like reading a

put through its paces. This package is part of

map. Immediately below the menu bar, is a

It's a good starting point, simply because
it's a good commercial product, with a rea

You should now find that the top half of the
Desktop has been replaced with the MOS
control screen. At the top is the familiar menu
bar, with the usual FILE option. Send your
mouse up to the bar and drop down the File

sonable manual, some useful extras and can

menu. Just click on New in order to create a

be bought for less than £20. Mini Office

new spreadsheet.
The menu bar remains visible at the top of
the screen. Below that is the control panel

spreadsheets in the PD and shareware mar
kets which are yours for the cost of a disk.

MINI OFFICES

the

Mini Office

Professional

range from

Database Software.

Spreadsheet will run on a 520STFM, although
if you want to run accessories or a RAM disk,

in the left-hand corner. Wherever your mouse

is clicked a rectangular black box is formed.
This is a cell of the spreadsheet. Each cell
has an address, made up of a column refer

line marked Cell, which gives the address of
the cell you are currently in.
The cell at the top left-hand corner is A1
and you should be able to find cell C15 with
out too much difficulty. You should notice that
however much you move around with the
slider bars, the current cell always stays on
the screen. To do a cashflow forecast, you

b\ I

The empty spreadsheet, showing the cell
address. Ready for work...

The Edit menu in Mini Office Spreadsheet,
with the New option highlighted

T51

The Mark menu, showing the Col Width dialog
box. The width of column A has been changed

Atari ST User

Desk

heating on a bit more since Christmas, so the
bill will be higher, say £60, to go in E6. Or, if
you have them, you could look back to last
year's gas bills. If the January bill was £43.35
and the April bill was £52.80, you might
expect to find the same sort of price differ
ence again this year.
To work out the estimate for April, go to cell

File

E6 and enter +B6*52.8/43.35. The word FOR

:

The Edit menu, with the
Spread option highlighted,
ready to copy the mort-

£ gage
I!

Mark

Desk File Edit

CeTT

Cell

payment

into

all

columns

Groups

Options

T5BT

Help!

Mini Office SI

TTT

Contentsi] '♦B6»52.8/43.35

rucTi

Nuneric

TiiTT

JustifaTI[CJ|aili IDec Places [81 [TjH[TrjjT fj].T '

m

^ft!\STUSER.SPB T
31
3Z

882!

Jan

Feb

0B3OPEHIHG BALANCE 1088,88

085Mortgage

Mar

t::.... C

April

Hay

June

8

it's more difficult to find out how much it costs

you each month, but if you pay by cheque or
credit card the figures should be easy to find.
Forecasting petrol costs may be more of a
problem, unless you do a very predictable
mileage. One way of working out a figure is to
take an average of the amount spent in the
previous three months.
To do this, enter your actual expenditure
for January, February and March into cells
B7, C7 and D7. Then, in E7, enter the formula

308,08 388,1
53,20

006Gas

i

cancel i

MULA lights up beside the edit window and
the answer £64.80 appears in E6.
Another expense that takes up a large
chunk of income is petrol. If you pay by cash,

380.89

380,08 388,00
MUSH

388.1

+sum(B7:D7)/3. This adds up the numbers in
the cells from B7 to D7 and divides the result

The calculation used to

by three to give an average.
Now go back to E7, pull down the Edit
menu and click on Copy. Drag a rubber band
around cells F7 and G7, go back to Edit and
pick Spread. The formula from E7 is then
duplicated in F7 and G7, but with all the cell
references moved across in step.

813;
61+

estimate April's gas bill

Desk
CTTI

File Edit
EBB7

Do Hark

8851ortgage
886ias
887'etrol

Cell

..
53,20

75,20

Groups

388.68

Options

Help!
OK -

Mini Office ST

[TocTl
IF

FINISHING OFF
When you've finished, you can add up major
monthly costs with another formula. If you've
used rows 5 to 25, you can define cell
B27 as +sum(B5:B25). Then use Copy and
Spread to replicate this formula across the

308,1
64.08

82,80

88,78 WWiM

84,58

other columns.

85.17

Presumably you have an income of some
The moving average calcula
tion, used to forecast petrol
expenditure

sort, for example a salary at the end of the
month. This can go in after the total of
expenses. Enter the amount in B29, for exam
ple, and then in C29 enter the formula +B29.
Use Copy and Spread again to replicate the
formula into the other columns.

need to build a plan to cover six months. The
first three months will contain figures that you
already know. The second three months will
be a forecast. You will need your bank state

and enter 1000. The word NUMERIC will light
up beside the data window and 1000.00 will
appear in cell B3.
Now comes a bit of slog. You have to go
through your bank statements, cheque stubs
and bills to identify the regular monthly house
hold expenditure. You should have the actual

ments and chequebook stubs and it would
help to have copies of regular household
bills, like gas and electricity.
Move the cursor down to cell A3 and type

figures for January to March, and you'll have

OPENING BALANCE. The words appear in

to estimate the amounts for April to June.

the edit window in the middle of the MOS

control panel. Beside the window, the word
TEXT is lit up. Press Return, and the words
you have typed appear in cell A3.
Actually, only the word OPENING appears
in A3, because column A isn't wide enough

AS IF BY MAGIC...
For example, begin with your mortgage. Let's
say you pay £300 every month and you don't
expect it to change before July. Enter MORT
GAGE in cell A5. Now enter 300 in cell B5.

to take the whole of the text. Pull down the

You could, of course, enter 300 into cells

menu option called Mark and select Col
Width. Use the dialog box to change the

C5-G5 as well. You could alternatively, go

As well as row descriptions, you need col
umn headings so you can quickly see which
month you are in. Go to cell B2, type JAN

back to cell B5 and pick Edit on the menu bar.
Then select copy.
Now drag a rubber band around cells C5G5 by clicking on C5 and holding the mouse
button down until you reach G5. The selected

and press Return. Now go to cell C2 and

cells will become a black box. Go back to the

enter FEB, and so on until you have entered

EDIT menu and pick Spread. Magically,
300.00 will be copied into cells C5 to G5.
Not all items of expenditure will be due
every month. Suppose you paid a gas bill in
January and it was £53.20, so you enter GAS

width of column A to 15.

JUNincellG2.

You can make the process easier if you
pick Options on the menu bar and select
Auto Right. Now, when you leave each cell,

the cursor immediately jumps to the next one.
Look on your bank statement and find out
what your balance was at the end of Decem
ber. Let's say it was £1,000. Go to cell B3

in cell A6 and 53.2 in B6. The next bill is due

in April, but how do you estimate what the
charge will be?
You could just guess that you have had the

This is better than copying the actual
amount in B29 because if you get a pay rise,
you can enter the new amount into the first
month it is paid, and it will automatically be
carried forward into the following months. To
see this work, try putting a new figure for
Salary into E29.
Finally, you can work out the closing bal
ance, which is the opening balance less total
expenses plus salary, or +B3-B27+B29,
which can go into cell B31.
Before you replicate this formula, go back
up to the top of the spreadsheet. The Open
ing Balance is still blank, except in B3.
This is no problem however, because the
Opening Balance in C3 is the Closing Bal
ance that was just calculated in B31. So put
+B31 in C3 and replicate it. Then go back to
row 31 and replicate the formula from B31
into the other columns.

The closing balance in each column is an

indication of how much 'spare' money you
can expect to have each month. But don't get
too carried away and spend the whole lot on
beer or ST software. At the very least, you will
need to keep something aside to cope with
unexpected disasters.

To finish, pull down the file menu and click
on Save As. You will now be looking at a file
selector box. Type CASHFLOW.SPR into the

filename box and press Return to save your
work. And that's all there is to it!

BARGAIN HUNTERS
Uii

Choose from standard

quality disks at 30p or
professional high quality
disks at 39p each.

vWiii
* Includes labels

*Fast despatch
*Reputable company
* Choose standard or

high quality type
40 Cap Disk Box

£2.99

80 Cap Disk Box

Mouse Mats

£1.75

Mouse House

£1.75

Cleaning Kits

£1.99

Amiga Cables
Library Cases

£8.95
£0.99

14" Monitor Stand ..£14.95

£3.75

4-90YEARS/ANS/JAHRE^

Amiga High Quality Dust Cover - £3-99
100 Extra Disk Labels - £1.50

Add £3.65 for postage and packing
ABS Disk Supplies, 193 Brumpton Rd,
ES

Carlisle, Cumbria, CA3 9AX.
Tel: 0228 818500

Available now from:
Softstuff Software

19 Quarry Hill Road,
Tonbridge, Kent,

SPECIAL
OFFER

£15.95

TN9 2RN

Tel: 0732-351234

Surface UK Ltd
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middx. UB6 0AA
UK Limited

Tel: 081-566 6677 Ext. 204/205
Fax: 081-566 6678

Dealer Enquiries Welcome

NEW PRODUCT

NEW SUPRA DRIVES

D.V.T. Hard Disk Back-Up

40Mb Supradrive (Quantum)

system, that allows you to back
up any Atari ST hard disk to a
video tape. The most cost
effective back-up device
available for your Atari computer.
Now only £169 inc. P&P.

£399

excess time 11ms

NEW SUPRA MODEMS
Supra Modem 2400

(RS-232 external)

£149.95

105Mb Supradrive (Quantum)
£699

excess time 9ms

44Mb (Removable cartridge drive)

Supra Modem 2400 plus
(MNP & V.42 bisO Q191)

£699

£199.95

All Drives Include

* DMA and SCSI connectors for

daisy-chaining additional
devices.

L^Sf

* Formatting software that allows
dividing the drive in as many as

Features Include

* Auto Answer/Auto Dial (tone or
pulse).

* Two phone jacks for telephone
line & phone.

12 partitions.

* Adjustable-volume speaker for
* Battery backed-up real-time
clock.

monitoring call progress.

Fabulous Offers
.. when you
subscribe to
Desk
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K-SPREAD 1

ILATEi

GASTEINER
MOUSE

K-Spread 1 is a fast, entry level spreadsheet
which gives all ST users the opportunity to
discover the potential of spreadsheet
planning, for home or business use.
It is extremely user friendly and includes such
features as: drop down menus, autocalc, integer,
decimal, clear sheet and printer menu. This particular
version is offered with a complete home accounts

This mega compilation includes 4 full
games and a designer T-shirt!
Chambers Of Shaolin, Warp, Leavin' Teramis
and The Seven Gates Of Jambala represent
Thalion's first year of blockbusting releases. This
amazing package has something for everyone

Essential kit for all aspiring desktop

publishers, graphics artists, spreadsheet
operators and anyone who takes their

from martial arts to humour and from fun to

computing seriously.

suspense. You will be swept along in the
adventurous journey which will keep you amused

The Gasteiner mouse is a top quality precision
product that we're making available at an
unbeatable price exclusively to our subscribers.

template which can be fully edited for your particular
requirements. "K-Spread represents superb value for
money" according to ST World and is offered to you
free of charge when you subscribe to Atari ST User.

for hours. And when you subscribe to Atari ST
Userthis whole package can be yours for freel

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM
Please tick the appropriate box

(including FREE monthly disk)

Subscription orders receivedbeforeMarch 19
willcommence with the May issue

12 months' Subscription - UK (including monthly cover disc)
New

Renewal

i—19394
~ 939a

r—19395
~ 9399

Cheque/Eurocheque made payable to Interactive Publications Ltd

£34.95 LZI 939s

CZl 9397

Access/Mastercard/Eurocard/Barclaycard/Visa/Connect

Subscription + Gasteiner Mouse
Subscription + Thalion Compilation

£44.90
£34.95

Subscription + K-Spread 1

Payment: please indicate method (•)
Expiry

D*,e

12 months' Subscription - outside UK (including mommy cover disc)
New

Renewal

Europe/Eire

£39.95 H9390
19390

Rest of World • - Airmail

£54.95

Name .

—Signed

9302

I

^n19397
i

Send to: Database Direct, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port,

I<

South Wirral L65 3EB (Nostamp needed ifposted in UK)

Order at any
time of the

Address-Post Code

day or night
Don't forget to give your name,

_ Daytime telephone number incase ofqueries.

address and credit card number

By phone: 051-357 1275
By fax: 051-357 2813

General queries: 051-357 2961

F o r the last couple of years ST owners
have

been

forced

to

sit

back

and

watch as users of other computers
tapped away at the stylish rubber key
board of the truly portable and affordable Z88
computer.

All that has changed now thanks to The
Music Suite, which is selling a cable and ST
software

which

enables

information

to

be

transported from the Z88 to the ST and back.
Equipment needed to connect the Z88 to IBM
PC compatibles is supplied as standard.
The operation is a little difficult to grasp at
first, but once one file has been transferred
successfully, it's unlikely that any further prob
lems will be encountered.

Information which is stored as files inside

the portable can either be transferred to the
ST for further work, stored on a floppy or hard
disk, or output to a printer. Alternatively, ST
files can be sent across to the Z88 so they
can be accessed during a journey.
The Z88 comes with 32K of memory and
this is easily expandable by plugging extra
memory cartridges into slots positioned at the

the built-in BBC BASIC language which is
based on the Acorn machine widely used in

front of the case. Remarkably though, it's only
two centimetres in height and with the base
being A4-sized, the computer in its smart imi
tation leather carrying case doesn't occupy
much briefcase space.
The liquid crystal display (LCD) clearly
shows eight lines of text, each containing up
to 80 characters. The contrast is adjusted
using a dial on the left-hand side of the com
puter. With the built-in word processor, how

when printed. This is useful in assisting with
the design of a document.
Some of the keyboard commands for
PipeDream are listed below the screen to give
a quick reminder of how to complete certain
tasks. Others are found in on-screen help
menus, which are brought into action by
pressing the Help key on the Z88's full-sized
QWERTY keyboard.

ever, the document is shown as six lines of

nalists and others who need to write while on

the Diary feature is used. It works in a similar
way to a desk diary and can be used in con
junction with the in-built calendar. Reminders
about appointments, events or anything else
taking place on a certain date - either past,
present or future - can be entered.
The calendar includes dates up until the
year 9999, so you can tell on which day of the

the move.

week events will fall. A calculator is another

Product: Z88-ST Link II

PipeDream is a combination of spread
sheet, word processor and database and has
many of the features you would expect to find
in a commercial piece of software.

useful utility, which is invaluable when carry
ing out complicated calculations and can be
used while working on other features of the
PipeDream program.

Supplier: The Music Suite, Cenarth,

Files are saved either into the Z88's RAM or

If you think you're likely to miss an impor
tant event, such as your lunch, you can set

Configuration: All STs

text running to 74 characters. Other programs
use different sized areas of the display.
There are several programs resident in the
computer. PipeDream, which is also available

as PC software, is probably responsible for
making this machine so popular among jour

a section of the memory set aside for
PipeDream. The time they were last worked
on is displayed alongside the filename.
In the top right-hand corner of the screen
the document is shown reduced in size to

illustrate how the page will actually appear

Your Filofax will be made redundant once

education.

Four AA-size alkaline batteries which give
about 20 hours of use can be used to provide
power, or it can be run from the mains using
its external power adaptor. The Z88 is an
absolutely brilliant piece of equipment which
will let you catch up with work while you're
away from home or the office.
Z88

Cambridge Computer, 1 Crompton
Way, North Newmoor Industrial Estate,
Irvine, Ayrshire, Scotland KA11 4HU.

Telephone: 0294 222100
i

£199.00

Newcastle Emlyn, Dyfed SA38 9JN.

Telephone: 0239 711032
Price: £34.95

the Z88's alarm as a reminder. Even if the

computer is switched off it will come back to

life emitting a gentle sound and the screen
will be switched on, although the keyboard
won't respond. And for programmers there's

THE BOTTOM LINE
Expandable
memory,
PipeDream program, calendar, clock,
alarm, filer, eight-line LCD screen display.

QWERTY keyboard, practi
cally sized, batteries last 20 hours, dis
play clear, chunky manual.

BUCK

Features
Excellent

Appalling

Itm-ii'm
Excellent

Appalling

Roving reporter John Butters has
been computing on the move with
Cambridge Computer's latest box
of tricks, the Z88
Atari ST User

Your Atari ST is

the only teacher

THIS IS

I

I

NOT A

MISPRINT

ONLY BY PURCHASING OVER 3 MILLION DISKS
A YEAR CAN WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING
SENSATIONAL PRICES...

which YOU CONTROL!
Whatever your age, whatever your subject
- let your computer help you learn.
Subjects include...

French, German, Spanish, Italian, English
History, Geography, Science, General Knowledge,
Football, First Aid, Sport, England, Scotland,
Natural History, Junior Spelling and Arithmetic
Reviewed in

ST Format (August '90)

87%1^

Kosmos are specialist producers of Educational

Software designed to help you enjoylearning from your
computer. Our programs even allowyou to add your
own lesson material.

Write or telephone for a FREE 20-page BROCHURE
of our Educational & Leisure software
Please state your computer type

Kosmos Software Ltd, FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Telephone 05255 3942 or 5406

Sktsffws
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DIAL A DISC
203 Southborough Lane, Bromley, Kent, BR2 8AR.

081-467 0131

ALLprices include VAT &delivery. All offers subject to availability. E/OE.

The ST Club
FONTKIT PLUS 3

Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts and downloadable
printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block manipulation
tools, and will import Calamus, Degas and Macintosh fonts. The package
includes Fontswitch 3, which re-configures the keyboard and changes screen
and printer fonts; plus Fontprint to give complete control over the printer
fonts used with Epson compatible printer. Price: ,£19.95.
UNIVERSAL ITEM SELECTOR III

Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III
incorporates a host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename
files and folders, create folders, find files, set file paths, etc. "You'll wonder
how you ever lived without it," ST Format, December 1990. Price: £19.95.

THE THREE BEARS (5-10)
IBM, ST, CPC, AMIGA
Superbly reviewed educational
adventure. Develop reading and
imagination.
MAGIC MATHS (4-8)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA
Highly rated primary maths
programs. Selection of games.

THE CATALOGUE

Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2.000 disks and we

BETTER SPELLING (8-18)
IBM, ST, PCW, AMIGA, CPC,
BBC, CBM(D). Highly acclaimed

and Signum fonts (from £6.95). Details of these will be found in our current
catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.

THE BEST IN EDUCATION

Add and Subtract.

MATHS MANIA (8-12)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA. "The best
primary programs I have yet seen."
Multiply, Divide, Maths Skills.

guarantee same clay dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages
A4) details these disks and all of our products and services: PD disks, Books,
Budgie UK Licenseware and Laser Printing. We also publish: The Astronomy
Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95) and 1st Word (£6.95), Fontpac Plus GEM

JUNIOR TYPIST (4-10)
IBM, ST, AMIGA. Keyboard trainer
which helps spelling.

HOW TO ORDER

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street,
Nottingham NG1 1LX (0602) 410241

Post your order.
Fax your order.
Ring credit card number.
Ring for advice.
Ask your dealer to order.

Please send me:
Prices!

• Universal Item Selector III (£19.95)
3 Fontkit Plus 3 (£19.95)

IBM 5.25" or 3.5", ST & STE, AMIGA . .£22.95
£16.95
CPC, PCW, CBM (disks)
FREE CATALOGUE

• Free copy of the 46-page STClub catalogue

ORDER DIRECT TO:

Name:

tutor. Received excellent reviews.

Challenging.

BETTER MATHS (12-16 GCSE)
IBM, PCW, ST, AMIGA, CPC,
CBM (D). Very comprehensive
coverage of all the major aspects of
maths for this age group. Excellent.

School Software Ltd.,
Tait Business Centre,
Dominic Street, Limerick, Ireland.

Address:

Tel: (U.K.) 010 353-61-45399.
Fax Orders: 010 353-61-44315.

Postcode:

Credit Card Hotline (U.K.):

Tel:

Return to: The ST Club, 49 Stoney Street, Nottingham NG1 1LX

010 353-61-45399.

Others Tel: 010 353-61-45399.
i
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HOW TO PLAY

be treasure hurieWerd;
Take the initial letters of your answers to the four
printed here then buy next month's Atari ST
J*:; ?. s'*&h0iigh:'for 'a'%ing>s~ransQn\h*>'^ clues
User to find four further initials. The eight letters
^Alovifi which o' you scurvy

you end up with form an anagram of a well-known

«r

jRl >

•'->.> „,

^gf^

i#^»

,

When you've figured it out, send your entry to

Alexandra Palace.

each be awarded a pair of complimentary tickets
to The Spring Computer Shopper Show organised i

.iTO.Vt,

1

•f

X MARKS THE SPOT

•mm

Caithness, deep in the wilds of Scotland, is
where

UK

>

Atomic Energy Authority's prototype fast breeder

the

first

clue

is

found.

Name

the

*

reactor which opened in 1975.

2. A long journey South to the North West corner
of Northamptonshire. This village was the scene
'K/ri.

of a decisive battle in the English Civil War where ~
a Cromwellian victory was scored on June 14,
1645.

not to be missed!

-^

Vv

3. East to the Fenlands of Cambridge now, where
this cathedral towers above the dykes of the flat
lands.

4. East again to the coast. In the 15th century,
Sir John Fastolf built Caister Castle from his pro
ceeds of war. Which county is it in?

Don't forget, the remaining four clues are to
appear in next month's issue of Atari ST User!
fit itmdy't'i
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by Blenheim Database Exhibitions.

HiSoft KnifeST and Spectre GCR plus intro

mffmmmmssms^sms&i^m>wfM^^mi
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And the next 20 correct entries out of the hat will

HiSoft BASIC, ProFlight, WordFlair, Dovpac
ST, Highspeed Pascal, Tompus 2, TurboST,
ductory books and tutorials. This is a chance

t

for The Spring Computer Shopper Show where they !

The three winners will share a £2,000 trea

Jm'V.':.,.*

ItUv'Vfi-ll

will receive their final clues to the prizes hidden in j •

sure trove of ST goodies provided by spon
sors HiSoft, the Bedford-based company
renowned for its compilers, development
systems, software utilities, flight simulators
Among the 25 HiSoft packages which
make up this mouth-watering prize are

£»r*tn >

The holders of the first three correct entries jrsios*^
r j.iWlu

next month's Atari ST User.

and much more.

•;** • •'••>.

Hutu*; *

ing date for entries is April 20.

12. The trail starts here and continues in
WO i

M

Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP. The clos- j

puter Shopper Show Treasure Trail.
it's to be run in conjunction with the new
Spring Computer Shopper Show which takes
place at Alexandra Palace from May 10 to

J

»?r'*n ,r-^

Shopper Competition, Atari ST User, Europa House, j

ancy a quick trip round the British Isles
with a valuable prize to be won at the

,**>

••'••;•••

!4

j•1'.;.!

British landmark.

V/\ bunch took that there map?
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Desk Data Options

Help

mrtnani"1

Fields for text, numbers or dates can be placed anywhere
on the form. Key fields are used to identify records

Brief comments can be placed on the form which
can be used to pass instructions on to other users

K u m a is probably best known for its KSpread range of spreadsheets, and
for K-Data, its own simple database
package. Now the company has
taken on the UK marketing of Adimens, a rela
tional database package developed by the
German company ADI.
ADI claims to have made over 80,000 sales

of the product in mainland Europe, of which
50,000 have been ST versions. According to
Kuma,

Adimens is aimed at the 'serious'

user, probably someone with a small busi
ness to run, who is likely to be already using
K-Spread 4. The version released here is
Adimens ST Plus 3.0, retailing at £129.95, and
Kuma is offering users of K-Data a special
deal to upgrade.
The Adimens database comprises two
double-sided disks and requires 1Mb of
memory to run. In common with most busi
ness-oriented applications, it benefits from
being installed on a hard disk.

MAKING IT UP...
The feature that stands out at once is the way

The ST has few serious database management tools.
Phil Ttory tries out Adimens, the latest heavyweight
form to hold data, activate the Partbox win

dow by clicking within it, and drag the Form
icon into the database window.

A dialog box asks you to name the new
form. Then, by double-clicking on the icon,
you open up a further window, into which the
fields are placed.

that GEM is used to make construction of a

database as simple as possible. In Database
Set-Up mode, you can either select from the
drop-down menus, use function keys or click
on the row of function key buttons at the bot
tom of the screen.

Selecting New or F1 opens an empty win
dow in which the database will be created.

The Partbox window also needs to be opened

using F8 - this contains a number of icons
depicting the file's components.
There are three icons in the Partbox win

dow: Form, Link and Merge. To create a new

Desk

Data

Options

The Partbox also contains a

data

window.

A useful feature is Save & Resume, which
allows definitions to be saved to disk without

generating the full database.

types, including text, integers, dates and a
selection

of decimal

number formats.

The

date option means that you can use dates in
calculations, enabling you to work out the
number of days between two dates, or to add
a number of days to a starting date.
To set up a field, click on the data type you

need and drag it into the form window. The
length and format of each field can be
adjusted and placed wherever you like.
When using the database, this field layout
is used for data entry. Each form can consist

Desk

Help

Data

Options

INS AND OUTS
The Link icon is used to define how forms fit

together. So, for example, a form containing
details of orders received by a sales depart
ment could be linked by product codes to
create a form listing prices.
Links are created by more clicking and
dragging and can go out, in, or in both direc
tions. Having defined links, the Merge icon
combines fields from several forms into one

merged form which could be used for report-

Help

"in-

Partbox

fliSCLUB

SUBSLIST

MEET! aa:
—

list of

of several pages and it's easy to move fields
around by dragging with the mouse. As many
forms as necessary can be created - it is just
a case of dragging icons into the database

PAGE

EfflJaaE 151
Renewals!'

3
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Merged forms contain selected fields from one or more
forms. They can be used for queries, reporting and calculation

Atari ST User

Users can be set up with passwords to control access.
Only supervisors can alter the database structure
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Fields can be selected to appear in merged forms. A facility which
could prove useful for database queries
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Forms are linked by matching key fields. Then a merged form
can be created containing information from several other forms

Desktop can become very crowded, and
more experienced users may find it tedious.
At the time of writing, the manual was still
not available. For anyone who hasn't been
involved with this type of package before, the
quality of the manual is crucial. It will need to
cover some of the difficult issues involved in

database design, with lots of examples.
Kuma says it's aware of this and that the man
ual will be up to scratch.
If it is, Adimens will give ST users the ability
to develop data management systems to rival
anything on a PC or Mac.
ing or for database queries. Databases are
used on two levels: expert builders, who can
get to grips with all the facilities of a complex
system, and end-users, who enter data, pro
cess queries and run reports on a database
which has been set up by someone else.
Expert users will be happy to open up
forms, type in data and use the Select and
Query functions to obtain information from the
database.

As more experience is gained, Adimens'
own programming language comes into play.
This enables a sequence of operations to be
carried out at the click of a mouse. Programs
can be set up by instructing Adimens to load
a favourite text editor - another good reason
for having a hard disk.
End-users, on the other hand, just want to
fire up the system and get on with their work
without any messing about. The program can
be configured to load a particular database
automatically, and the use of GEM throughout
makes it easy for the novice.
If you ask for help, the Adimens database
chooses an appropriate message, depending

upon what's on the screen at the time.
Where a business application is used by
several people, security can be a very impor
tant

issue.

Adimens

deals

with

this

Product: Adimens ST Plus 3.0
Price: £129.95

Supplier: Kuma Software
Address: 12 Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne, Berks, RG8 7JW
Telephone: 0734 844335

by

enabling a list of user names to be set up,
each with its own password.
Only users who have been given Supervi
sor

status

can

alter

the

structure

of

Configuration: All 1Mb STs

the

database, or alter the security arrangements.
Within individual forms, each user's ability
to look at or change data can be restricted. A
user given Display status only can look, but
not touch, whereas another user may only be
able to add new records, without changing
existing information.

THE BOTTOM LINE
Fully
featured
relational
database, aimed at the serious user.
GEM interface is easy to

TO SUM UP...

use, if a little messy and not always intu

Adimens certainly seems to have most, if not
all, of the features needed to manage informa
tion in a club, or small business. The amount
of data which is able to be handled will obvi

itive. Much will depend on the manual.

Ease of use | 1
1

Features
Excellent

.

Good
Average

*

Excellent

nniiBi

up

ously depend on the amount of memory which
is actually available and whether or not a hard

Bad

Bad

disk is used.

Appalling

Appalling

Average

The GEM interface is good, although the

*
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User

johnL

Password Superliser
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SUE—

HARPER

a

In this window you see the structure of the database,
ft file/link is inserted by dragging the corresponding

a

icon frort the partbox into this window,

a

The relations between files and links can be nade
by dragging a file onto a link or reverse.
ft file can be opened with a double-dick.

•
•

•
•

The infornation about the file or the link can be

changed with a single-click and the function "Show info'

•
D
D

•
•
•

CANCEL

Help is available by selecting a topic from the menu, or allowing
Adimens to choose a context-sensitive message

F2
OPEN OB

F3
DB INFO

F5
F6
OB SPACE OB TEST

F7
INFO

Any form can be protected from unauthorised tampering. The ability of
users to view or alter data is strictly controlled

Atari ST User

A VIDI

SPECIAL
OFFER

f/% / Thanks to abreakthrough by Rombo

Ofif/ Productions in frame-grabbing technology,
Av/ you can now produce good colour images
Mi/ quickly and cheaply with Vidi-ST and the Vidi
^ / Chrome-ST colour software.
2t^ I • Perfect freeze frame from any video.

*t^ I • Incorporate real-life objects into your own design.
I • Full palette controls.
/ • Take snapshots in 16 shades live from video or TV.
• Print to any ST supported printer.
• Multiple frame store.
• Compatible with all video standards (colour, black and white, VHS,
Beta, PAL, N.T.S.C, etc.).
• Upgradable to full colour with additional "VidiChrome-ST" pack.

Vidi ST

RRP £99.99
OUR PRICE

£84.99

"Also available - Vidi-RGB Colour Splitter. The splitter
is an electronic filter which takes a colour video signal
and separates it into the three primary colours,
allowing each to be digitised. Replaces the need for a
conventional filter set and ideal for use with Vidi ST
and VidiChrome-ST"

RGB Splitter
Colour upgrade
now available

RRP £69.95

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£19.95

£54.95

SAVE
£15.00

While stocks last, use the form on Page 107

WHY LET YOUR FINANCES BE A WORRY?

RRP

£39.95

Pemnal Finance Mm0H

£34.95

FOR THE ATARI ST

INC. VAT

OUR PRICE

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR FINANCES NOW!
Personal Finance Manager Plus from Michtron is the world's most
sophisticated home finance program. Designed to take the worry out of
looking after bank and building society accounts, credit cards, standing
orders and more, this top-selling package provides the complete solution to
handling personal finances.

• The number of entries is limited only by the size of the memory
•

Full Workbench interface

• Account entries are automatically placed in date order
•

Selectable date formats

• Automatic standing orders
• Auto balancing against statement

To order, please usethe form on Page 107
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REAL-TIME 3D GRAPHICS - PART TWO
L a s t month, in the first part of this series,
we looked at how to draw solid poly
gons. Remember, a polygon is a math
ematical name for a flat surface with

several straight sides - a triangle is the sim
plest. Now we can 'glue' them together to
make the solid objects in our real-time 3D
graphics programs.

vary the visible screen size can be used to
special effect - like an iris opening. Figure 1

pad system.

shows windowing.
Windowing of some kind is essential. This

man's work, it's worth commenting that some
form of clipping is immediately available

is because there is a fixed block of RAM

from the way data has been stored before

reserved for the physical screen - there's also
a logical screen - more about that later - and

drawing.
Remember from Part One that each poly

this defines a window.

gon to be filled by a series of horizontal scan

Before discussing Sutherland and Hodg-

lines has the start and end coordinates of
each line stored in a list called the x-buffer.

In this instalment we will look at two further

In low resolution, as on a colour television,

aspects of getting a picture onto the screen:

this window is 200 pixels high and 320 pixels
wide. Any attempt to draw something outside

The list starts at the highest y-coordinate and

these limits could result in disaster because

ends at the lowest.

the only way it can be done is to encroach on
dering RAM is being used for something else,
like the program for example, then it will be

To clip within a smaller window, all that has
to be done is to ignore those lines which lie
outside the window in the y direction, and
adjust the x-coordinates when they lie outside

overwritten.

the window in the x direction.

Clearly there are precautions that can be
taken to ensure that windowing is kept to a
minimum, such as totally rejecting objects
that lie entirely outside the screen limits. But
in the quest for realism it is inevitable that
some objects will span the view port.
The windowing algorithm must decide what
is inside and what is outside the view port and
what the clipped object will look like. Since
we are going to be drawing solid objects, on
which you can't see the hidden sides at the
rear, it isn't good enough to simply forget
about lines that lie outside the clip frame.
These lines must be replaced by ones that
complete the clipped shape at the window
boundary. This requirement to close shapes
in order to fill them in is shown in Figure 2.
An elegant solution to this problem was
found many years ago by Sutherland and
Hodgman. Ivan Sutherland is one of the folk
heroes of computer graphics - he was the
originator of many techniques in his Sketch

Right now we prefer to clip objects before
they get to the x-buffer. And the SutherlandHodgman algorithm does this very well.

windowing and screen buffering. The first of
these is the last stage of a series of transfor
mations, or changes, which are made to an
object in bringing it from the world inside the
computer onto the screen.
The second is really just a technicality to
make the 'movie' look real. Both windowing
and screen buffering are implemented in the
example program on the CoverDisk.

THROUGH THE WINDOW
Windowing means exactly what it says. When
you look out of a window you don't see every
thing that's outside, only what is not cut off by
the window frame. The monitor screen is simi

larly limited in size and there must be some
way of 'clipping' off the bits of the picture
which fall outside.

In fact, the outline of the visible window is

called the view port, or sometimes the clip
frame to emphasise its function. It isn't even
necessary to confine the clip frame to the
screen boundary. Often the 'active' part of the
screen is much smaller, especially when the
picture is complicated and much drawing has
to be done.

Having a small picture speeds things up speed is always a serious consideration in
computer graphics. Sometimes the ability to

the RAM outside of screen RAM. If this bor

CLIPPING ALGORITHM
The Sutherland-Hodgman algorithm is, in
fact, more powerful than is really required
here - it can handle polygons of any shape. It
does not even require the clip frame to be
rectangular.
For speed and simplicity the objects we
draw will be constructed only from convex
polygons in this series - all external angles
greater than zero, and essentially 'round' in
shape. Figure 2 is more general since it illus
trates clipping of a non-convex polygon.
Looking at the diagram we can see that the
general effect of windowing is to chop off ver
tices, such as A, and replace them with new
edges connected by new vertices, such as R
and S. The Sutherland Hodgman strategy is
to find the intersections in turn of all

Window
on the
World
Andrew Tyler
reveals that

there's often

more than meets

the eye when you

move into the

third dimension...

the

STOS GAME
MAKER
MANUAL

J

The essential companion to

maximising the power of your
creative talents. Written by the
author of the original STOS
manual

ONLY £11.95

To order, please use the form opposite

NEW RELEASE

HiSoft - Your 2nd Manual
Want to know more about the secret, and not-so-secret

Kzaiinaan*!*]

B3IES ESIE31C-5D

Master Sound 2
Capture any sound you hear
and replay it in seconds
It's so easy to use: Simplyconnect the sampler to your
ST or STE, load the software and immediately you have
the ability to capture sounds with amazing accuracy.

Connect your compact disc playeror personal stereo and
digitise sounds to incorporate into your own games and
tunes.

The supplied software providescomplete control over the
sampled sounds: Cut and paste them, flip and fade them

workings of your ST? Your 2nd Manual, written by
Andreas Ramos, contains all you'll ever need to know how to do repairs and recover lost information, hints and
tips, short-cuts, and much more. Also included are two
free double-sided disks - a Public Domain Disk containing
lots of goodies, and a HiSoft Demo Disk with full demo
versions of five great programs. So what are you waiting
for? We have limited stock - buy today for only £12.95
A complete drawing board in one
simple unit. With a rolling ruler
you can draw:

It's Amazing!
It's Radical!

• Horizontal parallel lines
* Vertical parallel lines
* Perfect right angles with ease
• Any other angles from 1° to 359°

It's the Rollin

•k Clever circles

Available in two sizes 22cm (8in) and
30cm (12in) Ihis great offer gets you both
rolling rulers forjust £5.95 (RRP £9.99)

and you're stillonly using a tiny fraction of the sound
processing tools available.
Best of all, the comprehensive instructions will soon have

experts alike.
Master Sound 2 is a complete hardware and software

It's innovative design gives the new
rolling ruler the ability to draw vertical
and horizontal lines without lifting it off
the paper, parallel lines, angles,
circles, musical staves and graphs

sampling system for only £34.95 (RRP £39.95).

\ with ease, making it idealforthe

you creating your own public domain demo disks complete
with IFF picture files.

The perfect sound sampling package for beginners and

home, the office, schools, workshops
and 3D design work.

"Is it real or is it Master Sound?"
-Amiga Computing, May 1990

SOUNDBLASTE

Boost your computer's sound with an
ST SOUNDBLASTER

Make the most of your STs superb sound
capabilities by connecting Soundblaster's high
quality stereo amplifier and speakers.
Using the latest microchip technology, the
specially designed amplifier can deliver an earshattering five watts of music power, with twin
controls provide complete control over volume
and balance.

The fifty watt speakers consist of a woofer, a
mid-range and a tweeter for the highest
possible sound quality. Thumping bass, crisp
trebles: You'll hear them all with incredible
IRP £59.95"*

ONLY
£44.99

VJTV

clarity.

ST Soundblaster comes complete with mains
adaptor and full instructions. No alterations to
your computer are required - just plug in and
switch on to re-discover sound on your ST.

edges of the polygon with each boundary.
Since this clip frame has four sides, this

means that four complete cycles of the poly
gon will be made. On each cycle some of the

x

ynax

original edges may be lost and new ones
added.

As each new vertex is examined, various

actions are taken which depend on its posi
tion and that of the previous vertex examined.

These cases are illustrated in Figure 2 and
examined below:

1. Ifthe next vertex is outside the frame (A),
check the position of the previous vertex, (C).
If that was inside, find the point of intersection
(S) of the edge with the clip frame, and save

-

-

-

i
i

i

i

it. Don't save the next vertex.

ymn

2. If the next vertex is inside the frame, (B),
check the position of the two previous vertex,

/

i

i

i

(A). If that was out, find the point of intersec
tion of the edge joining them with the clip

/
i

i i

;

frame, (R) and save it. Also save the next ver

tex, (B). This is the algorithm applied to all the

"-*--.

vertices going round the polygon.

CALCULATION BY ITERATION

x

i'
"" - - i

Windowing - the ability to view a part of an image, such as a polygon, is essential

At first sight, it might appear that calculating
the points of intersection of sloping polygon
sides with the clip frame requires a lot of
nasty mathematical computation involving
time-consuming multiplications and divisions
(the slowest instruction). This is something we
definitely want to avoid for our real-time
graphics. Surprisingly, this is not so.

One of the bonuses of working directly in
assembly language is that it's possible to get
answers using only additions and subtrac
tions, and where they are unavoidable, to do
multiplications and divisions in powers of two
by means of fast left and right shifts of the
contents of registers. Are you still with us?
The secret of calculating the points of inter
section is to use iteration. To illustrate how

this is done look at Figure 3. Here is shown
the case where the previous point (A) was
outside, but the next point (B) is inside the
frame boundary x=xmin.
There are two possibilities depending on
whether A or B is nearer the boundary. What

is wanted here is the intersection of the edge
AB

with

the frame.

This

intersection

will

replace A in the list of polygon vertices after
the clipping.
To find the point of intersection the average

x

nin

'

x

nax

Clipping a polygon - the polygon must be closed at the boundary

of the coordinates of A and B is calculated.
This is T1. Then either T1 and A are aver

aged, as in case 1, or T1 and B are averaged,
case 1

as in case 2. In either case notice how the

case 2

new average, T2 is getting closer to the
boundary.
This iterative process continues until the
boundary itself is reached, which does not

take long. The averaging can be done quickly
with an addition and a right shift - a very fast
division by two. To follow the complete algo

y

A

rithm through in all its gory details, look at the
subroutine file core_01 .s

SCREEN BUFFERING

Tl (first iteration)

W
-ve \

The problem with the picture generated in

Part One was that it flickered. Generating
real-time computer graphics is almost the
same as making a movie, except that in com
puter graphics the pictures are drawn just
before they are displayed, often in response
to changing input conditions from a joystick or

r

(xnin-x) -ve "

some other device.

This is where computer graphics really
scores over movies, which are totally pre
dictable. The thing they both have in common

is that the illusion of motion is created by pro-

xnifi

xnin

•>*
Finding a point of intersection by iteration - where the polygon gets the chop

jecting still pictures, or frames, in a progres
sion too fast for the eye to detect the flicker.
For this to happen, the time between
frames should be less than about 1/20th of a

second. Of course, in games this time is often
stretched to the limit, and any real program is
a trade-off between complexity and the slow
est tolerable speed.
The problem for us is that with a single
screen it's not possible to display one frame

and generate the

next. The solution

is

straightforward - have two or more screens.
We'll take the simplest option, two screens.

One to display the frame which has just been
drawn (the physical screen) and one to draw
the next one on (the logical screen).
When the next frame is drawn and needs to

be

displayed,

these

two

screens

are

exchanged and the cycle is repeated. There
are even routines in the Operating System of
the ST to help do this. First, a few words
about how the Operating System works.

OPERATING SYSTEM
The Operating Sysytem (OS) as a whole is
called TOS, but it consists of several parts.
There are the device-independent parts (with
abbreviations BDOS, XBDOS, VDI and AES)

which would work on any computer with TOS,
and the device-dependent parts (BIOS,
XBIOS and line A routines) which depend on

ful. They are listed in the file system_02.s. All
the XBIOS routines work by pushing all rele

JARGON LIST

vant information onto the STACK which is a

BIOS - the part of the ST's operat
ing system concerned with input
and output

Clip frame - another name for the
window

Iteration - going around in a cir
cle and getting better each time
Left shift - moving a register's

privately. Routine #2 tells us where the OS
has located the physical screen
adding 32kbytes, determines where
the logical screen. The distinction
these two screens is lost as soon

and, by
to place
between
as they

have been switched once so in the routines

contents one bit to the left

they are simply called screen 1 and screen 2.

Register - one of the special
places inside the 68000 processor

Routine #5 causes the system to switch the
identity of the two screens and #37 delays
this switch until the electron beam in the mon

where calculations are done

itor screen reaches the bottom and is ready to

Right shift - moving a register's
contents one bit to the right
Screen buffering - having two
screens; one to display and one to

fly back to the top. The time for this to occur is
called the vertical blank interrupt and is a
good time to make a flicker-free switch.
There is one other requirement of course.

draw on

The program must also be synchronised to
the swap of the two screens. The swap is

Sutherland-Hodgman

algo

rithm - a way of windowing
Vertex - the sharp corner of a

called at the end of drawing each frame.

polygon

The example program draws a pentagon

Windowing - chopping out what's
not in view

inside an opening rectangular window. The
control program to do this is in the file

XBIOS - an extension to the BIOS

3D_01.S and should be assembled with the

THE EXAMPLE PROGRAM

DevpacSTI assembler on the CoverDisk.
As indicated by the Include directives in

the hardware details of the ST.

These all constitute legal' ways of using
the OS. Illegal ways meddle with the contents
of system registers whose addresses may
change between machines manufactured at

temporary storage area for the 68000 proces
sor, then declaring the TRAP #14 instruction.
This is another of those exception instruc
tions which the system supervisor performs

this file, all other files will be pulled in at
information to and from such externals as the

assembly. Since these include files from Part

different times.

keyboard, mouse, joystick and the monitor.
For our purposes the XBIOS routines we

One it would be a good idea to dedicate a
disk to this series and copy all the files onto it.

We are definitely going to be legal. For our
purposes, there are several useful routines in

want are: #2 - tell us the address of the phys
ical screen (we can then calculate the logical

the XBIOS concerned with the screens.

screen address by adding 32kbytes); #5 switch the physical and logical screens; and

XBIOS means extension of the Basic Input

Output System. It's a large piece of software
residing in ROM which controls the flow of

#37 - wait for the vertical blank interrupt.
Some explanation of these routines is help

•

This is one in a series of articles which

are based on a forthcoming publication:
Real Time 3D Graphics by Andrew

Tyler. The book is to be published soon
by Sigma Press.

Progressive stages in the
windowing process. Each
window is a little larger

D

than the last and more of

the polygon is revealed
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unwanted Atariproductsto our
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• Alari colour monitor SC1224 andmono monitor SM124 forsale,240and

20,Quartet 10.Call Stuart 0483 756169.

70.Call 081570 4836, Sunday morning onty (David).
• Operation Wolf, Bubble Bobble, Paintworks, Pacmania, Starwars,
Overiander, ETC, 8Each. GENST2 30GSTC10, Books. Telephone 0772

• Atari Mega 4,Hi-res monitor, 43MEG hard drive, colour monitor. All as

Hazlehead. Aberdeen.

AB1 8HB Tel (0224) 312756

l rofessional Virus Ixiller

new. Tel:0495272092

• One Meg replacement dnve for ST, brand new. Price 90. Tel:081665

683790

6887.

• Prospered fortran 77for Atari ST, Boxed manuals inmint condition,
Tel:0260 280127.

t Many Games for Sale toclear shelves! Some serious software. SA to,
56Meadow road. Bushey Herts. WD2 3FD.

• Exchange Atari portfolio for agenda orAtari lynx, plus software, Tel Phil

• Modems. Prism 200012/75,45. Acoustic modem 1200/75,20/ Mini

Maxfiekf 0709545055.

Office Comms software, 15. Green monitor adapted for Alari, 35. Leeds

• SM125 monitor 60, external 3.5" disc drive, 50Muftiface ST20, PC-Ditto

0532538694.

Ads will be accepted under the following conditions:
• There is no maximum to the number of words you
• Thisservice is EXCLUSIVELY lor the useof tamps; Pip:
elephant ads willbe allowed.

include. If there is insufficient room on the form, continue

• To avoid encouraging software piracy, all ads will be
carefully vetted before they are accepted.

on a separate sheet of paper.
• The cost is 20p per word, with a minimumof 10 words.
• WeGUARANTEE toacceptyourmoneyforyourad

• Ads can only be accepted on this form (or a ten pound
note)

PLEASE PRINT THIS AD IN THE NEXT AVAILABLE

Cheque enclosed for £
(minimum £2 for 10 words)
payable to Interactive Publications Ltd.
Name
Address.

This is the long awaited followup to
the highly successful PD program,
Super Virus Killer. It is being mar
keted exclusively by Floppyshop and
is the essential purchase for all dedi
cated ST users. This program will
eradicate any boot sector virus and
recognises 477 legitimate game and
demo boot sectors. PVK is being
launched at an introductory price of
only £4.95 but be warned, we
cannot maintain this silly price for

Floppyshop currently have one of the
largest collection of Public Domain
Software available.

At the last count we

had over 2200 disks and this is growing
daily. PD disks cost £2.75 each and you can
choose 2 free with every ten you order. We
also stock the entire range of Budgie UK
Licenseware.
Please' see catalogue for
prices of these. We offer the FASTEST
service in Britain! Due to the fact that our

cataiogue is well in excess of 300 pages, it
has become necessary to put it on disk.
Send a blank disk for a free copy or 80p and

we'll supply the disk. Order a copy of PVK

long. Get PVK now, you've simply today and we'll include a free catalogue
no protection without it!

disk.

Please make Cheques/POs payable to

Daytime telephone number

Floppyshop or phone in your order using
your credit card.

POST TO: Atari ST User Classifieds, Europa House,

Adiington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP.

SWITCHBOARD
75 Kirkmuir Drive, Stewarton, Ayrshire, KA3 3HP.
Tel: (0560) 85296

Fax: Voice Request

HEWLETT PACKARD
PRINTERS

Laser Quality at an
Affordable Price.

Deskjet £255
Deskjet+ £325
Deskjet 500 £349

LIVE IN LEEDS?
... THEN LETS GET SERIOUS!
WE HAVE MOVED!

Why not visit Leeds' no.l Atari ST Dealer
at our new City centre superstore?
We specialise in DTP, MIDI, GRAPHICS, and BUSINESS
applications and always have in stock a great choice of
serious software plus, of course, the full range of Atari
ST computers and related hardware. All on demo too so
you can TRY BEFORE YOU BUY. And if you want
competitive prices, we've got them too...eg
520 Discovery Pack
£279
520 STE Turbo Pack
1040 STE Extra Pack

£369
£449

520 1 Meg
520 2 Meg
520 4 Meg
48 Meg Hard Drives
SM124(when bought with 1040)

£379
£489
£599
£469
£100

PC Emulators

CALL

All prices include VAT and are subject to change without notice

PLUS
for the MIDI MUSICIAN
an exciting range of
Yamaha, Roland and Cheetah synths, keyboards and four tracks.
Why hop between computer and music stores when you can get

Printers come complete with

the best advice and deals under one roof.

Software, Printer Driver and Cable.

Miditech

Prices exclude VAT

MIDITECH, 54 THE BALCONY
MERRION CENTRE, LEEDS 2
0532 446520

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

Access & Visa Welcome

VISA

And now, prepare yourselffor a publishing first,

as Atari ST User brings you seven special pages

OFTH
ADfcRIST

devoted to your very own favourite ST subjects.

.

There's somethingfor everyone —every month

I
Read about Creator and Notator. Listen for news of Jean
MichelJarre and be amazed by nerve impulse transfers

Education on the cheap with the latest in PD and Shareware
programs. Didyou know that learning can be purefantasy?

You've had enough of tech-spiel, right? So put an end to those
sleepless nights as Fielding reveals all

Discover the split personality of the ST, the incredibly elusive
Beeb emulator reappears, and Sir Clive Sinclair lends a hand

That all-seeing, one-eyed creature returns to bring news on the
adventure scene. What is it this month?

Hi

Get away from it all with Passport.. Discover why Wordflair is
such hot property and sort out your fonts

•SI
Atari ST User
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MIDI AND MUSIC edited by IAN WAUGH
Creator and

Notator,

newsfor
Jean-MichelJarre
fans and
nerve impulse
transfers!
It's the season for mega program
updates! Last month in 'USER we
looked at Cubase Version 2, this
month

it's

the

turn

of

C-Lab's

state-of-the-art Creator and Nota

tor programs.

Briefly, Creator is a 64-track
sequencer. Notator is Creator
with

additional

notation

and

scorewriting facilities. They have
a multitude of editing and pro
cessing functions and Notator is
probably the most comprehen
sive sequencer-cum-scorewriting
program for any computer.
The latest update, Version 3,
includes a

new manual.

It's so

large that if you have an early
version you may need to buy a
new binder! It's very well written
however,

and

divided

into

31

chapters, so it's not the chore to
read you might imagine it to be.
There are several minor func

tional

improvements

including

additions to the Groove Quantise

The Font Configuration page from
Notator Version 3

function, which let you design
your own 'swing' settings. The
program can analyse one section
of music and quantise another to
match what it finds there.

The

RMG

-

Real-time

MIDI

Generator - consists of a control

panel with 16 faders, one for
each MIDI channel.

These can generate MIDI
events in real-time - everything
except notes -

and you can

record them onto the tracks. It's
ideal for fade-ins and outs. You

can virtually do a complete mix
from within the program.
The RMG can also be used for
the real-time control of sound

parameters and there are two
RMG definitions to prove the
point - an LXP1 Effects Unit Edi

tor and a Korg M1 Effects Editor.
Powerful stuff!

One of the major additions is
the inclusion of a new editor. If

you thought notes, grids and
event lists were the only type of
editor, take a look at Hyper Edit.
This displays data on one
track only and shows individual
events such

as

notes or con

Notator has now been updated to Version 3

troller information.

Data is shown graphically as
bars, the taller the bar the higher

which can display 16 instru
ments, each of which is assigned

the value of

an individual note or MIDI event.

the event.

In the

case of notes, for example, the
height relates to volume. There
are eight Hyper Sets, each of

The Page Preview mode gives a
rough idea of the finished piece

This means that you can draw
these events into the editor. You

so selecting a value of eight, say,
would let you draw in a run of
eight notes. This is an easy way
of creating drum patterns.
Hi Hat mode makes two instru

can specify a quantise value too,

ments

mutually exclusive.

You

Selecting music symbols from the

Adding the words to a score in

Part Box in Notator V3

Notator Version 3

NOTATION, PRINTING AND MIDI FILE COMPATIBILITY
Dennis A Ogden of Sevenoaks in Kent has written
in with a formidable request. Dennis has the
Waddington PD sequencer, Activision's Music Stu

dio and a Yamaha CLP50 piano.
He wants to play the piano, record and play it
back, view and edit the music in notation format
and print it out. What's more, Dennis asks if he can
transfer a print file from the ST to a PC - which he
uses at work - to do the printing.
The Music Studio will only record single note
melodies, the Waddington sequencer doesn't sup
port notation and Music Studio won't read the

The Waddington sequencer and Music Studio
don't support this format. The best solution is a
combined sequencer and scorewriter and if you
have the readies I'd have no hesitation in recom

mending C-Lab's Notator.
Rather cheaper at £199 is Digigram's Proscore

available from GFA (0734 890782.). It does lack

mat - I've reviewed or mentioned most such pro

grams in back issues of 'USER - and a scorewriter
such as Dr T's Copyist. This is currently undergo
ing a revision so contact MCM for details.
Personally however, I find the to-ing and fro-ing
between programs rather messy and this would

Waddington files.

not be my preferred method of working. Prices
quoted are RRPs. Other programs are available for
less, so check 'USER ads and shop around.
I don't know how to transfer a score output
from ST to PC for printing. What might work is a

The problem is, all programs save data in their
own format. Music programs are no different. Even
though two sequencers can record the same piece
of music, they save it in their own format, unread
able by the other.
To overcome this problem, the MIDI File Format

file diversion utility which directs printer output to
disk which can then be read by a PC and sent to a
printer. I don't know of such a utility, but if any

was developed to allow the interchange of data
between music programs. Almost all of the current
music programs support this, although you may
still come across incompatibilities.

Notator's power and sophistication but it's still
worth checking out.
An even cheaper option is Dr T"s Tiger Cub at
£99 from MCM (081 963 0663) but this only dis
plays and prints the music - you can't edit the
score directly. Another alternative is to buy a bud
get sequencer which supports the MIDI File For

reader does I'd be delighted to hear from them.
The Waddington PD sequencer

And so, I'm sure, would Dennis!

•s

Hat line in one instrument and

include an arpeggio and a
'crotchet = tempo' symbol plus

can draw an unbroken closed Hi

enter open Hi Hats on another.

more drum heads. You can now

This would remove the closed Hi

hide the stems of notes.

Hats at> those places from the

Up to 16 fonts can be dis
played at once. The program

first line. See?

In practice it's quite easy to
use, and it has lots of helpful
functions like zoom and scale. In

Notator you can link it to the
Drum Map so drum notation
appears on the stave. If you
assign MIDI Controller 7 to an
instrument you can also draw in
fades

-

an

RMG.
Notator

alternative

to

the

has

all

the

above

ies including a Macro function
which
lets
you
assign
a
sequence of key presses and
mouse movements to a single
key. This should have been in
Creator too, but it was left out.

Updates to the scorewriting
include

Diatonic

note

insertion, so notes follow the cur

rent key signature when you
insert them, instead of running
through all the accidentals.
You can create cue notes and

grace notes. This needs some
adjustment to to the polyphonic
setting but they look right and
play back correctly.
Notes

fonts

in

GDOS

now

have

a

set

of

attributes which, among other
things, let you adjust their spac
ing within the bar and turn them
into tuplets. Triplets have always
been possible but now you can
have up to a 15-tuplet!
Accents and staccato sym
bols can be given MIDI meaning

Fonts from Version 2.2 don't

match the new ones exactly but
they are easily altered. If you're
function will do the job for you.
Page Preview Mode lets you
see, roughly, how the score will
look when it's printed. When you
adjust the upper and lower print

applied to. New music symbols

25
41
S3
67

Fans of Jean-Michel Jarre who

want to know more about the man

and his music will be interested to
know that now there is a

Jean-

Michel

more

Jarre

Fanzine.

For

you how many lines will fit onto a
page. Incredibly useful - I've lost
count of the number of pages
I've wasted previously.
Unfortunately, C-Lab doesn't

If you have Version 2.2 you'll
want the latest update for the
new manual if nothing else. If you
haven't but are looking for a
sequencer
with
scorewriting

other is the

Jean-Michel

Tel: 0462 480000.

7TJ55353 W5.
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The main screen of the updated Notator Version 3
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Creating a drum track with the Hyper Editor in Notator Version 3
Realtine MIDI Generator:
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multi-timbral digital synth module
with stereo outputs.
are

constructed

from sampled waveforms. Check it
out at your local music store or

The RMG configured as a Korg M1 Effects Editor in Notator 3

contact Cheetah International on

from the Mac to the ST.

I await a review copy even as I

write. It's expected to cost about
£379. Watch this space...
• C-Lab's new three-pack set of
educational

Sales and includes the scores from

finally available - a set sits on my

Oxygene, Magnetic Fields and sev
eral other pieces. Ideal for honing
your sequencing technique.

desk as I write.

at the Cheetah MS800, at only
£199.95. It's a 16-voice, 16-part

t

4ChorMeis
5Brass0ct

!ffl

Jarre Songbook - £9.95 from Music

• Looking for that ideal budgetpriced expander? Then take a look

S

ZNightR
3 Voyager

PBTTERN
PBTTERN
PBTTERH
Pattern:

larger binder - it has SL on it -

of the month. MCM have just
announced that Passport's notation
program, Encore, has been ported

The

'

10

Notator 3 costs £499 and the

Update is £49. Creator 3 costs
£299 and the Update is £39. The

• Notation seems to be the flavour

is full of pics.

1

facilities, this is the best.

tonshire NN100SY.

Michel Jarre, is published by Futua biography although not very thorough - and

I

become even better.

• If you are a JMJ fan you may also

ra at £9.00. It's

! !

even after two updates. Other
wise, a brilliant program has just

0222 555525.

him. The first, simply called Jean-

Options Edit Copy
Lengeling/fldan
(c) 1990
1990 Lengeling.

yet have the display of note
groupings in 12/8 time correct,

details contact: Mark Gidley, 296
Newton Road, Rushden, Northamp

be interested in two books about

375

i7
i8
I3

NEWS ROUND-UP
•

MIDI Flags

ing limits the Control Line tells

worth, Hertfordshire SG6 1ND.

are

1!

duce variations.

duration

they

Quantize

STTTTFr

1 PATTERN

although GDOS drivers are not
required. You'll be struggling to
fit all fonts into a 1 meg machine
but you can scale them to pro

which will alter the volume and

notes

Functions

17 PATTERN

format

will set you back £10.
More from: Sound Technology
pic, Letchworth Point, Letch-

of

File

A0B8.S0N

i

"H IP'~ HRRBH6E a b; c d'

feeling lazy, a preset Transform

updates plus a few other good

facilities

uses

Desk

T

i

music

programs

is

It includes Notator Alpha, a
baby version of Notator; Aura, an
aural and music training program;
and Midia, a MIDI data analyser
and education program. More
details in 'USER very soon.

THE FUTURE IS HERE!
A

team at Stanford Uni

versity
Neural
which

is
developing
Network Chips
will

interface

be

able

between

to

man

and machine to transfer

nerve impulses from the
brain to a computer.
Initially,
this
break
through is likely to be
used with artificial limb

mance-oriented

chips

into a natural joint to
give 'instant' learning
ability.
Just think, one day
you may be able to order
Eric
Clapton,
Richard
Clayderman

or

Keith

Emmerson chips.
And that's
just its
music potential! If this
sort
of
programming

technology.
The
team
reckons,
that it may eventually

chances are that it will

be possible to insert
pre-programmed perfor

be snapped up for mili
tary use. Sad, innit?

TO
o

does work however, the

o
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Novotel,
Hammersmith,
London W6,
Great Britain

JJ

The only show
in Europe
dedicated to
IVII D I

Music

Tech nology
for

EXTRA!
By public demand,
Friday 26th is
High End Digital
day featuring

both

professional
users

Sponsored by:

seminars and

and

presentations by
market leading
companies
demonstrating

enthusiasts

Direct to Hard Disk

• Try the latest
products from
all the major

recording,
Tapeless studio
systems, using

Ticket
Hotline

MIDI live, DAT

production and a

manufacturers

VISA

whole new world

Britain's biggest
musician's magazine

0726 6

•

Meet industry
personalities

The enormous success of the first IVIIDI Music

Show established this event as the major showcase
for all things related to MIDI.
Visitors were not only able to see, try and buy
the latest equipment but could also discuss MIDI
with those at the forefront of this exciting
technology: The MIDI manufacturers and the
professionals who use it.
Now, for 1991, we present The Second MIDI
Music Show, an event which will be even bigger
and more entertaining.
Every major manufacturer in the field is already
committed to the show. Many will be using it to

Organised by

Westminster Exhibitions Ltd,
Surrey House, 34 Eden Street,
Kingston, Surrey KT1 1ER

launch and spotlight their newest products.
A programme of seminars, in which you can
guarantee a place in advance, will cover all aspects
of MIDI in : ♦ the professional recording studio
♦ live performance ♦ home studio. Many of these
informative presentations feature well-known
industry personalities. As with last year's seminars,
we expect that you, the visitors, will prove to be
active participants in this most valuable feature of
the MIDI Music Show.

In short, if you have any kind of interest in
MIDI music, then you can't afford to miss
The Second MIDI Music Show

To: Westminster Exhibitions Limited, Surrey House, 34 Eden Street, Kingston, Surrey KT1 1ER

I enclose a cheque for £.

recording
techniques

and WHAT'S MIDI

• See in-depth
seminars covering
all aspects of MIDI

Please send me

of state of the art

Save 40%

(qty.) priority tickets for the Second MIDI Music Show @ £3.00 each
Please send me details of the SEMINAR PROGRAMME

Please debit my Access/Visa card, number
Signature

on Admission
/

Book
now!!
Avoid the queues
and SAVE MONEY.

Name

Admission at the door will be

£5.00. Book your priority tickets
now for only £3.00 each!

Address

Postcode

* Final date for despatch
of tickets: 19th April •

EDUCATION edited by PAT WINSTANLEY

Take time out

THE PD AND SHAREWARE SCENE

to explore
educational

I am now the happy recipient

software on the
cheap

of

veritable

handfuls

and shareware disks -

of

PD

cour

tesy of helpful suppliers. The
selection includes programs
suitable for all ages, from tod

It's a shame that despite the
wealth of educational programs

dler to pensioner, which are
available for only a few
pounds each. Two of the more
intriguing packages contain
Body Shop and Me First.
Body Shop will be quite a
challenge for adults as well as
children. It involves identifying

about, their existence should be

such a closely guarded secret or so it seems. On taking on this
column I had to scour the classi

fied and small ads for suppliers.
Yet having done so my study

is now packed with jiffy bags of
disks - and the postman's start
ing to complain!
Unlike most arcade games or
big licences, educational soft
ware is often seen as something
of a poor relation. Yet both my
children and the neighbouring
ones of all ages are just as
happy to wrestle with a maths
game as the latest shoot-em-up.
Why don't the big software

Me First is suitable for pre
school

children.

The

screen

TIME OUT
"What's

question? If so, have a

the full list of educational titles

look

from

from BWare Software.

Goodman

Enterprises,

on 0782 335650.

Kevin

dren

time, together with a
sequencer - remember
that Simon game? -

In Me First, you unshuffle the
pictures to tell a story
Score

Cupboard

tell

the

and an art/doodler.

The time programs
cover a
variety
of
options from digital to
analogue, and it also

S3

clock

conversions

©

matches

the

s

and colour coded inner
dials

How's your Human Biology? Body Shop really tests you

the dragon and rescue the
princess, but to collect various
items to complete such objects
as train sets or faces.
In the course of the adven

ture the child is regularly con
fronted by nice adult monsters
who ask maths questions. A
wrong answer will generally
see an adult relieving the child
of objects collected so far and
hiding them somewhere else in
the game.
I know a six-year-old boy,
James, whose spelling can
only be described as non-exis
tent. He requests lan's adven

To avoid this he uses STAC to

write graphical adventures in
which the object is not to kill

to

show

times

past and to the hour.
An option to unlink

tures more often than even his

favourite arcade games, and
thoroughly enjoys applying
mapping and memory tech
niques to the games.

Suggest 'Maths Dragons'
and he's happy for hours, with
very little adult help required,
lan's list of games, all of which
are recommended, is currently:
Tidy The House for ages 7-9 at

£10.00; Cave Maze for ages
9-13 at £10.00; Maths Drag
ons, ages 6-11 at £12.00; and

Fraction Goblins, ages 10-13
at £12.00. Contact him on 0626
779695 for more details.

i^J UJUJ&btlHW fel

hour

and

I

1

©

minute

hand is very useful for
beginners.
Children
tend to find the posi
tion of the hour hand

confusing when it is 'in
between'. With bright,
clear
graphics
and
sampled sound I have
no hesitation in recom

mending this package
for primary school or
remedial children.

Incidentally, the kids
will probably beat you
at
Play House, the
memory game. BWare
Software
produce a
wide range of educa
tional and application
software
contacted

and
on

can

i

i

©
°

be

0455

613377.

31

Siuli

l
a

Hum*

to

'teaching'
watches
which show half, quar
ter, twenty past and so
on actually on the dial,

reflexes or set time limits cause
children to become flustered.

III-.,

o

especially pleased to
see that the analogue

Ian Lycett-King of Coombe
Valley Software thinks that
games which require fast

I J m-

how

includes

use them at home too?

-.Ir

23

the

parts of the body, then fitting

A DIFFERENT APPROACH

<Ju:i

Watson,

between the two. I was

Educational games, on the
whole, are presented in a cutdown arcade format with great
emphasis being put on mouse
control to make things as userfriendly as possible. Children,
however, use keyboards in
school so why shouldn't they

ii/:

Time

package consists of
five different programs;
three for teaching chil

the

&Uj5
J2jLilJj"£ Jill ** EUW
i i / - : Siil jll Hum?
ji-iijijr £*ii •11 Hull*
i-^i r Fur ? 2 l T j l

Master

®

Written in STOS, by

themselves. So be warned!

Uiis

at

them into their correct places
in a silhouette. It's amazing
how many bones the human
body contains.
Book

page, full-colour publicity take
on a selection of this genre? With
so many parents worried about
poor equipment in schools there
must be a giant market for soft
ware to use on the computer sit
ting at home.
Mind you, once the kids get
started, Mum and Dad might as
well give up any ideas of playing

\

time

displays four pictures which
tell a graphical story and the
task is to put them into their
logical sequence. Check out

houses who can afford the full-

J.3

the

Mum?" Do you ever get
sick of having to break
off from what you're
doing to answer that

• s
«

ftgmm

1

1 l

• -
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Collect these parts to build a face in another of
Ian Lycett-King's educational games

Here, the object is to answer the questions
correctly and so avoid losing hard-won objects

Watch the speaking clock's
lips move as a question is
answered

Atari ST User

Passing an exam ...
applying for a job • . •
whatever you want lo do
life you need to able to SPELL!
There's mounting alarm about the appalling standards of spelling
among Britain's schoolchildren. MPs, teachers, parents and
employers are all stressing the vital importance of being able to
spell correctly.
Yet most homes have what could be the ideal means of teaching
spelling - the computer.
Instead of zapping aliens it could be turned into the best weapon
of all to deal a body blow to bad spelling. With the help of a
brilliant new software package that not only makes practising
spelling painless but also loads of fun as well.

SPELL! is unique. It lets the user learn at his or her own pace.
They can take as long as they like - or take on the computer in a
high-speed challenge!
And this one package is ideal for everyone - with the lowest age
group suitable for under-5s, while the more advanced words will
stretch even the most able students.

It includes five different tests, each making use of more
than 5,000 words - so much variety that you'll never
get bored.

FIVE ways to improve your spelling
In a Flash: Read the word asit flashes on the screen, then type it in.
For practice runs, the word is left on the screen asit is typed.
Rocket: Hidden words have tobe discovered in this hi-tech version of

the old favourite Hangman. If they are guessed correctly the rocket will
blast-off. Fail and all that's left is a load ofscrap.

Lunar Buggy: Type fast for fun. The aim is to key in the word as it's
pulled across the screen by the buggy. It has to be completed before the
letters drop down a crater.
All Mixed Up: Jumbled letters have to be sorted out to find the
scrambled word. To help beginners - and anyone else who is stuck clues can be obtained at the press ofa key. :

Conveyor Belt Words pass by on the

jln add''''on to using the

ffiey must be typed in - spelt correctly.
This is a challenging test ofboth spelling

>parents - or children - can
create ,neir own word lists

•

5 DIFFERENT TESTS

•

OVER 5,000 WORDS

•

FORAGES 5 TO IS

screen and have to be remembered. Then j 5'00u words provided,

and memory.

| for using wifh SPELL! This

All
thet programs
have several
.I
Z. a •l-p.i-i
ophons
for extra
flexibility - like

I.

jfor Pracnsing
DracHein„PlC °9Le ',
|earn word; those 'hard-tora w

SPELL! only costs £8.95. It is now
available on disc and tape for six of the
most popular home computers and can
be ordered on the form below.

Please send me a SPELL!

Name

package for my computer
(Tick as appropriate)

Signed....
Address..

I wish to pay by:

•

Chequeor postal order payable to Database Publications

•

Credit card No:

..Postcode..

Exp. date

Daytime phone number in case of queries

D Compact/Archi/Elk (3.5" disc)

• BBC/Elk (5.25" 40 T)

J BBC/Elk (5.25" 80 T)

CI BBC/Elk (tape)

D Amiga (disc

3612

3610

3611

3617

3614

TO: DatabaseDirect, FREEPOST, Ellesmere Port, South Wirrall L6S3EB mstamp need itpostedmm

• ST (disc)

D PC (5.25")
3615

PHONE ORDERS: 051-357 1275

COMMUNICATIONS edited by FIELDING MELLISH
I

Fielding sorts

Mind your Vs and 2tt$!

out the
nomenclature

with a

®

fully what's going on, you'll have

discussion of

and glib reference numbers?
Why don't those in the know sim

provides an easy and quick way
to convey a lot of information in

CCITT

ply say what they mean, instead

a very short space.

•

standards...

of the rest of us having to learn
complex and often extremely
obscure jargon?
Relax! It's not quite so com

That's why it's used and that's
why, if you want to understand

ing explores MNP: whatit is and

Modern computing is all about
nomenclature, buzzwords, jar

to learn it too.

Next month in Comms Field

why you need it.

o

Pin

obscure, with a little practice

1

FG

protective ground

communications, even as a hob

tech-speak.
Shorthand computer tech talk
has its uses. Once you know
what it means, the language'

2

TD

transmit

3

RD

receive

4

RTS

request to send

5

CTS

clear to send

V FOR VICTORY!

7

SG

signal ground

Another piece of confusing but vital-to-know comms

8

DCD

data carrier detect

20

DTR

data terminal ready

22

Rl

ring indicator

Just what are all those letters

i

Definition

Name

plex as you might at first imagine
and although it certainly is

byist, you'll need to know your V

<2£>
i

gon, tech-spiel, silicon-speak.
Call it what you will, but if you're
to get on in the world of comput
ing, and especially the world of

numbers from your RS232s.

I

you'll soon get the hang of the

jargonese, are 'V numbers. You've just met one in the
form of V24, or RS232 as it's more commonly known.
The CCITT, Comite Consultatif International Tele-

phonique, or Committee of International Telecommu

I

nications Union, is the governing body which decides
standards for communications for the world, exclud
ing America.

Among its many recommendations are V numbers
to represent computer communications speeds and
protocols. For example, you might regularly connect

TABLE 1. Pertinent RS232C pin outs

CCITT «v Number

Baud

V21

300/300

V22

1200/1200

V23

1200/75 (once-popular
View data speed)

V22bis

2400/2400

to a bulletin board at 1200 baud full duplex. The

CCITT designation for this speed is V22. Or perhaps

your modem provides a fast 2400/2400 baud option,
in which case you'll be using V22bis.

V numbers are an attempt to standardise - there's
that word again - comms and provide a shorthand
reference point. As such, they succeed very well
indeed. Often though, you'll usually see both
1200/1200 and V22
clarify the other!

written together, the one to

For the rest of the V numbers and the speeds they

equate to, take a look at table 2, opposite.

TABLE 2. CCITT V numbers

BACK TO THE CLASSROOM
To carry out direct computer to com

You've probably already acquired an
immense vocabulary comprising the

communications. That is, the electrical

impulses constituting the signals your

puter connection without a modem, a

most indecipherable silicon spiel, but it

computer sends out and receives, along

all seems perfectly OK to you. You use it
without even thinking about it.
To really understand what's going on
there's just one thing you should bear in
mind. Standards are rarely as standard
as you might think.
Time and again you'll come across kit
which, although it purports to have a

with the necessary hardware to effect the
sending of those signals.
In practice, that boils down to a cable
with a 25-way D connector at each end
with the following connections: pin 2 to
transmit data, pin 3 to receive data, pin 4
to 'Request to Send', pin 5 to 'Clear to
Send', pin 7 as signal ground, pin 8 as
'Data Carrier Detect' in order that your
modem can recognise a signal coming in
and answer the telephone, pin 20 as 'Data
Terminal Ready' and so on. See table 1,

null-modem cable is used. It's exactly the
same as that above with one important

'standard' RS232 connector, a cable with
a 'standard' 25-way D connector and so

on, in many cases they are actually the
manufacturer's interpretation of the stan
dard. So be wary of what you are buying.

Probably the first bit of puzzling
nomenclature you'll come across after
discovering comms is RS232, or V24 as
it's known.

This is an internationally designated
standard - outside the USA - for serial

exception, pins 2 and 3 and pins 3 and 2
are

connected

to

one

another.

This

enables the transmitted signal of one
machine to go directly to the receiving

pin of the second machine.
RS232 was developed or at least, cho
sen, by the CCITT. That body however,
has named it V24 - RS232 is the Ameri

can name. Although the 'standard' caus
es a lot of confusion for beginners, once

you've soldered up a few cables, you

the IBM-PC and its compatibles - but 25-

won't give it a second thought.
If you are still in need of further infor
mation on the vagaries of null-modem,
just get hold of a back copy of the Febru
ary 1991 'USER, issue 60, for a full expla
nation of how to connect your ST directly

way is the more common.

to other machines.

above, for a full list of the pin outs.
A cable with those connections, a com

puter and a modem will get almost any
micro 'on the air'. Occasionally, 9-way D
connectors are used - most notably by

Atari ST User

O

The PC Emulator Support Club Introduce

AT CONCORDE PLUS
The New and Faster Emulator
For the ATARI ST

WE MUST BE MAD
Due to massive bulk buying and low cost advertising
we can offer you high quality European manufactured
disks at these extremely low prices

II DSDD Q4nINCVAT

A 286 16Mhz processor - Norton factor of 8 plus - CGA, EGA,
VGA, Hercules, Olivetti and Toshiba graphic emulations - Task

DISKS Ol U +LABELS

Switching between PC and ATARI modes - Laser Support -j

Sound - COM1/COM2 - LPT1 - Hard disk support - Highl
density floppy support for converted STs - MUCH MORE.

All this for Only £225
AT CONCORDE with half Mb upgrade
AT CONCORDE with 2nd floppy drive
AT CONCORDE with Half Mb upgrade and 2nd floppy.

..£285
..£275
..£329

AT CONCORDE with DOS3.3

..£259

DATAJET ATAT CONCORDE with 40Mb Hard disk

£599

250 +@29p each; 500 +@28p each; 1000 +@27p each
ALL DISKS CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE

QflMVQ CMOOn 3.5" DSHD 65p
Sr<Sil?«..r.!W UWr 5.25"DSHD....36p

OU NY U U UOD 5.25" DSDD....19p
DSDD BULK

'

100 Capacity Disc Box....3.75

50 Capacity Disk Box

3.25

ST/AT PACK 520STFM-1Mb-AT CONCORDE installed

£549

Mouse Pockets

1.50

Mouse Mat

1.75

ST/AT Superpack-40Mb drive-1 Mb 520-AT CONCORDE

£999

Printer Stand

3.75

Amiga Dust Cover

2.50

15.00

Atari Dust Cover

2.50

PossoBox

LOGITECH MOUSE £9.99

When purchasing any of the above AT CONCORDE offers]
LOGI-Pilot -MOUSE
FLOPPY DRIVES
40Mb HARD DISK
100Mb HARD DISK

£24.50
£60.00
£399.00
£599.00

ATONCE (original)

£149.00

PC SPEED
AT SPEED
SUPERCHARGER

£98.00
£189.00
£289.00

PC M SUPPORT CLUB
133a Parrock Street

NOT JUST A CLUB

Gravesend Kent DA12 1EZ

FREE ADVICE LINE
PC PD/SHAREWARE
MEMORY UPGRADES
STs and MUCH MORE

Cheques payable to FCT (UK)

SALES AND ADVlCE LINE
0622 677173
JOIN THE CLUB

Amiga 512K RAM Expansion with clock
Amiga/Atari External Drive

32.00
54.95

THIS MONTHS 200 3.5" DSDD DISKS
SPECIAL OFFER + 2 x 100 CAP BOXES

64.95

Please add £2.85 p&p/next day £6.50. Cheques/POs to
PLC COMPUTER SUPPLIES (Dept STU)
11 Meakin Avenue, Clayton, TELESALES HOTLINE
Newcastle, Staffs ST5 4EY.

0782 212970

BEFORE YOU BUY - RING THE CLUB - ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

MAKE MUSICAL MAGIC WITH YOUR COMPUTER

Feed Your ST!
E3

MEMORY UPGRADES

B3

STE

512Kto 1024K

£28.75

2 Megabyte STE Upgrade
4 Megabyte STE Upgrade

£97.75
£178.25

These upgrades are available in both sip and simm types to suit all STEs. Trade in is given
for your existing memory when you upgrade to 2 or 4 Megabyte, £10 for 512K, £20 for
1024K. Very clear instructions included + free multitasking software.
STF(M)
512K to 1024K plug in board
£55.00
£80.00
1MB board expands to 2,5MB
2.5 Megabyte Plug in upgrade
£163.50
4 Megabyte Plug in upgrade
£248.25

COMPUTERS Discovery packs

TT 2 Megabyte RAM, 40 Meg HD , Extl monitor

Yamaha PSS 790 Midi
Yamaha PSS 590 Midi

£229.99
.....£149.99

DrT's Sequencer Packase
(includes Scorewriter)

£99.99

* For as little as £250.00 you can turn your computer
into a home recordins studio.
* Plusa full ranse of Roland CM. products in stock.
* Most major credit cards accepted.
* Phone 0795-425931 for an info pack.

£1839.00

512KSTE

£299.99

1 Megabyte STE
2 Megabyte STE
4 Megabyte STE

£325.00
£379.00
£459.00

BELL
MUSIC

"YOUR FRIEND IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS"

3 Roman Sq, Sittingbourne, Kent

EMULATORS
PC SPEED

Hardware PC Emulator works 4 times faster than originalXT. Supports Hard disk,
Mouse, RS232, Printer, CGA, Hercules and Olivettigraphics.

Fitted

£135.00

Supplied and fitted w/computer
Supplied only

£120.00
£115.00

ATARI REPAIRS

AT SPEED As PC Speed but 7 times faster than XT!
Price as for PC Speed + £100.00
SPECTRE GCR Super Mac Emulator for the ST.
Supplied only

£Call

All Atari products repaired, Computers, Printers,

Chips Etc.
16x1 Megabit DRAM Chips
For upgrading Frontier, TCT and some Mega ST series boards by 2 Megabytes.
16 x 256K x 1 DRAM Chips

Atari Approved Service Centre

£110.00
£36.80

Fittingkit for upgrading STFM to 1MBusing above chips

£3.45

ST Mouse switches
Various STE spares available. Please call for assistance.

£0.35

HOW TO ORDER
Telephone orders and enquiries welcome on: 081-777 0751
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to:
HCS

Prices exclude VAT.
Add £1.50 P&P to orders
under £5.
Please call before

35 HARTLAND WAY, SHIRLEY, CROYDON, CR0 8RJ

sending your computer

Trade-in paid as a refund

Goods normally despatched within 2 daysofreceipt

Monitors, Disk Drives etc
Atari trained engineers

All work fully guaranteed
Free estimates

Full range of ST's repaired

AVON MICRO CENTRE
Unit 4, Western Road Industrial Estate,

Stratford-upon-Avon, Warwickshire CV37 0AH
Telephone: 0789 292269

EMULATION edited by GUNTER MINNERUP

Helpful MSDOS
function keys,
the old Beeb

emulatorfound,
and that little
black box...

multitasking capability and the
extra RAM it offers. Then again,
Supercharger does not support

F'S THE WORD

the 640 x 400 Olivetti screen

The DOS command line environment isn't the most friendly, espe

mode which

cially ifyou're used to the GEM Desktop or the Mac Finder. Typing
errors can drive you to distraction when all you want is a directory
listing of D:\MSDOS\UTILS\DISKV.COM, and the operating system

is my preferred

mode on an Atari monochrome

monitor: CGA is just too crude
for my Atari-spoilt eyes, and the
continuous scrolling required

replies with a bland error message.

I am surprised though, how unfamiliar many owners of PC emu

with Hercules tends to become

I am often asked which of the

annoying after a while.
I suggest that you take the

rival PC emulators I would rec

time to read the reviews, and

ommend. "The cheapest and
fastest" would be most people's
reply, but I am not so sure.
There are so many other fac

think hard about which features

tors which can make a lot of dif

lators are with one of the few comforts offered by MSDOS in such
situations - the function keys. The most recent command line

entered is stored by DOS and all or parts of it can be recalled by
using the keys F1 to F5.
F1 copies the stored command line, character by character, F2
copies all of it up to the cursor position, F3 copies the whole line

are most important to you before
parting with your cash.
But make sure you read an
up-to-date review because the
emulator market is extremely
competitive. The rival vendors

or the remainder of it if some characters have already been

ao

ference in daily use. For exam
ple, I often find myself using the
slowest and most expensive of
the emulators, Supercharger, in
preference to ATonce or AT-

for too long and as a result tend
to come up with new features all

Speed simply because of its

the time.

copied by another function key, F4 copies everything to the right
of the cursor and F5 replaces the old line with the new one.
In addition, F6 writes the CTRL-Z end-of-file character. Try them,
they'll soon become second nature to use.

_!

can't afford to sit on their laurels

BBC envirbment emulator £2K

O

BTMsoft STDFS

BASIC

THE BUCK BOX APPROACH

MCflT
Current drive fl:

Much of this month's emulation page was written on a Z88, that
useful little notebook portable from Cambridge Computers. Its
built-in wordprocessor, Pipedream, is not quite Protext or even
Word for Windows. Irrespective of power supplies, however, it's
well worth putting up with Pipedream's idiosyncratic, spread
sheet-like formatting procedures in order to gain the freedom it
gives to work wherever and whenever you want.
Yes, quite, but what has this to do with emulation, I hear you
ask. The answer is quite a lot: I've lost count of the number of
times my Z88 has helped me out in tricky file transfer situations,
when disk formats were incompatible and serial links, either direct

< B: )

Cataloguing drive fl: ( fl: )
Cataloguing directory "\BBC8BSIC"
D
DEM01

DEMOB

BBRS

,PRG

DEMO

,BBS

DEM01

.BBS

STDFS

.EXT

>L0B0 "DEMO.BRS"
>_

The elusive BBC emulator up and running at last

WHAT'S THIS?

or indirect, were impractical.

The continuing saga of the elusive BBC emulator took a new twist
recently when I tidied up my 'junk box' full of half-forgotten PDand
other programs. There it was, complete with demo files which
appeared to test the screen mode, and a disk filing system exten
sion, but unfortunately no documentation whatsoever.
As the screenshot shows, the emulator appears to work fine, but
I did not have any tried and tested BBC BASIC programs to submit it

If you have a Spectre Mac emulator without the GCR bit, or if
you need access to a PC with a high-density disk drive - and you
don't know how to reconfigure it, or cannot be bothered - the Z88
can act as a go-between, a sort of portable RAM disk.
RAM's the word, though, as the Z88 has no disk storage, and
you have to be sure that the files to be transferred are not too long
for the memory capacity of your cartridges. Copying Quark

to more exhaustive trials. I have no idea where it came from, but

XPress to a Z88 would be difficult, but then there are other rea
sons why this should not be done...

imagine that it is Public Domain and that the larger ST PD libraries

For text files, small graphic images, fonts and similar moderatesized items however, this little black gadget can make life a whole

My local library has several books with BBC BASIClistings which
I shall try and then report back in a future issue on the usability of

lot easier.

the emulator. Watch this space!

will be able to supply you with a copy.

SCHIZOPHRENIC ST
ATonce software. Their emulator

anybody actually use it for ages
- utility program to divide your
ST's memory into several 'virtual'
computers, each capable of run

has now caught up with ATSpeed in offering monochrome

ning its own applications?
Hyperswitch works in

The other day those nice people
at Silica sent me the new ver

sion,

numbered

3.50,

of

the

EGA and VGA screen modes.
Remember that the comments

the
same way, but supports the
ATonce emulator, so that you can

I feel the most important
improvement is a neat little Desk
accessory supplied with version
3.50
called
Hyperswitch.
Remember K-Switch, the ill-fated
- in the sense that I haven't seen

does work, or at least it worked

when I gave it a quick test run.
K-Switch and its close relation,

Revolver, threw up a lot of prob
lems when used in earnest.
It remains to be seen how

made on this page with regard
to Hercules also apply to VGA,
while EGA does not make full
use of the vertical resolution of
the SM 124/125 screen.

have the DOS and TOS operat

ing systems running in different
RAM partitions.
Best of all, you don't need a
fully expanded ST to take advan
tage of this feature, provided
you own a hard disk drive with
plenty of free space. This is

because Hyperswitch can use
'virtual memory' by writing the
memory configuration to disk
and loading it back into avail
able RAM when required.
Fantastic as it sounds, it really

uortex Multi

-Atari Manager HyperSMitch (01999

steady Hyperswitch will turn out

\

to be when confronted with the

more temperamental PC and ST
0
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The 'Multi-Atari Manager'
Hyperswitch can use the
hard disk as 'virtual mem

ory', dumping the memory
configuration to a swap
file. Handy for those living
above their RAM means!

ATonce 3.50 also includes a

new, prettier MSDOS font and a
font editor to modify it or even
create your own.

Contact Silica Systems on 081
3091111 for all the vital details.
Atari ST User

o

Deltronks fmmv ®m\Mt$ M$k
Atari ST/STE

Ever wanted to create a commercial-quality adventure but couldn't program to
save your life? Now you can with DELTRONICS' FANTASY GRAPHICS DISK &
Microdeal's TALESPIN ADVENTURE CREATION SYSTEM.

4 Megabytes of graphics have been crammed into 400k featuring various
adventure Characters, Backgrounds, Weapons, Armour, Artifacts and much, much
more!! You can even construct a 3-D Dungeon!

All you require extra is Talespin, a little imagination and do not need any
programming knowledge!! Talespin's command structure is graphic-orientated
hence this disk add-on. Your final program can run separately without the need of
Talespin, and there are no royalties or copyright restrictions to worry about.

NOW THERE'S NOTHING TO STOP YOU WRITING THAT
COMMERCIAL ADVENTURE EPIC!

ALSO GREAT FOR EDUCATIONAL or PD PROGRAMS
The Fantasy Graphics Disk can also be used with other systems such as STOS

& STAC with the aid of screen-capturing devices (requires main Talespin pro
gram to run first).

Fantasy Graphics now only £7.50
Talespin (limited boxed edition) £9.99
Overseas Surface Mail FREE. Air Mail add £1.00 (Europe) £2.50 (outside Europe)
TRADE or USER INTEREST GROUP ENQUIRIES WELCOME

n

tvj

i

c

(Dept.User) P.O. BOX 175, CARSHALTON, SURREY, SM5 2WA

Telephone: 081 -769 9568 (Enquiries hotline)

ADVENTURES edited by CYCLOPS
i

When the

going gets
tough,
the Cyclops
gets rough!
So watch out

RAMBO supposedly gives extra

old team of heroes from Dun

power to your elbow. Not trust
ing this dodgy info - I wouldn't

geon Master, or begin anew

eyes? Okay, I was just checking!
I had to return to Chaos this

the

month and I was really amazed

Chaos prison. I recommend that
you play with a new team as the

at how slow it now seems since

could throw him... or her- I con

tacted the game's author, Tony

Chaos monsters can seem too

Crowther, and asked his advice.

weak for seasoned warriors.

dragon on a jet-bike! It's still a
great game though.

He claims that no special
names were built-in, and only

Just to give you a little help,
the game creators have hidden

trust an adventurer as far as I

with

a

fresh

team

from

chance has made some names

two

For a horrible minute I thought
you had been lying to me! As it
is, I'll give you the benefit of the
doubt and refrain from clubbing

produce better stats than others.
So far Tony's own experiments
with the game have found that
the name BATMAN 3 produces

prison, so try head-butting your
way along the corridors to find

you round the ears this time.
My doubts concern the
numerous scrolls from Captive
fans claiming that they have dis
covered a cheat which gives

the best results.

Chaos Strikes Back has hid

increased statistics to their team

den characters secreted behind

the water monsters in the Chaos

of droids at start-up time.
According to them, naming
your droid ANN DROID or

illusion walls in the Prison?

Cistern can be destroyed by lur
ing them onto a grating, where
they will drain away before your

extra

characters

in

pursued

by

Captive's

©

i

I will warn you that there

ject of picking powerful teams I

sealed behind locked doors.

Hidden deep in the Chaos Prison,

I trust you are also aware that

behind illusion walls and rows of

blood-thirsty mummies, there is a
another prisoner waiting for you.
Don't settle for a 'wimpy', if
you're sensible take Cyclop's tip
and search for this super-hero

i

with a swarm of space pirates blasting my tail are too many to
count. Damocles gives you another chance to exercise your
imagination muscle and float free among the stars. There are
worlds to traverse and star fields to cross before your fate and

o

Now you may think that adven
turers are the same the whole

world over, but not a bit of it. It

appears

that

the

European

variety needs to see its prey
move and hear it squeal before
its killer instinct is aroused.

The American variety of
adventurer however, regards
any Role Playing Game with
anything more exciting than a
table of statistics as childish -

and to think you thought that
they were the dummies!
For this reason it's games

the fair land of Faerghail to
check out the opposition and I
think there is a good game in
there trying to get out.
The one aspect of any game
which makes me bite lumps
out of my club is mapping and
in this RPG your band of
heroes seems incapable of
moving two yards before blun
dering into another dead-end.
I don't care what anyone
says, I refuse to draw maps
and that's final. For like-minded

from Rainbow Arts which do

grunts I offer the following help
with this infuriating game.
There is a crystal ball to be

the Damocles Comet collide.

very well in the States, but only

found on the first level of the

The game uses blocky slabs of colour to create the many
buildings which you must enter and search for the clues which
will help save your planet from the heavenly wrecking crew.
While the game has all the colour and the razzamatazz you
could want, the lack of other life forms is sorely missed.
This, plus the awkward navigation system, prevented me from

attract a few devotees in this

Dwarven Mines which knocks

the mapping problem on the
head for you. Find the ball and
it will draw the map. To make
things easy for you I have
again slaved over a paintbox

offer and is well worth the cash. For the young at heart with time

neck of the woods. The game
has very little animation, so
you'll need a lively imagination
and a liking for statistics in
order to get the best from it.
Never being one who could
resist the opportunity to splat

on their hands, the stars, high adventure and not to mention ful

an Ore, I have been trudging

slave to my people?

becoming totally involved in the mission, but it still has lots to

i

@

SPACED OUT
Having had my fill of forests which are overrun with dwarves and
wolves, I decided that a spell of peace and quiet in the dark
reaches of space would not go amiss. Just as well I wasn't seek
ing any company because the worlds of Damocles are dis
tinctly empty of all life.
The ambition to pilot a spaceship around the galaxy is the
dream that lights a tiny spark deep in the heart of many an
adventurer. Red-lining your battle-scarred ship towards the dis
tant space station while keeping one eye on the early warning
radar is an experience which can capture your soul. Where the
unbeliever saw only a distorted wire-framed box rotating against
a white circle, we saw the impossible dream come true.
The nights I have spent lugging narcotics across the galaxy

i

o

the secret entrances.

assume that you do know that

When you begin playing this
game you may either load your

being

the

appears to be a time limit within
which you must find these
champions or they are forever

Before we move off the sub

i

like Legend of Faerghail

to pinpoint the resting place of
this essential item. Am I not a

I

1

i

i

©
o

•=q
i

@

filling your greatest dreams are but a key-press away.
Meanwhile I've got other worlds to see and Ores to thump, so
clear a path - I'm outa here! Cyclops

o
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Entry stairs
+ Notice board

o

• Crystal ball
When you've had your fill of earthly adventures turn your back on
the world and head for the stars with Damocles

Mapping's a chore no adventurer relishes, if you seek guidance
with the Legend of Faerghail, follow the map to the crystal ball

Atari ST User
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GRAPHICS PRINTING IN COLOUR

ADVERTISERS' INDEX
ABS Disks

95

Alpha Computing
Analogic

120
90

Avon Micro

116

B.Bytes

78

B.Soft
BCS
Bell Music
BestPrices

78
83
116
60

Byte Back

42

Cambridge Business
Computer Connection
Computerwise (Brighton)

84
24,25
120

Datel
Deltronics
Dial A Disc

34
118
98

Digicomm
Digita
Digital Dimension

37
IFC
84

Elmsoft

83

Enigma Variations

46

EuroLink
Evesham Micros

Floppyshop

70
16-17

108

Gasteiner

6

MD Office Supplies
MJC Supplies

49

MT Software
Mail Centre
Media Direct

18
72
74

Microdeal
Microtext
Midi-Tech
Mirror Soft
Music Matrix
NBS

15

3,112

PC Emulator
PLC
Rise Time

84
108
OBC
90
78
116
116
95

SK Marketing

32

SW Software
ST Club

98
98

Silica Shop

89

Softmachine
Softville

68
83

Software City
Software Express

52
68

SolentSoftware

83

Special Reserve

9

Surface
Switchboard

95
108

12,54

Golden Image

40

Goodman PDL
H.C.S

80
116

Third Coast

Titan Design

58

Hal Computers

120

TrustPD

90

Hi-Soft

IBC, 23

Homebased Business
Kosmos

120
98

Ladbroke Computers

26

Universal Overnight
WTS Electronics

WeServe
WizardPD

PUBLIC DOMAIN AND
SHAREWARE SOFTWARE
* Same day service
* Help ana advice

IMPrint is a value-for-money, high quality, GEM, and NEO paint
package with the very rare feature of colour printing on 9 pin colour
printers. A comprehensive program for Only £15.95
EASY TEXT PLUS is a good Desk Top Publisher with all the
features expected by the newcomer. Write your document with a
favourite wordprocessor and import it, or enter it directly into a
frame. Degas clip art can be imported and sized. Printouts from 9
pin mono printers are excellent. Only £20.
PUBLIC DOMAIN SERVICE Send a SAE (9" x 4"), or £1.22 for a

catalogue and disk DEMO. PD now available includes:

* DTP *Databases *Spreadsheets *Copiers *Emulators *Graphics *
* Wordprocessors * Accessories * Clip Art * Demos * Games *

EJ

ALPHA COMPUTING

S

32 Meadow Drive, Halifax, West Yorkshire, HX3 5JZ
Tel: 0422 366785 (9am-6pm)

MAKE YOUR ATARI ST EARN!
Yes making money with your ST becomes incidental when you know
how. Your micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make
is irrelevant. Make the initialeffort. NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may be the most important move you willever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games. The benefits are many and varied, Full or
part time. For FREE details send S.A.E. to:

56
120

31 PILTON PLACE (ASTU23)

90
80

WALWORTH, LONDON SE17 1DR

KING AND QUEEN STREET

4

COMPUTERWISE
BRIGHTON

f'1'1

ATARI SPECIALISTS
WE HAVE lOOs OF SOFTWARE TITLES (MANY ARE NOW
DISCOUNTED), BOOKS

* Yourchoice of D/S discs
* Large range

AND PERIPHERALS IN STOCK AT ALL TIMES.
CALL IN TODAY FOR YOURS

* Virus Free

Magazine style disc catalogue. Send either disc and SAE or

UP TO £1000 INSTANT CREDIT AVAILABLE

cheque/PO for £1

AVAILABLE WITH LOMBARD TRICITY FINANCE

HAL COMPUTING

OPEN 10 AM TO 5.30 PM MONDAY TO SATURDAY

Dept DM2, 15 Regent Terrace, Leeds LS6 1NP
Tel: (0532) 435805 10am-5pm

PHONE 0273 674626
r

44 GEORGE STREET, KEMPTOWN, BRIGHTON
GEORGE ST IS OPPOSITE THE AMERICAN EXPRESS BUILDING

fc OMPUTER REPAIRS

-

FIRST AID
FOR
TECHNOLOGY

ATARI ST/AMIGA
Simply send your machine along

with a £15 diagnostic fee an!
you will be sent a written

quotation for the cost of
repairing your machine.

• TYP\^"^L^£45, 1WEEK TURNAROUND
W.T.S. ELECTRONICS LTD, CHAUL END LANE, LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ
0582 491949 (4 LINES)

DESKTOP PUBLISHING edited by CHARLES MICHAEL

^3

A lack offonts

HOT STUFF

on the ST,
the joy of

A copy of Wordflair landed
on my desk a few days ago.
This long-awaited program fits

WordFlair

somewhere

and a Passport
to success
The ST is widely used for pub
lishing and not just for technical
documents. I recently had a
copy of Passport through the

post from erstwhile ST book
author, Mike Gerrard.
This is not another manual, but

an anthology of new, creative
prose from a wide range of con
temporary authors.
Mike edits the bi-annual pub
lication with Thomas McCarthy
and produces it himself on his
2.5Mb ST using Calamus. The
main text is printed out on an
Atari laser printer with the cover
sent to a Linotype for the
increased definition.
The work included in this issue

is excellent and the layout, while

between

it enables the storage and

the background automatically
flowing around the frames
which overlay it.
These separately defined
regions are very much like the
frames in Calamus, though in
Wordflair they have rather more
pragmatic uses.
While the text and graph
regions can take text files and
images respectively, the graph
region
can
also
display
'dynamic' graphs. These can

the two

categories of word processor
and DTP package, and calls
itself a document processor.
This style of program is
becoming increasingly popu
lar, as many users find the
rigours of the conventional DTP
package too restrictive.
The idea of a document pro

recall of information to be used

directly within a document.
Ideal for mail-merge, the
facility to call up facts in this
way has a number of other
uses. Think of a researcher or

non-fiction author, who could

be linked to formulae in calc

able for instance and two line

regions, and changed to
reflect any alterations in the
calculated figures.

styles - arrow head or no arrow
head. Swiss, Dutch and Sys
tem are the only fonts supplied
and a full page view - a minute
one - is the only alternative to

fulfils

these

While neither feature is as

complete as a dedicated appli
cation, having both available
integrated with a capable page
layout system is very handy.

two

requirements by offering both a
'background region' which can
be thought of as a plain sheet
of paper, and also separately
defined, individually framed
text, graph and calc regions.
These regions float over the
top of the 'paper', with text in

i

have a note database on-line

most of the time as a word pro
cessor, but to have the typo

Wordflair

i

(22

while a book is in preparation.
The layout and typographi
cal controls are a little spartan.
Only three line widths are avail

cessor is to be able to use it

graphical and graphics facili
ties readily available.

TO

actual size.

Wordflair is in some ways
more like the old idea of an

integrated

WordFlair can also be used

package,

O

based

to devise and maintain a sim

around a DTP front-end. It's an

ple card-file database. Using
video recorder-style controls,
not unlike those in Superbase,

interesting product though,
and one I'll be returning to over
the coming months.

sometimes a little crowded, is

bright and modern. Passport
costs £5.95 per issue, from PO
Box 7, Ramsey, Huntingdon,
CambsPE17 2UZ.
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Calamus is ideal for producing
documents as it has an exten
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Graphs, calculations, records and chocolate, they're all in Wordflair, except for the chocolate

sive range of design aids

I FONT TO BE ALONE
i

Fleet
supplied with them, there is

Street

Publisher

little scope for adding

takes the 'font bits' out of a
PostScript emulator and Cala
Cala-

fonts to the ST. This isn't due to

mus does its own thing with a

very

any lack of font support, though
GDOS is limited to bit-mapped

le Edit

fonts themselves.

ubiquitous

Swiss and Dutch faces, which

could force

a yawn from a

Palace Guardsman, there is
precious little available. Timeworks

Publisher

offers

Rockface and Drury Lane caps
as additional fonts, but only in
two point sizes.

The others all go their own
way. PageStream offers bit
maps, though version 2 will
provide Compugraphic "scal
able fonts for display and print.

Page

Stale

application only. On the Apple

ics system.

Macintosh and even now on

Where all these fall down is

lat they apply to a single
Text

Graphics

IBOTT

I UNDERLINED
• ITALIC
I LIGHT
•outlined
Ihhite
•superscript

•subscript

i

@

the PC under Windows, a con-

sistent scalable font syste
available

Help

across

the

whole

environment.

IRiMIHTirLED.DTPi

fonts, but rather a dearth of the

Apart from the

Options

separate, vector-based graph-

Once the font controller and

The Swiss font is a
version of the sans
serif font Helvetica

o

r^

installed, they are available to
any program which uses fonts.
This includes drawing applica
tions and business graphics as
well as 'straight' word proces
sors and Desktop publishing

The Dutch font is

actually a variant of
Times Roman. Why
Dutch, then?i

packages.
Such a system would not be
that difficult to implement, but
to achieve the widespread
acceptance necessary, it woulc

Does the world really have to be reduced to a single serif and sans
face, particularly when they're this uninteresting? Answers on a
clean banknote please, to...

need to come from Atari itself.
And what are the chances of

that we may ask?

Atari ST User

TO)
o

W—CLOSE BOX—m
SPOT THE

WHERE IN

Believe it or not, here at 'USER we're giving
you yet another chance to win a great game
to add to your collection (generous or what?
- Ed). This competition is incredibly easy so
there's no way you can possibly go wrong.
Look at the photo below. You'll see that it
bears a striking resemblance to something
which is found in close proximity to your ST.

THE WORLD?
Here in the winter wonderland of Lan

cashire in February is John Mitchell's ST.
He says that it reaches terminal velocity
quite quickly and has had some spectac
ular runs.

For some reason, with that old grey
scarf on it looks vaguely reminiscent of
something out of ET - that movie by littleknown director, Steven Spielberg. Does

If this isn't the case, we'd like to know what

you use yours for...

Anyway, all we you to do is tell us what
the object is. No, that's far too easy... We
also want you to tell us its make, age and

anyone else think so, or should I commit
myself now?
The team judges this to be not a bad
touch of humour. Points scored are as

most importantly its favourite food.
Answers on a postcard to: Eeek, Atari ST
User, Europa House, Adiington Park, Mac
clesfield SK10 4NP. Pens at the ready? You

follows:

may start now.

effort - it's seasonal and topical, with a

Level of difficulty: 5/10

Technique: 7/10
Originality: 7/10
Total Score: 19 out of

a possible 30

'M> rf

*

PASS THE
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1

ENVELOPE PLEASE...
The 10 lucky winners in our January issue
NeoDesk Competition are:
R R McGlen,

Eltringham, Northumberland

1

Sandra Raymond,
Stickney, Lincolnshire
J Atkinson,
Scunthorpe, South Humberside
Mike Morley,
Beeston, Leeds
Laura Young,

Tonbridge, Kent

NEXT MONTH
IN 'USER

Tony Williams,
Moreton, Merseyside

Roger Hannaford,
Barnstaple, Devon

FAITHFUL

FORTUNE HUNTERS
Last month we gave you the chance
to win unimaginable fame and for
tune on this very page, and all that
you had to do was tell us when the
picture of the old-time miners

appeared in the magazine.
Well I'll be a danged hornswog-

gled varmit - only one of you
replied. Is the word for the month
lethargic or something? Our winner
is Carlo Zimbello of Holmes Chapel

in Cheshire, who calls himself "the
most loyal ST User buyer". Any
other contenders out there?

He not only answered the compe
tition, but he also answered it cor
rectly. So Carlo, watch your door
mat- the postie will be bringing you
a little something very soon.

Atari ST User

Keith Gardner,

Leicester, Leicestershire
Steve Wright,

Maltby-Le-Marsh, Lincolnshire
Ivan Dover, Ivybridge, Devon

A positively inspired selection of entries
packed the mailbag. We asked what feature
you would most like to see added to
Neodesk,

and you said really

intelligent

things like: "a virus checker"; "editable hot
keys"; and "disk editor". Then there were the

We've put the team on wheels,
temporarily, so that we could
bring you computing on the move:
how the ST can help find the best
route to your holiday, destination,
doing a spot of word processing
on the train, a look at what's hap
pening to Atari's Stacy laptop, and
much, much more.
Only had your ST since Christ
mas? Or does your ST'ing begin
and end with Dungeon Master and
Arkanoid? Take a look through our

"music

feature on software. It's a review

accessories"; and "the ability to tap dance
while making tea".
It wasn't easy to choose, so in the final

of everything the ST is capable of,

alternative answers:

"Kick Off 2";

analysis, it was partly skill and partly the luck
of the draw! All the entries are now on their

way to Electric Distribution and Gribnif Soft
ware for their programmers to ponder. It's dif
ficult to know what they'll make of sugges
tions like "power-assisted steering" though...

apart from games.
And after that you can revel in
the 3D graphics series, Beginners,

the latest games news, reviews
and tips, a Masterclass on K-Data,
world news, reviews and lots
more. Don't miss it!
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simulator, looks set to create a new
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We are pleased to announce the
immediate availability of the UK
version of Wordflair, the integrated
document processor.

Takes Off
standard of accuracy and friability in
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With its powerful combination of text,
graphics and calculation regions
together with its integrated database,

HiSoft is the exclusive distributor of

the UK version of Wordflair which has

full support for the UK keyboards,
currency etc. and comes with a
complete set of anglicised examples
for you to use and study. The RRP of

Wordflair is ideal for newsletters,

product brochures, form letters, mail
shots etc.

Wordflair provides all of the features
you need for efficient word processing

Wordtlair is £79.95 inclusive.

... and much more. With its

Highspeed

easy-to-use page layout tools, Wordflair
lets you combine text, graphics, and
images. In addition, you can
dynamically link calculations and data
throughout your document.

With Wordflair, you can create effective,
eye-catching documents without
moving from program to program.
Wordflair creates compound
documents by layering text, graph,
calculation and imported object regions
onto a background writing tablet.
These regions are simple to create and
edit, using the friendly,
easy-to-understand icons along the top
of the Wordflair window.

additional features. RRP £39.95.

We have recently discovered a brandnew, and rather exciting, version of
the popular Pascal language for the

^.^ Atari ST/TT.

(St /Qt ® Highspeed Pascal
•*"

2^

comes from

M?«/ Denmark, is

® » | "1 extremely fast and
VJJr VEy friendly to use
and is very closely
compatible to the immensely popular
and successful Turbo Pascal on the PC.

Use this order form toobtain your HiSoft Software directly from HiSoft and we will sendyou 'a Starter Pack consisting ofaquality mouse
mat (printed with Ihe STASCII set), an attractive disk wallet and 4 double-sided disks, totally free ofcharge!
•

ProFlight 1.2

£33195

•
•
•
•

Wormian-1.14

£7095

HiSolt DeupacST 2

Esaas

•
•
•
•
•

HiSott C interpreter 2.03.02
FTL Modula-2 Developer 1.2

£4935

Power BASIC 1.3

£4995

Highspeed Pascal 1.02
lattice C Version 5.06.02

Upgrade from 1.1 is £2.50.

Compilation speed is roughly 20,000
lines per minute with excellent code
generation for the ST and the new TT.

HiSoft has been appointed the
exclusive distributor of Highspeed
Pascal in the UK, USA, France, Australia
and New Zealand. RRP £89.95.

HiSoft software is available from good
computer shops. In case of difficulty,
you can order directly from HiSoft. For
export terms or further details on any
of our products, please call or write to
us. All prices include VAT and P&P
within the UK.

£83195
E148.00

HiSoft

£9935

High Quality Software

Har!eKin1.07

£4995

TurnoSTl.83

£3435

Iwish to pay by:

HiSott KnifeST 1.07

£2995

Card No:

HiSott MERCS 1.23

£2935

•

Tempus 21.07

£3995

•

Your 2nd Manual

£1495

J
J

from ecstatic users and now we have

released version 1.2 of ProFlight with
improved colour graphics and many

Pascal

Qj -:

the simulator market. Already we have
had many enthusiastic comments

Expiry Date:

•

Cheque/PO

•

Access

U Visa

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

|_

] Signature:

Tel:+44 525 718181
Fax:+44 525 713716
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Program designed by Rod Hyde

London SE1 OSW. Tel: 071-928 1454, Fax: 071-583 349

Mirror Image Is a brnnd name of Mlrrorsoft Ltd.

